Application for
East Liard Well Abandonment
Operations Authorization
SHELL ET AL ARROWHEAD B-41
PARA BERKLEY ARROWHEAD C-02/1
PARA ET AL ARROWHEAD N-65
PARAMOUNT BERKLEY ARROWHEAD O-15

November 2020
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Introduction
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) operates four suspended wells in the Liard East area which
require abandonment, namely;
1.
2.
3.
4.

SHELL ET AL ARROWHEAD B-41
PARA BERKLEY ARROWHEAD C-02/1
PARA ET AL ARROWHEAD N-65
PARAMOUNT BERKLEY ARROWHEAD O-15

Paramount plans to abandon the wells in compliance with the requirements of OROGO. Due to the
proximity to wells operated by CNRL and the remote location, current plans are to have these wells
abandoned in conjunction with abandonment operations conducted by CNRL, to minimize both cost and
environmental impact. Abandonment is currently planned for the winter of 2021 subject to partner
approvals, but circumstances and/or permitting issues may mean that it is more desirable to change the
order and/or timing of the abandonments.
As operator of record, Paramount is submitting this Application for Operations Authorization, and
Paramount intends to work with CNRL for the abandonment operations to achieve efficiency of shared
mobilization, equipment, safety & emergency response, and road usage. Paramount understands that
as operator of record, it remains responsible for the wells and related operations.
Paramount intends to diligently pursue abandonment operations of these (and other) wells in OROGO
jurisdiction, but to allow operational flexibility and minimize administrative overhead, PRL requests that
the Operations Authorization be valid for 24 months.
For ease of review and completeness, this application will follow the format of the OA Application
Checklist – Section 4.4 for the Draft Guidelines for Application for Well Suspension or Abandonment.
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Area of Application
All wells are located northeast of the hamlet of Fort Liard and east of NWT highway 7.
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Operating Licence - OGOA 10(1)
Paramount Resources Ltd has operating licence NWT-OL-2014-014 expiring March 31, 2021.
A copy of this licence is provided in Appendix 1
Paramount will maintain a valid operating licence for the duration of the Operations Authorization.

Signed OA Application Form – OGOA 10(1)
The signed application form is provided in Appendix 2

Declaration of Fitness for Purpose – OGOA 15
Paramount Resources Limited will ensure that
•

The equipment that is to be used in the abandonment activities contemplated under this
Authorization will be fit for the purposes for the work it is to be used.
Further information on the service rig and other equipment qualification is contained in the
responses to OGOA S.16 and OGDPR S.8 below.

•

The related operating procedures are appropriate.
Paramount’s general operating procedures are described Paramount’s Management System and
Safety Plan, addressed below.
Site specific procedures are contained in the individual well programs.

•

The personnel who are to be employed in connection with them are qualified and competent
for the task required of them.
Paramount’s staff and contractors engaged in the supervision of this work will have suitable
experience. Wellsite supervisory personnel have, as a minimum current “Well Service Blowout
Prevention” certification from Energy Safety Canada, H2S Alive, and Standard First Aid.

Further well specific requirements (BOP testing etc.) are addressed in the operational programs which
form part of the specific Well Approval applications.
The Declaration by Applicant form required by OROGO is provided in Appendix 3.
Paramount will ensure that if there are changes in the equipment, operating procedures and/or
personnel, these will remain “fit for purpose”.

Benefits Plan - OGOA 17
Paramount has an ongoing Benefits Plan for its operations in the Liard area, and submits annual reports
to the GNWT Department of Industry, Trade, and Investment – Mineral Resources Division.
This includes provision for the use of local personnel and contractors, where applicable.
Due to the limited duration of the project, and the need for specialized personnel for certain operations,
there will not be significant opportunity for a training or development program during the abandonment
operations.
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Proof of Financial Responsibility – OGOA 13 & 64
Paramount Resources limited is a financially strong company, capable of and committed to meeting its
obligations under the regulations, and any unforeseen events arising from these operations.
As proof of financial responsibility as required by OGOA 13 and S64(1) Paramount submits the following:
1. Paramount is publicly traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) under the symbol POU and as
of November 3, 2020 Paramount’s Market Capital was approximately $300 million Canadian
dollars.
Audited Financial Statements for the last Fiscal Year (2019) are provided in Appendix 4
Unaudited Financial Statements for the last quarter (Q2 (2020) are provided in Appendix 4
2. Paramount is fully insured for oil and gas operations in Western Canada.
Certificate of Insurance is provided in Appendix 4
3. Paramount currently has a Line of Credit dedicated to the benefit of the NWT Government for
Liard (BMTO 376391) which we believe is sufficient for the work activity proposed.

Scope of Proposed Activities - OGDPR 6 (a)
As per the introduction above, this application is for all the activities associated with the abandonment
of four suspended wells in the Liard East area, in compliance with OROGO’s requirements.
The subject wells have been inspected annually up to 2020 and show no indication of gas migration or
surface casing vent flows, or other concerns.
The operations will consist of the following.
1) Building required access roads and installing a temporary campsite.
2) Downhole abandonment of the wells listed below, including:
a) Removal of tubing (and other downhole equipment as required).
b) Isolation of perforations in accordance with OROGO regulations and guidelines
c) Verification of annular isolation in accordance with OROGO regulations and guidelines
d) Displacement of wellbore fluid in accordance with OROGO regulations and guidelines (if
required)
SHELL ET AL ARROWHEAD B-41
PARA BERKLEY ARROWHEAD C-02/1
PARA ET AL ARROWHEAD N-65
PARAMOUNT BERKLEY ARROWHEAD O-15
3) Surface abandonment including removal of wellhead, cut & cap of casing, and installation of well
marker.
4) Filling excavation and restoring of final grade around wellhead.
5) Remove any remaining lease equipment.
(No significant equipment is present as none of the wells was ever tied-in or produced.)
Note:
The order of wells may vary depending on access considerations and equipment availability.
Due to the proximity to wells operated by CNRL and the remote location, current plans are to have
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these wells abandoned in conjunction with abandonment operations conducted by CNRL, to minimize
both cost and environmental impact. Abandonment is currently planned for the winter of 2021 subject
to partner approvals, but circumstances and/or permitting issues may mean that it is more desirable to
change the order and/or timing of the abandonments.

Execution Plan & Schedule - OGDPR 6 (b)
Downhole abandonment operations will be performed by a service rig and associated equipment
(cement mixing and pumping, wireline, etc.).
The service rig will be a self-erecting, free standing double unit on a carrier with associated pump and
tank. The blowout preventer stack (BOP) will be a Class III system (2 ram type preventers and one
annular) rated at 35 MPa. The system will be hydraulically operated.
Subject to crew availability, operations may be performed on a 24-hour basis. Where operations are
performed on a “daylights” basis, a night shift skeleton crew may be required to maintain a boiler watch
and similar tasks. In this event, Paramount’s policies regarding “working alone” will be followed. Due to
the short length of days during the winter, some operations will be performed in darkness, even if only a
single “daylight” crew is used
The following are the anticipated operations and timing.
As always, actual timing and order of operations is subject to weather, access, and equipment
availability
1) Commence building access roads and camp installation – November 2020 – subject to weather and
Land Use Permit)
2) Mobilize service rig(s) and associated equipment (wireline, cement unit, etc.) December 2020
3) Perform downhole abandonments – December 2020 – March 2021
4) Excavate around wellheads and perform cut & cap operations.
Backfill and re-grade as required – January 2021 – March 2021
5) Complete equipment removal (if any) – March 2021
6) Decommission winter roads (V notch snow fills in creeks etc.) – March 2021
7) Submit final reports

Safety Plan - OGDPR 6(c) & OGDPR 8
Paramount’s Safety Plan, entitled COR-HSE-PLN-002 Safety Plan NWT 2019 is provided in Appendix 5.
As described in Section 2.0 (Scope) the plan is intended to meet the requirements of section 6 (c) of the
OGDPR, including responsibilities, training requirements, hazard identification and control, and
requirements for emergency response planning, incident reporting and investigation, and inspections
and audits. It also addresses corporate policies as they pertain to HSE issues, provides Safe Work
Procedures and Guidelines for a variety of operational hazards, and lists the Paramount Documents that
provide more detail related to specific hazards.
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Appendices 1 & 2 of the document are available to be filled out with project/site specific information as
applicable prior to the commencement of operations.
An updated “Project Risk Register” (Appendix 3 to the Safety Plan) specific to this project is provided in
Appendix 5.
The state of the Covid-19 pandemic as of the planned commencement of operations is not known at this
time. Paramount’s Pandemic Crisis – Temporary Worksite Safety Plan is provided in Appendix 5 and will
be implemented as needed. The necessary input will be provided at that time to ensure the use of
current procedures

Environmental Protection Plan- OGDPR 6 (d) & OGDPR 9
Paramount has developed an Environmental Protection Plan (which in turn is a component of the
Paramount Operational Excellence Management System (POEMS) referenced elsewhere in this
document) to minimize any effect on the environment caused by operations and/or accidental events
associated with the project. The document contains both the background for its development (policies,
studies, etc.) and the mitigation measures and compliance monitoring methods. This document was
also submitted as part of the application for a Land Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (WL) for the
subject wells in this application.
A copy of the Environmental Protection Plan is provided in Appendix 6.

Flaring and Venting of Gas - OGDPR 6 (e)
The subject wells are being abandoned and no testing (and associated flaring) is planned.
As the bottom hole pressure is known, operations will take place using fluids of a sufficient density to
overcome the pressure and minimize the entry of gas into the wellbore. Despite this, a small amount of
gas may be trapped under the existing packers and in the wellbore. This volume (typically less than
0.040 E3M3 at atmospheric pressure) will be bled off to a separator and flared. Very small amounts of
gas (less than 1m3) in the wireline riser (if used) will be vented to atmosphere.
There is no hydrogen sulphide (H2S) associated with these wells.

Burning of Oil - OGDPR 6 (f)
No oil will be burned during the conduct of these operations.

Contingency Plan – Emergency Response Plan - OGDPR 6 (j)
Paramount has developed a contingency plan (referred to by Paramount as the Emergency Response
Plan) using the Incident Command System (ICS) designed to address all reasonably anticipated
emergency situations.
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The contents include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Emergency Response- including notification requirements
Roles and responsibilities of various personnel in emergency response activities
Emergency Response Procedures for various potential emergencies
Information regarding coordination with external agencies and associated contact
information
Various forms to facilitate and standardize emergency response
Area specific information and maps (including Liard area)

The document is provided in Appendix 7. The contact information has been redacted from this copy to
protect the privacy of the individuals listed. A full copy is located at Paramount’s office, with OROGO
and various third-party contractors. A current copy (electronic or paper) will be provided on site.

Preliminary Screening – MVLWA 124
Land Use Permit and Water Licence
The goal of this project is to abandon the wells and allow the locations to return to their natural state.
This project will include the building of winter roads for access along existing disturbances, installation
of a temporary camp, and downhole and surface abandonment operations at the subject wellsites.
The operations as being screened by the MVLWB as part of the application process for both a Land Use
Permit and a Water Licence. Applications are anticipated to be approved as operations are similar to
those approved under the previous Permit and Licence.
Proposed land use activities are within the scope of operations of MV2013A0013 (expiring November
13, 2020). A replacement (extension) permit has been applied for under LUP MV2020A0010 and is
pending. A draft of the conditions for the new permit is currently posted on the MLWB website.
Proposed water use activities are within the scope of operations of MV2013L1-0003 (expiring November
30, 2020). A replacement (extension) licence has been applied for under MV2020L1-0007 and is
pending. A draft of the conditions for the new permit is currently posted on the MLWB website.

Engagement - Consultation with Existing/Asserted Aboriginal Rights Holders
Constitution Act 1982 - 35
Paramount has consulted with the Aboriginal rights holders affected or potentially affected by these
operations.
No concerns were raised by any of the parties involved.
The area of operations is separated from the community of Fort Liard by approximately 40 km form the
from the hamlet of Fort Liard respectively and accessible only by purpose-built winter road.
The Engagement Plans and Engagement Records are attached as Appendix 8.
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Information Disclosure
Paramount consents to the disclosure of all information in this application, excluding financial
information as per the Information Disclosure Form in Appendix 9.

Certificate(s) issued by a Certifying Authority – OGOA 16
As this is not a production installation, few “certificates” are applicable.
The gas and liquids separator used on this project to vent any potential gas head will be certified to
ASME or equivalent standards as applicable.
The service rig blowout preventers (BOPs) will be maintained in compliance with CAODC Recommended
Practice 6.0 (including a 3-year major inspection).

Management System – OGDPR 5

Paramount uses the Paramount Operational Excellence Management System (POEMS) as a framework
to ensure that its operations are conducted while protecting its workers, the public and the
environment, while maintaining compliance with the applicable regulations. This system is maintained
on Paramount’s virtual SharePoint site to ensure that any reference to the System is to the most current
version.
A copy of a concordance between the POEMS and the Management System required by OGDPR 5 is
provided in Appendix 10.
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Appendix 1
Copy of Paramount’s NWT Operating Licence

Appendix 2
Copy of Application Form for East Liard Operations Authorization

Appendix 3
Declaration by Applicant for East Liard Operations Authorization

DECLARATION BY APPLICANT
Applicant

Paramount Resources Ltd.

Title of Application

Application for East Liard Well Abandonment
Operations Authorization

Pursuant to subsection 15(1) of the Oil and Gas Operations Act, the Applicant declares
that in respect of the above-referenced Application:
a) the equipment and installations that are to be used in the work or activity to be
authorized are fit for the purposes for which they are to be used, the operating
procedures relating to them are appropriate for those uses, and the personnel
who are to be employed in connection with them are qualified and competent for
their employment; and,
b) the Applicant shall ensure, so long as the work or activity that is authorized
continues, that the equipment and installations continue to be fit for the purposes
for which they are used, the operating procedures continue to be appropriate for
those uses, and the personnel continue to be so qualified and competent.

Dated this 1st day of September 2020.

Signature of Responsible Officer

Name and Title of Officer

John Hawkins, Director Asset Management

Please complete this declaration and enclose with the application to the Office of the
Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations for an authorization under paragraph 10(1)(b) of
the Oil and Gas Operations Act.

Appendix 4
Audited Financial Statements for 2019 (last Fiscal Year)
Unaudited Financial Statements for Q2 2020 (last quarter)
Certificate of Insurance

Consolidated Financial Statements
As at December 31, 2019 and 2018 and for the years then ended

MANAGEMENT’S REPORT
The accompanying Consolidated Financial Statements of Paramount Resources Ltd. (the "Company") are
the responsibility of Management and have been approved by the Company’s Board of Directors. The
Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board and include certain
estimates that reflect Management’s best judgments. If alternate accounting methods exist, Management
has chosen those policies it considers the most appropriate in the circumstances. Financial information
included in the Company’s annual report, including Management’s Discussion and Analysis, is consistent
with these Consolidated Financial Statements.
Management is also responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over the
Company’s financial reporting. The Company’s internal control system was designed to provide reasonable
assurance that all transactions are recorded that are necessary for the preparation and presentation of
financial statements in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, that such transactions
are recorded accurately and that the Company’s assets are safeguarded.
The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that Management fulfills its responsibilities for financial
reporting and internal control. The Board of Directors fulfills this responsibility through the Audit Committee,
which is comprised entirely of non-Management directors. The Audit Committee meets regularly with
Management and the independent auditors to ensure that Management’s responsibilities are properly
discharged and to review the Consolidated Financial Statements. The Audit Committee reports its findings
to the Board of Directors for consideration when approving the annual Consolidated Financial Statements
for issuance. The Audit Committee also considers, for review by the Board of Directors and approval by the
shareholders, the engagement or re-appointment of the independent auditors.
Ernst & Young LLP, independent auditors appointed by the shareholders of the Company, conducts an
examination of the Consolidated Financial Statements in accordance with Canadian Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards. Ernst & Young LLP has full and free access to the Board of Directors, the Audit
Committee and Management.

/s/ J.H.T. Riddell
J.H.T. Riddell
Chairman and President and Chief Executive Officer

/s/ P.R. Kinvig
P.R. Kinvig
Chief Financial Officer

March 3, 2020
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
To the Shareholders of Paramount Resources Ltd.
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Paramount Resources Ltd. and its subsidiaries
(the Company), which comprise the consolidated balance sheets as at December 31, 2019 and 2018, and
the consolidated statements of comprehensive loss, consolidated statements of cash flows and
consolidated statements of shareholders’ equity for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018, and
notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects,
the consolidated financial position of the Company as at December 31, 2019 and 2018, and its consolidated
financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs).
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit
of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Company in
accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the consolidated financial
statements in Canada, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our opinion.
Other Information
Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises:
•
•

Management’s Discussion and Analysis
The information, other than the consolidated financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon,
in the Annual Report

Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information, and in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the
consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated.
We obtained Management’s Discussion & Analysis prior to the date of this auditor’s report. If, based on the
work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we
are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
The Annual Report is expected to be made available to us after the date of the auditor’s report. If based on
the work we will perform on this other information, we conclude there is a material misstatement of other
information, we are required to report that fact to those charged with governance.

Paramount Resources Ltd. 2019 Consolidated Financial Statements
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Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated
Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial
statements in accordance with IFRSs, and for such internal control as management determines is
necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the
Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate
the Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Company’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards, we exercise
professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•

•
•
•

•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk
of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events
or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our
auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence
obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
Company to cease to continue as a going concern
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

Paramount Resources Ltd. 2019 Consolidated Financial Statements
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We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant
ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Robert Jubenvill.

Chartered Professional Accountants
Calgary, Alberta
March 3, 2020

Paramount Resources Ltd. 2019 Consolidated Financial Statements
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
($ thousands)

As at December 31
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Risk management – current
Prepaid expenses and other

Note

2019

2018

16
13
13

6,016
118,632
6,062
10,975
141,685
4,768
650,414
1,914,074
156,889
663,475
3,531,305

19,295
121,330
64,441
9,641
214,707
–
719,908
2,178,181
231,732
773,575
4,118,103

204,818
1,757
40,288
246,863
632,300
6,275
562,687
1,448,125

231,228
–
32,000
263,228
815,000
–
789,346
1,867,574

2,207,485
(128,487)
4,182
2,083,180
3,531,305

2,184,608
21,189
44,732
2,250,529
4,118,103

Lease receivable
Exploration and evaluation
Property, plant and equipment, net
Investments in securities
Deferred income tax

8
4
5
6
12

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Risk management – current
Asset retirement obligations and other – current

13
13
8

Long-term debt
Risk management – long-term
Asset retirement obligations and other – long-term

7
13
8

Commitments and contingencies
Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
Retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Reserves

19
9
10

See the accompanying notes to these Consolidated Financial Statements

On behalf of the Board of Directors

/s/ J.H.T. Riddell
J.H.T. Riddell, Director

/s/ J.C. Gorman
J.C. Gorman, Director

March 3, 2020
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
($ thousands, except as noted)

Year ended December 31
Petroleum and natural gas sales
Royalties
Revenue
Gain (loss) on commodity contracts
Expenses
Operating expense
Transportation and NGLs processing
General and administrative
Share-based compensation
Depletion and depreciation
Exploration and evaluation
Gain on sale of oil and gas assets
Interest and financing
Accretion of asset retirement obligations
Change in asset retirement obligations
Closure costs
Transaction and reorganization costs
Foreign exchange
Change in fair value of securities – warrants
Other income (loss)
Income (loss) before tax
Income tax expense (recovery)
Deferred

Note

14
13

11
5
4
5
8
8
8

6
15

Net loss per common share ($/share)
Basic and diluted

2018

914,881
(63,319)
851,562
(45,169)
806,393

965,474
(69,183)
896,291
7,026
903,317

375,962
94,691
52,573
18,495
364,761
22,378
(169,279)
40,183
56,658
(107,301)
13,965
2,272
(13)
765,345
(9,162)
(7,462)
24,424

380,985
92,996
58,586
24,063
977,275
27,279
(57,413)
31,011
57,652
(120,244)
–
5,573
(2,278)
1,475,485
–
11,565
(560,603)

112,280
112,280
(87,856)

(193,440)
(193,440)
(367,163)

(7,338)
1,178

–
–

(110,442)
(204,458)

764
(366,399)

12

Net loss
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax
Items that will be reclassified to net income (loss)
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps, net of tax
Reclassification to net income (loss), net of tax
Items that will not be reclassified to net income (loss)
Change in fair value of securities, net of tax
Comprehensive loss

2019

10

6

9

(0.67)

(2.78)

See the accompanying notes to these Consolidated Financial Statements
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
($ thousands)

Year ended December 31

2019

2018

(87,856)

(367,163)

16
8
7

357,070
(29,441)
–
15,921
255,694

616,070
(29,390)
(3,126)
7,022
223,413

7
8
7
9
11
9

(182,700)
(7,457)
–
38,845
(4,516)
(14,391)
(170,219)

420,000
–
(303,624)
779
(9,219)
(66,381)
41,555

(404,118)
379,698
(55,143)
13,551
(32,487)
(98,499)

(580,239)
182,379
(4,139)
423
30,118
(371,458)

(13,024)
(255)
19,295
6,016

(106,490)
2,456
123,329
19,295

Note

Operating activities
Net loss
Add (deduct):
Items not involving cash
Asset retirement obligations settled
Gain on debt extinguishment
Change in non-cash working capital
Cash from operating activities
Financing activities
Net draw (repayment) of revolving long-term debt
Lease liabilities – principal repayments
Redemption of 2019 Senior Notes
Common Shares issued, net of issue costs
Common Shares purchased under restricted share unit plan
Common Shares repurchased under NCIB
Cash from (used in) financing activities
Investing activities
Property, plant and equipment and exploration
Proceeds on sale of oil and gas assets
Investments
Proceeds on sale of investment in securities
Change in non-cash working capital
Cash used in investing activities

5
6
6

Net decrease
Foreign exchange on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year
Supplemental cash flow information

16

See the accompanying notes to these Consolidated Financial Statements
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
($ thousands, except as noted)

Year ended December 31

2019

Note

2018

Shares
(000’s)
Share Capital
Balance, beginning of year
Issued
Common Shares purchased under NCIB
Change in vested and unvested Common Shares for
restricted share unit plan
Balance, end of year
Retained Earnings (Accumulated Deficit)
Balance, beginning of year
Net loss
Reclassification of accumulated losses on securities sold
Balance, end of year
Reserves
Balance, beginning of year
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Contributed surplus
Reclassification of accumulated losses on securities sold
Balance, end of year
Total Shareholders’ Equity

Shares
(000’s)

9
9

130,326
5,919
(2,622)

2,184,608
36,447
(14,391)

134,713
80
(4,239)

2,249,746
1,086
(66,381)

11

(286)

821

(228)

157

133,337

2,207,485

130,326

2,184,608

6

21,189
(87,856)
(61,820)
(128,487)

389,989
(367,163)
(1,637)
21,189

44,732
(116,602)
14,232
61,820
4,182
2,083,180

26,522
764
15,809
1,637
44,732
2,250,529

10

6

See the accompanying notes to these Consolidated Financial Statements
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(Tabular amounts stated in $ thousands, except as noted)

1. Significant Accounting Policies
Paramount Resources Ltd. ("Paramount" or the "Company") is an independent, publicly traded, liquidsfocused Canadian energy company that explores for and develops both conventional and unconventional
petroleum and natural gas reserves and resources. The Company also pursues longer-term strategic
exploration and pre-development plays and holds a portfolio of investments in other entities. Paramount’s
principal properties are located in Alberta and British Columbia.
Paramount is the ultimate parent company of a consolidated group of companies and is incorporated and
domiciled in Canada. The address of its registered office is 2800, 421 – 7th Avenue S.W., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, T2P 4K9. The consolidated group includes wholly-owned subsidiaries Fox Drilling Limited
Partnership ("Fox Drilling"), Cavalier Energy ("Cavalier") and MGM Energy.
These consolidated financial statements of the Company, as at December 31, 2019 and 2018 and for the
years then ended (the "Consolidated Financial Statements"), were authorized for issuance by Paramount’s
Board of Directors on March 3, 2020.
Basis of Preparation
These Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards ("IFRS") on a historical cost basis, except for certain financial instruments. The
Company’s accounting policies have been applied consistently to all years presented, except for changes
in Paramount’s accounting policies as a result of the adoption of IFRS 16 – Leases ("IFRS 16"), which are
described in Note 2. Amounts included in these Consolidated Financial Statements are stated in thousands
of Canadian dollars, unless otherwise noted.
The financial statements of Paramount’s subsidiaries and partnerships are prepared for the same reporting
periods as the parent in accordance with the Company’s accounting policies. All intercompany balances
and transactions have been eliminated.
The preparation of these Consolidated Financial Statements requires the use of certain accounting
estimates and also requires Management to exercise judgment in applying the Company’s accounting
policies. Areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, and areas where assumptions and
estimates are significant to the Consolidated Financial Statements, are described in Note 3.
a) Revenue Recognition
Petroleum and natural gas sales are recognized when the customer assumes control of the product. The
transfer of control of petroleum and natural gas volumes generally coincides with the purchaser obtaining
physical possession and title to such volumes.
Revenue for drilling services is recognized when the performance of services has been completed and the
Company has a right to collect consideration commensurate with the value of the services provided. When
the Company’s drilling rigs (the "Rigs") drill on a property owned by Paramount, the Company capitalizes
its working interest share of the drilling expenses and eliminates the associated drilling revenue.
b) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are carried at amortized cost and are comprised of cash in bank accounts and,
from time to time, term deposits, certificates of deposit and other highly liquid investments.
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c) Trade and Other Receivables
Accounts receivable are carried at amortized cost and are recorded as corresponding amounts of revenue
are recognized or costs are incurred on behalf of partners in connection with joint operations.
d) Exploration and Evaluation
Costs related to the exploration for and evaluation of hydrocarbon resources, including costs of acquiring
unproved properties, drilling and completing exploratory wells and estimated asset retirement costs, are
initially capitalized, pending determination of technical feasibility and commercial viability. If hydrocarbons
are found, but further appraisal activity is required to determine commercial viability, the exploration and
evaluation ("E&E") costs continue to be recognized as an asset. All such costs are subject to technical,
commercial, and Management review at least annually to confirm the continued intent to establish the
technical feasibility and commercial viability of the discovery.
When the technical feasibility and commercial viability of a project have been established, the E&E costs
are transferred to petroleum and natural gas assets, subject to an impairment assessment. When the
Company determines that an E&E project is no longer viable or its carrying value exceeds its recoverable
amount, an impairment charge is recognized.
Exploratory geological and geophysical costs, pre-license costs, and annual lease rentals are expensed as
incurred.
e) Property, Plant and Equipment
Petroleum and natural gas assets are carried at cost, net of accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment, and include costs related to drilling and completing development wells, infrastructure
construction, successful E&E projects and estimated asset retirement costs.
Paramount’s Rigs are carried at cost, net of accumulated depreciation. Costs incurred to improve the
capabilities of the Rigs, extend their useful lives or replace significant components are capitalized. When a
significant component is replaced, the carrying value of the replaced component is written-off. Costs
incurred to maintain and repair the Rigs are expensed as incurred.
Other property, plant and equipment, including leasehold improvements, are carried at cost net of
accumulated depreciation.
Depletion and Depreciation
The capitalized costs of developed oil and gas properties are depleted over estimated volumes of proved
plus probable reserves using the unit-of-production method. In determining applicable depletion rates,
estimated future development capital amounts ascribed to such reserves are included in the numerator.
For purposes of these calculations, volumes of natural gas production and reserves are converted to barrels
of oil equivalent using a ratio of six thousand cubic feet of natural gas to one barrel (6:1). Depletion rates
are revised annually, or more frequently when events dictate. E&E costs are not depleted.
Capitalized costs of the majority of Paramount’s production equipment and gathering systems are depleted
on a unit-of-production basis over the volume of estimated proved plus probable reserves ascribed to the
property to which they relate. Capitalized costs of processing plants and other major infrastructure assets
are depreciated on a straight-line basis over their expected useful lives, which extend up to 40 years.
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The Rigs are depreciated on a straight-line basis by component over their expected useful lives, which
range between 5 and 20 years.
Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the term of the related lease. Other assets are depreciated
using the declining balance method at rates ranging between 35 and 50 percent.
f)

Impairment of Non-Financial Assets

Carrying values of the Company’s non-financial assets are reviewed at each reporting date to determine
whether any indicators of impairment are present, or whether there are any indicators that an impairment
loss recognized in prior periods may no longer exist or may have decreased. For the purpose of impairment
testing, non-financial assets are tested individually or, in certain circumstances, grouped together into a
cash-generating unit ("CGU"), which consists of the smallest group of assets that generate cash inflows
that are largely independent of the cash inflows of other assets or groups of assets. The Company’s
developed oil and gas properties include four CGUs: the Grande Prairie CGU, the Kaybob CGU, the Central
Alberta CGU and the Northern CGU. The Company’s E&E assets, consisting of undeveloped land, are
aggregated together as a group of assets for the purpose of impairment testing.
If an indicator of impairment or impairment reversal is identified for a particular asset or CGU, its recoverable
amount is estimated. If the carrying value of such asset or CGU exceeds its estimated recoverable amount,
an impairment charge is recognized. If the estimated recoverable amount of an asset or CGU that was
previously impaired exceeds its carrying value, impairment charges recognized in prior periods are reversed
to a maximum of the carrying value that would have been determined, net of depletion and amortization,
had no impairment charges been recognized for that CGU in prior periods.
The recoverable amount of an asset or CGU is the greater of its fair value less costs of disposal and its
value in use. In assessing fair value less costs of disposal, the Company estimates the value a potential
purchaser would ascribe to an asset or CGU. For oil and gas properties, fair value less costs of disposal is
generally estimated based on expected after-tax future net cash flows from the production of proved and
probable reserves volumes using forecast commodity prices and costs, discounted using market-based
rates. Value in use is determined by estimating the present value of the future net cash flows expected to
be derived from the continued use of the asset or CGU.
g) Joint Arrangements
Paramount conducts its exploration and development activities independently, as well as jointly with others
through jointly controlled assets and operations. All of the Company’s current interests in joint arrangements
are classified as joint operations. To account for these arrangements, Paramount recognizes its
proportionate share of the related revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities of such joint operations.
Interests in joint ventures are accounted for using the equity method of accounting. The Company does not
currently have any interests in joint arrangements that are classified as joint ventures.
h) Business Combinations and Goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method of accounting. Under this method,
the net identifiable assets acquired are measured at fair value on the acquisition date, except for deferred
income tax amounts. Any excess of the consideration paid over the value of the net identifiable assets
acquired is recognized as goodwill. Any deficiency in the consideration transferred compared to the value
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of the net identifiable assets acquired is recognized in earnings. Costs incurred to complete the business
combination are expensed.
i)

Capitalized Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs directly associated with the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are
capitalized while the asset is being constructed or otherwise prepared for its intended productive use. All
other borrowing costs are expensed in the period incurred.
j)

Provisions

Provisions are recognized where the Company has a present legal and/or constructive obligation as a result
of past events, it is probable that an outflow of economic resources will be required to settle the obligation
and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
A provision for onerous contracts is recognized when the expected economic benefits to be derived by the
Company from a contract are lower than the unavoidable cost of meeting the obligations under the contract.
The provision is measured at the lower of the expected cost of terminating the contract and the present
value of the expected net cost of the remaining term of the contract.
k) Asset Retirement Obligations
Asset retirement obligations arise from legal and/or constructive obligations to retire assets, including oil
and gas wells, gathering systems and facilities at the end of their productive lives. The present value of an
asset retirement obligation is recognized in the Consolidated Balance Sheet when incurred and a
reasonable estimate of the cost of retirement can be made. The present value of the obligation is
determined using the applicable credit-adjusted risk-free discount rate, after applying an estimated cost
inflation factor, and is adjusted for the passage of time, which is recognized as accretion expense. The
present values of estimated future asset retirement costs are capitalized as part of the carrying value of the
related long-lived asset and depreciated on the same basis as the underlying asset. Revisions to the timing,
anticipated cost, discount rate and inflation rate relating to the estimated liability are accounted for
prospectively by recording an adjustment to the asset retirement obligation liability, with a corresponding
adjustment to the carrying value of the related asset. Where changes to asset retirement obligations relate
to properties which have a nil carrying value ascribed to petroleum and natural gas assets, the
corresponding change is recorded in earnings.
Actual costs incurred to retire assets are applied against the asset retirement obligation liability. Differences
between the actual costs incurred and the liability accrued are recognized in earnings when the reclamation
of a property is complete.
l)

Foreign Currency Translation

The functional and presentation currency of Paramount and its subsidiaries is the Canadian dollar.
m) Estimates of Fair Value
Inputs used to estimate fair values incorporated in the preparation of the Consolidated Financial Statements
are categorized into one of three levels of a fair value hierarchy. The fair value hierarchy gives the highest
priority to quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities and the lowest priority to
unobservable inputs. The three levels are defined as follows:
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Level One – Inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
that can be accessed at the measurement date.
Level Two – Inputs are based on information other than quoted prices included within Level One that
are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly, including:
a) quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets;
b) quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in markets that are not active;
c) inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability, for example:
i. interest rates and yield curves observable at commonly quoted intervals;
ii. implied volatilities; and
iii. credit spreads; and
d) market-corroborated inputs.
Level Three – Inputs are unobservable. Unobservable inputs are developed using the best information
available in the circumstances, which may incorporate Paramount’s own internally generated data.
n) Financial Instruments and Other Comprehensive Income
Financial Instruments
The Company is exposed to market risks from changes in commodity prices, interest rates, foreign currency
rates, credit risk and liquidity risk. From time-to-time, Paramount enters into derivative financial instruments,
such as interest rate swaps and financial commodity contracts, to manage these risks.
Financial instruments are measured at fair value on initial recognition. The measurement of a financial
instrument in subsequent periods is dependent upon whether it has been classified as "fair value through
profit or loss", "fair value through other comprehensive income ("OCI")" or "amortized cost".
Paramount’s risk management assets and liabilities relating to financial commodity contracts are classified
as fair value through profit or loss. Fair value through profit or loss financial instruments are measured at
fair value, with changes in their fair values over time being recognized in net earnings. The fair values of
the Company’s risk management assets and liabilities relating to financial commodity contracts are
estimated using a market approach incorporating level two fair value hierarchy inputs, including forward
market curves and price quotes for similar instruments provided by financial institutions.
Investments in securities are classified as fair value through OCI. Financial assets that are classified as fair
value through OCI are measured at fair value with changes in such fair values being accumulated in OCI
until the asset is sold or derecognized. Upon the disposition or derecognition of investments in securities,
amounts previously recorded in OCI in respect of such an investment are reclassified to retained earnings.
Investments in level one fair value hierarchy securities are carried at their period-end trading price (level
one fair value hierarchy estimate). Estimates of fair values for investments in level three fair value hierarchy
securities are based on valuation techniques that incorporate unobservable inputs (level three fair value
hierarchy inputs). The valuation techniques utilize market-based metrics of comparable companies and
transactions, indications of value based on equity transactions of the entities and other indicators of values
including financial and operational results of the entities. Fair value estimates of level three fair value
hierarchy securities are updated at each balance sheet date to confirm whether the carrying value of the
investment continues to fall within a range of possible fair values indicated by such techniques. Changes
in assumptions, as well as changes in judgments regarding comparable transactions and entities, could
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result in a material change in the estimated fair values of investments in level three fair value hierarchy
securities in future periods.
Financial liabilities, including related transaction costs, are measured at amortized cost using the effective
interest method.
Hedge Accounting
Paramount’s risk management liabilities related to floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps are accounted for as
cash flow hedges using hedge accounting. The Company applies hedge accounting to certain financial
instruments when such instruments are formally documented and designated at inception as qualifying
hedging relationships. The documentation includes identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged
item, the nature of the risk being hedged, the Company’s risk management objective and strategy for
undertaking the hedge and how the hedging relationship will be assessed to meet hedge effectiveness
requirements.
Hedge effectiveness is evaluated by assessing the critical terms of the hedging relationship at inception, at
the end of each reporting date and upon a significant change in the circumstances affecting hedge
effectiveness. For a cash flow hedge, the effective portion of the change in the unrealized fair value of the
hedging instrument is recognized in OCI. Accumulated gains or losses are reclassified from OCI to earnings
as amounts are settled throughout the term of the arrangement. Any portion of the change in the fair value
of the hedging instrument related to hedge ineffectiveness is recognized in earnings.
Other Comprehensive Income
For Paramount, OCI is comprised of changes in the fair value of investments in securities and changes in
the fair value of financial instruments where hedge accounting is applied (effective portion of hedge).
Amounts recorded in OCI each period are presented in the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive
Income (Loss). Cumulative changes in OCI are included in Reserves, which is presented within
Shareholders’ Equity in the Consolidated Balance Sheet.
o) Impairment of Financial Assets
The Company recognizes provisions for expected credit losses upon the initial recognition of financial
assets and re-assesses the provision at each reporting date. The provision is adjusted as a result of
changes in historical default rates, age of balances outstanding and counterparty credit metrics.
p) Income Taxes
Paramount follows the liability method of accounting for income taxes. Under this method, a deferred
income tax asset or liability is recognized in respect of any temporary difference between the carrying
amount of an asset or liability reported in the Consolidated Financial Statements and its respective tax
basis, using substantively enacted income tax rates. Deferred income tax balances are adjusted to reflect
changes in substantively enacted income tax rates expected to apply when the underlying assets are
realized or liabilities are settled, with adjustments being recognized in deferred tax expense in the period in
which the change occurs.
Deferred income tax assets are recognized to the extent future realization is considered probable. The
carrying value of deferred income tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date taking into consideration
historical and expected future taxable income, expected reversals of temporary differences, anticipated
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timing of realization, tax basis carry-forward periods and other factors. Deferred income tax assets are derecognized to the extent that it is not more likely than not that the carrying value of the asset will be realized.
q) Flow-Through Shares
The proceeds of flow-through share issuances are allocated between the sale of Paramount’s class A
common shares ("Common Shares") and the sale of tax benefits associated with the flow-through feature
of the securities. Proceeds are first allocated to share capital based on the market price of Common Shares
on the date the offering is priced, with the balance recorded in asset retirement obligations and other based
on the difference between the issue price and the market price of Common Shares. As qualifying
expenditures intended for renunciation to subscribers are incurred, the Company recognizes a deferred tax
liability, reduces the liability recorded in asset retirement obligations and other and records any difference
as deferred tax expense.
r)

Share-Based Compensation

Paramount Stock Option Plan
Paramount has a stock option plan that enables its Board of Directors or Compensation Committee to grant
options to acquire Common Shares ("Paramount Options") to key employees and directors. Paramount
Options generally vest over five years and expire within six years of the grant date. The provisions of the
plan permit the Company to settle the Paramount Options in Common Shares of the Company or in cash.
The Company accounts for Paramount Options as equity-settled share-based compensation transactions.
The aggregate grant date fair value of stock options awarded is recognized as share-based compensation
expense over the applicable vesting period on a straight-line basis, with a corresponding increase in
Contributed Surplus. The grant date fair value of Paramount Options is estimated using the Black-ScholesMerton model, and such value is not adjusted in future periods. The amount of share-based compensation
expense recognized each period reflects the portion of the vesting term that has elapsed and the estimated
number of options that are expected to vest. That estimate is adjusted each period such that the cumulative
amount recognized on the vesting date reflects the actual number of Paramount Options that ultimately
vest. Upon the exercise of a Paramount Option, the Company transfers the cumulative amount recognized
in Contributed Surplus in respect of that option to Share Capital.
Cavalier Stock Option Plan
Cavalier has a stock option plan that enables its Board of Directors to grant options to acquire common
shares of Cavalier ("Cavalier Options") to key employees and directors. Cavalier Options generally vest
over five years and expire within seven years of the grant date. The provisions of the stock option plan
permit Cavalier to settle Cavalier Options in common shares of Cavalier or in cash, at the discretion of
Cavalier. Cavalier Options are accounted for as equity-settled share-based compensation transactions.
Restricted Share Unit Plan
Paramount’s cash bonus and restricted share unit ("RSU") plan provides that rights to Common Shares
may be awarded to employees annually. An independent trustee purchases Common Shares in the open
market and holds such shares until completion of the vesting period. Generally, the awards vest over two
years. The unvested portion of an award is initially recorded as a reduction of Paramount’s Share Capital.
The cost of such awards is then recognized over the vesting period as share-based compensation expense,
with a corresponding increase to Share Capital.
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s) Net Income Per Share
Basic net income per share is calculated by dividing net income by the weighted average number of
Common Shares outstanding during the year. Diluted net income per share is calculated by adjusting the
weighted average number of Common Shares outstanding for potentially dilutive Common Shares related
to Paramount Options. The number of dilutive Common Shares is determined using the treasury stock
method. As Paramount Options can be exchanged for Common Shares, they are considered potentially
dilutive and are included in the Company’s diluted per share amounts when they are dilutive to net income
per share.

2. Changes in Accounting Standards
IFRS 16 – Leases
The Company adopted IFRS 16, which replaced IAS 17 – Leases and related interpretations, effective
January 1, 2019, utilizing the modified retrospective approach. The modified retrospective approach does
not require prior period comparative information to be restated, rather the cumulative effect of the change
is recorded as of the date of adoption. Paramount has established its accounting policy in accordance with
IFRS 16 as follows:
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease, is based on the substance of the
arrangement at the inception date. An arrangement is a lease when the terms of the agreement relate to
the use of a specific asset and the lessee has the right to control the use of the specified asset.
Lessee
On the date a leased asset is first available for use by the Company, a right-of-use ("ROU") asset and a
corresponding lease liability are recognized. The ROU asset is depreciated over the lease term and the
lease liability is reduced as payments are made under the agreement. Each lease payment is allocated
between a principal repayment and an interest component.
Assets and liabilities recognized in respect of leases are recorded on a discounted basis. Lease liabilities
consist of the net present value of the aggregate fixed lease payments, as defined by IFRS 16. Where the
rate implicit in a lease is not readily determinable, lease payments are discounted using the Company’s
incremental borrowing rate. ROU assets are recognized at the amount corresponding to the amount of the
initial lease liability. Lease payments in respect of short-term leases with terms of less than twelve months,
or in respect of leases for which the underlying asset is of low value, are expensed as incurred.
Lessor
As a lessor, contractual arrangements which transfer substantially all of the risks and benefits of ownership
of an asset to the lessee are accounted for as finance leases. Under a finance lease, the present value of
the minimum lease payments receivable from the lessee are recorded as an account receivable. Lease
payments received are applied against the receivable balance, with an interest component recognized as
interest revenue.
If substantially all of the risks and benefits of ownership of an asset are not transferred to the lessee, the
lease is classified as an operating lease and lease payments received are recognized as income over the
term of the agreement.
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Adoption
On adoption of IFRS 16, the Company elected to use the following practical expedients permitted under
the standard:
•

•
•
•

to rely on its previous assessment of whether leases are onerous by applying IAS 37 – Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets immediately before the date of initial application as
an alternative to performing an impairment review;
to apply a single discount rate to a portfolio of leases with similar characteristics;
to account for leases with a remaining term of less than twelve months as at January 1, 2019 as
short-term leases; and
to account for lease payments as an expense and not recognize a ROU asset if the underlying
asset is of a low dollar value, as defined by IFRS 16.

As at January 1, 2019, the total carrying value of Paramount’s lease liabilities was $39.3 million. On
adoption of IFRS 16, the Company recognized net ROU assets of $9.5 million and aggregate accounts
receivable amounts related to office subleases of $8.6 million. The unamortized carrying amount of $17.8
million relating to provisions previously recorded in respect of the Company’s office leases was applied
against the carrying value of the ROU asset upon adoption.
The following table summarizes the impact of adopting IFRS 16 on the Company’s balance sheet as at
January 1, 2019:
As at

Accounts receivable
Lease receivable
Property, plant, and equipment, net
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Asset retirement obligations and other – current
Asset retirement obligations and other – long-term

December 31, 2018
121,330
–
2,178,181
231,228
32,000
789,346

Effect of change
1,690
6,933
9,531
(7,541)
8,941
16,754

January 1, 2019
123,020
6,933
2,187,712
223,687
40,941
806,100

Refer to Note 8 for further details regarding the Company’s lease and sublease arrangements.
IFRIC 23 – Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments
Effective January 1, 2019, the Company adopted International Financial Reporting Interpretation
Committee ("IFRIC") 23 – Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments. IFRIC 23 addresses the accounting
for income taxes when tax treatments involve uncertainty that affects the application of IAS 12 Income
Taxes ("IAS 12"). The interpretation does not apply to taxes or levies outside the scope of IAS 12, nor does
it specifically include requirements relating to interest and penalties associated with uncertain tax
treatments. The adoption of IFRIC 23 did not have a material impact on the Consolidated Financial
Statements.
Future Changes in Accounting Standards
In September 2019, the IASB issued amendments to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IAS 39 Financial
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement and IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures to provide relief
from the potential effects of the uncertainty arising from the phase out of interest rate benchmarks, the
Interbank Offered Rate ("IBOR") reform. These amendments are effective for years beginning on or after
January 1, 2020. These amendments modify hedge accounting, allowing the Company to assume that the
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interest rate benchmark on which the cash flows of the hedged item and the hedging instrument are not
impacted as a result of IBOR reform, thereby allowing hedge accounting to continue. The amendments
require the provision of specific disclosures for the affected hedging relationship. The Company is in the
process of evaluating the impact of these amendments.

3. Significant Accounting Estimates, Assumptions & Judgments
The timely preparation of financial statements requires Management to make judgments, estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses and disclosures
regarding contingent assets and liabilities. Estimates and assumptions are regularly evaluated and are
based on Management’s experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Changes in judgments, estimates and assumptions
based on new information could result in a material change to the carrying amount of assets or liabilities
and have a material impact on assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses recognized in future periods. The
following is a description of the accounting judgments, estimates and assumptions that are considered
significant.
Exploration or Development
The Company is required to apply judgment when designating a project as exploration and evaluation or
development, including assessments of geological and technical characteristics and other factors related
to each project.
Exploration and Evaluation Projects
The accounting for E&E projects requires Management to make judgments as to whether exploratory
projects have discovered economically recoverable quantities of petroleum and natural gas, which requires
the quantity and realizable value of such petroleum and natural gas to be estimated. Previous estimates
are sometimes revised as new information becomes available. Where it is determined that an exploratory
project did not discover economically recoverable petroleum and natural gas, the costs are written-off as
E&E expense.
If hydrocarbons are encountered, but further appraisal activity is required, the exploratory costs remain
capitalized as long as sufficient progress is being made in assessing whether the recovery of the petroleum
and natural gas is economically viable. The concept of "sufficient progress" is a judgmental area, and it is
possible to have exploratory costs remain capitalized for several years while additional exploratory activities
are carried out or the Company seeks government, regulatory or partner approval for development plans.
E&E assets are subject to ongoing technical, commercial and Management review to confirm the continued
intent to establish the technical feasibility and commercial viability of the discovery. When Management is
making this assessment, changes to project economics, expected quantities of petroleum and natural gas,
expected production techniques, drilling results, estimated capital expenditures and production costs,
results of other operators in the region and access to infrastructure and potential infrastructure expansions
are important factors. Where it is determined that an exploratory project is not economically viable, the
costs are written-off as E&E expense.
Reserves Estimates
Reserves engineering is an inherently complex and subjective process of estimating underground
accumulations of petroleum and natural gas. The process relies on judgments based on the interpretation
of available geological, geophysical, engineering and production data. The accuracy of a reserves estimate
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is a function of the quality and quantity of available data, the interpretation of such data, the accuracy of
various economic assumptions and the judgment of those preparing the estimate. Because these estimates
depend on many assumptions, all of which may differ from actual results, reserves estimates, and estimates
of future net revenue will be different from the sales volumes ultimately recovered and net revenues actually
realized. Changes in market conditions, regulatory matters, the results of subsequent drilling, testing and
production and other factors may result in revisions to the original estimates.
Estimates of reserves impact: (i) the assessment of whether a new well has found economically recoverable
reserves; (ii) depletion rates; (iii) the estimated fair value of petroleum and natural gas acquired in a
business combination; and (iv) the estimated recoverable amount of petroleum and natural gas properties
used from time-to-time in impairment and impairment reversal assessments, all of which could have a
material impact on earnings.
Business Combinations
Management is required to exercise judgment in determining whether assets acquired and liabilities
assumed constitute a business. A business consists of an integrated set of assets and activities, comprised
of inputs and processes, that is capable of being conducted and managed as a business by a market
participant.
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method of accounting, whereby the net
identifiable assets acquired are recorded at fair value. The fair value of individual assets is often required
to be estimated, which may involve estimating the fair values of reserves and resources, tangible assets,
undeveloped land, intangible assets and other assets. These estimates incorporate assumptions using
indicators of fair value, as determined by Management. Changes in any of the estimates or assumptions
used in determining the fair value of the net identifiable assets acquired may impact the carrying values
assigned to assets acquired and liabilities assumed and could have a material impact on earnings.
Estimates of Recoverable Amounts
Estimates of recoverable amounts used in impairment and impairment reversal assessments often
incorporate level three fair value hierarchy inputs, including estimated volumes and future net revenues
from petroleum and natural gas reserves, contingent resource estimates, future net cash flow estimates
related to other long-lived assets and internal and external market metrics used to estimate value based on
comparable assets and transactions. By their nature, such estimates are subject to measurement
uncertainty. Changes in such estimates, and differences between actual and estimated amounts, could
have a material impact on earnings.
Determination of CGUs
The recoverability of the carrying value of petroleum and natural gas assets is generally assessed at the
CGU level. The determination of the properties and other assets grouped within a particular CGU is based
on Management’s judgment with respect to the integration between assets, shared infrastructure and cash
flows, the overall significance of individual properties and the manner in which management monitors its
operations and allocates capital. Changes in the assets comprising CGUs could have an impact on
estimated recoverable amounts used in impairment assessments and could have a material impact on
earnings.
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Depletion
Depletion rates are determined based on Management’s estimates of the expected usage pattern of the
Company’s petroleum and natural gas assets, including assumptions regarding future production volumes
and the useful lives of production equipment and gathering systems.
Prior to the fourth quarter of 2018, the capitalized costs of the Company’s developed oil and gas properties,
production equipment and gathering systems were depleted over estimated volumes of proved developed
reserves, using the unit-of-production method. In the fourth quarter of 2018, the method of determining
Paramount’s depletion rates was modified to better reflect the expected usage pattern of Paramount’s
petroleum and natural gas assets.
The change in determining depletion rates was applied prospectively and resulted in a reduction to
depletion expense of approximately $39.6 million in the fourth quarter of December 31, 2018.
Investments in Securities
The Company’s investments in securities are accounted for as fair value through OCI financial assets.
Management is required to exercise judgment in estimating the fair value of investments in the securities
of corporations that are not publicly traded using the Company’s assessment of available market inputs and
other assumptions. Changes in estimates of fair value for such investments could have a material impact
on comprehensive income.
Provisions
A provision is recognized where the Company has determined that it has a present obligation arising from
past events and the settlement of the obligation is expected to result in an outflow of economic benefits.
The determination of whether the Company has a present obligation arising from past events requires
Management to exercise judgement as to the facts and circumstances of the event and the extent of any
expected obligations of Paramount. Changes in facts and circumstances as a result of new information and
other developments may impact Management’s assessment of the Company’s obligations, if any, in respect
of such events. Changes in such estimates could have a material impact on Paramount’s assets, liabilities,
revenues, expenses and earnings.
Asset Retirement Obligations
Estimates of asset retirement costs are based on assumptions regarding the methods, timing, economic
environment and regulatory standards that are expected to exist at the time assets are retired. Management
adjusts estimated amounts periodically as assumptions are updated to incorporate new information. The
actual amount and timing of payments to settle the obligations may differ materially from estimates.
Share-Based Payments
The Company estimates the grant date value of stock options awarded using the Black-Scholes-Merton
model. The inputs used to determine the estimated value of the options are based on assumptions
regarding share price volatility, the expected life of the options, expected forfeiture rates and future interest
rates. By their nature, these inputs are subject to measurement uncertainty and require Management to
exercise judgment.
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Income Taxes
Accounting for income taxes is a complex process requiring Management to interpret frequently changing
laws and regulations and make judgments and estimates related to the application of tax law, the timing of
temporary difference reversals and the likelihood of realizing deferred income tax assets. All tax filings are
subject to subsequent government audits and potential reassessment. These interpretations and
judgments, and changes related to them, impact current and deferred tax provisions, the carrying value of
deferred income tax assets and liabilities and could have a material impact on earnings.

4. Exploration and Evaluation
Year ended December 31
Balance, beginning of year
Additions
Acquisitions
Change in asset retirement provision
Transfers to property, plant and equipment
Expired lease costs
Dispositions
Balance, end of year

2019
719,908
5,643
6,127
(392)
(66,961)
(10,173)
(3,738)
650,414

2018
785,764
8,300
–
–
(34,388)
(14,781)
(24,987)
719,908

2019
11,016
11,362
22,378

2018
12,498
14,781
27,279

Exploration and Evaluation Expense
Year ended December 31
Geological and geophysical
Expired lease costs and other

At December 31, 2019, the Company assessed its exploration and evaluation assets for indicators of
potential impairment or impairment reversal and none were identified.
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5. Property, Plant and Equipment

Year ended December 31, 2019
Cost
Balance, December 31, 2018
Right-of-use assets (1)
Balance, January 1, 2019
Additions
Transfers from exploration and evaluation
Dispositions
Change in asset retirement provision
Cost, December 31, 2019
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment
Balance, December 31, 2018
Right-of-use assets (1)
Balance, January 1, 2019
Depletion and depreciation
Dispositions
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment, December 31, 2019
Net book value, December 31, 2018
Net book value, December 31, 2019
(1)

Drilling
rigs

4,041,098
–
4,041,098
397,100
66,961
(411,872)
(97,180)
3,996,107

159,817
–
159,817
3,888
–
(2,516)
–
161,189

(1,961,290)
–
(1,961,290)
(343,781)
127,318
(2,177,753)
2,079,808
1,818,354

Right-of-use
assets

Other

Total

15,960

46,574
(4,434)
42,140
5,083
–
(521)
–
46,702

4,247,489
9,531
4,257,020
408,066
66,961
(414,909)
(97,180)
4,219,958

(78,865)
–
(78,865)
(13,327)
2,321
(89,871)

–
(2,158)
(2,158)
(3,138)
–
(5,296)

(29,153)
2,158
(26,995)
(6,223)
254
(32,964)

(2,069,308)
–
(2,069,308)
(366,469)
129,893
(2,305,884)

80,952
71,318

–
10,664

17,421
13,738

2,178,181
1,914,074

Petroleum
and natural
gas assets

Drilling
rigs

Other

Total

3,928,455
564,227
34,388
(557,122)
71,150
4,041,098

157,153
2,664
–
–
–
159,817

33,708
13,447
–
(581)
–
46,574

4,119,316
580,338
34,388
(557,703)
71,150
4,247,489

(1,272,584)
(463,006)
(502,540)
276,840

(67,840)
(11,025)
–
–

(24,141)
(5,466)
–
454

(1,364,565)
(479,497)
(502,540)
277,294

(1,961,290)
2,655,871
2,079,808

(78,865)
89,313
80,952

(29,153)
9,567
17,421

(2,069,308)
2,754,751
2,178,181

–
13,965
13,965
1,995
–
–
–

Recognized on adoption of IFRS 16, see Note 2

Year ended December 31, 2018
Cost
Balance, December 31, 2017 (1)
Additions
Transfers from exploration and evaluation
Dispositions
Change in asset retirement provision
Cost, December 31, 2018
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment
Balance, December 31, 2017 (1)
Depletion and depreciation
Impairment
Dispositions
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment, December 31, 2018
Net book value, December 31, 2017
Net book value, December 31, 2018
(1)

Petroleum
and natural
gas assets

Effective December 31, 2018, Paramount voluntarily changed its accounting policy with respect to asset retirement obligations (“ARO”) to utilize
a credit-adjusted risk-free discount rate to determine the discounted amount of its ARO. The Company previously utilized a risk-free rate. The
change in accounting policy was applied retrospectively.
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In December 2019, Paramount closed the sale of certain of its natural gas-weighted properties in West
Central Alberta (the "West Central Alberta Assets") for gross cash proceeds of $52.4 million. A gain of $2.3
million was recognized on the sale. The West Central Alberta Assets were included in the Central Alberta
CGU.
In August 2019, Paramount closed the sale of its Karr 6-18 natural gas facility and related midstream assets
located in the Grande Prairie CGU for gross cash proceeds of $331.6 million. In connection with the sale,
the Company entered into a midstream services agreement that includes a fee-for-service arrangement
and a take-or-pay volume commitment that ends approximately 20 years following the completion of an
expansion to the facility, which is scheduled to be completed in 2020. A gain of $153.6 million was
recognized on the sale.
In July 2018, Paramount closed the sale of its oil and gas properties and related infrastructure at
Resthaven/Jayar (the "Resthaven/Jayar Assets") for gross proceeds of $340 million. Total consideration
included $170 million in cash, 85 million common shares of the purchaser, Strath Resources Ltd. (ʺStrathʺ),
and 10-year warrants to acquire 8.5 million Strath common shares at an exercise price of $2.00 per share.
A gain of $47.5 million was recognized on the sale. The Resthaven/Jayar Assets were included in the
Grande Prairie CGU.
In February 2018, Paramount closed the sale of non-core assets in the Central Alberta CGU for cash
proceeds of $5.3 million, resulting in the recognition of a gain on sale of $6.8 million.
Depletion and Depreciation
Year ended December 31
Depletion and depreciation
Impairment of petroleum and natural gas assets

2019
364,761
–
364,761

2018
474,735
502,540
977,275

At December 31, 2019, the Company assessed its petroleum and natural gas assets for indicators of
potential impairment or impairment reversal and none were identified.
At December 31, 2018, the Company recorded impairments of $457.0 million and $40.7 million related to
petroleum and natural gas assets in the Kaybob and Central Alberta CGUs, respectively. The impairments
were recorded because the carrying value of the CGUs exceeded their recoverable amounts, which were
estimated based on expected net cash flows from the production of reserves ascribed to each CGU. The
impairments resulted from decreases in estimated future net revenues due to changes in economic factors,
timing of development and estimated reserves volumes.

6. Investments in Securities
As at December 31
Level one fair value hierarchy securities
Level three fair value hierarchy securities

2019
68,450
88,439
156,889

2018
36,017
195,715
231,732

For the year ended December 31, 2019, the Company recorded a charge of $111.8 million to OCI as a
result of changes in the fair value estimates for investments in securities. For the twelve months ended
December 31, 2019, $9.2 million was charged to earnings related to the change in estimated fair value of
the Strath warrants.
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In October 2019, Paramount sold a portion of its investment in MEG Energy Corp. for cash proceeds of
$13.6 million. As a result of the sale, $61.8 million of accumulated losses were reclassified from
accumulated OCI to retained earnings.
Changes in the fair value of investments in securities are as follows:
Year ended December 31
Investments in securities, beginning of year
Changes in fair value of level one fair value hierarchy securities – recorded in OCI
Changes in fair value of level three fair value hierarchy securities(1) – recorded in OCI
Changes in fair value of Strath warrants – recorded in earnings
Acquired – cash
Acquired – non-cash
Dispositions
Investments in securities, end of year

2019
231,732
6,330
(118,104)
(9,162)
55,143
4,501
(13,551)
156,889

2018
53,315
631
4,070
–
4,139
170,000
(423)
231,732

2019
632,300

2018
815,000

(1) Primarily related to the change in fair value of 85 million Strath common shares and excluding Strath warrants.

7. Long-Term Debt
As at December 31
Paramount Facility
Paramount Facility
The Company has a $1.5 billion financial covenant-based senior secured revolving bank credit facility (the
"Paramount Facility"). The maturity date of the Paramount Facility is currently November 16, 2022, which
may be extended from time-to-time at the option of Paramount and with the agreement of the lenders.
Borrowings under the Paramount Facility bear interest at the lenders’ prime lending rate, US base rate,
bankers’ acceptance rate, or LIBOR, as selected at the discretion of the Company, plus an applicable
margin which is dependent upon the Company’s Senior Secured Debt to Consolidated EBITDA ratio. The
Paramount Facility is secured by a charge over substantially all of the assets of Paramount, excluding the
assets of Cavalier and Fox Drilling.
Paramount is subject to the following two financial covenants under the Paramount Facility, which are tested
at the end of each fiscal quarter:
i.

Senior Secured Debt to Consolidated EBITDA to be 3.50 to 1.00 or less; and

ii.

Consolidated EBITDA to Consolidated Interest Expense to be 2.50 to 1.00 or greater.

Senior Secured Debt currently consists of amounts drawn under the Paramount Facility and the undrawn
face amounts of letters of credit outstanding under the Paramount Facility.
Consolidated EBITDA is determined on a trailing twelve-month basis, is adjusted for material acquisitions
and dispositions, and is generally calculated as net income before Consolidated Interest Expense, taxes,
depletion, depreciation, amortization, impairment, E&E expense and is also adjusted to exclude nonrecurring items and other non-cash items including unrealized mark-to-market amounts on derivatives,
unrealized foreign exchange, share-based compensation expense and accretion.Consolidated Interest
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Expense is reduced by any interest income and other customary exclusions and is calculated on a trailing
twelve-month basis.
Paramount is in compliance with all financial covenants under the Paramount Facility as at December 31,
2019.
Paramount had letters of credit outstanding under the Paramount Facility totaling $2.9 million at December
31, 2019 that reduce the amount available to be drawn on the Paramount Facility.
Unsecured Letter of Credit Facility
In 2019, Paramount entered into a new $40 million unsecured demand revolving letter of credit facility (the
"LC Facility") with a Canadian bank. Paramount’s obligations under the LC Facility are supported by a
performance security guarantee ("PSG") from Export Development Canada ("EDC"). The PSG is valid to
July 31, 2020 and may be extended from time-to-time at the option of Paramount and with the agreement
of EDC. As at December 31, 2019, letters of credit totaling $33.3 million were outstanding under the LC
Facility.
2019 Senior Notes
In April 2018, Paramount redeemed all $300 million principal amount of the Company’s outstanding 7¼
percent senior unsecured notes due 2019 (the "2019 Senior Notes") and was discharged and released
from all obligations and covenants related to the notes. The redemption was funded with drawings on the
Paramount Facility. The Company recorded a net gain of $3.1 million in connection with the redemption of
the 2019 Senior Notes. The 2019 Senior Notes were issued by Trilogy Energy Corp. ("Trilogy") in 2012 and
became Paramount’s obligation through the merger with Trilogy in 2017.

8. Asset Retirement Obligations and Other
As at December 31, 2019
Asset retirement obligations
Lease liabilities (see note 2)
Flow-through share renunciation obligations (see note 9)
Asset retirement obligations and other

Current
29,000
9,851
1,437
40,288

Long-term
540,897
21,790
–
562,687

Total
569,897
31,641
1,437
602,975

As at December 31, 2018
Asset retirement obligations
Lease provision (see note 2)

Current
32,000
–
32,000

Long-term
775,921
13,425
789,346

Total
807,921
13,425
821,346
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Asset Retirement Obligations
Year ended December 31
Asset retirement obligations, beginning of year
Additions
Change in estimates (1)
Change in discount rate
Obligations settled
Dispositions
Accretion expense
Asset retirement obligations, end of year

2019
807,921
11,705
(171,404)
(33,269)
(29,441)
(72,273)
56,658
569,897

2018
837,463
6,020
(4,038)
(50,910)
(29,390)
(8,876)
57,652
807,921

(1) Relates to changes in estimated costs and anticipated settlement dates of asset retirement obligations.

As at December 31, 2019, estimated undiscounted, uninflated asset retirement obligations were $1,381.5
million (December 31, 2018 – $1,785.1 million). Asset retirement obligations have been determined using
a weighted average credit-adjusted risk-free discount rate of 8.0 percent (December 31, 2018 – 7.5 percent)
and an inflation rate of 2.0 percent (December 31, 2018 – 2.0 percent). These obligations will be settled
over the next 50 years.
For the year ended December 31, 2019, the Company recorded a recovery of $107.3 million (2018 - $120.2
million) to earnings related to changes in the discounted carrying value of estimated asset retirement
obligations in respect of properties that had a nil carrying value ascribed to property, plant and equipment.
The changes resulted from revisions to the estimated costs and anticipated settlement dates.
Lease Liabilities
Paramount has lease liabilities in respect of office space and vehicles, which have been recognized at the
discounted value of the remaining fixed lease payments. A weighted average incremental borrowing rate
of approximately nine percent was used to determine the discounted amount of the liabilities. For the year
ended December 31, 2019, total cash payments made in respect of these lease liabilities, net of sublease
arrangements, were $9.0 million, of which $1.5 million was recognized as interest and financing expense.
For the twelve months ended December 31, 2019,expenses related to arrangements containing variable
operating costs, short-term and low value leases which have not been included in the lease liability were
approximately $5.0 million.
As at December 31, 2019, $6.8 million is due to the Company in respect of sublease arrangements for
Paramount’s office space, of which $2.0 million was classified as current and $4.8 million was classified as
non-current. For the year ended December 31, 2019, $2.3 million was received in respect of office sublease
arrangements, of which $0.5 million was recognized as interest revenue.
The minimum cash lease payments payable by the Company under these lease arrangements and
receivable amounts due to the Company in respect of sublease arrangements are as follows:

2020
2021
2022
2023

Lease Payments
11,446
11,050
10,136
1,971
34,603

Sublease Receivables
2,375
2,375
2,253
502
7,505
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Closure costs
In the first quarter of 2019, the Company made the decision to cease its production operations at the Zama
property in northern Alberta. The Zama closure program commenced in the first quarter of 2019. The
Company recognized a provision of $14.0 million in respect of the expected costs of the program, of which
the full $14.0 million has been incurred to December 31, 2019.

9. Share Capital
Paramount’s authorized share capital consists of an unlimited number of Common Shares without par value
and an unlimited number of preferred shares issuable in series. At December 31, 2019, 133,337,058
(December 31, 2018 – 130,324,943) Common Shares of the Company were outstanding, net of 859,659
(December 31, 2018 – 574,045) Common Shares held in trust under the RSU plan, and no preferred shares
were outstanding.
In November 2019, Paramount issued 5.9 million Common Shares on a "flow-through" basis in respect of
Canadian development expenses at a price of $6.65 per share for gross proceeds of $39.2 million pursuant
to a private placement (the “Private Placement”). An entity controlled by the Company’s Chairman and
President and Chief Executive Officer acquired 3.8 million of the Common Shares under the private
placement for $24.9 million. A liability of $2.6 million was recognized in asset retirement obligations and
other on the issuance of the flow-through shares in respect of the Company’s obligation to renounce
qualifying expenditures. The Company incurred $0.4 million of transaction costs in respect of these equity
offerings, net of tax benefits of $0.1 million.
In January 2019, Paramount implemented a normal course issuer bid program (the ʺ2019 NCIBʺ) under
which the Company was permitted to purchase up to 7,110,667 Common Shares for cancellation. In 2019,
the Company purchased and cancelled 2.6 million Common Shares at a total cost of $14.4 million under
the 2019 NCIB. The 2019 NCIB expired on January 3, 2020.
Paramount previously implemented a normal course issuer bid program in December 2017 (the “2018
NCIB”). In 2018, the Company purchased and cancelled 4.2 million Common Shares at a total cost of $66.4
million under the 2018 NCIB. The 2018 NCIB expired on December 21, 2018.
Weighted Average Common Shares
Year ended December 31

Net loss – basic
Dilutive effect of Paramount Options
Net loss – diluted

2019
Wtd. Avg
Shares
(000’s)
130,564
–
130,564

2018
Net loss
(87,856)
–
(87,856)

Wtd. Avg
Shares
(000’s)
132,051
–
132,051

Net loss
(367,163)
–
(367,163)

Outstanding stock options that can be exchanged for the Company’s Common Shares are potentially
dilutive and are included in Paramount’s diluted per share calculations when they are dilutive to net income
per share. There were 12.3 million Paramount Options outstanding at December 31, 2019 (December 31,
2018 – 12.5 million), of which 12.3 million (December 31, 2018 – 12.5 million) were anti-dilutive.
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10. Reserves
Reserves at December 31, 2019 include unrealized losses on interest rate swaps, unrealized gains and
losses related to changes in the market value of investments in securities and contributed surplus amounts
in respect of Paramount Options and Cavalier Options. The changes in reserves are as follows:

Year ended December 31, 2019
Balance, beginning of year
Other comprehensive loss, before tax
Deferred tax
Reclassification of accumulated losses on
securities upon disposition, net of tax
Share-based compensation (see note 11)
Paramount Options exercised
Balance, end of year

Unrealized losses
on interest rate
swaps
–
(8,032)
1,872

Unrealized gains
(losses)
on securities
(99,052)
(111,774)
1,332

–
–
–
(6,160)

Year ended December 31, 2018
Balance, beginning of year
Other comprehensive income
Reclassification of accumulated losses on securities
upon disposition
Reclassification of accumulated losses on securities
on adoption of IFRS 9
Share-based compensation (see note 11)
Paramount Options exercised
Balance, end of year

Contributed
surplus
143,784
–

Total
reserves
44,732
(119,806)
3,204

61,820

–

61,820

–
–
(147,674)

14,296
(64)
158,016

14,296
(64)
4,182

Unrealized gains
(losses)
on securities
15,604
764

Contributed
surplus
127,975
–

Total
reserves
143,579
764

1,637

–

1,637

(117,057)

–

(117,057)

–
–
(99,052)

16,116
(307)
143,784

16,116
(307)
44,732

–

11. Share-Based Compensation
Paramount Options
2019

Balance, beginning of year
Granted
Exercised (1)
Cancelled or forfeited
Expired
Balance, end of year
Options exercisable, end of year
(1)

Number
12,465,163
3,565,930
(21,430)
(3,683,801)
(14,400)
12,311,462
4,442,966

2018
Weighted
average
exercise
price
($/share)
15.67
6.66
7.84
18.73
11.90
12.16
15.00

Number
10,028,920
3,726,500
(79,536)
(1,168,710)
(42,011)
12,465,163
3,620,293

Weighted
average
exercise
price
($/share)
19.12
8.18
9.80
21.42
26.73
15.67
18.09

For Paramount Options exercised during the twelve months ended December 31, 2019, the weighted average market price of Paramount’s Common Shares on
the dates exercised was $8.55 per share (2018 – $16.70 per share).
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The weighted average remaining contractual life and exercise prices of Paramount Options outstanding
as at December 31, 2019 are as follows:

Exercise Prices
$5.29 - $7.31
$7.32 - $19.09
$19.10 - $39.00

Awards Outstanding
Remaining
Weighted
contractual
average
life
exercise
Number
(years)
price
5,093,000
4.8
6.79
3,993,152
2.8
11.41
3,225,310
2.8
21.58
12,311,462
3.6
12.16

Number
567,100
2,273,573
1,602,293
4,442,966

Exercisable
Remaining
contractual
life
(years)
4.3
1.6
2.6
2.3

Weighted
average
exercise
price
7.27
11.64
22.50
15.00

The grant date fair value of Paramount Options was estimated using the Black-Scholes-Merton model
incorporating the following weighted average inputs:
Options
awarded in
2019
6.66
42.1
3.8
11.3
1.6
Nil
2.19

Weighted average exercise price ($ / share)
Volatility (%)
Expected life of share options (years)
Pre-vest annual forfeiture rate (%)
Risk-free interest rate (%)
Expected dividend yield (%)
Weighted average fair value of awards per option ($ / option)

Options
awarded in
2018
8.18
41.6
3.9
11.4
2.1
Nil
2.77

The estimated expected life of Paramount Options is based on historical exercise patterns. Volatility is
generally estimated based on the historical volatility of the trading price of the Company’s Common Shares
over the most recent period that is commensurate with the expected term of the option, and may be
normalized for significant transactions and other factors.
Cavalier Options
In 2017, Cavalier granted 5.0 million Cavalier Options, which vest over five years and expire approximately
8 years from the grant date. To December 31, 2019, no Cavalier Options have been exercised.
Restricted Share Units – Shares Held in Trust
2019
Year ended December 31
Balance, beginning of year
Shares purchased
Change in vested and unvested shares
Balance, end of year

Shares
(000’s)
574
713
(427)
860

2018
2,209
4,516
(5,337)
1,388

Shares
(000’s)
346
548
(320)
574

2,366
9,219
(9,376)
2,209
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Employee Benefit Costs
2019
14,296
4,199
18,495
37,949
56,444

Year ended December 31
Stock option plans
RSU plan
Share-based compensation expense
Salaries and benefits, net of recoveries

2018
16,116
7,947
24,063
40,706
64,769

12. Income Tax
The following table reconciles income taxes calculated at the Canadian statutory rate to Paramount’s
recorded income tax expense (recovery):
Year ended December 31
Income (loss) before tax
Effective Canadian statutory income tax rate
Expected income tax expense (recovery)
Effect on income taxes of:
Change in statutory and other rates
Gain on sale of oil and gas assets
Change in value of investments
Gain on redemption of 2019 Senior Notes
Change in unrecognized deferred income tax asset
Change in tax basis of assets
Share-based compensation
Flow-through share renunciations
Non-deductible items and other
Income tax expense (recovery)

2019
24,424
26.5%
6,472

2018
(560,603)
27.0%
(151,363)

101,200
(17,019)
2,428
–
1,867
–
3,788
2,914
10,630
112,280

–
–
–
(1,823)
521
(35,823)
4,351
–
(9,303)
(193,440)

The following table summarizes the components of the deferred income tax asset:
As at December 31
Property, plant and equipment
Investments
Asset retirement obligations
Non-capital losses and scientific research & experimental development
Other
Deferred income tax asset

2019
(336,024)
(2,765)
130,568
861,338
10,358
663,475

2018
(434,175)
(5,662)
218,067
993,681
1,664
773,575
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The following table summarizes movements in the deferred income tax asset during the year:
As at December 31
Deferred income tax asset, beginning of year
Deferred income tax recovery (expense)
Deferred income tax recovery (expense) included in OCI
Flow-through share renunciation
Share issuance costs
Other
Deferred income tax asset, end of year

2019
773,575
(112,280)
3,204
(1,158)
133
1
663,475

2018
584,071
193,440
(3,938)
–
–
2
773,575

As of December 31, 2019, Paramount had approximately $3.4 billion (December 31, 2018 – $3.4 billion) of
unused non-capital losses that expire between 2032 and 2036. The Company has $154.9 million
(December 31, 2018 – $38.4 million) of deductible temporary differences in respect of investments for which
no deferred income tax asset has been recorded.

13. Financial Instruments and Risk Management
Financial Instruments
Financial instruments at December 31, 2019 consist of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable,
risk management assets and liabilities, investments in securities, accounts payable and accrued liabilities
and the Paramount Facility. The carrying values of these financial instruments approximate their fair values.
Risk Management
As at December 31
Financial commodity contracts – current
Risk management asset

2019
6,062
6,062

2018
64,441
64,441

As at December 31
Interest rate swaps – current
Interest rate swaps – long-term
Risk management liability

2019
(1,757)
(6,275)
(8,032)

2018
–
–
–

The Company is exposed to market risks from changes in commodity prices, interest rates, foreign currency
rates, credit risk and liquidity risk. From time-to-time, Paramount enters into derivative financial instruments
to manage these risks.
The fair values of risk management financial instruments are estimated using a market approach
incorporating level two fair value hierarchy inputs, including forward market curves and price quotes for
similar instruments, provided by financial institutions.
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Changes in the fair value of risk management assets and liabilities are as follows:
Year ended December 31
Fair value, beginning of year
Changes in fair value – financial commodity contracts
Changes in fair value – interest rate swaps
Settlements paid (received) – financial commodity contracts
Settlements paid (received) – interest rate swaps
Fair value, end of year

2019
64,441
(45,169)
(9,568)
(13,210)
1,536
(1,970)

2018
(19,060)
7,026
–
76,475
–
64,441

The Company had the following financial commodity contracts in place at December 31, 2019:
Instruments
Aggregate notional Average fixed price Fair value
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
4,000 Bbl/d
CDN$80.11/Bbl
6,062
6,062

Remaining term
January 2020 – December 2020

The Company had the following floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps in place as at December 31, 2019:

Contract Type
Interest Rate Swaps
Interest Rate Swaps

Aggregate notional
$250 million
$250 million

Maturity Date
January 2023
January 2026

Fixed
Contract Rate
2.3%
2.4%

Reference
CDOR (1)
CDOR (1)

Fair value
(2,510)
(5,522)
(8,032)

(1) Canadian Dollar Offered Rate

In the first quarter of 2019, Paramount entered into interest rate swap contracts to manage the uncertainty
of variable interest rates by fixing the underlying Canadian dollar offered rate ("CDOR") of interest on a
portion of the Company’s long-term debt. The Company classified these arrangements as cash flow hedges
and has applied hedge accounting. There is an economic relationship between the hedged items and
hedging instruments as the timing and amount of the cash flows received from the interest rate swaps
matched the terms of the expected highly probable forecast transactions, which is the underlying CDOR
amount of interest paid on $500 million of the Company’s long-term debt. A hedge ratio of 1 to 1 was
established as the underlying risk of the interest rate swaps were identical to the hedged risk components.
As at December 31, 2019, there were no changes to the critical terms of the hedging relationship and no
hedge ineffectiveness was identified.
Commodity Price Risk
Paramount uses financial commodity contracts from time-to-time to manage exposure to commodity price
volatility. The Company is exposed to commodity price risk on these instruments, as changes in underlying
commodity prices will impact the market values of the contracts and ultimately the amounts received or
paid upon settlement.
A $5.00 per barrel increase or decrease in oil prices, assuming all other variables are held constant, would
have impacted the value of financial commodity contracts by $7.3 million and Paramount’s net loss for the
year ended December 31, 2019 by $5.4 million.
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Foreign Currency Risk
Paramount is exposed to foreign currency risk on financial instruments denominated in US dollars including
cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, and accounts payable and accrued liabilities.
Sales prices for natural gas, crude oil and natural gas liquids and the value of financial commodity contracts
denominated in Canadian dollars are determined with reference to US benchmark prices, therefore a
weakening of the Canadian dollar relative to the US dollar will increase the revenue received in Canadian
dollars for the sale of Company’s production and the value of such financial commodity contracts.
Approximately 22 percent of the Company’s revenue was received in US dollars. Paramount’s expenditures
are primarily in Canadian dollars, but include equipment and other items sourced from the United States
and settled in US dollars.
Credit Risk
Paramount is exposed to credit risk on its financial instruments where a financial loss would be experienced
if a counterparty to a financial asset failed to meet its obligations. The maximum credit risk exposure at
December 31, 2019 is limited to the carrying value of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, and
risk management assets.
Paramount’s primary objectives with respect to cash and cash equivalents are to minimize financial risk
and maintain high levels of liquidity. The Company’s cash and cash equivalents and risk management
assets are held with financial institutions with investment grade credit ratings and are highly liquid. Accounts
receivable include balances due from customers and partners in the oil and gas industry and are subject to
normal industry credit risk. The Company manages credit risk by endeavoring to enter into commodity
contracts with counterparties that possess high credit ratings, employing net settlement agreements,
employing letters of credit and limiting available credit when necessary. The change in the fair value of risk
management contracts attributable to changes in counterparty credit risk is immaterial, as the
counterparties to such contracts have investment grade credit ratings.
Interest Rate Risk
Paramount is exposed to interest rate risk on outstanding balances on the Paramount Facility and on
interest bearing cash and cash equivalents. From time-to-time, the Company may enter into interest rate
swaps to manage exposure to changes in interest rates on long-term debt.
A one percent increase in interest rates would have reduced Paramount’s net earnings for the year ended
December 31, 2019 by approximately $1.7 million based on the average floating rate credit facility balances
and floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps outstanding during the year. A one percent increase in interest
rates would have reduced Paramount’s net earnings for the year ended December 31, 2018 by
approximately $4.6 million based on the average floating rate credit facility balances outstanding during the
year. A one percent decrease would have had the opposite effect.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that Paramount will be unable to meet its financial obligations as they become due.
The Company manages liquidity risk by ensuring that it has sufficient cash and cash equivalents, credit
facilities and other financial resources available to meet its obligations.
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The Company forecasts cash flows for a period of at least 12 months to identify financial requirements.
These requirements are met through a combination of cash flows from operations, cash and cash
equivalents, and if required, credit facilities, the sale of assets and capital market transactions.
The Company’s contractual obligations related to financial liabilities are as follows:

Accounts payable & accrued liabilities
Paramount Facility

2020
204,818
–
204,818

2021
–
–
–

2022
–
632,300
632,300

Total
204,818
632,300
837,118

Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
As at December 31
Trade and accrued payables
Joint operation and other payables
Other

2019
178,105
26,713
–
204,818

2018
187,654
40,198
3,376
231,228

Trade and accrued payables and joint operation and other payables are non-interest bearing and are
normally settled within 30 to 60 days.
Accounts Receivable
Revenue and joint operation receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally settled on 30-day terms.
Accounts receviable that share similar credit risk charactersistics are assessed for expected credit losses
at each reporting date, including for changes in historical default rates, ages of balances outstanding and
counterparty credit metrics. The average expected credit loss on the Company’s accounts receivable was
approximately 2 percent as at December 31, 2019 (December 31, 2018 – 1 percent).
For the year ended December 31, 2019, the Company had sales to two customers which exceeded ten
percent of total revenue. Sales to such customers totaled $178.2 million and $100.4 million respectively.
As at December 31
Revenue receivable
Joint operation receivable and other

2019
86,362
32,270
118,632

2018
59,336
61,994
121,330

2019
261,006
610,203
37,651
6,021
(63,319)
851,562

2018
267,067
599,895
82,670
15,842
(69,183)
896,291

14. Revenue By Product
Year ended December 31
Natural gas
Condensate and oil
Other natural gas liquids
Royalty and sulphur
Royalties expense
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15. Other Income (Loss)
Year ended December 31
Interest income
Dispute settlements
Gain on debt extinguishment (see note 7)
Other

2019
324
(2,513)
–
(5,273)
(7,462)

2018
816
–
3,126
7,623
11,565

Dispute Settlements
Subsequent to December 31, 2019, Paramount reached an agreement to settle its dispute with respect to
an alleged obligation to contribute to the costs related to the remediation of a release from a non-operated
pipeline. Also subsequent to December 31, 2019, but unrelated to this settlement, the Company reached
an agreement to settle a legal action involving the Company as plaintiff against a third-party supplier
respecting defective products and services provided to the Company. The Company has recognized a
charge of $2.5 million in 2019 in respect of these settlements.

16. Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows - Selected Information
Items Not Involving Cash
Year ended December 31
Commodity contracts
Share-based compensation
Depletion and depreciation
Exploration and evaluation
Gain on sale of oil and gas assets
Accretion of asset retirement obligations
Foreign exchange
Change in asset retirement obligations
Deferred income tax
Change in fair value of securities - warrants
Other

2019
58,379
18,495
364,761
11,362
(169,279)
56,658
254
(107,301)
112,280
9,162
2,299
357,070

2018
(83,501)
24,063
977,275
14,781
(57,413)
57,652
(2,455)
(120,244)
(193,440)
–
(648)
616,070

2019
36,402

2018
29,014

2019
6,016
–
6,016

2018
19,295
–
19,295

Supplemental Cash Flow Information
Year ended December 31
Interest paid
Components of Cash and Cash Equivalents
As at December 31
Cash
Cash equivalents
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17. Capital Structure
Paramount’s primary objectives in managing its capital structure are to:
i.
ii.

maintain a flexible capital structure which optimizes the cost of capital at an acceptable level of risk;
maintain sufficient liquidity to support ongoing operations, capital expenditure programs, strategic
initiatives and the settlement of obligations when due; and
iii. maximize shareholder returns.
Paramount manages its capital structure to support current and future business plans and periodically
adjusts the structure in response to changes in economic conditions and the risk characteristics of the
Company’s underlying assets and operations. Paramount may adjust its capital structure through a number
of means, including by issuing or repurchasing shares, altering debt levels, modifying capital spending
programs, acquiring or disposing of assets, and participating in joint ventures, the availability of any such
means being dependent upon market conditions.
Paramount’s capital structure consists of the following:
2019
71,217
632,300
703,517
2,207,485
(128,487)
4,182
2,786,697

As at December 31
Adjusted working capital deficit (1)
Paramount Facility
Net Debt
Share capital
Retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Reserves
Total Capital
(1)

2018
80,962
815,000
895,962
2,184,608
21,189
44,732
3,146,491

Adjusted working capital excludes risk management assets and liabilities, current accounts receivable relating to subleases (December 31, 2019 – $2.0 million,
December 31, 2018 – nil) and the current portion of asset retirement obligations and other.

18. Compensation of Key Management Personnel
Year ended December 31
Salaries and benefits
Share-based compensation

2019
2,225
3,497
5,722

2018
2,504
6,252
8,756

19. Commitments and Contingencies
Paramount had the following commitments as at December 31, 2019:

Petroleum and natural gas transportation and processing commitments (1)
Other commitments

Within one
year
252,633
4,565
257,198

After one
year but not
more than
five years
902,546
6,551
909,097

More than
five years
1,357,158
92
1,357,250

(1) Certain of the transportation and processing commitments are secured by outstanding letters of credit totaling $10.2 million at December 31, 2019 (December 31,

2018 – $1.3 million)
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As at December 31, 2019 the Company had AECO fixed-price physical contracts in place to sell 50,000
GJ/d of natural gas at a price of $2.36/GJ from January 2020 to March 2020 and 60,000 GJ/d of natural
gas at a price of $1.56/GJ from April 2020 to October 2020. In January 2020 the Company entered into
additional fixed price physical contracts to sell 20,000 GJ/d of natural gas at a price of $1.75/GJ from April
2020 to October 2020.
Flow-Through Shares
As a result of the flow-through share issuance in 2019, Paramount is required to incur and renounce, on or
before December 31, 2020, $39.2 million of Canadian development expenses, of which $17.5 million was
incurred as of December 31, 2019.
Contingencies
In the normal course of Paramount’s operations, the Company may become involved in, named as a party
to, or be the subject of, various legal proceedings, including regulatory proceedings, tax proceedings and
legal actions. The outcome of outstanding, pending or future proceedings cannot be predicted with
certainty. Paramount does not anticipate that these claims will have a material impact on its financial
position.
Tax and royalty legislation and regulations, and government interpretation and administration thereof,
continually change. As a result, there are often tax and royalty matters under review by relevant government
authorities. All tax and royalty filings are subject to subsequent government audit and potential
reassessments. Accordingly, the final amounts may differ materially from amounts estimated and recorded.

20. Subsequent Event
In January 2020, Paramount implemented a normal course issuer bid (the ʺ2020 NCIBʺ) under which the
Company may purchase up to 7,044,289 Common Shares for cancellation. The 2020 NCIB will terminate
on the earlier of: (i) January 5, 2021; and (ii) the date on which the maximum number of Common Shares
that can be acquired pursuant to the 2020 NCIB are purchased.
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Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (Unaudited)
For the three and six months ended June 30, 2020

INTERIM CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
($ thousands)

As at

Note

June 30
2020

December 31
2019

(Unaudited)

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Risk management – current
Prepaid expenses and other

14
11

Risk management – long-term
Lease receivable
Exploration and evaluation
Property, plant and equipment, net
Investments in securities
Deferred income tax

11
6
2
3
4
10

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Risk management – current
Asset retirement obligations and other – current

11
6

Long-term debt
Risk management – long-term
Asset retirement obligations and other – long-term

5
11
6

Commitments and contingencies
Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
Accumulated deficit
Reserves

15
7
8

1,609
80,291
20,517
8,390
110,807
788
3,952
633,277
1,615,476
124,792
577,294
3,066,386

6,016
118,632
6,062
10,975
141,685
–
4,768
650,414
1,914,074
156,889
663,475
3,531,305

143,815
9,285
29,012
182,112
754,933
24,119
382,092
1,343,256

204,818
1,757
40,288
246,863
632,300
6,275
562,687
1,448,125

2,207,477
(453,293)
(31,054)
1,723,130
3,066,386

2,207,485
(128,487)
4,182
2,083,180
3,531,305

See the accompanying notes to these Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements.
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INTERIM CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(Unaudited)
($ thousands, except as noted)

Note

Petroleum and natural gas sales
Royalties
Revenue
Gain (loss) on commodity contracts

Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019

12
11

Expenses
Operating expense
Transportation and NGLs processing
General and administrative
Share-based compensation
Depletion, depreciation and impairment
Exploration and evaluation
(Gain) loss on sale of oil and gas assets
Interest and financing
Accretion of asset retirement obligations
Change in asset retirement obligations
Closure costs
Reorganization costs
Foreign exchange

9
3
2

6
6
6

Change in fair value of securities – warrants
Other income (loss)
Loss before tax
Income tax expense (recovery)
Deferred

4
13

10

Net loss
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax
Items that will be reclassified to net income (loss)
Change in fair value of interest rate swaps, net of tax
Reclassification to net income (loss), net of tax
Items that will not be reclassified to net income (loss)
Change in fair value of securities, net of tax
Comprehensive income (loss)

8

Net loss per common share ($/share)
Basic and diluted

7

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019

113,174
(3,599)
109,575
(7,246)
102,329

209,184
(18,651)
190,533
27,646
218,179

285,264
(15,282)
269,982
35,078
305,060

455,239
(34,050)
421,189
(45,036)
376,153

62,605
25,309
5,802
557
61,339
11,516
3,086
9,266
10,672
(529)
–
3,048
435
193,106
3,189
(1,758)
(89,346)

86,779
21,631
13,493
2,641
84,710
2,664
(1,730)
11,063
14,894
–
–
–
108
236,253
–
(852)
(18,926)

154,941
48,911
15,986
571
326,272
23,446
780
18,747
21,142
(95,357)
–
3,048
(318)
518,169
1,640
(6,243)
(217,712)

177,162
46,207
27,214
7,528
165,407
7,757
(7,716)
20,289
29,406
–
13,440
–
119
486,813
–
1,144
(109,516)

(13,622)
(13,622)
(75,724)

102,097
102,097
(121,023)

93,094
93,094
(310,806)

88,183
88,183
(197,699)

(3,043)
1,599

(3,983)
349

(21,406)
2,065

(13,089)
349

83,311
6,143

(3,917)
(128,574)

(32,355)
(362,502)

(11,321)
(221,760)

(0.57)

(0.93)

(2.33)

(1.52)

See the accompanying notes to these Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements.
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INTERIM CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Unaudited)
($ thousands)

Note

Operating activities
Net loss
Add (deduct):
Items not involving cash
Asset retirement obligations settled
Closure program expenditures
Change in non-cash working capital
Cash from (used in) operating activities

Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019

(75,724)

(121,023)

(310,806)

(197,699)

89,471
(3,960)
–
(24,022)
(14,235)

173,087
(2,020)
(4,389)
2,425
48,080

351,046
(34,215)
–
10,272
16,297

347,215
(7,783)
(4,389)
(741)
136,603

103,448
(1,898)
–
101,550

82,439
(1,897)
71
80,613

122,633
(3,774)
15
118,874

94,694
(3,676)
110
91,128

Investing activities
Property, plant and equipment and exploration
Sale of oil and gas assets
Investments
Change in non-cash working capital
Cash used in investing activities

(41,401)
(3,621)
(38)
(45,996)
(91,056)

(100,265)
648
(6,029)
(16,308)
(121,954)

(105,251)
(2,133)
(938)
(30,976)
(139,298)

(204,368)
642
(6,029)
(17,535)
(227,290)

Net increase (decrease)
Foreign exchange on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

(3,741)
(318)
5,668
1,609

6,739
(318)
12,865
19,286

(4,127)
(280)
6,016
1,609

441
(450)
19,295
19,286

Financing activities
Net draw of revolving long-term debt
Lease liabilities – principal repayments
Common Shares issued, net of issue costs
Cash from financing activities

Supplemental cash flow information

14
6
6

5
6

14

See the accompanying notes to these Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements.
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INTERIM CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
(Unaudited)
($ thousands, except as noted)

Note

Six months ended June 30

2020

2019

Shares
(000’s)
Share Capital
Balance, beginning of period
Issued
Change in vested and unvested Common Shares for
restricted share unit plan
Balance, end of period

9

133,337
1
446

2,207,485
19
(27)

130,326
13
327

2,184,608
158
1,373

7

133,784

2,207,477

130,666

2,186,139

Retained Earnings (Accumulated Deficit)
Balance, beginning of period
Net loss
Reclassification of accumulated losses on securities
Balance, end of period
Reserves
Balance, beginning of period
Other comprehensive loss
Contributed surplus
Reclassification of accumulated losses on securities
Balance, end of period
Total Shareholders’ Equity

Shares
(000’s)

(128,487)
(310,806)
(14,000)
(453,293)

21,189
(197,699)
–
(176,510)

4,182
(51,696)
2,460
14,000
(31,054)
1,723,130

44,732
(24,061)
6,011
–
26,682
2,036,311

8

See the accompanying notes to these Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements.
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1. Basis of Presentation
Paramount Resources Ltd. ("Paramount" or the "Company") is an independent, publicly traded, liquidsfocused Canadian energy company that explores for and develops both conventional and unconventional
petroleum and natural gas reserves and resources. The Company also pursues longer-term strategic
exploration and pre-development plays and holds a portfolio of investments in other entities. Paramount’s
principal properties are located in Alberta and British Columbia.
Paramount is the ultimate parent company of a consolidated group of companies and is incorporated and
domiciled in Canada. The address of its registered office is 2800, 421 – 7th Avenue S.W., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, T2P 4K9. The consolidated group includes wholly-owned subsidiaries Fox Drilling Limited
Partnership, Cavalier Energy and MGM Energy. The financial statements of Paramount’s subsidiaries and
partnerships are prepared for the same reporting periods as the parent in accordance with the Company’s
accounting policies. All intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated.
These unaudited Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements of the Company, as at and for the
three and six months ended June 30, 2020 (the "Interim Financial Statements"), were authorized for
issuance by the Audit Committee of Paramount’s Board of Directors on August 5, 2020.
These Interim Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with IAS 34 – Interim Financial
Reporting on a basis consistent with the accounting, estimation and valuation policies described in the
Company’s audited Consolidated Financial Statements as at and for the year ended December 31, 2019
(the "Annual Financial Statements").
These Interim Financial Statements are stated in thousands of Canadian dollars, unless otherwise noted,
and have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for certain financial instruments which are stated
at fair value. Certain information and disclosures normally required to be included in the notes to the Annual
Financial Statements have been condensed or omitted. These Interim Financial Statements should be read
in conjunction with the Annual Financial Statements.
Changes in Accounting Policies
Effective January 1, 2020, the Company adopted the amendments to IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments, IAS
39 – Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement and IFRS 7 – Financial Instruments:
Disclosures. These amendments provide relief on hedge accounting from the potential effects of the
uncertainty arising from the phase-out of interest rate benchmarks, the Interbank Offered Rate ("IBOR")
reform. The Company’s floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps, which are described in Note 11, are impacted
by these amendments as hedge accounting is applied to these instruments and hedging relationships may
be impacted by the IBOR reform. There has been no impact on the recognized assets, liabilities or
comprehensive loss of the Company resulting from the adoption of these amendments.
Government Grants
Government grants are recognized when there is reasonable assurance that the relevant conditions of the
grant are met and that the grant will be received. The Company records the grant in the Interim Financial
Statements with the related expenditure in the period in which the eligible costs are incurred.
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Significant Accounting Estimates, Assumptions & Judgments
The timely preparation of financial statements requires Management to make judgments, estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses and disclosures
regarding contingent assets and liabilities. Estimates and assumptions are regularly evaluated and are
based on Management’s experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Changes in judgments, estimates and assumptions
based on new information could result in a material change to the carrying amount of assets or liabilities
and have a material impact on assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses recognized in future periods.
The erosion of global demand for crude oil and petroleum products in connection with the COVID-19
pandemic, combined with disputes among members of OPEC+ concerning production levels, led to a
material deterioration in oil and condensate prices received by the Company in the latter part of the first
quarter of 2020. Despite the resolution of the OPEC+ disputes, adverse pricing conditions persisted in the
second quarter as a result of the continuing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The course of the COVID19 pandemic and its ultimate economic impact remain highly uncertain. The ultimate impact of the pandemic
on Paramount’s future operations and financial performance is unknown and will be dependent on a number
of unpredictable factors outside of the knowledge and control of Management, including: (i) the duration
and severity of the pandemic; (ii) the impact of the pandemic on economic growth, commodity prices and
financial and capital markets; and (iii) governmental responses and restrictions. These uncertainties may
continue to persist beyond the point where the initial outbreak of the COVID-19 virus has subsided. The
potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been considered by Management in making judgments,
estimates and assumptions used in the preparation of the Interim Financial Statements, but the inherent
risks and uncertainties resulting from the pandemic may result in material changes to such judgments,
estimates and assumptions in future periods as additional information becomes available.
Note 3 to the Annual Financial Statements contains a description of the accounting judgments, estimates
and assumptions that are considered significant. Conditions in 2020 have increased the complexity in
making judgments, estimates and assumptions used to prepare these Interim Financial Statements,
particularly related to: (i) estimating recoverable amounts used in impairment and impairment reversal
assessments; (ii) estimating the fair value of the Company’s investments in securities of corporations that
are not publicly traded; (iii) estimating the weighted average credit-adjusted risk-free discount rate used to
discount asset retirement obligations; and (iv) assessing the likelihood of realizing deferred income tax
assets.

2. Exploration and Evaluation

Balance, beginning of period
Additions
Acquisitions
Change in asset retirement provision
Transfers to property, plant and equipment
Expired lease costs
Dispositions
Balance, end of period

Six months ended
June 30, 2020
650,414
3,293
–
(1,013)
24
(18,921)
(520)
633,277

Twelve months ended
December 31, 2019
719,908
5,643
6,127
(392)
(66,961)
(10,173)
(3,738)
650,414
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Exploration and Evaluation Expense
Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019
1,921
2,101
9,595
563
11,516
2,664

Geological and geophysical
Expired lease costs

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019
4,525
5,115
18,921
2,642
23,446
7,757

At June 30, 2020, the Company assessed its exploration and evaluation assets for indicators of potential
impairment or impairment reversal and none were identified.

3. Property, Plant and Equipment

Six months ended June 30, 2020
Cost
Balance, beginning of period
Additions
Transfers from exploration and evaluation
Dispositions
Change in asset retirement provision
Cost, end of period
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment
Balance, beginning of period
Depletion and depreciation
Impairment
Dispositions
Accumulated depletion, depreciation and
impairment, end of period
Net book value, December 31, 2019
Net book value, June 30, 2020

Petroleum
and natural
gas assets

Drilling
rigs

Right-of-use
assets

3,996,107
105,340
(24)
(18,326)
(75,040)
4,008,057

161,189
693
–
(99)
–
161,783

15,960
(95)
–
–
–
15,865

46,702
1,187
–
(399)
–
47,490

4,219,958
107,125
(24)
(18,824)
(75,040)
4,233,195

(2,177,753)
(127,494)
(191,796)
16,170
(2,480,873)

(89,871)
(5,095)
–
99
(94,867)

(5,296)
(1,853)
–
–
(7,149)

(32,964)
(2,226)
–
360
(34,830)

(2,305,884)
(136,668)
(191,796)
16,629
(2,617,719)

1,818,354
1,527,184

71,318
66,916

10,664
8,716

13,738
12,660

1,914,074
1,615,476

Other

Total

Depletion, Depreciation and Impairment

Depletion and depreciation
Impairment of petroleum and natural gas assets

Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019
61,339
84,710
–
–
61,339
84,710

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019
134,476
165,407
–
191,796
326,272
165,407

At June 30, 2020, the Company assessed its property, plant and equipment for indicators of potential
impairment or impairment reversal and none were identified.
At March 31, 2020, the Company recorded impairments of $188.3 million and $3.5 million related to
petroleum and natural gas assets in the Kaybob and Northern cash generating units (ʺCGUsʺ), respectively.
The impairments were recorded because the carrying value of the CGUs exceeded their estimated
recoverable amount, which were estimated based on expected net cash flows from the production of
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reserves ascribed to each CGU. The impairments resulted from decreases in estimated future net
revenues, mainly due to lower forecasted oil and natural gas prices.
Recoverable amounts were estimated on a fair value less cost of disposal basis using a discounted cash
flow method (level three fair value hierarchy estimate). Cash flows were determined based on internally
estimated after-tax discounted future net cash flows from the production of proved plus probable reserves
assigned to the Kaybob and Northern CGUs, at discount rates of 11.5 percent and 13.5 percent,
respectively. The net cash flows from the reserves estimated by Paramount’s independent qualified
reserves evaluator as at December 31, 2019 were internally updated by Management to reflect commodity
price estimates at March 31, 2020 and for changes to certain operating and capital assumptions to reflect
the prevailing economic environment. The reserves process is inherently subjective and involves
considerable estimation uncertainty.
The following table sets out the forecast benchmark commodity prices and exchange rates used to
determine estimated recoverable amounts at March 31, 2020: (1)
(Apr-Dec)
2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

1.74
2.10

2.20
2.58

2.38
2.79

2.45
2.86

2.53
2.93

2.60-3.04
3.00-3.45

+2%/yr
+2%/yr

34.35
29.17

50.72
40.45

62.80
49.17

68.49
53.28

71.73
55.66

73.16-84.23
56.87-65.33

+2%/yr
+2%/yr

0.71

0.73

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

Natural Gas (2)
AECO ($/MMBtu)
Henry Hub (US$/MMBtu)
Liquids (2)
Edmonton Condensate ($/Bbl)
WTI (US$/Bbl)
Foreign Exchange
$US / 1 $CDN
(1)
(2)

2025-2032 Thereafter

Average of forecasts published by: (i) McDaniel & Associates Consultants Ltd. and GLJ Petroleum Consultants Ltd. at April 1, 2020 and (ii) Sproule Associates Ltd. at
March 31, 2020.
Forecast benchmark prices are adjusted for quality differentials, heat content, distance to market and other factors in determining estimated recoverable amounts.

4. Investments in Securities
As at
Level one fair value hierarchy securities
Level three fair value hierarchy securities

June 30, 2020
27,742
97,050
124,792

December 31, 2019
88,439
68,450
156,889

Investments in level one fair value hierarchy securities (ʺLevel One Securitiesʺ) are carried at their periodend trading price. Estimates of fair values for investments in level three fair value hierarchy securities
(ʺLevel Three Securitiesʺ) are based on valuation techniques that incorporate unobservable inputs (level
three fair value hierarchy inputs). The valuation techniques utilize market-based metrics of comparable
companies and transactions, indications of value based on equity transactions of the entities and other
indicators of value including financial and operational results of the entities. Fair value estimates of Level
Three Securities are updated at each balance sheet date to confirm whether the carrying value of the
investment continues to fall within a range of possible fair values indicated by such techniques.
For the three months ended June 30, 2020 and the six months ended June 30, 2020, the Company recorded
a recovery of $83.6 million and a charge of $34.7 million, respectively, to other comprehensive income
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(ʺOCIʺ) as a result of changes in the fair value estimates of Level One Securities and Level Three Securities.
For the six months ended June 30, 2020 the Company recorded income of $1.6 million related to a change
in the estimated fair value of Strath Resources Ltd. (ʺStrathʺ) warrants.
Changes in the fair value of investments in securities are as follows:

Investments in securities, beginning of period
Changes in fair value of Level One Securities – recorded in OCI
Changes in fair value of Level Three Securities (1) – recorded in OCI
Changes in fair value of Strath warrants – recorded in earnings
Acquired – cash
Acquired – non-cash
Dispositions
Investments in securities, end of period
(1)

Six months ended
June 30, 2020
156,889
(61,635)
26,960
1,640
938
–
–
124,792

Twelve months ended
December 31, 2019
231,732
6,330
(118,104)
(9,162)
55,143
4,501
(13,551)
156,889

Primarily related to the change in fair value of 85 million Strath common shares and excluding Strath warrants.

5. Long-Term Debt
As at
Paramount Facility
(1)

June 30, 2020 (1)
754,933

December 31, 2019
632,300

June 30, 2020 Paramount Facility balance is presented net of $2.7 million in unamortized costs related to the June 2020 facility amendments.

Paramount Facility
The Paramount Facility is a financial covenant-based senior secured revolving bank credit facility.
In June 2020, the Paramount Facility was amended, which amendments included:
•

a period of financial covenant relief to and including June 30, 2021 (the "Covenant Relief Period"),
providing for a full waiver of the Senior Secured Debt to Consolidated EBITDA covenant and a
reduction of the Consolidated EBITDA to Consolidated Interest Expense covenant in certain
periods; and

•

a decrease in the size of the Paramount Facility to $1.0 billion.

Availability of the Paramount Facility in excess of $900 million is subject to the Company raising junior
capital and obtaining required levels of lender approval. Availability will be increased by $5 million for each
$10 million of junior capital raised, subject to certain limits.
During the Covenant Relief Period, Paramount is subject to the following financial covenant, tested at the
end of each fiscal quarter:
Consolidated EBITDA to Consolidated Interest Expense to be:
•

2.50 to 1.00 or greater for the quarters ending June 30, 2020 and September 30, 2020,
calculated on a trailing twelve-month basis;
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•

1.75 to 1.00 or greater for the quarter ending December 31, 2020, calculated on a trailing
twelve-month basis; and

•

1.75 to 1.00 or greater for the quarters ending March 31, 2021 and June 30, 2021, calculated
on a current quarter basis.

After the Covenant Relief Period, Paramount will be subject to the following financial covenants, tested at
the end of each fiscal quarter and calculated on a trailing twelve-month basis:
•

Senior Secured Debt to Consolidated EBITDA to be 3.50 to 1.00 or less; and

•

Consolidated EBITDA to Consolidated Interest Expense to be 2.50 to 1.00 or greater.

Senior Secured Debt currently consists of amounts drawn under the Paramount Facility and the undrawn
face amounts of letters of credit outstanding under the Paramount Facility.
Consolidated EBITDA is adjusted for material acquisitions and dispositions and is generally calculated as
net income before Consolidated Interest Expense, taxes, depletion, depreciation, amortization, impairment,
exploration and evaluation expense and is also adjusted to exclude non-recurring items and other non-cash
items including unrealized mark-to-market amounts on derivatives, unrealized foreign exchange, sharebased compensation expense and accretion.
Consolidated Interest Expense is reduced by any interest income and other customary exclusions.
Paramount was in compliance with the financial covenant under the Paramount Facility at June 30, 2020.
Borrowings under the Paramount Facility bear interest at the lenders’ prime lending rate, US base rate,
bankers’ acceptance rate, or LIBOR, as selected at the discretion of the Company, plus a margin within a
graduated range depending on the Company’s prevailing Senior Secured Debt to Consolidated EBITDA
ratio. Following the June 2020 amendments, margin levels were increased and will remain at the highest
end of the graduated range until the Covenant Relief Period ends. The Covenant Relief Period may be
terminated prior to its expiry at the Company’s election.
The Paramount Facility is secured by a charge over substantially all of the assets of Paramount. The
maturity date of the Paramount Facility is November 16, 2022, which may be extended at the option of
Paramount and with the agreement of the lenders.
Paramount had letters of credit outstanding under the Paramount Facility totaling $2.9 million at June 30,
2020 that reduce the amount available to be drawn on the Paramount Facility.
Unsecured Letter of Credit Facility
At June 30, 2020, Paramount had a $40 million unsecured demand revolving letter of credit facility (the "LC
Facility") with a Canadian bank under which $39.2 million in letters of credit were outstanding. In July 2020,
the LC Facility was increased to $70 million.
Paramount’s obligations under the LC Facility are supported by a performance security guarantee ("PSG")
from Export Development Canada ("EDC"). The term of the PSG has been extended to June 30, 2021 and
may be further extended at the option of Paramount and with the agreement of EDC.
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6. Asset Retirement Obligations and Other
As at June 30, 2020
Asset retirement obligations
Lease liabilities
Asset retirement obligations and other

Current
19,000
10,012
29,012

Long-term
365,348
16,744
382,092

Total
384,348
26,756
411,104

As at December 31, 2019
Asset retirement obligations
Lease liabilities
Flow-through share renunciation obligations
Asset retirement obligations and other

Current
29,000
9,851
1,437
40,288

Long-term
540,897
21,790
–
562,687

Total
569,897
31,641
1,437
602,975

Asset Retirement Obligations

Asset retirement obligations, beginning of period
Additions
Change in estimates (1)
Change in discount rate
Obligations settled
Dispositions
Accretion expense
Asset retirement obligations, end of period
(1)

Six months ended Twelve months ended
June 30, 2020
December 31, 2019
569,897
807,921
406
11,705
6,607
(171,404)
(178,423)
(33,269)
(34,215)
(29,441)
(1,066)
(72,273)
21,142
56,658
384,348
569,897

Relates to changes in estimated costs and anticipated settlement dates of asset retirement obligations.

As at June 30, 2020, estimated undiscounted, uninflated asset retirement obligations were $1,351.3 million
(December 31, 2019 – $1,381.5 million). Asset retirement obligations have been determined using a
weighted average credit-adjusted risk-free discount rate of 12.0 percent (December 31, 2019 – 8.0 percent)
and an inflation rate of 2.0 percent (December 31, 2019 – 2.0 percent).
For the six months ended June 30, 2020, the Company recorded a recovery of $95.4 million (six months
ended June 30, 2019 - $nil) to earnings related to changes in the discounted carrying value of estimated
asset retirement obligations in respect of properties that had a nil carrying value ascribed to property, plant
and equipment. The changes mainly resulted from a revision in the weighted average credit-adjusted riskfree rate used to discount obligations.
Lease Liabilities
Paramount has lease liabilities in respect of office space and vehicles, which have been recognized at the
discounted value of the remaining fixed lease payments. For the six months ended June 30, 2020, total
cash payments made in respect of these lease liabilities, net of sublease arrangements, were $4.4 million,
of which $0.6 million was recognized as interest and financing expense.
For the six months ended June 30, 2020, expenses related to arrangements containing variable operating
costs, short-term and low value leases which have not been included in the lease liability were
approximately $1.8 million.
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As at June 30, 2020, $6.3 million was due to the Company in respect of sublease arrangements for
Paramount’s office space, of which $2.3 million was classified as current and $4.0 million was classified as
non-current. For the six months ended June 30, 2020, $1.3 million was received in respect of office sublease
arrangements, of which $0.2 million was recognized as interest revenue.
Closure Costs
In the first quarter of 2019, the Company made the decision to cease its production operations at the Zama
property in northern Alberta and commenced a closure program at the property. The Company recognized
a provision of $13.4 million as at March 31, 2019 in respect of the expected costs of the closure program.

7. Share Capital
As at June 30, 2020, 133,784,323 (December 31, 2019 – 133,337,058) class A common shares of the
Company ("Common Shares") were outstanding, net of 414,394 (December 31, 2019 – 859,659) Common
Shares held in trust under the restricted share unit plan.
In January 2020, Paramount implemented a normal course issuer bid program (the ʺ2020 NCIBʺ) under
which the Company may purchase up to 7,044,289 Common Shares for cancellation. The 2020 NCIB will
terminate on the earlier of: (i) January 5, 2021; and (ii) the date on which the maximum number of Common
Shares that can be acquired pursuant to the 2020 NCIB are purchased. The Company has not purchased
any Common Shares under the 2020 NCIB to June 30, 2020.
Paramount has incurred sufficient qualifying expenditures to satisfy commitments associated with Canadian
development expense flow-through Common Shares issued in November 2019.
Weighted Average Common Shares
Three months ended June 30

Net loss – basic
Dilutive effect of Paramount Options
Net loss – diluted
Six months ended June 30

Net loss – basic
Dilutive effect of Paramount Options
Net loss – diluted

2020
Wtd. Avg
Shares
(000’s)
133,712
–
133,712
2020
Wtd. Avg
Shares
(000’s)
133,529
–
133,529

Net loss
(75,724)
–
(75,724)

2019
Wtd. Avg
Shares
(000’s)
130,608
–
130,608

Net loss
(121,023)
–
(121,023)

Net loss
(310,806)
–
(310,806)

2019
Wtd. Avg
Shares
(000’s)
130,469
–
130,469

Net loss
(197,699)
–
(197,699)

Outstanding stock options that can be exchanged for the Company’s Common Shares are potentially
dilutive and are included in Paramount’s diluted per share calculations when they are dilutive to net income
per share. There were 10.6 million options to acquire Common Shares ("Paramount Options") outstanding
at June 30, 2020 (June 30, 2019 – 11.8 million), all of which were anti-dilutive.
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8. Reserves

Six months ended June 30, 2020
Balance, beginning of period
Other comprehensive loss, before tax
Deferred tax
Reclassification of accumulated losses on
securities, net of tax
Share-based compensation
Paramount Options exercised
Balance, end of period

Unrealized losses Unrealized gains
on interest rate
(losses)
swaps
on securities
(6,160)
(147,674)
(25,372)
(34,675)
6,031
2,320
–
–
–
(25,501)

Contributed
surplus
158,016

14,000
–
–
(166,029)

–

Total
reserves
4,182
(60,047)
8,351

–
2,464
(4)
160,476

14,000
2,464
(4)
(31,054)

–

For the six months ended June 30, 2020, $14.0 million of accumulated losses were reclassified from
accumulated OCI to accumulated deficit as a result of the derecognition of an investment classified as a
Level One Security.

9. Share-Based Compensation
Paramount Options
Six months ended
June 30, 2020
Weighted
average
exercise
price
Number
($/share)
12,311,462
12.16
10,000
7.50
(2,000)
7.28
(1,123,005)
14.30
(610,778)
15.26
10,585,679
11.75
3,459,091
14.60

Balance, beginning of period
Granted
Exercised (1)
Cancelled or forfeited
Expired
Balance, end of period
Options exercisable, end of period
(1)

Twelve months ended
December 31, 2019
Weighted
average
exercise
price
Number
($/share)
12,465,163
15.67
3,565,930
6.66
(21,430)
7.84
(3,683,801)
18.73
(14,400)
11.90
12,311,462
12.16
4,442,966
15.00

For Paramount Options exercised during the six months ended June 30, 2020, the weighted average market price of Paramount’s Common Shares on the dates
exercised was $7.77 per share (twelve months ended December 31, 2019 – $8.55 per share).

Restricted Share Unit Plan – Shares Held in Trust

Balance, beginning of period
Shares purchased
Change in vested and unvested shares
Balance, end of period

Six months ended
June 30, 2020
Shares
(000’s)
860
1,388
–
–
(446)
27
414
1,415

Twelve months ended
December 31, 2019
Shares
(000’s)
574
2,209
713
4,516
(427)
(5,337)
860
1,388
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10. Income Tax
The following table reconciles income taxes calculated at the Canadian statutory rate to Paramount’s
recorded income tax expense (recovery):

Loss before tax
Effective Canadian statutory income tax rate
Expected income tax recovery
Effect on income taxes of:
Change in statutory and other rates
Share-based compensation
Loss on sale of oil and gas assets
Change in value of investments
Derecognition of deferred income tax asset
Flow-through share renunciations
Non-deductible items and other
Income tax expense (recovery)

Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019
(89,346)
(18,926)
25.1%
26.5%
(22,426)
(5,015)
4,218
101
411
(801)
4,292
–
583
(13,622)

106,371
733
–
–
213
–
(205)
102,097

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019
(217,712)
(109,516)
25.1%
26.5%
(54,646)
(29,022)
8,713
618
411
(412)
134,252
3,617
541
93,094

105,919
1,606
–
–
451
–
9,229
88,183

At each reporting date, Paramount assesses the recoverability of the deferred income tax asset to
determine whether it is more likely than not that the carrying value of the asset will be realized. In the first
quarter of 2020, the Company determined that a portion of the carrying value of the deferred income tax
asset was not probable of realization and, accordingly, $130.0 million of the deferred income tax asset was
derecognized.

11. Financial Instruments and Risk Management
Financial Instruments
Financial instruments at June 30, 2020 consist of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, risk
management assets and liabilities, investments in securities, accounts payable and accrued liabilities and
the Paramount Facility. The carrying values of these financial instruments approximate their fair values.
Risk Management
Assets
As at
Financial commodity contracts – current
Financial commodity contracts – long-term
Risk management asset

June 30, 2020
20,517
788
21,305

December 31, 2019
6,062
–
6,062

June 30, 2020
(9,285)
(24,119)
(33,404)

December 31, 2019
(1,757)
(6,275)
(8,032)

Liabilities
As at
Interest rate swaps – current
Interest rate swaps – long-term
Risk management liability
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The Company is exposed to market risks from changes in commodity prices, interest rates, foreign currency
rates, credit risk and liquidity risk. From time-to-time, Paramount enters into derivative financial instruments
to manage these risks.
The fair values of risk management financial instruments are estimated using a market approach
incorporating level two fair value hierarchy inputs, including forward market curves and price quotes for
similar instruments, provided by financial institutions.
Changes in the fair value of risk management assets are as follows:
Six months ended
June 30, 2020
6,062
35,078
(19,835)
21,305

Fair value, beginning of period
Changes in fair value – financial commodity contracts
Settlements received – financial commodity contracts
Fair value, end of period

Twelve months ended
December 31, 2019
64,441
(45,169)
(13,210)
6,062

Changes in the fair value of risk management liabilities are as follows:
Six months ended
June 30, 2020
(8,032)
(28,077)
2,705
(33,404)

Fair value, beginning of period
Changes in fair value – interest rate swaps
Settlements paid – interest rate swaps
Fair value, end of period

Twelve months ended
December 31, 2019
–
(9,568)
1,536
(8,032)

The Company had the following financial commodity contracts in place at June 30, 2020:
Aggregate
Instruments
notional
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
4,000 Bbl/d
Gas – NYMEX Swaps (Sale)
10,000 MMBtu/d
Gas – NYMEX Swaps (Sale)
40,000 MMBtu/d

Average
fixed price
CDN$80.11/Bbl
US$2.93/MMBtu
US$2.68/MMBtu

Fair value
19,421
474
1,410
21,305

Remaining term
July 2020 – December 2020
November 2020 to March 2021
January 2021 to December 2021

Subsequent to June 30, 2020, the Company entered into the following financial commodity contracts:
Instruments
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
Oil – NYMEX WTI Swaps (Sale)
Gas – Chicago Swaps (Sale) (1)
Gas – Ventura Swaps (Sale) (1)
Gas – NYMEX Swaps (Sale)

Aggregate notional
6,000 Bbl/d
16,000 Bbl/d
6,000 Bbl/d
4,000 Bbl/d
4,000 Bbl/d
20,000 MMBtu/d
20,000 MMBtu/d
20,000 MMBtu/d

Average fixed price
US$41.75/Bbl
US$42.23/Bbl
US$43.03/Bbl
US$43.73/Bbl
US$43.99/Bbl
US$1.71/MMBtu
US$1.69/MMBtu
US$2.17/MMBtu

Remaining term
August 2020
September 2020
October 2020
November 2020
December 2020
August 2020 to October 2020
August 2020 to October 2020
September 2020

(1) These contracts swap physical sales of Alberta natural gas production from Chicago and Ventura index pricing to fixed prices.
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The Company had the following floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps in place at June 30, 2020:

Contract type
Interest Rate Swap
Interest Rate Swap

Aggregate notional
$250 million
$250 million

Maturity date
January 2023
January 2026

Fixed
contract rate
2.3%
2.4%

Reference
CDOR (1)
CDOR (1)

Fair value
(10,968)
(22,436)
(33,404)

(1) Canadian Dollar Offered Rate.

The Company classified its floating-to-fixed interest rate swaps as cash flow hedges and has applied hedge
accounting. As at June 30, 2020, there were no changes to the critical terms of the hedging relationship
and no hedge ineffectiveness was identified.

12. Revenue By Product

Natural gas
Condensate and oil
Other natural gas liquids
Royalty and sulphur income
Royalties expense

Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019
44,659
49,493
60,335
150,665
4,266
6,873
3,914
2,153
(3,599)
(18,651)
109,575
190,533

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019
98,262
142,839
171,777
285,470
8,709
23,022
6,516
3,908
(15,282)
(34,050)
269,982
421,189

Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019
–
–
(1,758)
(852)
(1,758)
(852)

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019
(4,669)
–
(1,574)
1,144
(6,243)
1,144

13. Other Income (Loss)

Provision
Other

In the first quarter of 2020, a provision of $4.7 million was recorded related to a pending partner dispute.
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14. Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows - Selected Information
Items Not Involving Cash
Three months ended
June 30
2020
20,100
557
61,339
9,595
3,086
10,672
(529)
–
331
(3,189)
(13,622)
1,131
89,471

Commodity contracts
Share-based compensation
Depletion, depreciation and impairment
Exploration and evaluation
(Gain) loss on sale of oil and gas assets
Accretion of asset retirement obligations
Change in asset retirement obligations
Closure costs
Foreign exchange
Change in fair value of securities - warrants
Deferred income tax
Other

Six months ended
June 30

2019
(30,410)
2,641
84,710
563
(1,730)
14,894
–
–
318
–
102,097
4
173,087

2020
(15,243)
571
326,272
18,921
780
21,142
(95,357)
–
281
(1,640)
93,094
2,225
351,046

2019
47,873
7,528
165,407
2,642
(7,716)
29,406
–
13,440
449
–
88,183
3
347,215

Supplemental Cash Flow Information
Three months ended
June 30
2020
2019
Interest paid

7,951

10,940

Six months ended
June 30
2020
2019
15,573

19,282

Components of Cash and Cash Equivalents
As at
Cash
Cash equivalents

June 30, 2020
1,609
–
1,609

December 31, 2019
6,016
–
6,016

15. Commitments and Contingencies
Commitments – Physical Sale Contracts
The Company had the following AECO fixed-price physical contracts in place at June 30, 2020:
Quantity
90,000 GJ/d
10,000 GJ/d
20,000 GJ/d

Average fixed price
CDN$1.66/GJ
CDN$2.65/GJ
CDN$2.50/GJ

Remaining term
July 2020 to October 2020
November 2020 to March 2021
January 2021 to December 2021
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Notes to the Interim Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements (Unaudited)
(Tabular amounts stated in $ thousands, except as noted)

Subsequent to June 30, 2020, the Company entered into the following fixed-price physical contracts:
Quantity
35,000 GJ/d
25,000 GJ/d
54,956 MMBtu/d
45,000 MMBtu/d

Location
AECO
AECO
Dawn
Dawn

Average fixed price
CDN$1.80/GJ
CDN$1.85/GJ
US$1.60/MMBtu
US$1.56/MMBtu

Remaining term
August 2020
September 2020
August 2020
September 2020

Contingencies
In the normal course of Paramount’s operations, the Company may become involved in, named as a party
to, or be the subject of, various legal proceedings, including regulatory proceedings, tax proceedings and
legal actions. The outcome of outstanding, pending or future proceedings cannot be predicted with
certainty. Paramount does not anticipate that these claims will have a material impact on its financial
position.
Tax and royalty legislation and regulations, and government interpretation and administration thereof,
continually change. As a result, there are often tax and royalty matters under review by relevant government
authorities. All tax and royalty filings are subject to subsequent government audit and potential
reassessments. Accordingly, the final amounts may differ materially from amounts estimated and recorded.
Dispute Settlements
In the first quarter of 2020, Paramount reached an agreement to settle its dispute with respect to an alleged
obligation to contribute to the costs related to the remediation of a release from a non-operated pipeline.
Also in the first quarter of 2020, but unrelated to this settlement, the Company reached an agreement to
settle a legal action involving the Company as plaintiff against a third-party supplier respecting defective
products and services provided to the Company. The Company recognized a charge of $2.5 million in the
fourth quarter of 2019 in respect of these settlements.

Paramount Resources Ltd. Second Quarter 2020 Financial Statements
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CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE
No.: 28531

Dated: July 7, 2020

This is to certify that the policies of insurance listed herein have been issued to the insured named herein for the period
of insurance indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement term or condition of any contract or other document with
respect to which the certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies listed herein is subject
to all the terms, conditions and exclusions of such policies. Limits shown may have been reduced by paid claims.
This certificate is issued as a matter of information only and confers no rights upon the Certificate Holder. This Certificate
does not amend, extend or alter the coverage afforded by the policies described herein.
Certificate Holder:

Named Insured and Address:

Office of the Regulator of Oil & Gas Operations
PO Box 1310
Yellowknife NT X1A 2L9

MGM Energy Ltd. and/or Paramount Resources Ltd.
Suite 2800, 421 7 Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2P 4K9

This Certificate is issued regarding:
Type of Insurance

Insurer(s)

Policy Numbers

Policy Period
February 28, 2020
To
February 28, 2021

Sums Insured or
Limits of Liability
$10,000,000 Any One
Occurrence, Cost of Control
(100%), Combined Single
Limit

Operators Extra
Expense

Lloyd’s
Underwriters
through Global
Special Risks

GSRWEL1704110

Commercial General
Liability

Chubb Insurance
Company of
Canada

37111204

July 1, 2020
to
July 1, 2021

$2,000,000 Third Party Bodily
Injury and Property Damage,
Each Occurrence and in the
Aggregate Limit

Pollution Liability

Chubb Insurance
Company of
Canada

CGL554936

July 1, 2020
to
July 1, 2021

$2,000,000 Each Pollution
Incident Limit and in the
Annual Aggregate

Umbrella Liability

AXIS Reinsurance
Company

CTX/626480/01/20
20

July 1, 2020
to
July 1, 2021

$3,000,000 Each Occurrence
and in the Annual Aggregate
Excess of Underlying:
• Commercial General
Liability
• Pollution Liability

1st Excess Liability

Lloyd’s
Underwriters

ME2018717

July 1, 2020
to
July 1, 2021

$5,000,000 Each Occurrence
and in the Annual Aggregate
Excess of Underlying:
• Umbrella Liability

Notice of Cancellation:
Should any of the policies described herein be cancelled before the expiration date thereof, the insurer(s) affording
coverage will endeavour to mail 30 days written notice to the certificate holder named herein, but failure to mail such
notice shall impose no obligation or liability of any kind upon the insurer(s) affording coverage, their agents or
representatives, or the issuer of this certificate.

IRIDIUM RISK SERVICES INC.
1100 Bow Valley Square 3
255 – 5th Avenue SW
Calgary Alberta T2P 3G6
Telephone: (403) 263-9654
Fax: (403) 263-9656

IRIDIUM RISK SERVICES INC.
By:
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1

PURPOSE

The purpose of this Project Site Safety Plan is to exhibit that Paramount Resources Ltd. understands the regulatory
expectations and will conduct its operations with diligence to ensure that all reasonable steps are taken to
maintain risk levels as low as reasonably practicable. As per Part 2, Section 8 of the NWT Oil and Gas Drilling and
Production Regulations, the Project Site Safety Plan sets out the procedures, practices, resources, sequence of key
safety-related activities and monitoring measures necessary to ensure the safety of the proposed work or activity.
It is expected that all project personnel will meet or exceed the requirements described in this plan. This is not an
all-encompassing document; subcontractors are expected to comply with any additional regulatory requirements
applicable to their work and must adhere to their own company policies and procedures.
The intent of this Project Site Safety Plan is to be a living document that will grow with the project to address
hazards and controls. Any questions regarding intent or interpretation of this document may be directed to the
Paramount Site Supervisor for clarification. Requests for variances or suggested changes must be put in writing
and sent to the Paramount HSE Director for review and approval.

2

SCOPE

This Project Site Safety Plan applies to any work site where work is being conducted by Paramount employees or
contractors. This includes new installations, tie-ins, re-entries, installations, repairs, reclamation, construction and
any other work.
The Project Site Safety Plan addresses the items listed below.
a) a summary of and references to the management system that demonstrate how it will be applied to the
proposed work or activity and how the duties set out in these Regulations with regard to safety will be
fulfilled;
b) a summary of the studies undertaken to identify hazards and to evaluate safety risks related to the
proposed work or activity;
c) a description of the hazards that were identified and the results of the risk evaluation;
d) a summary of the measures to avoid, prevent, reduce and manage safety risks;
e) a list of all structures, facilities, equipment and systems critical to safety and a summary of the system in
place for their inspection, testing and maintenance;
f)

a description of the organizational structure for the proposed work or activity and the command structure
on the installation, which clearly explains
I.

their relationship to each other, and

II.

the contact information and position of the person accountable for the Project Site Safety Plan
and of the person responsible for implementing it; and

g) a description of the arrangements for monitoring compliance with the plan and for measuring
performance in relation to its objectives
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3

TERMS, DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
Term

Description/Definition

ALARP

An acronym for “As Low As Reasonably Practicable”. A term often used in the regulation and
management of safety-critical and safety-involved systems. The ALARP principle is that the
residual risk shall be reduced as far as reasonably practicable.
For a risk to be ALARP, it must be possible to demonstrate that the cost involved in reducing
the risk further would be grossly disproportionate to the benefit gained. The ALARP principle
arises from the fact that infinite time, effort and money could be spent in the attempt of
reducing a risk to zero. It should not be understood as simply a quantitative measure of benefit
against detriment. It is more a best common practice of judgement of the balance of risk and
societal benefit.

Critical Task

Means a job/task which has a high potential for serious loss or injury

Direct
Supervision

The Supervisor in the immediate vicinity of work being performed and intimately aware of the
job scope and its steps, capable of halting the work at any instant should the need arise.

FLHA (Field
Level Hazard
Assessment)

Field Level Hazard Assessment is a method that individuals and crews use to eliminate or
minimize potential losses before, during or scope change during the course of work on site.
This form of hazard assessment is done at the beginning of a work task.

Ground
Disturbance

“Ground Disturbance” means any work, operation or activity that results in a disturbance of
the earth including, without limitation, excavating, digging, trenching, plowing, drilling,
tunneling, auguring, backfilling, blasting, topsoil stripping, land levelling, peat removing,
quarrying, clearing and grading, but does not include, except as otherwise provided in sub
clause:
•

A disturbance of the earth to a depth of less than 30 cm that does not result in a
reduction of the earth cover over the pipeline or utility to a depth that is less than the
cover provided when the pipeline was installed;

•

Cultivation to a depth of less than 45 cm below the surface of the ground;

•

Any work, operation or activity that is specified in the rules not to be a ground
disturbance; i.e. Routine minor road maintenance.

Ground
Disturbance
Supervisor

An employee, a consultant, or a contractor the company has deemed competent by formal
examination or certification and has sufficient knowledge and experience to competently
serve as the ground disturbance supervisor for ground disturbance activities.

Hazard

A hazard means a situation, condition or thing that may be dangerous to the safety or health
of workers, damage to property, damage to workplace environment, or a combination of these

Hazard
Assessment

An assessment made to identify existing and potential hazards before work begins at the work
site or prior to the construction of a new work site.

Hazard Control

The process of determining a suitable means of controlling identified hazards.
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Term

4

Description/Definition

Hazard
Identification

Techniques for identifying and reporting hazards.

Inspection

The careful examination of people, equipment, material, and the environment; the close and
critical scrutiny for comparison with standards.

JSA (Job Safety
Analysis)

Job Safety Analysis is a procedure which helps integrate accepted safety and health principles
and practices into a particular task or job operation. In a JSA, each basic step of the job is to
identify potential hazards and to recommend the safest way to do the job. Other terms used
to describe this procedure are job hazard analysis (JHA) and job hazard breakdown.

POEMS

Paramount Operations Excellence Management System

Procedure

A step-by-step sequence of actions that must be carried out to complete a specific task (i.e.,
Step 1 must be completed before going to Step 2).

Risk

The chance of a loss occurring; a measure of the probability and potential severity of harm or
loss.

Safe Work
Practice (SWP)

A prevailing standard that is not site specific yet gives direction to a specific task to ensure the
safety of personnel and equipment. If the task requires a deviation from the SWP then a
‘Written Hazard Assessment’ must be completed for the specific task.

Training

Is the act or process that meets a specific requirement to verify competency?

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Visitor(s) is responsible to:


Complete a site-specific orientation;



Wear the required PPE;



Have the necessary safety training certification dependent on the site hazards and activities;



Immediately report potential and suspected hazards to the Site Supervisor;



Stay with assigned supervisor or delegate at all times; and



Adhere to the identified site safety requirements.

The Employee(s) and Contractor(s) are responsible for:


Understanding the risks prior to starting work, including the hazards to be controlled, the methods or
means to implement the controls;



Conducting pre-job safety meetings to discuss potential hazards and controls prior to starting work;



Following site-specific guideline and procedures (where applicable);



Conducting site-specific hazard assessments;
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Wearing appropriate PPE as per hazard assessment;



Developing site-specific procedures that identify potential hazards. Discuss the procedures and hazards
in pre-job safety meetings;



Communicating known hazards to co-workers, contractors and their supervisor;



Correcting unsafe conditions immediately or tag the hazard to prevent others from being unknowingly
exposed to the hazard and notify their supervisor to schedule repairs;



Refusing to do something that is unsafe even if told to do so (Stop Work Authority);



Evaluating the effectiveness of controls; and



Ensuring an activity does not proceed if they believe there are risks to the environment and/or theirs or
others health or safety

The Supervisor(s) is responsible for:


Taking a visible and proactive leadership role in developing a strong HSE culture in their area of
responsibility;



Participating in the review and revisions of the risk register when requested;



Ensuring the communication, implementation and maintenance of the Hazard Identification and Control
Practice within their area of responsibility;



Leading by example and demonstrating the importance of HSE of its workers (both employees and
Contractors);



Documenting corrective actions;



Correcting unsafe conditions immediately;



Ensuring pre-job safety meetings are conducted to discuss potential hazards & controls prior to starting
work;



Communicating HSE objectives throughout their area of responsibility;



Ensure only workers trained and competent in their work are conducting the specific task;



Ensuring employees and contractors are trained:
o

To identify hazards;

o

To understand the hazards that they are exposed to (chemical and physical); and

o

How to control or minimize hazards.



Ensure that all work activities have been coordinated with all workers on site to avoid conflict leading to
unmitigated risk;



Ensuring an activity does not proceed if they believe there are risks to the environment and/or theirs or
others health or safety.
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The Manager(s) is responsible for:


Implementing the Hazard Identification and Control Practice;



HSE performance of all personnel working at Paramount work sites;



Reviewing and discussing HSE performance and trends with the HSE Director;



Ensuring that sufficient resources are available to effectively mitigate risks.

The HSE Team is responsible for:

5



Taking an engaged and proactive leadership role in developing a strong HSE culture;



Developing and assisting with the implementation of the Hazard Identification and Control Practice;



Providing technical support for Hazard Identification and Control Practice implementation;



Monitoring the effectiveness of the Hazard Identification and Control Practice;



Reviewing all incident investigations to ensure completeness and recommending actions to identify trends
or areas of high risk at work sites;



Observation/assurance of Contractor work plan execution; and



Serve as a resource for employees to obtain information regarding health and safety

TRAINING AND COMPETENCY

The minimum requirements for the project are outlined in Table 1 below. Proof of current training and
certification must be provided to the Paramount project manager and Paramount Site Supervisor before starting
work and must be available onsite. Contractors must ensure that employees selected for this project are certified
and competent for the required task and have received adequate instruction on dealing with common field work
hazards (e.g., identification of hazards, necessary mitigation).
Training requirements for third party contractors are the responsibility of the third-party contractor. Paramount’s
expectation as identified in POEMS Element Nine and on ComplyWorks outlines that they ensure that all their
workers have training that meets regulatory requirements based on their work activity.
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TABLE 1 – HSE TRAINING MATRIX
Description

Contractor Site Personnel

Paramount Site Personnel

Project Orientation and Review of Health and
Safety Plan

Required

Required

Paramount Orientation

Required

Required

Site-specific Orientation

Required

Required

Energy Safety Canada CSO

Required

Required

Work Permit Review

Required

Required

Standard First Aid and CPR*

Required

Required

WHMIS

Required

Required

Wildlife Awareness
Hands-On Bear Deterrent Training
Defensive Driving
TDG

Required

Required

Recommended

Required

Per company’s driving policy

Required

Required if carrying, consigning, or
receiving dangerous goods

Ground Disturbance Level II

Well Service Blow Out Prevention

H2S Alive
Pleasure Craft Operator Card (Boat Safety)
Swift Water Safety

Required if carrying, consigning, or
receiving dangerous goods

Recommended

Required for all workers directly involved
with ground disturbance work (e.g.,
supervisors, equipment operators)

Required – Driller and Rig Manager

Required: Well site supervisors

Required for Sour Sites

Required if H2S is present

Required, if operating watercraft

Required, if operating watercraft

Required if working near swift water
bodies, excluding Water Taxi commute

Required if working near swift water
bodies, excluding Water Taxi commute
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6

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL

Paramount has established requirements for completing hazard assessments. The following diagram highlights
the levels of these requirements.
Confirm Hazard Identification – Risk Management
Responsibilities for Planned Operations

Assess and Address Process, Projects and
Personal Safety Hazards

Identify and Address Related OHS Requirements

Geophysical
Operations

Well Completion

Well Drilling

Facility Design
&
Construction

Production
Operations

Workovers &
Recompletions

Well & Facility
Abandonment

As per Provincial and Federal OHS Regulations
Hazard controls are methods used to eliminate or limit workers’ exposure to occupational hazards. If an existing
or potential hazard to workers is identified during a hazard assessment, measures must be taken to eliminate the
hazards, or if elimination is not reasonably practicable, control the hazard.
It is through the control of hazards that the following can be accomplished:

6.1



Reduced frequency and severity of incidents



Reduced financial costs



Reduced human suffering

Hazards

To help safeguard against serious injury and fatality in the workplace, Paramount uses the human performancemonitoring tool commonly known as the Energy Hazard Wheel. This tool is designed to help personnel to identify
and control the significant potential hazards unique to each activity and job. Preventing serious injuries and
fatalities requires operational discipline. This means performing every task the right way every time, from initial
hazard assessment through each step of the job, including post-activity review. Typical Worksite Safety &
Environmental Hazards, include but not limited to:
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Mechanical – rotating equipment, compressed Electrical – power lines, transformers, static charges,
lightning, energized equipment, wiring and batteries
springs, drive belts and motors
Pressure – piping, compressed cylinders, control lines, Biological - animals, bacteria, viruses, insects, bloodvessels, tanks, hoses, pneumatic, and hydraulic
borne pathogens and contaminated water
Chemical – flammable vapours, reactive hazards, Temperature - open flame, ignition sources, hot or
carcinogens, corrosives, pyrophoric, combustibles, cold surfaces, liquids, gases, steam, friction and
oxygen-deficient, welding fumes and dust
general environmental (weather) conditions
Radiation – lighting issues, welding arcs, solar rays, Sound – equipment noise, impact noise, vibration,
lasers, X-rays and NORM
high pressure release and communication impacts
Gravity – falling object, collapsing roof and trip, slip fall Motion – vehicle, equipment, flowing water, wind and
body positioning when lifting
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6.2

Controls

A control is a suitable means of controlling identified risks. Applying this hierarchy is a systematic approach to
identify the most effective method of risk reduction. The preferred method is to first ask “is there another way
we can do this task (elimination or substitution)”? If not, implement engineering controls and then follow with
administrative controls as they are less dependent on human behaviour. Lastly, the use of PPE can minimize the
severity of the hazard but must not be used as the sole hazard control.
NOTE: Controlling one hazard can create another hazard. Be sure to repeat the process to identify if any
additional hazards have been created from adding a control.

6.2.1

Elimination of the Hazard

The first consideration for controlling hazards is to eliminate the hazard or substitute a less hazardous material
or process.
Elimination is the process of removing the hazard from the workplace. It is the
most effective way to control a risk because the hazard is no longer present.
The job is redesigned or the substance is eliminated so as to remove the
hazard. However, the alternative method should not lead to a less acceptable
product or less effective process. It is easier to prevent the specific hazard from
entering the workplace or eliminating hazards while a work process is still in the
development stages. Elimination is the best option.

Hierarchy of
Hazard Controls

Eliminate or Substitute Hazard

Engineering Controls

Examples of elimination are changing the process in a way that will get rid of a hazard,
agreement on purchasing of equipment and chemicals before installation or use and
having workers perform tasks at ground level rather than working at heights

Administrative
Controls
PPE

When it is not possible to eliminate or substitute the hazard, then the following control methods shall be used in
the following order:


Engineering Controls



Administrative Controls



Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)



Stop Work Authority, if hazards cannot be controlled to an acceptable level

6.2.2

Engineered Controls

Engineering Controls are physical changes to the work area or process that effectively minimize a worker’s
exposure to hazards. Engineering controls can be implemented to deal with risks. Hazards can sometimes be
“engineered out” through redesign of the work site, work stations, work processes and jobs.
The basic types of engineering controls are:
1. Process Control involves changing the way a job activity or process is done to reduce the risk. Some
processes can be automated or mechanized. Monitoring should be done before as well as after the change
is implemented to make sure the changes did result in lower exposures.
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Examples of process changes include but not limited to: the use of electric motors rather than diesel ones
to eliminate the exhaust emissions; decrease temperatures of a process so less vapours are released; use
automation - the less workers have to handle or use the materials, the less potential there is for exposure;
use mechanical transportation rather than manual methods, etc.
2. Isolation completely separates the worker from the area of risk. Hazards can sometimes be isolated
through containment or enclosure. For example, negative-pressure fume hoods in laboratory settings or
sound reducing enclosures for noisy equipment.


Enclosure indicates that the area of risk is in the same area as the worker, but enclosed in another
room or structure to physically limit the exposure. For example, the furnace in a building may be
located in another room in the same facility.



Containment applies to the storage and handling of a hazardous material. For example, in a chemical
process, the product could be contained in its original vessel, instead of being transferred to a storage
vat. This would eliminate one of the steps, or exposures, where workers could be impacted by the
hazard.

If engineering controls are not feasible then implementation of Administrative Controls must be considered.
6.2.3

Administrative Controls

Administrative controls can be used to control the hazard to a level that is as low as reasonably practicable
(ALARP). Administrative controls are less effective than engineering controls. These control measures have many
limitations because the hazard itself is not actually removed or reduced. When necessary, methods include, but
not limited to:


Access Control;



Limiting hours of work;



Alarms and Signs;



Management of Change;



Area Classifications;



Operational Readiness Review;



Buddy system;



Policies and Rules;



Emergency Response Equipment;



Safe Work Procedures;



Evacuation Plans;



Training;



Guidelines;



Warning Signs;



JSA / FLHA;



Wash Facilities; and



Limit time to exposure to hazards;



Work/rest schedules.

Education and Training
Employee education and training on how to conduct their work safely helps to minimize the risk of exposure and
is a critical element of any complete workplace health and safety program. Training must cover not only how to
do the job safely but it must also ensure that workers understand the hazards of their job. It must also provide
them with information on how to protect themselves and co-workers.
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Good Housekeeping
Good housekeeping is essential to prevent the accumulation of hazardous or toxic materials (e.g., build-up of dust
or contaminant on ledges, or beams), or at risk conditions (e.g., poor stockpiling).
Emergency Preparedness
Being prepared for emergencies means making sure that the necessary equipment and supplies are readily
available and that employees know what to do when something unplanned happens such as a release, spill, fire
or injury. These procedures shall be written and employees should have the opportunity to practice their
emergency response skills regularly.
Occupational Hygiene
Occupational hygiene is another effective way to reduce the amount of a hazardous material absorbed, ingested
or inhaled by a worker. They are particularly effective if the contaminant(s) can accumulate on the skin, clothing
or hair. Examples of personal hygiene include:


Washing hands after handling material and before eating, drinking or smoking;



Avoiding touching your lips, nose and eyes with contaminated hands.



No smoking, drinking, chewing gum or eating in the work areas - these activities should be permitted only
in a "clean" area; and



Not storing hazardous materials in the same refrigerator as food items

When hazards cannot be eliminated through engineering or administrative controls PPE controls must be
considered necessary for employee protection.

6.3

Personal Protective Equipment

Personal protective equipment (PPE) is a physical barrier between the worker and the hazardous exposure. As a
last line of defense, workers may need to use PPE to reduce the potentially harmful effects of exposure to a known
hazard. Personal protective equipment should never be the only method used to reduce exposure except under
very specific circumstances because PPE may "fail" (stop protecting the worker) with little or no warning. For
example: "breakthrough" can occur with gloves, clothing, and respirator cartridges.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Selection
The selection of Personal Protective Equipment starts with a hazard assessment to identify the need for PPE that
is correct for the hazard and protects the workers. Personal protective equipment includes items such as
respirators, protective clothing such as gloves, face shields, eye protection, hearing protection and footwear that
serve to provide a barrier between the wearer and the chemical or material.
If chosen, PPE should be selected and fitted to the worker who uses it. Workers must be trained in the function
and limitation of each item of PPE. PPE must be worn if exposure to a risk is necessary but is above the safe levels
as regulated by Occupational Health and Safety legislation. Refer to the NWT OHS Act, Regulations (Schedules O,
P & Q) for further information regarding acceptable levels of contaminants and related regulations. Refer to CORHSE-PRT-024 Respiratory Protection, COR-HSE-PRT-022 Personal Protective Equipment and COR-HSE-PRT-019
Noise Exposure Control for further detail.
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7

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN & EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION PLAN

The Paramount CORE Emergency Response Plan will be the foundational plan as it relates to emergency response
to an unplanned event. The Emergency Transportation Plan and Emergency Contacts List will be developed prior
to any project works to ensure the information is site specific and applicable to the work location. Appendix # 1 is
an example template of the Emergency Contacts List. The Plans will outline the location of the nearest hospital
and emergency contact phone numbers. All injured workers will be assessed by an on-site Medic who will assess
the injury and determine the appropriate medical facility. The Plans will be updated as required. Field work
locations and transportation to sites will vary; therefore, field crew leads must identify and document the
following location-specific details at the daily tailgate meeting:




the muster area;
the evacuation route; and
the location of emergency supplies and equipment (e.g., first aid kit and fire extinguishers)

In the event that emergency evacuation (medical emergency, fire, etc.) via aircraft is required;



8

Medical evacuation capable aircraft will be identified within the site-specific Emergency Contacts List; and
The aircraft will upon the direction of the Medic, transport the injured person to the appropriate medical
facility where further assessment and transport will be assessed and conducted at the discretion of the
assessing medical personnel.

HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS AND MEETINGS

Meetings will be held to communicate health and safety information as outlined in Table 2. Any person working
on this project may call additional meetings to address situations as they arise (e.g., new tasks, identified serious
near misses).

TABLE 2 – HEALTH AND SAFETY MEETINGS
Meeting

Description

Frequency
Once, before the start of
the project fieldwork
component

Kick-off meeting

Review of the projectspecific health and safety
plan and ERP

Pre-job meetings

Review of the projectBefore the start of a new
specific hazard assessment job/task.
and control forms and JSAs

Required Attendees
Site Supervisor, health and safety
advisor, field technical lead, field
crew lead, ground disturbance
supervisor, field crew,
subcontractors
Project manager, field technical
lead, field crew lead, ground
disturbance supervisor, field crew,
subcontractors
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Meeting
Tailgate meetings

Description
Review of the work site
and associated work
tasks, and the associated
hazards and mitigative
controls including the
ERP, applicable to the day

Frequency
At the start of each shift
involving fieldwork

Required Attendees
Field crew lead(s), field crew
(including Paramount and all
contractors/subcontractors)

Tailgate Safety Meetings
Tailgate safety meetings will be held onsite at the start of each day and/or when the job scope changes during the
shift. The objective of the meeting is to ensure all workers involved with the work understand the hazards and
associated control measures that are in place and are familiar with the ERP. Topics of discussion should include
but are not limited to the following:

9



The required PPE and emergency response equipment/plans available for use;



A review of the ERP including information such as alarms, designated first aiders, location of emergency
equipment, and evacuation procedures;



The identified hazards, risks, and mitigative measures for the identified hazards and risks;



Third-party equipment and subcontractor requirement to meet legislative, regulatory, industry, client,
and/or Paramount standards;



Familiarize personnel with the work to be conducted each day, including the associated hazards and
necessary mitigative measures;



Ensure all personnel are aware they must provide valid safety certificates, as required, by government
and Paramount regulations/policy;



Shared learnings from the project will also be reviewed; and



The meeting minutes documented on the safety documentation forms and signed by all workers and
visitors on the site (e.g., the field crew and subcontractors).

INCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION

All incidents, near misses, and hazards must be verbally reported immediately to the Site Supervisor and formal
documentation for the incident must be received within 24 hours.

9.1

Reporting

Reporting hazards, near misses, and incidents is an important mechanism to review the effectiveness of the Health
and Safety Management System and allows modification to operating practices to reduce hazards and the
potential for incidents to occur in the future. Examples of hazards, near misses, and incidents are provided in Table
3.
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Table 3 – Hazard, Near Miss, and Incident Definitions
Occurrence
Hazard (ID)

Near Miss

Incident

Definition

Examples

A situation, condition or thing that may be
dangerous to the safety or health of workers
(Alberta OHS Code, Part 1). This could be any
substandard acts and substandard conditions that
may exist in the workplace environment.

•

Wet, slippery river bank.

•

Burnt out headlight on a truck.

An unplanned event that does not result in injury,
illness, or damage however under slightly
different circumstances, could have resulted in
harm to people, environment, company
reputation, or unplanned operational shut down.

•

Worker slipped while working near
river but did not fall and was not
injured

•

Worker was nearly hit by a tree branch
while driving ATV but managed to
avoid it at the last minute.

An incident that involves company personnel,
contract personnel, or property that could or does
result in unintended harm or damage. Incidents
are usually divided into two categories:

•

Worker tripped and twisted their
ankle.

•

Workers were involved in a motor
vehicle incident.

1.
No-Loss Incidents, or those that could have
caused harm or damage but did not (i.e. Near Miss
Incidents).
2.
Loss-Type Incidents; those that do cause
harm or damage.
All occurrences that cause a loss or have a
potential for loss (i.e. Near Misses) must be
reported.

All workers must report the occurrence of all incidents including vehicle collisions, near misses, and ANY injury
immediately to the supervisor. The supervisor will inform the Paramount Site Supervisor and Health and Safety
Advisor for further reporting in accordance with the Paramount Incident Notification and Reporting protocols
(refer to COR-POE-GOV-011 – Incident Management). Paramount will determine if additional notifications or an
incident investigation is required. Once onsite emergency response is underway, the supervisor must immediately
notify the project manager who will notify, as required, the health and safety advisor, and Paramount.
Written reports and supporting photos must be submitted to the Paramount HSE team and Site Supervisor, as
soon as possible (i.e., no later than the end of the shift). Near misses and incidents may be reported using the
Near Miss/Incident report. Hazards may be reported in writing in any format (e.g., email and field notes) or on
Hazard ID Cards. All contractors are expected to have their own hazard and incident reporting system and
documentation; however, the Paramount reporting system may be used by any project personnel.
Additional records (e.g., reports) are required for injuries and illnesses as outlined in Table 4. All records pertaining
to injuries must be maintained for at least 3 years and kept confidential.
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Table 4 – Additional Reporting Requirements for Injuries
Type of Report

Description*

Completed By

First Aid Register

A first aid register must be completed for any injury where first
aid was applied. A copy must be given to the worker and a
copy kept for 3 years by the employer.

Supervisor

Workers’ Safety &
Compensation
Commission (WSCC)

A WSCC Worker’s Report of Injury form must be completed
for every injury involving medical aid, lost time, or modified
work.

Prepared by injured
worker

Workers’ Safety &
Compensation
Commission (WSCC)

WSCC Employer’s Report of Injury Form must be completed and
submitted within 3 business days for any injury, illness, or
exposure or “dangerous occurrence”

Employer – MUST have
a valid WCB Account.

Employer’s Report of
Incident

An accident causing “serious bodily injury” or a “dangerous
occurrence” must also be called in to the 24-hour Incident
Reporting line at 1-800-661-0792 as soon as reasonably possible.

Worker’s Report of
Injury

“Serious bodily injury” and “dangerous occurrence” are as
defined in Section 1 of the NWT Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations).
Notification to OROGO at 867-445-8551 (24 hour) is required “as
soon as circumstances permit”

9.2

Investigation

The Paramount Site Supervisor and onsite workers must ensure that the scene of an incident is not disturbed,
except to provide emergency aid to injured workers. The scene must be left as is until the required investigations
have been completed or the project manager (in consultation with the Paramount HSE Representative and if
applicable the Regulator) advises the field crew lead that it is okay to continue with field work. Anyone leading an
incident investigation must be trained in incident investigation techniques.
Formal investigations of serious incidents must be conducted by Paramount (or as designated) and any applicable
regulatory authorities (e.g., police, OROGO, OH&S, WSCC) notified by Paramount under the direction of the
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Paramount Site Supervisor in consultation with the Paramount health and safety advisor. Serious incidents include
occurrences that:


Are Reportable events as defined by the applicable legislation, including the following;



Result in a death (or could reasonably be expected to cause a death)



Cause a worker to be admitted to hospital for a period of 24 hours or more;



Involve an unplanned or uncontrolled explosion, fire, or flood that causes or has the potential to cause a
serious injury;



Loss of containment of any fluid from a well;



Result in a major release of a hazardous substance;



Involve the collapse or upset of a crane, derrick, or hoist; or



Involve the collapse or failure of any component of a building or structure necessary for the structural
integrity of the building or structure

All incidents and near misses with high potential for a serious incident will be investigated and a report will be
issued. Each employer will be accountable for ensuring incidents requiring investigation are investigated and a
report issued. Paramount and contractors will review and participate in incident investigations, as necessary.
Project workers must cooperate with investigation requirements. The intent of all investigations is to determine
the root cause of the occurrence and develop preventive measures to prevent recurrence, never to assign blame
or as a tool to enact punishment.
Any project-wide communications (e.g., hazard alerts and lessons learned) will be passed on by the project
manager to Paramount, subcontractors, and the field crew.

10 INSPECTIONS AND AUDITS
All project work sites, equipment, vehicles, camp, property, and associated activities will be subject to inspections
and audits by Paramount.
The field crew lead must conduct informal health and safety inspections as part of their daily activities at each
work location. Health and Safety inspection results will be documented and reviewed at tailgate safety meetings.
Any significant concerns discovered during the inspection will be immediately corrected. If corrective actions
cannot immediately correct the concern, an action plan, up to and including shutting the job down, will be
developed. The job will only be started again if it is considered safe and all applicable permits, procedures, JSA’s
and FLHA’s have been reviewed and Paramount Site Supervisor, and the appropriate level in accordance with the
risk, of Paramount Management has approved to resume work.
Equipment and vehicles must be inspected before use. Inspection requirements are described in the safe work
procedures and guidelines or equipment operating manuals. Log books and daily inspection forms must be
complete and available, onsite, for inspections.
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11 POLICIES
11.1 Health and Safety Policy
Paramount is committed to providing a work environment that protects the health and safety of our employees,
others we work with, and the general public. The Paramount Health and Safety Policy is available and will be
posted at the well sites, camp and any other buildings that are in use for the duration of the project.

11.2 Obligation to Refuse Unsafe Work
Paramount will support and encourages the obligation of all employees to refuse work that they believe would
create imminent danger to the health and safety of any person. This includes but is not limited to work processes
and operation of tools or equipment in accordance with Paramount safe work practice COR-HSE-PRT-023 Stop
Work Authority.
The following steps must be taken when work is refused:


STOP WORK. (Simply ask for a Time-Out to review the task and controls)



Explain the reason for work refusal to the work site supervisor.



The designated supervisor involved with the situation will ensure that nobody is assigned to perform the
task until the hazard is mitigated.



The employer is required to complete an investigation and provide a formal report to Paramount
highlighting the stop work activity and resulting actions completed to continue with work operations

The worker has an obligation to express their continued concern if they believe the recommended controls do not
adequately address the imminent danger. A member of the HSE team must further investigate the issue.
Refusal to work situations are reportable occurrences and must be immediately reported to the Paramount
Project Managers and in some instances to the Regulator.

11.3 Substance Abuse
All workers must report fit for duty and remain fit for the duration of their work shift. Fit for duty means workers
are not impaired or suffering from the after effects of alcohol, illegal drugs, and/or over the counter or prescription
medications.
Anyone who is in possession of or under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or any other substance that affects their
ability to work will not be allowed on the work site. Disciplinary action will be taken which could range from verbal
reprimand to termination of employment. All workers must adhere to Paramount Drug and Alcohol Policy.

11.4 Enforcement
The Paramount enforcement policy contains three main requirements:


Employees must be aware of the project safety rules and work procedures.



Safe work practices must be reinforced by field crew leads and supervisors.



Violations of safety rules or work procedures must be immediately corrected.

The goal of this enforcement policy is to reinforce the benefits of safe work performance. When violations
of safety rules or work procedures occur, field crew leads should look for the root cause of the violations before
determining corrective actions. By providing necessary correction, violations can be prevented.
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Where employees continually or intentionally work unsafely, disciplinary actions will be taken by the field crew
lead and/or the site supervisor. Depending on the circumstances, the response to violations may include the
following actions:





verbal reprimand;
written reprimand;
suspension without pay from the project;
discharge from the project.

A Paramount representative may dismiss individuals or subcontracted companies from the project for serious
violations, or failure to provide proof of required certificates until they are provided. Any of the following may
constitute grounds for dismissal from the project:


reporting to work under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs;



driving a company vehicle during a license suspension or while impaired by alcohol and/or illegal drugs;



harassment of wildlife;



unauthorized possession of firearms on the project site;



disregard for environmental conservation and/or regulatory requirements;



disregard for the safety policy by bypassing, modifying, or removing safety devices, switches, or guards;



violence or threats, harassment, horseplay, or practical jokes that pose a threat to the health and safety
of individuals or damage property;



theft, vandalism, or any other abuse or misuse of Paramount property;



repeatedly failing to conduct work in accordance with safe work practices and procedures or the direction
of the field crew lead.

12 SAFE WORK PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES
12.1

Aircraft

Companies supplying fixed wing air transport and helicopters for this project will comply with legislative
requirements for the operation and maintenance of airplanes/helicopters and the necessary training for pilots.
Field crews will adhere to the operator’s safety procedures and requirements. Particular attention should be paid
to weight restrictions, transport of hazardous materials, and relevant weather/daylight restrictions. Prior to
boarding any helicopter an orientation for the particular aircraft will be conducted by the pilot.

12.2

Biological Hazards and Controls

12.2.1

Insects and Allergies

Any bite or sting can become infected or cause an allergic reaction. Employees and contractors who have known
allergies to bites or stings are responsible for carrying their own medication (e.g., epi-pens). If a bite or sting is
unusually sore, red, or not healing properly, medical attention should be sought to ensure the wound is treated
and infection prevented. Insects such as mosquitoes and ticks can cause disease (e.g., Lyme disease, Rocky
Mountain spotted fever, tick paralysis, and West Nile virus).
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The following safe work practices should be implemented when insects are a concern:


Minimize standing water around the work area and when possible, avoid working at dusk and dawn when
mosquitoes are most active;



Wear insect repellent containing DEET on exposed skin and clothing;



Wear long sleeved shirts, long pants, and socks;



Do not handle dead animals. If you must handle an animal carcass, use tools such as shovels to avoid
direct contact with the animal and wear PPE (e.g., gloves and respirator) that provide a protective barrier);



Avoid walking or resting in areas overgrown with vegetation;



Closely examine your body and clothes for ticks (e.g., hairline and warmer locations);



Remove ticks immediately upon discovery. Consult with the medic for removal.



Carefully follow the insect repellent label directions for safe use and handling requirements.
Important - DEET and other insect repellents must not be used on hardhats and fire-resistant work wear
because they deteriorate the protective properties of the hat and reduce fire resistance.

12.2.2

Animal Hazards

The worksites may have bears, wolves, cougars, and ungulates (including bison). Control measures that will be
used to reduce encounters with wildlife include:


Check wildlife activity in the area before leaving for the field (e.g., contact site wildlife monitor or the
Paramount Site Supervisor);



Include wildlife hazards and control measures in the pre-job hazard analysis and control process;



Review wildlife hazards and controls at the tailgate safety meeting;



Review the ERP for handling wildlife encounters at the tailgate safety meeting;



Ensure each field member carries bear spray and air horn; and



Feeding or harassing wildlife is prohibited.

Refer to Paramount’s Safe Work Practice COR-HSE-PRT-032 Wildlife Awareness
12.2.3

Wildlife Control and Monitoring Service Provider Requirements

Paramount has developed a guiding framework for predator and dangerous wildlife control and monitoring
service providers (bear watches). This framework is summarized below. Wildlife monitors will be in place at all
work areas and at the camp facility. The wildlife monitors will be the only workers on-site that will be approved
to carry firearms.
12.2.4

Predator and Dangerous Wildlife Control and Monitoring Practices

Predator and dangerous wildlife control and monitoring will be done in accordance with the following:


Firearms brought to site for the purpose of predator control will be limited to shotguns and short range,
defensive caliber rifles (45-70);



Monitoring and assessment of animal activity is to be used to guide work activities and formulate a first
line of defense;
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In the event of a chance bear or other dangerous wildlife encounters (bison, moose, etc.) resulting in
concerns for human safety, warning shots are to be fired in attempts to scare the animal from the
immediate area;



If there is an imminent danger to human safety, shots intended to kill may be fired. All reasonable efforts
must be made to ensure wildlife is not left in an injured state;



All animal activity observations, encounters, and shots discharged must be reported to the Paramount
Site Supervisor and logged on the Wildlife Sighting Cards; and



Activity resulting in injury or death to wildlife is to be immediately reported to the local conservation
office.

12.2.5

Firearms and Ammunition Possession Related Requirements

Requirements for possessing firearms and ammunition onsite include the following:


Completion of the Canadian Firearms Safety Course as a prerequisite to issuance of a firearms licence;



Holder of a current and valid Possession and Acquisition Licence;



Firearms must be registered; and



Intimate knowledge of the Canadian Firearms Act and its applicable Regulations.

12.2.6

Firearms and Ammunition Transportation, Handling, and Storage Requirements



Transportation of ammunition shall be in accordance with the TDG regulations.



Firearm(s) will be unloaded and locked during storage, transport, and onsite handling with a secured
locking device such as a trigger or cable lock applied, or the bolt removed so the firearm cannot be fired.



Ammunition will be in a separate locked container during transport to site.



Unrestricted firearms can be unlocked with ammunition readily accessible once onsite and in a wilderness
area in order to provide adequate predator protection and control.



Firearms and ammunition are not to be stored onsite and must be removed from site on a daily basis. A
manifest of incoming and outgoing firearms and ammunition must be maintained daily.

12.2.7

Wildlife Conservation Related Requirements

The onsite presence of Wildlife Monitors is for the strict purpose of predator and dangerous wildlife control with
the primary concern being grizzly bear encounters. In order to avoid chance encounters, a secondary function of
the Wildlife Monitors will be to assess and monitor wildlife activity in the area and provide guidance based on
collected information, prioritizing wildlife conservation only second to human safety. The following requirements
must be met:


Completion of training and certification as a Wildlife Monitor by the local Renewable Resources Council
or equivalent (upon approval by Paramount);



Holder of a current and valid hunter number, if required by local regulations; and



Knowledge of the territorial and Canadian Wildlife Acts and their applicable Regulations.
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12.3

Communications

This specific site may have poor or no cellular phone coverage. Communication, while onsite, will be completed
via satellite phone. The site supervisor and medic will have satellite phones. Refer to ERP for Paramount Site
Supervisor, Paramount Safety & On-site Paramedics Satellite numbers.
Hand-held two-way radios will be used onsite for area communications. At a minimum, the following personnel
must have a two-way radio:


site supervisors;



wildlife monitor;



medic; and



one radio per work group.

12.4

Ergonomics and Material Handling

Ergonomics is the science of fitting the work to the worker. When correcting or eliminating ergonomic hazards,
the focus should be on designing the task or workplace to better suit the worker.
Ergonomic risk factors include:


repetitive motions;



awkward postures;



excessive force;



contact stresses (i.e., parts of the body in contact with hard surfaces);



manual material handling (e.g., lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling);



environmental stresses (e.g., hot, cold, wet, inadequate, or excessive light); and



physical and psychological stressors (e.g., working under tight deadlines).

Ergonomic risk factors should be considered when planning tasks during the pre-job hazard assessment and
should be assessed by workers at the field level.
Ergonomic injuries may develop suddenly or over a period of time and are a result of not correcting one or a
combination of risk factors. Symptoms are usually easier to address and correct in the early stages. It is essential
that early symptoms are promptly reported to the field crew lead. Symptoms of ergonomic injuries include:


pain;



swelling;



redness;



tingling; and/or



difficulty moving a part of the body.
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12.5

Flammable, Explosive, or Hazardous Atmospheres

The worksite has the potential for combustible and toxic gases in the atmosphere. Personal gas monitors are
required PPE on this site. Workers using personal gas monitors must be trained in their use, care, and limitations.
The Hydrogen Sulphide Exposure Control COR-HSE-PRT-009 Safe Work Practice must be followed to manage the
risks associated with hydrogen sulphide. It is to be used in conjunction with the Safety Data Sheets for hydrogen
sulphide and/or products containing hydrogen sulphide.
All gas monitors used for atmospheric testing must have proof of calibration and be function/bump tested daily.
The sensors and alarms recommended for this site are listed in Table 5

Table 5 – Personal Gas Monitor Sensors and Alarms
Low Alarm

High Alarm

Time Weighted
Average

Short-term
Exposure Limit

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S)

5 ppm

10 ppm

10 ppm

15 ppm

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

25 ppm

125 ppm

25 ppm

50 ppm

19.5%

23%

n/a

n/a

10%

20%

n/a

n/a

Sensor

Oxygen (O2)
Lower Explosive Limit (LEL)
n/a = not applicable

Response to a personal gas monitor’s high alarm - evacuate the site. Re-entry onto the site is only permitted after
the area is cleared by the site supervisor or their designate, who is equipped to enter and test the atmosphere.
The site work must be put on hold until proper controls can be put into place to mitigate the risk. High alarms
must be reported to the Paramount Site supervisor and a new risk assessment completed for work to continue.
Response to a personal gas monitor’s low alarm - stop work and assess what is causing the alarm. Correct the
cause of the alarm. If the cause of the alarm cannot be determined or cannot be corrected, respond as if it was a
high alarm. Any low alarm or greater must be identified to the Paramount Site supervisor and a new risk
assessment completed for work to continue.
As noted above, when a personal gas monitor alarms onsite, the safety at the work site must be reassessed. A
tailgate safety meeting a safe distance from the work area (e.g., muster point) is usually warranted to assess the
newly identified hazard and to determine the next course of action.
No one is permitted to enter an explosive atmosphere (i.e., >20% LEL) and no hot work is allowed to occur when
LEL is > 10%. Supplied air or a self-contained breathing apparatus is required for personnel entering a high alarm
atmosphere that is not deemed to be explosive. Hot work (i.e., work that involves using an ignition source or work
that may generate a spark) may only be done in an environment that has < 10% LEL.
The worker using the monitor must ensure the monitor has been calibrated according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations, at least monthly, and that the calibration has been performed using a gas mixture that is
appropriate to exposures that will be measured in the field (e.g., methane).
Workers are responsible for performing a bump test (i.e., function test). It is possible to have a gas monitor that
is not functioning properly, even if it passes the battery check and a visual check; therefore, it is essential that
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employees using gas monitors bump test the monitor before each shift. The results of the test must be
documented and made available to Paramount upon request. A gas monitor that fails the bump test must be
repaired or replaced.

12.6

Green Hands

Contractors will be expected to have a new or young worker policy in place which covers tasks, mentoring and
new worker identification.

12.7

Ground Disturbance

Any work, operation, or activity without limitation, that results in a disturbance of the earth or that reduces the
initial cover over an underground facility is considered to be ground disturbance. Due to multiple buried facilities
at the site, compliance with the Paramount Ground Disturbance Practice COR-HSE-PRT-007 is critical.
Ground disturbances for this project may include excavation (remediation phase), surface equipment supports
removal and hand auguring (assessment phase).
Plot plans, land titles, and onsite operator interviews will be reviewed before any ground disturbance. Private
locators will be used to locate all underground utilities within a 30 m radius of the work area. Hydrovacing will be
used to expose any facilities located within 5 m of drilling locations.
All personnel involved with ground disturbance activities will review the Paramount Excavation Specification and
the Ground Disturbance Checklist before starting ground disturbance.
The ground disturbance supervisor will monitor all ground disturbance activities until completion.

12.8

Hours of Work and Fatigue

Twelve-hour work days will be used as a guideline, including travel, field work, and reporting work. Project
managers and field crew leads must take an active role in monitoring worker fatigue and proactively avoiding
fatigue by scheduling reasonable work hours and days off. All project personnel are responsible for taking actions
to reduce the hazards associated with fatigue. Working more than 12 hours in a day needs to be discussed and
approved by the site supervisor. The effects of fatigue and sleep debt on worker performance is a major influence
on job quality and safety. Studies show that lack of sleep on human performance is similar to being under the
influence of alcohol. Workers suffering from sleep deprivation can have difficulties finding words for their
thoughts, take more risks in attempt to avoid additional effort, and micro sleep (i.e., napping for 4 to 5 seconds in
duration).

12.9

Housekeeping

All work areas will be kept free of trip and slip hazards. When slip hazards (e.g., ice, water, and mud) are a concern
the hazard will be removed or a traction aid added to reduce the risk of slipping.
Smoking is only permitted in designated areas. Smoking is not permitted in work areas, work vehicles, or in the
site buildings. Smoking materials must not be disposed of on the ground.
Hand sanitizer will be available onsite. Workers must not eat in areas where contamination from the worksite
(e.g., dust from drilling) is a concern.
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12.10

Heavy Equipment

Work involving heavy equipment must meet the Paramount heavy equipment standards. Operators must be
deemed competent to operate equipment by their employer. Equipment must be equipped with:


a 20 lb. ABC fire extinguisher



a first aid kit (Level 1 First Aid Kit, as a minimum)



a spill kit appropriate to the type of spills that may occur (e.g., hydraulic oil)



a backup alarm



an operable emergency shutdown device



lights visible at 150 m distance if working within half an hour of sunrise or sunset

Initial inspections (when equipment first arrives onsite) and daily inspections are required at the start of each day
and must be available if requested. Equipment that isn’t in compliance regarding safety, condition, or performance
will not be permitted to start or continue work at the site.
There shall be no refueling of equipment within 100 m of a watercourse.
Onsite traffic will be monitored by the Paramount Site Supervisor or designate. A sign showing that there is heavy
equipment moving and people working will be posted in the area for people entering the work site. All heavyequipment signage will be provided and maintained by the heavy equipment/trucking contractor.

12.11

Overhead Power Lines

Work around power lines must be in compliance with the Regulator Overhead Power Line and High Voltage
Electrical Safety. When working around power lines (including when moving equipment under lines), the following
tasks must be undertaken:


determine voltage and safe limit of approach;



mark the safe limit of approach with signs or barricades;



place signs at entrances to the site warning of overhead hazards;



review safe work procedures and emergency response at tailgate meetings; and



keep non-essential personnel outside the area.

12.12

Security

The project work environment will be respectful and free from abuse. Violence and harassment will not be
tolerated, whether it is committed by or against any employee, contractor, client, or member of the public.
The Paramount Site Supervisor must consider work site security exposures and the associated potential hazards
during the pre-job hazard assessment.
If at any time a worker is uncomfortable with the conduct of another worker, they should report the situation to
the Paramount Site Supervisor or field crew lead.
The following proactive measures should be implemented by workers:


Report unauthorized visitors or vehicles to the Paramount Site Supervisor;



Do not engage in loud and aggressive discussions. These can escalate into physical violence;
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Take verbal threats seriously. Report all threats to the supervisor;



Strictly adhere to the Paramount drug and alcohol policy; and



Ensure emergency contact numbers are conspicuously available at strategic locations at the site including
the muster points. All workers have a copy of the ERP contact list.

All employers working on the site are responsible for all security requirements necessary for the protection
of their tools and equipment.

12.13

Vehicles

All drivers must hold a valid driver’s licence. All drivers who will be driving as part of their work duties for this
project must comply with their company’s driving policy and training requirements. The use of cell phones,
including hands-free units, while driving a vehicle is prohibited.
Drivers must conduct and document a vehicle walk-around to ensure their vehicle is in a safe condition before the
start of their work shift. Drivers must assess the risks of driving and check the weather and road conditions before
starting their trip.
Vehicles will be equipped with:


a 20 lb. ABC fire extinguisher;



a first aid kit (#1 First Aid Kit, as a minimum); and



a vehicle breakdown kit that includes road flares (if available on location).

Vehicles not meeting Paramount expectations regarding safety, condition, or performance will not be permitted
to start or continue work at the site.
Before towing or recovering a stuck vehicle, a FLHA form or JSA must be completed, the risk assessed, and the
Paramount vehicle recovery procedure reviewed – refer to COR-YCOR-OPS-GOP-020. Paramount Site Supervisor
must be notified prior to recovering a stuck vehicle.
Refer to COR-HSE-PRT-011 Vehicle Operations.

12.14

Waste and Hazardous Materials Management

The Paramount Waste Management Plan must be followed in order to ensure waste generation is minimized and
to ensure wastes are handled and transported appropriately.
The Paramount Site Supervisor must ensure that waste materials are appropriately characterized, disposed of,
and transported. If the materials are considered dangerous goods and must be transported offsite, TDG
requirements must be adhered to.
All materials being pulled from the well sites such as tubulars will be tested for NORMS in accordance with all local
regulations and the Paramount NORM Exposure Control Safe Work Practice COR-HSE-PRT-001.
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12.15

Water Safety

12.15.1 Barging
The barging company will be responsible to load and unload all equipment and vehicles onto and off of the barge.
No project personnel are allowed on the barge at any time including while the barge is in transit. The barging
company does have exemptions for vehicles that require an operator such as a service rig. In these instances
barging company has a policy that requires the operator to review and provide acknowledgment of the safe
loading practice.
12.15.2 Boating
The boat operator must have appropriate certification to operate the boat and carry passengers. The boat
operator must perform and document a visual check of the boat to ensure it is in safe operating condition, and
check and document the forecasted weather and water conditions.
All boaters must wear an approved life jacket having reflective material on front and back. Boat operators must
have Valid Boating license.
Boat work will not be undertaken if water or weather conditions are deemed unsafe.
12.15.3 Swift Water Safety
Should personnel (excluding barge crew) need to work near swift water all workers require swift water safety
training and have the necessary PPE, Rescue Equipment and Rescue Plan. The procedures must be verified and
signed off by the Paramount Site Supervisor before working near swift water.

12.16

Weather

12.16.1 Hot and Cold Temperatures
Factors affecting how hot or cold a person feels include the following:


temperature - measured with a thermometer, this is the temperature of the air around us air speed - also
known as wind



humidity - this is the amount of water in the air



physical activity - body temperature increases with physical activity



clothing - clothing can shield a worker from radiant heat, prevent sweat from evaporating, and shield the
body from cold



Ref COR-HSE-PRT-036 Cold Environments – Working In

12.16.2 Inclement Weather, Fog, and Low Ceiling
Aircraft are limited by atmospheric conditions, particularly those conditions affecting visibility. Low ceiling and
foggy conditions may prohibit flight activities completely. In autumn and at the project location, flight conditions
may often be inhibited. Emergency supplies, including shelter, blankets, food, and water must be available onsite
in sufficient quantities for all field staff for 2 days.
12.16.3 Adverse Weather
The time frame that this project will be completed in will be during the winter and adverse storm conditions may
occur. In the event of adverse weather, Paramount will shut down all outdoor work activities until the weather
conditions permit return to work.
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Refer COR-HSE-PRT-038 Extreme Weather

12.17

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System

The Paramount Site Supervisor will disclose known hazardous products that the field crew may be working with
or potentially exposed to. Safety data sheets (SDS) for products contained at the work site should be provided in
a binder clearly labelled and up to date. Paramount also uses a digital storage system called CHAMP that has a
digital version of the SDS forms.
Subcontractors are responsible for providing the Paramount field crew lead with a current SDS for all controlled
products brought onsite and for ensuring the products are properly labelled.

12.18

Working Alone

Personnel must not work alone without consenting the Paramount Site Supervisor prior to completing the working
alone work task.
COR-HSE-PRT-013 Working Alone

12.19

Pandemic – COVID-19 – Temporary Worksite Safety Plan

Viruses such as Coronavirus have the potential to cause respiratory illness in people, ranging from mild symptoms to severe
illnesses. Organizations such as the World Health Organization (WHO), Public Health Agency of Canada, Provincial Health
Agency may declare a pandemic when the risk of infection of a new virus poses great risk to mass populations.
During times when a pandemic has been declared there must be a heightened awareness along with increased controls to
mitigate the risk associated with our worksites. Additional controls are required to prevent exposing infected workers to the
workforce. This includes both workers from being infected through direct contact with someone who is ill or indirectly by
contact with contaminated surfaces.
As with emergency response, the worksite needs to be prepared in the event a worker becomes ill or if the risk is elevated as
result of an exposure with a known source of the virus. Plans to mitigate these risks are necessary to protect from the further
spread of the virus.

Prevention

Communication
Planning
Execution

Prevent spread of infection by not
knowingly introducing ill workers
into the worksite

Protection

Mitigate risk of direct and indirect
contact with contamination

Response

Mitigate risk associated with a
worker becoming ill
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It is an expectation that all contractors with workers employed on Paramount Resources Ltd. sites have a Pandemic
Management Plan that provides guidance to their employees and contractors. The plan, at minimum, must detail the protocols
as recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Public Health Agency of Canada to prevent the
spread of infectious disease.
The objective of the plan is to:
• promote health and minimize spread amongst employees and stakeholders
• provide necessary services for the continuance of operations
• meet the emerging needs arising from the progression of the pandemic.

13 LEGISTATION AND INDUSTRY GUIDELINES & STANDARDS
The following legislative references were used in development of this Practice. However, except where noted,
this Practice has adopted a “best practice” approach that will take the most restrictive reference in the
development of specific requirements.
Field work associated with the project will take place primarily in the Northwest Territories but may also require
travel through British Columbia, and/or Alberta. Paramount and all contractors must comply with the applicable
provincial and territorial legislation. The NWT Occupational Health and Safety Act and Regulations and the NWT
Oil and Gas Occupational Safety and Health Regulations set the minimum requirement for regulating the health
and safety component of the Project.
The well abandonment program will comply with the NWT Oil & Gas Drilling and Production Regulations and
specifically with the OROGO Well Suspension and Abandonment Guidelines and Interpretation Notes. Copies of
the required legislation should be made readily available to all personnel at the work site.
Regulator/Legislation

Remarks

The Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board (MVLWB)

The roles and responsibilities of the MVLWB include:


Reviewing and making decisions on transboundary projects;



Ensuring consistent application of the MVRMA and Waters Act
throughout the Mackenzie Valley; and,



Reviewing and making decisions on applications filed in the regions
where land claims have not been settled.



The MVLWB meets at least once per year. The Section 103 Panel meets
regularly to make decisions respecting applications in the regions
where land claims have not been settled or for transboundary
applications.
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Regulator/Legislation

Remarks

OROGO



OROGO is a division the Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment (ITI).
It is responsible for regulation the petroleum exploration and development in
the NWT (excluding the Inuvialuit Settlement Region) in accordance with the
NWT Oil & Gas Operations Act and the regulations enabled by it
o

Oil and Gas Drilling and Production Regulations

o

Oil and Gas Operations Regulations

o

Oil and Gas Diving Regulations

o

Oil and Gas Certificate of Fitness Regulations

o

o

o

Canada Energy Regulator

NWT Legislation

Oil and Gas Spills and Debris Liability Regulations
Oil and Gas Installations Regulations



OROGO receives technical support and expertise through service agreements
with the Alberta Energy Regulator and the National Energy Board.



Regulates operational aspects of oil and gas activities in the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region (ISR) of the Northwest Territories, Nunavut and offshore
northern Canada



Regulates transboundary pipelines



The following legislation governs workplace health and safety in the Northwest
Territories and Nunavut.
o

The Petroleum Resources Act

o

Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act (MVRMA)

o

The Oil and Gas Operations Act

o

Safety Act and Regulations

o

o

o

Chief Public Health Officer

Oil and Gas Geophysical Operations Regulations

o

Environment Rights Act
Mine Health and Safety Act and Regulations
Explosive Use Acts and Regulations
Summary Convictions Procedures



The Petroleum Resources Act sets the rules around how a company can get
permits to explore for and produce oil on N.W.T. lands.



The Oil and Gas Operations Act regulates what happens once a company starts
exploring for or producing oil and gas



Public Health Order – Covid-19 Travel Restrictions and Self-Isolation Protocol

14 REFERENCE
Paramount Documents


COR-HSE-PRT-001 Norm Exposure Control



COR-HSE-PRT-002 Permit to Work



COR-HSE-PRT-003 Hazard
Elimination and Control



COR-POE-GOV-011 Incident Management
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COR-HSE-PRT-005 Control of Hazardous
Energy



COR-HSE-PRT-006 Fire
Control



COR-HSE-PRT-007 Ground Disturbance



COR-HSE-PRT-009 Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)
Exposure Control



COR-HSE-PRT-010 HSE Orientation



COR-HSE-PRT-011 Vehicle Operations



COR-HSE-PRT-014 Working at Heights



COR-HSE-PRT-015 Confined or Restricted
Space



COR-HSE-PRT-022 Personal
Protective Equipment



COR-HSE-PRT-023 Stop Work Authority



COR-HSE-PRT-024 Respiratory Protection



COR-HSE-FRM-TBD Pandemic – Temporary
Worksite Safety Plan

Prevention

and



COR-HSE-PRT-028 Hazardous Materials



COR-HSE-PRT-029 Bio Hazards and Blood
Borne Pathogens



COR-HSE-PRT-030 Ergonomics



COR-HSE-PRT-032 Wildlife Awareness



COR-HSE-PRT-035 Boats and Vessels



COR-HSE-PRT-036 Cold
Envronments (Working in)



COR-HSE-PRT-037 Dangerous Tree
Assessment



COR-HSE-PRT-038 Extreme Weather



COR-HSE-PRT-039 Heat Stress



COR-HSE-PRT-043 Safety System
Impairment



COR-HSE-PRT-045 Lifting and Rigging



COR-HSE-PRT-046 Asbestos

15 DOCUMENT HISTORY/ REVISION LOG
Date

Description / Revision Details

Reviser

08-May-18

Combination of ACL, TEC and PRL Site Safety Plans into a single document

White, Jim

23-July-19

Revision to reflect well abandonment activities in the NWT

14-Aug-19

Document reviewed and approved

Wood, Tim

12-Aug-20

Document reviewed and approved

John Hawkins

27-Aug-20

Document revised – HSE Endorsed

Darren Erdely

Heenan, Richard
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APPENDIX # 1: EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN (ERP) CONTACT LIST
Appendix # 1 to be confirmed and updated as required prior to commencement of operations

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Site Supervisor

Name

Phone Number

Satellite Phone #

TBD

MGM/Paramount Supervisor
HSE Advisor
Environment Advisor
Wells Manager

OROGO

867-445-8551 -24-hour incident

Northwest Territories Spill Reporting

867.920.8130

Fort Liard RCMP

867-770-1111

Fort Liard Health Centre

867-770-4301

Stanton Hospital (Yellowknife – also for medevac)

867-669-4111

North Wright Air (Fixed wing)

867-587-2288

Acho Dene Koe First Nation

867-770-4571

Dehcho Regional District – NWT Emergency
Measures Organization (NWT EMO)

867-920-2303

Sambaa K’e First Nation

867-206-2800

CANUTEC - TDG Emergency

613-992-4624

SITE CONTATCS

Full Name

Radio

On-site Paramedic

TBD

Medic, Medic, Medic

On-site Environmental

TBD

Business Phone

Other
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1.

SOUND ALARM

2.

ASSESS AND MUSTER

3.

CONTACT On-site
Paramedic

4.

PROTECT AND RESCUE

5.

SECURE SCENE

6.

NOTIFY

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY

Ensure your own safety and that of others working with and/or around you.
Sound the alarm to notify crew members and other nearby people (shout, air horn ×3, radio).
Stop all work.
Protect self and others.
Evacuate to pre-determined muster point and assess the situation for potential hazards. Conduct a head
count.
Assess injuries and impacts, and emergency response required.
Determine protection necessary for individuals evacuated and/or the rescuers.
Make first call as per emergency notification structure identified on Figure 1 (flow chart).
a. Give your name, phone number, and location. If using Paramount radio call Medic, Medic, Medic
b. Describe the incident (medical, fire, spill, sour gas release, etc.)
c. Ask what response is coming, expected arrival time, and are there any other requirements for
emergency service arrival.
d. Advise personnel if there is a hazard in the emergency area.
e. If it is an injury emergency, provide (Nature of injury - fall, laceration, etc.), Airway, Bleeding,
Circulation, Current treatment being administered.
f. Provide directions, and then send someone to meet MTC at the meeting point. Confirm
communication method with ambulance.
As per site-specific emergency information identified in this form.
Ensure that only adequately protected and trained rescuers respond to the incident.
Do not attempt to transport a seriously injured person without guidance from emergency services.
Secure site, do not disturb the scene, and prevent access, except to provide first aid and emergency
response.
Sequester witnesses, collect statements, document site (photos, sketches); initiate a time and event log.
When safe to do so, notify emergency contacts as required on Page 1. Record details of who was notified
and at what time.
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APPENDIX # 2: PROJECT SPECIFIC INFORMATION
The project is the permanent abandonment of 4 wells in the Deh Cho Region of the NWT, specifically in the
vicinity northeast of Fort Liard.
Location:
•

•

The wells are approximately 54 km northeast of Fort Liard, namely:
1. SHELL ET AL ARROWHEAD B-41
2. PARA BERKLEY ARROWHEAD C-02/1
3. PARA ET AL ARROWHEAD N-65
4. PARAMOUNT BERKLEY ARROWHEAD O-15
All locations are only accessible by helicopter or by a winter road

Project Scope:
•
•
•

Construction of winter access roads to location(s) & wellsite ice pads from the vicinity of Colville Lake –
GNWT winter road.
Installation and operation of temporary camp(s) for construction and wellsite operations.
Permanent abandonment of the four specified wells in accordance with the Oil and Gas Drilling and
Production Regulations and OROGO Well Suspension and Abandonment Guidelines and Interpretation
Notes.

Operational and Emergency Support:
•
•
•
•

This operation will be supported with local resources from Fort Liard (limited availability). Specialized
oilfield services (e.g. service rig, cement unit, wireline) will likely be brought from Alberta and/or BC.
Helicopter support (where applicable) will be supplied from Norman Wells.
Fixed wing support from BC.
There will be a medic and MTC on site and medivac would be by ground, helicopter, or fixed wing
airplane as required.
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Equipment Critical to the Safety of the Operation
Service Rig
The service rig will be used to remove tubing, set cement plugs, and related abandonment operations.
Underbalanced equipment will be utilized anytime there is a shallow bridge plug with the potential of
trapped pressure.
It will be maintained, operated, and inspected in accordance with the Recommended Practices and
Procedures of the Canadian Association of Drilling Contractors (CAODC) – Service Rig Division
Pressure Pumping (cementing) Equipment
This equipment will be used to mix and spot (circulate) cement as required for abandonment.
No cement squeezing is currently anticipated for these wells, so circulating pressures will not be
excessive.
In any case all equipment will be tested to a pressure equal to or greater than any pressure encountered
during operations. Maintenance and operating procedures will be in accordance with the requirements
of the service company selected.
Gas Test Separator (for well bleed of)
This unit will be used only to bleed off small volumes of gas head from the wells prior to and during
abandonment operations.
It will be maintained and operated in accordance with Industry Recommended Practice # 4 – Well
Testing an Fluid Handling (where applicable)

Responsible Personnel
Mr. Darren Erdely, Director HSE – Paramount Resources Ltd.
has overall responsibility and is accountable for the Project Site Specific Safety Plan
Mr. John Hawkins, Director Asset Management – Paramount Resources Ltd.
is responsible for implementing East Liard & Arrowhead well abandonments
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APPENDIX # 3: PROJECT RISK REGISTER
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Appendix #3 - Project Risk Register
NWT Project Risk Register

1

Likelihood

Safety

Environ

Reputation

Asset

Result

Unlikely (2)

Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)

Medium Risk (4)

Project Team, HSE

Unlikely (2)

Minor (2)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Medium Risk (4)

Project Team, HSE

Serious (3)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Low Risk (3)

Asset

Risk Mitigation Plan(s)

1. Company and Contractor implementation plans, training,
procedures, rules, guidelines, task assessment, daily pre-job safety
meetings, contingency plan, inspections, supervision and audits.
2. Specific spill contingency planning and equipment if deemed
necessary
3. Emergency Response Plans and WCSS knowledge of the area
4. Spill response team is established and ready for deployment if
required
5. Waste management plan addresses risk of process fluids being
trapped in piping/valves being removed from site

Remote (1)

Medium Risk (9)
High Risk (15)
High Risk (12)

Serious (3)

Serious (3)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)
Minor (2)

Ice road degrigation during warmer days

Serious (3)

Inadequate load bearing ice on ice bridges

Serious (3)

Cancelled or non-existent road use
agreements (RUA) with government
Minor (2)

Access to our locations

Likely (4)

Waste management liability (landfills, effluents).
Mismanagement of wastes could require
remediation of disposal sites,

Frequent (5)

Possible (3)

Potential exists during all activities for spills to
occur

Waste Management

Responsibility

Mitigated Risk Assessment

Result

Reputation

Safety

Environ

Likelihood

Brief Description
Affected areas

Minor (2)

Region

Minor (2)

Rank

Asset Risk/
Hazard

Spills

Unmitigated Risk Assessment

Project Team

Waste Management Plan

Reviewed all RUAs and identify the lead time required to receive
these for scheduling and critical steps of sequencing.
Contractor ice bridge construction procedures and policy
Monitoring

9

2
3
4
5

Effective Date:

Abandonment of sweet gas wells
Location

Comments/Action Items

Due Date

Risk Owner

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Updates

Reputation

Asset

Result

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Medium Risk (4)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Low Risk (2)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Low Risk (1)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Medium Risk (9)

Project Team, HSE

Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Medium Risk (6)

Project Team, HSE

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Medium Risk (9)

Project Team, HSE

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)

Low Risk (3)

Project Team, HSE

Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Medium Risk (6)

Project Team, HSE

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Medium Risk (6)

Project Team, HSE

Minor (2)

Medium Risk (6)

Project Team, HSE

Medium Risk (4)

Paramount supervision will remove or prevent workers from
completing work if they suspect any contravention is present

Project Team

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)
Minor (2)
Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)
Minor (2)
Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)

Paramount's drug & alcohol policies outline the fit for duty
requirements. These will be implemented and followed for anything
happening in the project operations.

Project Team

Negligible (1)

Safety

Environ

Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)

Serious (3)
Serious (3)
Serious (3)
Serious (3)
Serious (3)

Environmental Protection Plan (mitigation of impacts to wildlife
resuting from operations).
Assign a wildlife monitor on site.

Project Team

Negligible (1)

Likelihood

Likely (4)

Negligible (1)

Unlikely (2)

Negligible (1)

Remote (1)

Negligible (1)

Possible (3)
Unlikely (2)

Serious (3)

Possible (3)
Remote (1)
Unlikely (2)
Possible (3)
Unlikely (2)

Serious (3)

Use contractor SOP/JSA

Serious (3)

Asset

Result

High Risk (12)
Medium Risk (4)
Very High Risk (20)

Very High Risk (25)

Low Risk (2)

Negligible (1)

Reputation

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)
Remote (1)

Remote (1)
Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)

Safety

Environ

Minor (2)
Minor (2)
Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Minor (2)

Likelihood

Likely (4)

Serious (3)

Unlikely (2)

Minor (2)

*Underbalance risks to be considered and controls implemented at
the project planning stage via the operations program.
Use contractor SOP/JSA (e.g. a procedure for milling any shallow
plugs).
IF pressure is incurred - Stop work - notify Paramount Project
Manager - complete a formal risk assessment and implement risk
controls prior to restarting work.
Pre-job meeting with all involved. Use contractor SOP/JSA.
Inspect/pressure test as required

Remote (1)

Working Alone

Very High Risk (20)
Medium Risk (6)
High Risk (16)
High Risk (16)
High Risk (16)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)
Minor (2)

Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)

Serious (3)

Negligible (1)
Minor (2)
Negligible (1)

Negligible (1)
Negligible (1)

Minor (2)
Serious (3)

Workers becoming confused along the route
and/or are unable to find their way back to
camp.

Negligible (1)

Lost Workers & Working Alone

Negligible (1)

Weather conditions that result or have the
potential to result in worker injury such as
severe storms.

Likely (4)

This activity is conducted in the general public
which exposes the general public to dangers,
as well as our workers to the actions of the
public and the wildlife that also crosses, and
uses these passageways
Weather conditions which will not allow for
evacuation of an injured worker, or delay in
evacuation of an injured worker.

Negligible (1)

Weather/Environment

Driving has been identified as one of the most
dangerous tasks we will do, as it exposes our
workers to an environment in which we have
minimal control.

Likely (4)

Driving

Inadequate training of employees and
contractors related to de-construction, as well
as general safety and environmental hazards
that could result in injury, illness or death; noncompliance with laws, regulations, and
policies; social non-conformity; rework; project
delay; and additional cost.

Frequent (5)

Contractor Management (Training, Fit for
Duty, PPE, etc.)

Likely (4)

Unlikely (2)

Inadequate hygiene at camps resulting in
illness or epidemic

Major (4)

Hygiene Conditions

Risk Mitigation Plan(s)

Project Team, HSE

Comments/Action Items

Due Date

Risk Owner

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Company and Contractor plans, training, procedures, rules,
guidelines, and daily pre-job safety meetings.

High Risk (15)

The two factors that are the most important in
helping workers to handle heat and cold are:
1. Proper acclimatization and
2. Physical fitness

Responsibility

Mitigated Risk Assessment

Remote (1)

People respond differently to heat and cold, it
is important to know the common risk factors
that may increase the chance of a worker
developing heat stress or hypothermia.

Major (4)

Heat / Cold Working in these conditions can
result in negative health effects

Remote (1)

Personnel not physically fit to conduct the work
due to illness, injury or personnel reasons

Minor (2)

Personnel suffering from over consumption of
alcohol, under the effects of drugs or unable to
work due to exhaustion.

Major (4)

Fit for Duty (Personnel under the influence or
exhausted)

Negligible (1)

Possibility of running into wildlife (bear,
Wolves, Moose, etc.) that can injure or kill a
worker

Remote (1)

Working in an area with many types of
migratory birds & wildlife; need to plan timing
and mitigation measures to reduce our impact
to all

Critical (5)

Potentially high-pressure release

Wildlife exposure (proximity to workers)

Frequent (5)

Accumulator & Hydraulic Pressure

Major (4)

Potentially high-pressure release Failure if
incorrect/sub-standard/damaged components
incorporated

Frequent (5)

Pumping fluids circulating or squeezing

Major (4)

Wells may have pressure under BPV and/or
trapped in lubricator - awareness regarding
potential for trapped pressure beneath bridge
plugs.

Frequent (5)

Affected areas

Wellhead pressure

Serious (3)

Rank

Region

Unmitigated Risk Assessment

Brief Description

3
4
5

Effective Date:

Abandonment of sweet gas wells
Location

Asset Risk/
Hazard

Paramount Safe Work Practices

1. Review procedures regarding tasks associated with camp
activities.
2. Review Training records of camp staff.
3. Food handling courses for all cooks

1. Company and Contractor implementation plans, training,
procedures, rules, guidelines, task assessment, daily pre-job safety
meetings, contingency plan, inspections, supervision and audits.
2. ComplyWorks
3. Working closely with Procurement
4. Onsite supervision

POEMS Management System, contractor management plan, vehicle
specifications, worker training, supervision, rules and guidelines and
trend analysis. Added emphasis with introduction of safety meetings
dedicated to driving safety.
Hazard assessments conducted to identify risks and controls.

1. Company and Contractor implementation plans, training,
procedures, rules, guidelines, task assessment, daily pre-job safety
meetings, contingency plan, inspections, supervision and audits.
2. Alternate means of transporting injured worker
3. Emergency Response Plans
4. Extreme Weather SWP

1. Company and Contractor implementation plans, training,
procedures, rules, guidelines, task assessment, daily pre-job safety
meetings, contingency plan, inspections, supervision and audits.
2. Journey Management (communication and check-in)
3. Working Alone Procedures in place
4. Emergency Response Plans

Monitor as project progresses

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Systems are already in place

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Updates

Likelihood

Safety

Environ

Reputation

Asset

Result

Unlikely (2)

Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)

Minor (2)

Medium Risk (4)

Possible (3)

Minor (2)

Minor (2)

Minor (2)

Negligible (1)

Unlikely (2)

Serious (3)

Negligible (1)

Asset

Result

Reputation

Safety

Environ

Company policies are in place concerning violence in the work place.
These policies are reviewed and agreed to by all staff and contractors
prior to commencing work.

1) Training, procedures, orientation in place
2) Contractors have load securement policies in place
3) Supervisors are monitoring crews to ensure policies and
procedures and being adhered to
4) Hazard ID and job observation program in place
Implement PRL PMP plan aligned with the NWT Chief Public Health
Officer Requirements

Medium Risk (6) Medium Risk (6)

High Risk (12)
Medium Risk (9) High Risk (12)

Serious (3)

Major (4)
Remote (1)

Serious (3)
Minor (2)

Serious (3)

Possible (3)
Likely (4)

Unlikely (2)
Minor (2)

Risk of spreading the virus amongst the work
force.

Negligible (1)

Work sites and
Camp

Negligible (1)

Pandemic - risk of COVID 19 exposure and
spread on site and community.

Unsecured load (Improper loading resulting in
equipment movement)

Risk Mitigation Plan(s)

Comments/Action Items

Due Date

Risk Owner

Having a presence through project execution

Serious (3)

Personnel with anger management issues
working in remote locations and staying at
camp
Load Management

Responsibility

Mitigated Risk Assessment

Vandalism/Theft causing property, equipment
or vehicle damages
Violence towards the workforce

(Vandalism, Theft and Violence)

Likelihood

Affected areas

All Facilities and
Pipelines

Serious (3)

Rank

Region

Possible (3)

Security Risks to assets random acts of
property damages

Unmitigated Risk Assessment

Brief Description

3
4
5

Effective Date:

Abandonment of sweet gas wells
Location

Asset Risk/
Hazard

Project Team, HSE

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Project Team, HSE

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Project Team, HSE

Ian Kier
Project Manager

Updates
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Viruses such as Coronavirus have the potential to cause respiratory illness in people, ranging from mild symptoms to severe
illnesses. Organizations such as the World Health Organization (WHO), Public Health Agency of Canada, Alberta Health Agency
may declare a pandemic when the risk of infection of a new virus poses great risk to mass populations.
During times when a pandemic has been declared there must be a heightened awareness along with increased controls to
mitigate the risk associated with our worksites. Additional controls are required to prevent exposing infected workers to the
workforce. This includes both workers from being infected through direct contact with someone who is ill or indirectly by
contact with contaminated surfaces.
As with emergency response, the worksite needs to be prepared in the event a worker becomes ill or if the risk is elevated as
result of an exposure with a known source of the virus. Plans to mitigate these risks are necessary to protect from the further
spread of the virus.

Prevention
Prevent spread of infection by
not knowingly introducing ill
workers into the worksite

Communication
Protection
Mitigate risk of direct and indirect
contact with contamination

Planning

Execution

Response
Mitigate risk associated with a
worker becoming ill

It is an expectation that all contractors with workers employed on Paramount Resources Ltd. sites have a Pandemic
Management Plan that provides guidance to their employees and contractors. The plan, at minimum, must detail the
protocols as recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Public Health Agency of Canada to
prevent the spread of infectious disease.
The objective of the plan is to:
•
•
•

promote health and minimize spread amongst employees and stakeholders
provide necessary services for the continuance of operations
meet the emerging needs arising from the progression of the pandemic.

https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health.html
https://www.alberta.ca/coronavirus-info-for-albertans.aspx
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Date: mm / dd / yyyy

Region:

Field:

Location:

LSD

Project / Operation/Activity Name:
Plan: New Plan ☐

Amendment ☐

Accountable Manager:

Extension ☐ Total # of Workers:

Contact #:

Print Name

F/T #

P/T #

(___)___-____

Scope of Work (Enter description and duration of specific work to be performed):

Functional Group/Dept:

Brief Description of Planned Tasks Being Performed & Area

# of Workers

☐ Drilling
☐ Completions / Well Servicing
☐ Construction
☐ Production Operations
☐ Facility/Pipeline Construction
☐ Other:

List of Contractors Involved: All contract companies providing personnel for work on site must have a Pandemic Plan
Company

Responsible Person

Contact #

Description of Activity/Service

Pandemic
Plan
☐ Yes
☐ Yes
☐ Yes
☐ Yes
☐ Yes
☐ Yes
☐ Yes

Camp Required? ☐ Yes ☐ No Name:

Contact:

Location:

☐ Yes

Pandemic Restrictions – Only contractors listed within this plan are authorized to enter site - *Corporate
Approval Required if additional contractors are required to be on site.
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Pandemic Mitigation Plan
Control Phase
Prevention
Prevent spread of
infection by not
knowingly introducing
ill workers into the
worksite

Mitigation Control

Responsibility

Due
Date

Ensure there is a system in place to track that all workers, prior to
entering site have completed the AHS Self -Assessment.
Completion of the COVID-19 SELF ASSESSMENT FORM.
•
•

•

If you or a member of your household, are not feeling well
stay home and notify your supervisor.
If you are feeling ill and meet the criteria set out in this
link:
https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/assets/info/ppih/ifppih-ncov-case-def.pdf
It is advised that you call Health Link 811 for advice.

Verify that the contractors Pandemic plans meet or exceed the
criteria set out by Canada Public Health Agency and Alberta Heath
Services- via the Gap analysis to be completed by the Contractors
with specific reference to the sections of the plans that address the
question in the gap analysis.

HSE

Workers have been assessed for permission to return to work due
to travel restrictions.
•
•

Not permitted to return to work if required to self- isolate
for 14 calendar days
Must disclose if they have returned from travel outside
Canada within 14 days

Essential Contractors have been identified and services prioritized
based on urgency. Schedule evaluated to assess need for staging
work to limit the number of personnel on site at a time.
•

Non-essential personnel are not permitted access to the
worksite

Develop plan for site deliveries to ensure social distancing from
people who are delivering material/supplies to the site.
•

stay in their trucks as much as possible limiting contact

Control Phase

Mitigation Control

Protection

Work plans should address social distancing to try to maintain at
least 6 feet of separation between workers where possible
• Promote noncontact. ie: Stop handshaking
• Avoid large gatherings of people
• Spreading the different service groups out as much as
possible on the site
• Masks must be worn when physical distancing is difficult –
masks must be appropriate for the application
(appropriate for the work space – e.g. flammable

Mitigate risk of direct
and indirect contact
with potential
contamination

Responsibility

Due
Date
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atmospheres – see PPE guidelines bulletin – Appendices 2
of this plan)

Identify essential meetings and develop a plan to facilitate avoiding
face to face meetings when possible (communicate via phone or
other method)
•
•
•
•

If possible conduct meetings remotely (Skype, conference
call)
Alternate methods of communication to be considered
Plan work to limit personnel interactions
Work from vehicles or remote offices as much as possible.

Identify areas/rooms in which to limit access to essential personnel
only.
•

Control rooms, Cabs, Doghouses

Develop protocol for increased health and sanitation in the work
sites including:
•
•

•
•
•

Additional hand sanitizing stations
Additional cleaning of work stations, radios, radio
headsets, computers, keyboards, and mouse prior to and
at end of every shift
Extra cleaning and disinfecting of equipment controls (CT
unit, pump controls, etc.)
Increased cleaning services, protective masks and other
measures as identified by local health authorities.
Assess use of latex gloves when handling controls

Identify critical supplies and verify monitoring of inventory levels to
initiate the procurement of additional supplies as necessary.
• Back-up service providers
• PPE
Evaluate and develop mitigation plan for camps where workers will
temporary reside including:
•
•
•

•
•

Camp capacity and residency criteria (open camp?)
Getting extra buses to transport groups to the camp to
facilitate social distancing
Spreading the different service groups out as much as
possible on the site and getting them to stay in their
respective camp areas
Ensuring everyone has their own bedroom and bathroom
in camp
Staggering the dining times to limit the number of people
that are in the eating area at any onetime

Evaluate the camp’s Pandemic Management Plan
Audit/Inspection of facilities and program

Control Phase

Mitigation Control

Responsibility

Due
Date
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Response
Mitigate risk
associated with a
worker becoming ill

Establish protocols to assist Managers and Supervisors in
responding to workers that may be showing symptoms of illness
while on site (dry cough, fever, malaise). As recommended by the
Public Health Agency of Canada and Alberta Health Services:
• Identify a room or area where someone who is feeling
unwell or has symptoms can be safely isolated
• Provide the individual with a face mask where available
follow Ab. Health guidelines
• The symptomatic individual should transport themselves
from the worksite if it is safe to do so
o In the event that the individual is unable to safely
transport themselves, a transportation plan will be
developed in order to assist with safe transportation
• Direct the individual to contact the local health authority
for further instructions
• Request that the individual follow up with their supervisor
if they have been instructed to self-isolate
• Initiate a cleaning protocol in any identified areas and
equipment where the individual was working and
document this practice
• Identify cleaning supplies and personal PPE, etc.
• Maintain accurate records of who was on site each day
and keep for the duration of the job – record the case in
the case management tracker – refer to the case
management procedures – Appendices 3 (also available
on ComplyWorks).
Establish reporting protocols to notify accountable managers of
any Response Protocols that are enacted in the field/ at the site.
Maintain accurate employee contact information and ensure
sufficient back-up is available due to infection/absenteeism.
Identify a list of key positions and identify back-up personnel for
each of those positions in the event of illness.
Identify Critical/Essential staff that may require set up to be able to
work remotely.
•

When required to self-isolate it will be determined at that time
if it is essential that work be completed from home.

Identify triggers for decision points to suspend or shut down
operations, or relocate resources as required.
Paramount Corporate Rapid Response Frame Work and Temporary
Work Sites Response Procedures to a Confirmed Positive COVID
case have been developed and approved – refer to Appendices 1.

Control Phase

Mitigation Control

Communication

Monitoring Public Health/AHS updates and communicating
changes in pandemic situation.

It is important that
clear and effective

First Aid Transportation Plan been established?

Responsibility

Due
Date

Necessary emergency response equipment located on site?
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communications be
maintained
between company
personnel,
contactors and
service providers on
location.

Is an Emergency Contact List available?
Provide updates/ communicating with employees, customers and
other 3rd party providers as required.
Is an Emergency Communication plan or system in place?
Provide signage for mandatory hand sanitizing at entrances, key
locations
Maintaining accurate records of who was on site each day.
• Retain these records for at least one month
• Draft and implement a case management tracker – refer
Appendices 3 - Temporary Worksites Case Management
Procedures (also available on ComplyWorks)
Promotions to increase employee awareness for proper hygiene,
PPE and physical distancing practices
• Sanitizing prior to eating or drinking
o Wash your hands regularly and for at least 20 seconds
• Avoid touching your face
• Cover coughs and sneezes;
• Disinfect shared objects and work areas regularly
• Enforce mandatory mask wearing when physical distancing is
difficult, and it is safe to do so (ensure proper masks for the
work environment - see PPE guidelines bulletin – Appendices 2
Develop communication strategy for sharing information across
the site and to the appropriate people.
As we continue to address the rapidly changing dynamics of the
COVID-19 pandemic, we expect Field Employees to be more vigilant
with respect to their own health and to work as a team to protect
the health of others. It is incumbent upon all employees to comply
with directions provided by their immediate Supervisors in respect
to the Field Operations Pandemic Response Protocols.

Applicable Safe Work Practices to be reviewed (SWPs/JSAs)

Responsibility

Due
Date

KNOW THE DIFFERENCE: SELF-MONITORING, SELF-ISOLATION, AND ISOLATION
FOR COVID-19
Site check-in, orientation

Plan Reviewed By:
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Functional
Group/Dept:

Name

Signature

Contact#

Date

Name

Signature

Contact#

Date

Drilling
Completions / Well
Servicing
Construction
Production Operations
Other –

Plan Approved By:
Functional
Group/Dept/Position:
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APPENDICES 1 – Paramount Corporate Rapid Response Frame Work and Temporary Work Sites Response
Procedures to a Confirmed Positive COVID

CONFIRMED - POSITIVE COVID-19 Case – Rapid Response Framework & Procedures:
In the event a confirmed COVID 19 case occurs at a Paramount place of work (includes all PRL work places – offices,
temporary work sites, permanent field sites, etc.) Paramount is expected to work cooperatively with the Health
Authority.
If Alberta Health Services identifies a confirmed COVID-19 case, the operator will be expected to work cooperatively
with Alberta Health Services to ensure anyone potentially exposed receives the correct guidance. At minimum, the
operator should be able to provide:
• Names, addresses, phone numbers, roles and positions of staff, workers and volunteers who were potentially
exposed to a case while they were infectious at that location.
Paramount has adopted a basic principle for managing through the Pandemic.

Prevention
Prevent spread of infection by
not knowingly introducing ill
workers into the worksite

Communication
Protection

Planning

Execution

Mitigate risk of direct and indirect
contact with contamination

Response
Mitigate risk associated with a
worker becoming ill
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TEMPORARY WORK SITE (FIELD) RESPONSE PROCEDURES – CONFIRMED Positive COVID case amongst the work
site - workforce:
STEP Action
1
Upon notification of a CONFIRMED Positive
COVID-19 case, in accordance with the specific
instructions provided by AHS (Provincial Health
Authority), safely stand down all work and
have each service segregate (isolate) practicing
social distancing, DON PPE as required (masks).
• Communication that precautionary steps
are being taken until the situation has been
assessed.
• Ensure the confidentiality of the infected
worker(s)
2
Immediately Enact the Paramount Site
Emergency Response Plan – commence call
down procedures in accordance with the
Incident Notification Protocols - to activate the
BCP Task Force.
3
Assess the site to identify potential exposure
to other workers.
•

4

Review records of who was on site and may
have had close contact – refer to the case
management tracker records.
• Identify anyone who should self-isolate and
assess necessary steps in accordance with
the responding to ill persons procedures
noted in the site Pandemic Plan.
Assess the site to identify areas (work spaces)
that may have been impacted.
•
•

5

Secure those areas from entry.
Worker cooperatively with the applicable
Employer/Owners to initiate cleaning
measures, ensuring proper PPE is utilized
during cleaning.
• Record areas cleaned, by whom and when
in a case management tracker.
Assess the site to identify the tools/equipment
the infected worker(s) have been in contact
with.
•

Responsibility
Paramount
Supervisor
Crew Supervisors

Timing
Site Immediately – when safe
to do so.

Paramount
Supervisor

Site Immediately upon
completion of step one.

Paramount Site
Supervisor

Immediately upon
completion of step two.

With assistance and
guidance from the
Paramount BCP Task
Force

Paramount Site
Supervisor

Immediately upon
completion of step three.

With assistance and
guidance from the
Paramount BCP Task
Force

Paramount Site
Supervisor

Immediately upon
completion of step four.

With assistance and
Work cooperatively with the applicable
guidance from the
Employer/Equipment owner to initiate a
Paramount BCP Task
cleaning protocol on any identified
Force
equipment and tools that may have been
contaminated, ensuring proper PPE is
utilized during cleaning.
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STEP Action
• Record tools and equipment that have been
cleaned, by whom and when in the case
management tracker.
6
Assess resumption of site activities strictly
adhering to all instructions provided by AHS
(Provincial Health Authority) and the
Paramount Business Continuity Task Force.

7

Responsibility

Timing

Paramount Management
(applicable Department)

Upon confirmation the
potential for infection
spread on site has been
eradicated.

With assistance and
guidance from the
Paramount BCP Task
Force and Paramount Site
Supervision
Maintain communication with contractor(s)
Paramount Management
• Ensure accurate and timely communication (applicable Department)
with Employers and Owners Management
With assistance and
teams and Representatives.
• Establish a Communication plan for the site. guidance from the
Paramount BCP Task
Force and Paramount Site
Supervision

Upon safe resumption of
work.
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APPENDICES 2 – PPE Guidelines Bulletin:
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Appendices 3 – Temporary Worksites Case Management Procedures (also available on ComplyWorks)

Business Continuity – Temporary Work Site Case Management
Procedures
IF the following please implement the steps noted in the below Case
Management Procedure table:
• an employee notifies you that they are not well
• an employee notifies you that someone in their household is not well
• an employee notifies you that they or someone in their immediate
family or a household member has been in close contact with a
person(s) that have been confirmed to have COVID19
• an employee notifies you that they or someone in their household has
recently returned from a place outside of Canada
• an employee is planning to travel abroad – record the place(s) to be
traveled, when and the mode of transportation (step 1 of the procedure
is not required in this case)
Case Management Procedure
Steps
Action
1. Confirm self-isolation of the person of
concern – as per the Temporary Work
Sites Pandemic Plan – response to ill
worker procedures. In the case of a
confirmed positive COVID diagnosis –
refer to the Rapid Response to a
Positive COVID Case Frame work and
Temporary Work Sites Procedure
2. Record the details in the case
management tracker:
• Name of employee(s)
• Name of Employer – Contractor

References

Case management
Tracker (Excel
spreadsheet – is
available to the Site
Supervisor on
ComplyWorks)
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Steps
Action
References
• Description of impact/concern
(e.g. not well, contact with sick
person, traveled or traveling)
• Last day on site
• Date they or their household
member or immediate family
member started feeling unwell
Close Contact =
• Record the names of all Site
person(s) was in
personnel the ill person has
been in close contact with in the contact with
someone for more
past week (while at work) –
indicate if PPE was worn during than 15 minutes and
within two metres (6
the encounter
feet), regardless of
o *It may be necessary to
whether PPE (mask)
also self-isolate close
contacts if the AHS online was worn or not.
assessment instructs or
recommends that the
person of concern (case) is
to self-isolate. The
Paramount BCP Task Force
will provide guidance.
• Note the areas on site and
equipment that they have
frequented in the past 48 hours
3. Immediately notify your Department
Manager – provide the recorded
details.
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Environmental Protection Plan

SITE SPECIFIC
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION PLAN: NWT
ABANDONMENT

Application for Authorization Pursuant to the NWT Oil
& Gas Drilling & Production Regulations
2800, 421 7th Avenue SW
Calgary AB, T2P 4K9
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2020 NWT ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PLAN

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 NWT Abandonment Program
The NWT well abandonment program consists of the abandonment of O-15, B-41, N-65, C-02 and
N-65 wells in accordance with the Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations – NWT
(OROGO) requirements. Permanent bridge plugs and cement will be used to isolate the downhole
zones and the casing will be cut & capped one meter below ground level.

1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Environmental Protection Plan
Due to the limited nature and short duration of these operations and their relatively low environmental
impact, this document reflects the scale of the operations.
The sections of the above document that are relevant to the operations planned for the well
abandonment and equipment removal (e.g. waste management, fundamental mitigation measures, etc.)
have been incorporated in this document to create a field site-specific reference.
This NWT Abandonment Program Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) is a component of the Paramount
Operational Excellence Management System (POEMS), which is required to fulfill regulatory
requirements. Paramount’s NWT EPP Program is developed and maintained, implemented and improved
according to the POEMS (Management System). The POEMS sets procedures for how activities will be
carried out while, at the same time, ensuring compliance with requirements for safety, environmental
protection and conservation of resources.
The POEMS addresses the items listed below.
a) the policies on which the system is based;
b) the processes for setting goals for the improvement of safety, environmental protection and
waste prevention;
c) the processes for identifying hazards and for evaluating and managing the associated risks;
d) the processes for ensuring that personnel are trained and competent to perform their duties;
e) the processes for ensuring and maintaining the integrity of all facilities, structures,
installations, support craft and equipment necessary to ensure safety, environmental
protection and waste prevention;
f) the processes for the internal reporting and analysis of hazards, minor injuries, incidents and
near‐misses and for taking corrective actions to prevent their recurrence;
g) the documents describing all management system processes and the processes for making
personnel aware of their roles and responsibilities with respect to them;
h) the processes for ensuring that all documents associated with the system are current, valid
and have been approved by the appropriate level of authority;
i) the processes for conducting periodic reviews or audits of the system and for taking corrective
actions if reviews or audits identify areas of non‐conformance with the system and
opportunities for improvement;
j) the arrangements for coordinating the management and operations of the proposed work or
activity among the owner of the installation, the contractors, the operator and others, as
applicable; and
2
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k) the name and position of the person accountable for the establishment and maintenance of
the system and of the person responsible for implementing it.

1.3 Responsibilities and Roles
Roles associated with the Liard abandonment program are presented in Table 1. The President and Chief
Operating Officer of Paramount ultimately is accountable for the program.
The Environmental Coordinator is responsible for development and maintenance of the NWT EPP
Program and assists with implementation, though it is the Managers of the Drilling and Operations
departments that are responsible for implementation. The Onsite HSE advisor will be responsible for the
NWT EPP Program field implementation. The region Vice President (VP), is the President’s designate for
the Liard area. As such, the VP is responsible for working with the Environmental Coordinator and
Managers of the Drilling and Operations departments to ensure that the Liard EPP Program is being
implemented and, if not, for ensuring issues are addressed. If necessary, the VP will request assistance
from the President.

3
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Table 1: Abandonment Program - Personnel Contact Information

Title
Completions Field Supervisor

Name
TBD

Telephone:
Email:

Contact

Superintendent ARO
Construction Supervisor
Director, Health Safety
Environment (HSE)

Darren Erdely

Director, Asset Management

John Hawkins

Telephone: 403-290-3664
Email: darren.erdely@paramountres.com
Telephone: 403-817-5074
Email: john.hawkins@paramountres.com

Environmental Coordinator
Director, Drilling &
Completions
Manager, Drilling and
Completions
Vice President
Regulatory and Community
Affairs Advisor
HSE Advisor
Onsite HSE Advisor

TBD

Telephone:
Email:
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2.0 HAZARD REVIEW
2.1 A Summary of Studies Undertaken to Identify Environmental Hazards and to
Evaluate Risks Relating to the Proposed Work or Activity
A detailed review of the environmental impacts associated with, or potentially associated with all of the
activities in the Liard area was performed for the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board
(Review Board). A review of the environmental assessment (EA) of the Ranger Oil Limited, Canadian Forest
Oil Ltd., and Chevron Canada Resources Limited Integrated P‐66A/N‐61/K‐29 Gas Wells and Pipeline Tie‐
in Fort Liard, NWT development proposal was performed, according to the requirements of Part V of the
Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act (MVRMA).
http://reviewboard.ca/registry/ea99-00610086
The development proposal consisted of two gas wells, one produced water injection well, a sour gas
pipeline, a produced water pipeline (in a common trench with the gas line), an all season road, and all
construction and operation activities associated with the road and the wells. The potential for two more
gas wells, sour gas and water pipeline connections, and associated construction and operation activities
were also considered. The Review Board reviewed and considered all information provided by the
developer, expert advisors, regulatory authorities and the public in conducting the EA. Having considered
all the evidence, the Review Board decided according to paragraph 128(1) (b) (ii) of the MRVMA to
recommend approval of the development proposal subject to fourteen measures six of which are meant
to mitigate potential adverse impact upon the environment. Those that are relevant to the work planned
are addressed below.
Environmental Impacts Specific to Abandonment
1. Extent if Physical Footprint - This project will use the existing wellsite and winter roads. If a
camp is required, it will be located on an existing camp disturbance.
The recommendations and requirements of the Land Use Permit will be followed, along with
good environmental and industry practices.
Environmental risk or effect from this project:
Potential effects of the proposed work or activity on extent of physical footprint is predicted
to have a negligible environmental consequence because there will be no new surface
disturbance required for this specific project. Paramount will ensure good environmental and
industry practices are followed
2. Water Quality - The Review Board recognized previous public concern with the potential for
contaminated emissions, including sedimentation, to water. The Review Board recommends
that best industry practices be followed to ensure that such emissions are minimized.
Environmental risk or effect from this project:
A potential environmental hazard from the project is water contamination from a surface
spill. Surface water effects are predicted to have a low environmental consequence because
there will be no additional disturbance. Operations will be conducted in the winter, when
5
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cleanup of any spill will be facilitated prior to any contaminant entering the watershed.
Groundwater effects are predicted to be negligible. Paramount has in place an emergency
response plan to respond to, report on and clean‐up any spills of chemicals, fuels or other
harmful substances. Paramount will follow best industry practices to ensure that such
emissions are minimized.
3. Air Quality - No flaring is planned as part of the project. A small low pressure, sweet gas head
will likely be present in the casing and this will be vented as part of the well kill procedure at
the beginning of operations. There is no H2S associated with this well.
Environmental risk or effect from this project:
There is negligible risk of air contamination due to the nature of the well and the planned
operations.
4. Wildlife - Due to the short duration of the project, long term wildlife data collection,
monitoring and cumulative effect assessment are not appropriate.
Environmental risk or effect from this project:
Effects to wildlife habitat are predicted to be negligible due to the fact there will be no
increased land disturbance and the proposed work is of short duration.
5. Suspension and Restoration - Immediate activities are the abandonment of five wells.
Removal of surplus equipment will occur, and reclamation may occur as part of this program
Environmental risk or effect from this project:
Effects from this project are predicted to be negligible due to the fact there will be no
additional disturbance for the proposed work or activity, beyond the existing wellsite and
access roads.
6. Flaring – No flaring is anticipated in this operation
Environmental risk or effect from this project:
No air quality environmental consequences caused by flaring are anticipated from this
project.

6
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2.2 A Summary of the Measures to Avoid, Prevent, Reduce or Manage
Environmental Risks
The Review Board EA identified measures to avoid, prevent, reduce or manage environmental risks (see
summary below). Through the EA, development in the Liard area in the foreseeable future was approved
subject to fourteen measures, six of which are meant to mitigate potential adverse impact upon the
environment. The measures to avoid, prevent, reduce or manage environmental risks presented in the EA
recommended by the MVEIRB have been incorporated into the Liard EPP Program manual. Pertinent
sections of the manual are:
•

Appendix 1: Fundamental Mitigation (including existing guidelines, best management
practices and corporate procedures referenced therein); and

•

Appendix 2: Task‐specific Mitigation (including existing guidelines, best
management practices and corporate procedures referenced therein).
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3.0 APPLICABLE PROCEDURES
3.1 Critical Structures, Facilities, Equipment & Systems
Structures, facilities, equipment and systems critical to environmental protection are listed in Table 2.
Systems in place for their inspection, testing and maintenance include:
• Rig inspection and certification program;
• Paramount Resources Drilling & Completions Supervisors Handbook; and
• Weekly completion of CAODC Drilling Rig and Service Rig Inspection Checklists
while the rig is operating.
Table 2: List of Structures, Facilities, Equipment and Systems Critical to Environmental Protection

Structure, Facility,
Equipment or System
Blow-out Prevention and
related systems
Boilers
Containment Tanks
Completion fluid system

Shut down devices

Function
Blow‐out prevention and related systems are designed to control
underground pressure that has the potential to reach the surface and
cause a blow‐out.
A closed pressure vessel with a furnace to burn coal, oil, or gas, used
to generate steam from water.
A secondary containment system designed to contain leakage and
prevent it from impacting the surrounding environment.
The main functions of completions fluids include providing hydrostatic
pressure to prevent formation fluids from entering the well bore,
keeping the mill cool and clean during milling of cement and
mechanical plugs, carrying out cuttings and suspending the cuttings
while milling is paused, and the assembly is brought in and out of the
hole. The completion fluid used for a particular job is selected to avoid
formation damage and to limit corrosion.
Because of the size, speed, and risk involved in the use of rig assist
snubbing units and service rigs, safety shutdown systems are used to
stop pipe rotation in an emergency.

8
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3.2 Chemical Selection
No “process chemicals” or “drilling fluid agents” will be used in this program.

3.3 Waste Management
A description of equipment and procedures for the treatment, handling and disposal of waste material is
provided in Table 3 below.
Additional information is contained in the corporate document “Environmental
Protection Program, Fort Liard, NWT - Part 3 – Corporate Procedures Waste Management Plan”.

3.3.1 Discharge Streams

Discharge streams into the natural environment resulting from the NWT Abandonment program are
limited to minor air emissions (venting of head gas in casing). Discharge limits for grey & black water are
not presented because the onsite supervisor trailer will be self-contained and there will be no discharge
of any waste. Completions fluids (containing cement / bridge plug milling solids),) will be hauled to the
nearest approved Class II Landfill in British Columbia or Alberta.
Table 4: Discharge Streams

Waste Stream
Completions fluids and generated solids
(milling of cement plugs, bridge plugs and
possible casing debris)
Minor amounts of sweet natural gas (casing
head gas)

Discharge Location
Trucked out to approved waste facility,
Location: Alberta or British Columbia
Facility Type: Non‐HAZ Industrial Landfill/ Special
Waste Treatment
Facility Owner: TBD
Vent to atmosphere

9
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Table 3: Paramount Resources Ltd. NWT Abandonment Waste Stream and Waste Management Plan.
Because of the small volume of various wastes which may be generated during this activity, a combination waste bin will be provided, and a specialized waste management contractor will handle
disposal of the contents at the end of the project
Waste
Storage
NWT
BC
AB
AER
Shipping
Class
UN #
Packing
Disposal
Classification
Classification
Classification
Code
Name
Group
Aerosol Cans
(flammable)
Aerosol Cans (non‐
flammable)
Barrels, Pails
(Completely Empty)
Batteries (Dry Cell)

Batteries (Dry Cell)
Boiler Blowdown Water
(contaminated with HAZ
material ‐ dependent on
boiler chemicals)
Boiler Blowdown Water (non‐
contaminated with HAZ
material)
Cardboard

Waste Bin-HAZ

HAZ

HAZ

DOW

WSTCGS

AEROSOLS,
flammable

2.1

UN1950

-

Waste Bin-HAZ

HAZ

HAZ

DOW

EMTCON

AEROSOLS, non
- flammable

2.2

UN1950

-

Waste Bin

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

EMTCON

-

-

-

-

General Recyclable –
Various [see
Guideline for the
Management of
Waste Batteries
(GNWT, 1998) for
recommendation]

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

BATT

-

-

-

-

HAZ

HAZ

DOW

BATT

Batteries, dry,
containing
potassium
hydroxide
solid, electric
storage

8

UN3028

III

Turnkey management of
non‐HAZ waste provided by
contractor

Steel Tank

HAZ

HAZ

DOW

BLBDWT

Environmentally
hazardous
substance, liquid,
N.O.S.

9

UN3082

III

Service rig contractor to
arrange transport & disposal
at licenced facility in BC or AB

Steel Tank

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

BLBDWT

-

-

-

-

Surface discharge wherewater is
sufficiently cooled that it does not
materially affect thesnow/ice cover

Stockpile

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

Cement Returns

Retarded or diluted
in steel tank

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

Cement

Chemicals (inorganic)

Original Containers

HAZ

HAZ

DOW

INOCHM

Stockpile

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

CONMAT

Construction and
Demolition Material
(uncontaminated)
Contaminated Debris and Soil
(Chemical/Solvent/Oil/ Produced
Water)

Contact Paramount
Environmental Dept
Waste Bin-HAZ

HAZ
(depending on
flash point and
BTEX content)

HAZ
(depending on
flash point and
BTEX content)

DOW
(depending on
flash point and
BTEX content)

Grease Cartridges
(Completely Empty)

Waste Bin- non HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

Hydraulic and
Transmission Oil

Waste Bin- non HAZ

Filters – Lube Oil

‐

SOILCH
SOILCO
SOILPW

Turnkey management of HAZ
waste provided by contractor
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor

-

-

-

-

Incinerate daily

-

-

-

-

Transport & disposal at
licenced facility in BC or AB

Dependent on specific waste characteristics
(consult TDG Regulations)
-

-

-

-

Dependent on specific waste characteristics
(consult TDG Regulations)
Environmentally
Hazardous
Substance, Solid
N.O.S. (lead)

9

UN3077

III

EMTCON

-

-

-

-

HYDOIL

-

-

-

-

FILLUB

Turnkey management of HAZ
waste provided by contractor

Contact Chemical Waste
Exchange
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor
Contact Paramount
Environmental Dept for
approved landfill location
Turnkey management of HAZ
waste provided by contractor
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor
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Waste

NWT
Classification

BC
Classification

AB
Classification

AER
Code

Shipping
Name

Class

UN #

Packing
Group

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

‐

-

-

-

-

Incinerate daily

General & Industrial
non- HAZ Waste

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

INCASH

-

-

-

-

Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste (ash) provided by
contractor

Waste Bin-HAZ

HAZ

HAZ

DOW

LDDOPE

Lubricating Oil
(Hydrocarbon and
Synthetic)

Above ground
disposal tanks; L&P
Disposal Receptacles

Non-HAZ
(unless
containing
heavy metals
such as
Vanadium or
Lead

-

-

-

-

Turnkey management of HAZ
waste provided by contractor

Industrial Recyclable
– Scrap Metal

Non-HAZ
(unless
containing
heavy metals
such as
Vanadium or
Lead

LUBOIL

Metal (Scrap)
(uncontaminated)

Non-HAZ
(unless
containing
heavy metals
such as
Vanadium or
Lead
Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

SMETAL

-

-

-

-

Recycle location ‐ TBD

Mud Sacks – Drilling

Waste Bin- non HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

EMTCON

-

-

-

-

Pipe Dope Containers/Brushes
(Completely Empty & Dry)

Waste Bin- non HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

EMTCON

-

-

-

-

Sewage Sump or
Storage Tank

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

-

-

-

-

Thread Protectors –
Casing/Tubing

Waste Bin- non HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-DOW

-

-

-

-

Wash Fluids ‐ Water

Steel Tank

Environmentally
Hazardous
Substance

9

UN3082

III

Transport & disposal at licenced
facility in BC or AB

-

-

-

-

Transport & disposal at
licenced facility in BC or AB

-

Open burn (according to a
“Permit to Burn” from the
Forest Management Division,
Environment and Natural
Resources, GNWT)

Kitchen Waste
Incinerator (kitchen
waste)
Lead Based Products (Pipe
Dope/Greases)

Sewage (Temporary
Camps)

Water ‐ Grey (Temporary
Camp)
2323Wood, untreated (e.g.,
Dimensional Lumber, Wooden
Pallets, Wooden Packing
Crates, etc.)

Notes:

Storage

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD

Temporary Waste
Receptacle

Testing Required

Sewage Sump or
Grey water holding
tank

Non-HAZ

Stockpile

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

Non-HAZ

‐
THPROT
WSHWTE

Non-DOW

Non-DOW

‐

-

Dependent on specific waste characteristics
(consult TDG Regulations)

-

-

-

Disposal

Turnkey management of HAZ
waste provided by
contractor

Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor
Transport & disposal at licenced
facility in BC or AB
Turnkey management of non‐
HAZ waste provided by
contractor

DOW:
Dangerous Oilfield Waste
HAZ:
Hazardous
Packing Group:
A group in which dangerous goods are included based on the inherent danger of the dangerous goods.
Packing Group I
indicates great danger
Packing Group II
indicates medium danger
Packing Group III
indicates minor danger
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4.0 MONITORING COMPLIANCE
4.1 Monitoring Compliance with the EPP
Paramount’s NWT EPP Program is developed and maintained, implemented and improved
according to the P O EM S. With respect to monitoring compliance with the NWT
Abandonment EPP Program, the POEMS requires regular inspections by Field Supervisors and
Managers, an annual audit of the POEMS and an evaluation of Environmental Protection
targets through environmental indicators. A summary of inspections, audits and indicators is
provided in the subsequent sub‐sections and full details can be found in section 3 of the
POEMS

4.1.1 Inspections
Inspections are designed to ensure that Field Supervisors and Managers make consistent
checks of key components in their work areas and foster good working habits. Paramount
maintains procedures for inspections and for establishing and maintaining records of the
results. Further information on inspections is provided in section 3 of POEMS.

4.1.2 NWT POEMS Audit
An annual POEMS audit, conducted by the HSE department is required to examine the overall
implementation of the POEMS.

4.1.3 Improvement
Environmental indicators help answer the question, “Were the targets met?” Environmental
data is collected, validated and presented annually by the Environmental Coordinator,
allowing the review and modification of objectives/targets. Paramount will record the extent
to which planned objectives and performance criteria have been met and report to the
corporation as a whole. The information may be made available to the public.

13
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APPENDIX 1: FUNDEMENTAL MITIGATION
Fundamental mitigation includes essential measures to eliminate, or at least minimize, negative impacts
to air, water, land, and terrestrial species and aquatic species during all activities undertaken as part of
the NWT abandonment Project.
Note: Only those measures the may apply to the planned operations have been included.

a. LAND AND TERRESTRIAL SPECIES
Mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to land and terrestrial species are included in the
existing guidelines, best management practices and corporate procedures.
Project‐specific mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to land and terrestrial species are
categorized and listed alphabetically below.

ACCESS
MANAGEMENT

BORROW PITS

CLEANUP

EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE –
INVASIVE SPECIES

SNOW CLEARING

SOIL CONSERVATION
– FROST DEPTH

Motorized vehicles will travel on approved routes. The use of pipeline ROWs
and the creation of ancillary access will be minimized. The recreational use of
all‐terrain vehicles (ATVs) and snowmobiles by construction personnel will not
be permitted in the project area.
A Territorial Quarrying Regulations Quarry Permit from INAC is required to
construct a borrow pit.
Borrow pits will be re contoured to a stable profile (e.g. back sloped to a slope
ratio not less than 3:1) and the salvaged topsoil / organic material replaced
Good housekeeping will be practiced. The target date for final cleanup will be
immediately after the project is complete, when feasible, or as directed by the
Land Use Inspector
Construction and reclamation equipment (i.e., equipment used to “break
ground”) will be cleaned before entering the Fort Liard, NWT Project area to
ensure weed free co nditio ns. Similarly, materials such as pipe should be
sourced from storage yards free of weeds.
Equipment passing through areas identified as having a weed problem will be
cleaned (e.g., steam/high pressure water, compressed air, etc.) prior to
continuing work.
To minimize impact on wildlife species abundance, snow removal will be
limited to only that necessary for safe and efficient work.
On work areas free of timber, snow will be packed onto the rough, natural
surface with light‐weight tracked vehicles to drive frost into the ground. To
achieve sufficient snow‐pack depth, thus a protective surface barrier, corduroy
may be added to the snow. As well, water may be used to build‐up the
protective surface barrier.
When working on wet, muskeg or permafrost terrain, ensure sufficient frost
penetration is present to avoid terrain damage. Recommended minimum frost
14
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depths are:
(w) muskeg – 45 cm;
(x) loam soils – 15 cm;
(y) saturated silts or clays – 30 cm; and
(z) sloughs or shallow water – 90 cm
Erosion will be mitigated in areas disturbed by Project activities by various
methods, as appropriate (e.g., check dams, contouring, cross ditches, cross
berms, ditch plugs, diversion berms, positive drainage, seeding, silt fence, slash
rollback, swales, etc.).
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b. LAND USERS
Project‐specific mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to land users are listed below.
The appropriate the appropriate government and indigenous representatives
will be notified by Paramount of the construction schedule as soon as the
schedule is determined. Ideally, this should be at least two (2) weeks prior to
approved clearing. If possible, arrangements will be made to have the trap line
owners clearly identify trapping access routes and equipment (e.g., remove
their traps and snares, etc.) in the vicinity of the right of way prior to clearing
to ensure that they are protected during construction.
Trails will not be blocked.

TRAPPERS

TRAILS

c. WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT
Mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat are included in the
existing guidelines and best management practices presented in the bulleted list below.
•
•

GNWT. 2017. Safety in Grizzly and Black Bear Country. Department of Environment
and Natural Resources.
Canadian Pipeline Environment Committee. 2004. The pipeline industry and the
Migratory Birds Convention Act.

Project‐specific mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat are
categorized and listed alphabetically below.

AVOIDANCE
DENS / NESTS
HUNTING
REPORTING
SNOW
MANAGEMENT WINDROWS

Vehicle and equipment operators will be instructed to maintain appropriate
speeds and to be aware of potential encounters with wildlife. If wildlife is
encountered, it will not be fed or harassed and will be given an opportunity
to disperse at its own rate. Pet dogs will be prohibited.
Dens and nests, even if inactive, will not be knowingly disturbed if it can be
avoided.
Project personnel are forbidden to carry firearms (except with written
permission from Paramount) and to hunt.
Any incidents with nuisance wildlife or collisions with wildlife will be reported
to GNWT, ENR.
In the event that bear dens are encountered within the Project area, GNWT,
ENR will be notified.
Should snow be removed from access corridors, windrows at the edges of the
road will be constructed. The windrows will have gaps (8 m) at regular
intervals (every 300 to 500 m) to allow animal movement and to provide
escape routes.
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d. SPECIES AT RISK OR SPECIES OF SPECIAL STATUS AND RELATED HABITAT
Project‐specific mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to species at risk are categorized and
listed alphabetically below.
CARIBOU

Existing Disturbance: Paramount will integrate new development with other
existing and/or planned activities, such as using existing clearings, common
corridors, parallel corridors, etc. to the extent practicable.
Timing: Late winter and spring are the times of year when caribou (especially
pregnant cows) are most likely to be negatively affected by human activity.
Therefore, Paramount will adopt an “early in, early out” philosophy for winter
development activity.
Noise: Paramount will minimize extraneous noise sources and use adequate
noise attenuation on engines.
Line‐of‐Site: For any new access, Paramount will minimize lines‐ of‐site from
access roads using “dog‐legs” (see figure below) or other techniques.

Source: Yukon Energy, Mines and Resources (2006)

Access Management: Paramount will create barriers (e.g. felled trees,
signage, etc.) to discourage access from roads to pipeline rights‐of‐way
and seismic lines.
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Support Other Initiatives: The following initiatives will support the Action Plan:
Boreal Woodland Caribou Conservation in the Northwest Territories 2010–2015
(Prepared by GNWT – ENR):
 Paramount will continue to track its footprint by making available
“as‐built” maps of the Fort Liard Project area.
 Paramount, among other partners, is supporting scientific
research entitled, “Development of ecologically‐based criteria to
assess the impact and recovery of seismic lines”, which is being
conducted by Dr. Erin Bayne, Assistant Professor with the
Integrated Landscape Management Group at the University of
Alberta.
WOLVERINE

To mitigate potential impacts to wolverine, Paramount will scout sites prior to
undertaking activities that may impact active natal denning habitat. In the event
that wolverines or active natal denning habitat is observed near sites, activity will
be minimized so as not to disturb the animals and the appropriate authorities will
be notified.
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e. WATER AND AQUATIC SPECIES
Mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to water and aquatic species are included in the existing
guidelines and best management practices presented in the bulleted list below.
• DFO Protocol for Water Withdrawal for Oil & Gas Activities in the Northwest Territories
and Changes to DFO Protocol for Winter Water Withdrawal in the NWT, except where
terms and conditions for withdrawal are already in place (i.e., existing Water Licences).
• DFO (Fisheries and Oceans Canada). 1995. Freshwater Intake End‐of‐Pipe Fish Screen
Guidelines
Project‐specific mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to water and aquatic species are
categorized and listed alphabetically below.

FOREIGN MATERIAL
GRADING
GROUNDWATER

SETBACK DISTANCES

WETLAND
RESTORATION
WATER WITHDRAWL
FROM
WATERCOURSES

Trees will not be purposely felled into water bodies. Likewise, slash, debris,
rocks and soil will not be knowingly introduced into a water body.
Grade away from watercourses to minimize introduction of soil and organic
debris. No windrowed or fill material shall be placed in the watercourses
during grading.
If water wells are used, care will be taken to ensure water withdrawal is
completed at a rate to protect water well integrity
Paramount will observe setback distances of 100m from the edge of a
disturbance to the edge of a watercourse / water body, except when a
watercourse / water body is being crossed (see DFO Northwest Territories
Operational Statements). Where necessary, alternative setbacks will be
determined through consultation with the MVLWB.
Wetlands will be restored to approximate their pre‐construction profile.
Revegetation will be through natural encroachment. Peatland areas will not be
seeded or fertilized.
Water will be withdrawn from watercourses, as per DFO Northwest
Territories Operational Statements:
• the withdrawal of any water will not exceed 10% of the
instantaneous flow, in order to maintain existing fish habitat and
• water flow is maintained under the ice, where this naturally occurs.

Reference
Yukon Energy, Mines and Resources. 2006. Oil & Gas Best Management Practices Seismic Exploration.
37pp. Available online at: http://www.emr.gov.yk.ca/oilandgas/pdf/bmp_seismic.pdf
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APPENDIX 2: TASK SPECFIC MITIGATION
Task‐specific mitigation includes essential measures to eliminate, or at least minimize, negative impacts
to air; land and terrestrial species and water and aquatic species during specific activities undertaken as
part of the NWT Abandonment Project.

a. TEMPORARY CAMPS
Project‐specific mitigation measures to minimize negative effects to the environment associated with
temporary camps are categorized and listed alphabetically below.

LOCATION

CONSTRUCTION

EROSION
PREVENTION

Campsites will coincide with previously cleared land, or natural clearings, on
relatively level terrain 100m from any watercourse, where possible. No new
campsites are planned.
Depending on the infrastructure required (e.g., trailers, sewage sumps,
welding shop, vehicle parking, etc.), an area 40m x 70m to 100m x 100m will
be cleared for temporary camps. Slash will be windrowed at the camp
boundaries and used for rollback during site reclamation. Snow will be used to
level minor irregularities on the surface as much as possible. Vehicles will be
used to compact the insulating snow cover to promote deep frost penetration.
Site stability at temporary campsites will be assessed within one year after
construction. If unstable, appropriate corrective action will be undertaken as
soon as practical to stabilize the site, thereby minimizing erosion.
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APPENDIX 3: TYPE “A” LAND USE PERMIT AND TYPE “B” WATER
LICENCE
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Liard East
Current Land Use Permit MV2013a0012
Renewal Application MV2020A0010
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Liard East
Water Licence MV2013L1-0002
Renewal Application MV2020L1-0007
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Appendix 7

Emergency Response Plan

NORTHWEST
TERRITORIES
CORPORATE & SITE SPECIFIC
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

Paramount Resources Ltd.
Suite 2800, 421 – 7 Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Office: 403-290-3600

Paramount Resources / MGM Energy
Corporate & Site Specific Emergency Response Plan
MGM Energy is a wholly owned and operated subsidiary of Paramount Resources Ltd. As such, MGM Energy
will be referred to as Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) throughout this Emergency Response Plan.
The following Emergency Response Plan is to be utilized in an emergency response for both Paramount and
MGM Energy. Both companies utilize the same:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24-hour emergency line and call down list for a response
Key response contacts
Assessment Matrix for Classifying Incidents
Public Protection Measures flowchart to determine evacuation, shelter-in-place, or ignition
procedures
Incident Command System and principles
Method of communicating with response personnel, support services, and government agencies
Roles and responsibilities to which response personnel have been trained to
Method of establishing a reception centre and registering evacuees

This ERP has been designed as a functional response tool to provide an efficient response to any
emergency.
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Paramount Resources ERP
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Corporate
34470
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N/A

Calgary

EM Coordinator / Sr. Safety

Shawn Bymoen
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N/A
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A1 Initial Emergency Report Form
Have the “First On-Scene Actions” taken place?
1 - Evacuate
2 - Alarm
3 - Call 911

4 - Assess
5 - Protect
6 - Rescue

(If Required)

Report taken by : ___________________________

7 - First Aid
8 - Medical Aid

Date / Time: _______________________________
(dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Incident Details (To be completed by the person involved or notified.)
Name of caller / company:

Caller Telephone #:

Incident location:
Brief description of event:

Expanded Details (If possible)
Event Status

 Incident contained or controlled

Site Type

 Well

Incident Type
Agencies Notified

 Incident is uncontrolled

 Tank Farm/Storage

 Facility/Plant/Battery

 Other ____________

 Sour Gas Release

 Sweet Gas Release

 Pipeline Break

 Liquid Spill

 Loss of Containment

 Fire/Explosion

 Worker Injury / Fatality

 Security Threat

 Vehicle / Transportation

 Bomb Threat

 Other _______________________________

 Yes

 Pipeline

 Imminent control possible

Who? ________________________

 None

ENVIRONMENT

PEOPLE

Impacts (If known)
Worker Injuries

 First Aid

Public Health & Safety

 Could be jeopardized

Surface Development

House/Town/Farm __________________________

Release Impact and/or
Water Impact

 On-Lease

Product _________________

 Off-Lease

What kind of waterbody? _________________

Weather Conditions

 Sunny
 Cloudy
 Raining
 Windy (Approximate Direction ____________ )

 Hospitalized

 Fatality

 Other ______________

 Is jeopardized

 Snowing

 Other _____________

If this is an Odour Complaint:
How many people are with you
right now?

Adults ____________

Where are you right now?

 Home / Work

Children ______________
 Outside

 In a Vehicle

 Other ______________

Instructions
If the caller is at home, work or outside:
Paramount will send someone to investigate. To be safe, you and anyone with you, need to go inside and stay inside. DO NOT smoke.
Close all doors and windows, and turn off any appliances that blow out indoor air (i.e. clothes dryer) or suck in outside air
(i.e. heating / air conditioning). Do not go outside or attempt to start any vehicles, until you are told it is safe to do so.
If the caller is in a vehicle and cannot shelter-in-place tell them:
Paramount will send someone to investigate. To be safe, you and anyone with you, need to stay inside / get inside the vehicle.
DO NOT smoke. Keep all doors and windows closed, and shut off the air conditioning / heat. If you see or hear anything that might
indicate where the incident is occurring, travel in the opposite direction; otherwise, continue travelling on your current course, which
will likely take you out of the hazard area.

Section 1: Initial Response
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A1 Initial Emergency Report Form
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STEP 2
TACTICS MEETING

STEP 3
PLANNING MEETING

PREPARING FOR
PLANNING MEETING

PREPARING FOR THE
TACTICS MEETING

INCIDENT ACTION PLAN
PREPARATION & APPROVAL

STEP 1
OBJECTIVES MEETING

STEP 5
EXECUTE

STEP 4
OPERATIONS BRIEFING

PROACTIVE PHASE

ONGOING RESPONSE

Five Step Initial Response Guide

Refer to Ongoing Response in
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

STEP 5: INITIATE ACTIONS

Section 2:

Roles &
Responsibilities

STEP 4: COMPLETE INCIDENT BRIEFING 201 FORM
q

q
q
q
q
q

Define incident details and an operational period
ü Establish the On-Site Command Post (OSCP)
ü Establish the Incident Command Post (ICP)
Define initial Incident Command Structure
Document current incident objectives, strategies & tactics
Prioritize objectives
Identify required resources & when they’ll be available
Follow the Public Protection Measures Flowchart to determine
public protection actions

Section 2
Roles

STEP 3
PLANNING
MEETING

PREPARING FOR
PLANNING MEETING

INCIDENT ACTION
PLAN PREPARATION
& APPROVAL

PREPARING FOR
THE TACTICS
MEETING

STEP 1
OBJECTIVES
MEETING

Form

Section 1:

STEP 5
INITIATE ACTIONS

Initial
Response

ICS
201

Is there potential for the release to impact beyond the
lease, facility or pipeline right of way?
No

Yes

No public protection
measures required

Do any of the following apply:

The release is expected to pass over quickly
The public would be at a higher risk if evacuated
There is not enough time or warning to safely evacuate the public
The source and nature of the release has not been identified
The release is an HVP product

q
q
q
q
q

q

Evacuation

Begin evacuating the public

q

IIZ
Initial Isolation Zone

Evacuation / Shelter-in-Place all public
downwind of the incident

Begin sheltering the public

Refer to Shelter-in-Place Phone
Message in either Section 2:
Roles and Responsibilities or
Section 6: Forms

Giving priority to those who have special needs
and / or have requested early notification

Modified EPZ
Emergency Planning Zone

Any public that are outside the calculated EPZ
that may be effected.

Ignition must take place when one of the following
conditions have been met:

Has ignition criteria been met?
No

Yes
Refer to the H2S / HVP Ignition Procedure
behind the Public Protection Measures tab
in Section 4: Emergency Response
Procedures

Yes
Notify the Director of
Emergency Management and
the Health Authority.

STEP 3: IMPLEMENT EXTERNAL NOTIFICATIONS

STEP 2: IMPLEMENT INTERNAL NOTIFICATIONS
Following the Internal Notification Flowchart, make applicable calls
Relay information from the A1 Initial Emergency Report Form
Mobilize internal resources to (or place them on standby as required):
ü the Site
ü the Incident Command Post (ICP)
ü the Corporate Emergency Operations Centre (CEOC)

q
q

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures

q
q

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures

Is there potential for the release to impact the
public outside of the EPZ?
No

q
q

Yes

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures in the EPZ

q

q

Work with local authority to
determine the need for
evacuation / shelter outside of
the EPZ
Continue air monitoring

Evacuation Requirements

For a sour gas release, the licensee must continuously assess and act on the need to expand the evacuation area
based on the monitored levels of H2S and SO2. In the absence of monitored readings, responders should advise the
residents to Shelter-in-Place.

SO2 Requirements

H2S Requirements
1 to 10 ppm
(3 minute average)
Above 10 ppm
(3 minute average)

Individuals who requested notification so
that they can voluntarily evacuate before
any exposure to H2S must be notified.
Local conditions must be assessed and all
persons must be advised to evacuate and/
or shelter

0.3 ppm (24-hour average)
1 ppm (3-hour average)

Planning “P”

STEP 4
INCIDENT BRIEFING
201

Evacuation begins in the IIZ and
expands outwards into the PAZ
downwind of the release so that
members of the public are not
exposed to the hazard.

PAZ
Protective Action Zone

Shelter

q Although required, evacuation of the response zones has q Monitoring is not taking place due to weather or other
unforeseen circumstances.
not taken place.
q The release cannot be brought under control in the
q H2S concentrations in excess of 10 ppm over a 3-minute
short term.
average in unevacuated parts of the EPZ.
AND
q H2S concentrations exceed 1 ppm per one hour average in q Personnel working at the site can be cleared to a safe
urban density developments.
distance.

Is there an urban centre within
the EPZ?

STEP 4
OPERATIONS
BRIEFING

(PUBLIC SAFETY)

EPZ
Emergency Planning Zone

Refer to Evacuation Phone
Message in either Section 2:
Roles and Responsibilities or
Section 6: Forms

STEP 5
EXECUTE

If safe to do so, the licensee must
evacuate public from the IIZ.

Yes

No

Following the External Notification Flowchart, determine proper external
agencies need to be notified.
q Regulatory Agency & confirm the Level of Emergency
q Health Authority / Health Services
q Air Monitoring (at all levels of emergency)
q Local Authority

q
q
q

STEP 2
TACTICS MEETING

Section 2
Charts

Immediate evacuation of the area must take
place.

5 ppm (15-minute average)

* If monitored levels over the 3 minute interval are declining (i.e., three
readings show a decline from 15 ppm to 10 ppm to 8 ppm over 3
minutes), evacuation may not be necessary even though the average
over the 3 minute interval would be 11 ppm. Licensees should use
proper judgement in determining if evacuation is required.

Section 1:
Initial
Response

Area Specific
Information

Section 1:
Initial
Response

REACTIVE PHASE

FIVE STEP INITIAL RESPONSE

Once the strategies and actions have been determined and prioritized
from the ICS 201, initiate the first plan of action.
Possible tools for public protection can be:
q Air Monitoring Roles Chart
q Roadblocks Roles Chart
q Rovers Roles Chart
q Telephoners Roles Chart
q Reception Reps Roles Chart

STEP 3
EXTERNAL
NOTIFICATION
STEP 2
INTERNAL
NOTIFICATION
STEP 1
LEVEL OF
EMERGENCY
FIRST ON-SCENE
ACTIONS

Note: Initial Response takes place
over the first operational period
(optimally 8 to 12 hours).
95% of all incidents will be resolved
within this operational period.

Form

A1

STEP 1: DETERMINE LEVEL OF EMERGENCY
Using the Assessment Matrix, determine the Level of Emergency:
q Alert
q Level 1 Emergency
q Level 2 Emergency
q Level 3 Emergency

Section 1: Initial Response

FIRST ON-SCENE ACTIONS
EVACUATE
ALARM
CALL 911 (If Required)
ASSESS
PROTECT
RESCUE
FIRST AID
MEDICAL AID
INITIAL EMERGENCY REPORT

Form

A1

Five Step Initial Response Guide
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Section 1: Initial Response

Step 1 – Level of Emergency
Incident Classification Matrix
Instructions: Start at the top and continue down until you check off any one box in both consequence and
probability to determine the incident classification.

Table 1. Consequence Ranking
Rank
4

3

2

Consequence (any one of the following)





Major on site equipment or infrastructure loss
Major act of violence, sabotage, or terrorism which impacts permit holder assets
Reportable liquid spill beyond site, uncontained and affecting environment
Gas release beyond site affecting public safety

 Threats of violence, sabotage, or terrorism
 Reportable liquid spill or gas release beyond site, potentially affecting public safety, environment, or

property

 HAZMAT worker exposure exceeding allowable
 Major on site equipment failure
 Major on site equipment damage
 A security breach that has potential to impact people, property or the environment
 Reportable liquid spill or gas release potentially or beyond site, not affecting public safety, environment, or

property

1

0






Moderate on site equipment damage
A security breach that impacts oil and gas assets
Reportable liquid spill or gas release on location
**Occurrence of magnitude 4.0 or greater induced earthquake within 3 km of oil and gas operations or any
earthquake which is felt on surface within a 3 km radius of oil and gas operations

 No consequential impacts

** For this consequence criteria, a probability score of 2 or higher must be used.

Table 2. Probability Ranking
Rank
4

Probability (any one of the following)
 Uncontrolled, with control unlikely in near term

3

 Escalation possible; under or imminent control

2

 Escalation unlikely; controlled or likely imminent control

1

 Escalation highly unlikely; controlled or imminent control

0

 Will not escalate; no hazard; no monitoring required

Table 3. Incident Risk Score and Classification
Consequence ________+ Probability _______= Risk Score ________ (this must be completed)
Risk Score

Assessment Result

Minor (1-2)

Notification Only

Moderate (3-4)

Level-1 Emergency

Major (5-6)

Level-2 Emergency

Serious (7-8)

Level-3 Emergency
Section 1: Initial Response
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Step 1 – Level of Emergency
Probability
4

Consequence

Incident Classification
Matrix

Uncontrolled,
with control
unlikely in near
term

3
Escalation
possible;
under or
imminent
control

2

1

Escalation
unlikely;
controlled or
likely imminent
control

Escalation
highly unlikely;
controlled or
imminent
control

0
Will not
escalate; no
hazard; no
monitoring
required

4

 Major on site equipment or
infrastructure loss
 Major act of violence, sabotage, or
terrorism which impacts permit holder
assets
 Reportable liquid spill beyond site,
uncontained and affecting
environment
 Gas release beyond site affecting
public safety

Level 3

Level 3

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

3

 Threats of violence, sabotage, or
terrorism
 Reportable liquid spill or gas release
beyond site, potentially affecting
public safety, environment, or
property
 HAZMAT worker exposure exceeding
allowable
 Major on site equipment failure

Level 3

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1

2

 Major on site equipment damage
 A security breach that has potential to
impact people, property or the
environment
 Reportable liquid spill or gas release
potentially or beyond site, not
affecting public safety, environment,
or property

Level 2

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1

Minor
Notification
Form

1

 Moderate on site equipment damage
 A security breach that impacts oil and
gas assets
 Reportable liquid spill or gas release
on location
 ** Occurrence of magnitude 4.0 or
greater induced earthquake within 3
km of oil and gas operations or any
earthquake which is felt on surface
within a 3 km radius of oil and gas
operations

Level 2

Level 1

Level 1

Minor
Notification
Form

Minor
Notification
Form

0

 No consequential impacts

Level 1

Level 1

Minor
Notification
Form

Minor
Notification
Form

No
Notification
Required

** For this consequence criteria, a probability score of 2 or higher must be used.
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Step 2 – Internal Notification
Internal Emergency Notification Flowchart
External Notification
(Member of the public)

Operator / Contractor

Paramount’s
24-Hour Emergency Number

403-290-3600
or

1-866-362-1138
Note: If an odour complaint comes in from a member of the
public, please advise to Shelter-In-Place.

Investigate

Refer to the A1 Initial Emergency Report Form (1st page of
Section 1: Initial Response) for Shelter-In-Place instructions.
Instructions are also found on page 2 of the B7 Shelter-In-Place
Phone Message Form (found in Section 6: Forms).

1-

Cell:
Dir. Operations & Maintenance

2-

Activate
Appropriate EST Director

Cell:
VP, Operations & Production

3 - EST On-Call Designate 1-866-362-1138

Activate
Emergency Support Team

Regulatory &
Community Affairs
(Contacts for First Nations)

Please see Step 3 –
External Notification Flowchart
(If required)

The Incident Commander is responsible to
ensure Government Notifications are completed.

Office:
Cell:
*Contact if incident may affect Public Health on or near
Native lands. They are the sole liaison between Paramount
and First Nations.

Supervisor, Environmental Team
Office:
Cell:
*Contact if incident may affect environmental concerns ,
such as a creek / water body, wetlands, protected area,
animal migration, etc.

Paramount Resources

External Agencies

External Notification

If applicable

Note: After Initial Notifications are complete, please reference Step
4 – Incident Briefing and begin building the initial Organizational
Structure (pg 3) within the ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form.

Section 1: Initial Response
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Step 2 – Internal Notification
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Step 3 – External Notification
External Emergency Notification Flowchart
Prior to commencing contact of the agencies below, make sure a completed
A1 Initial Emergency Report Form is available and at hand for reference.

Incident Commander
(or the EST Liaison Officer
when otherwise assigned)
The Incident Commander is responsible to
ensure Government Notifications are completed.

Canada Energy Regulator (CER)
24 Hr. Incident Line

403-807-9473

Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas
Operations (OROGO)
Wildlife Emergencies

867-445-8551*
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)
NWT / Nunavut 24 Hr. Spill Reporting Line
867-920-8130

Inuvik Office
Norman Wells Office
Dehcho Regional Office

867-678-0289
867-587-2422
867-695-7433

Refer to the Northwest Territories Reportable Spill Threshold Table, found in
Section 4: Emergency Response Procedures, for when to report spills.

Environment Canada
Meteorological Service

Local Authority

800-667-8676

Please reference your appropriate site section (white tabs) to determine
which local authorities you need to contact.
Note: If an incident involves contacting any Native lands, refer to the Internal
Emergency Notification Flowchart (previous page – Step 2) for Paramount’s
Regulatory & Community Affairs contacts. They are the sole liaison between
Paramount and First Nations.

Other
Refer to Section 5: External Agencies for the Government Notification
Matrix, Provincial Lead and Supporting Agencies and Federal Agencies
required to be contacted or notified.

Health Authority
Please reference your appropriate site section (white tabs) to determine
which health authorities you need to contact.

Paramount Resources
External Agencies
If applicable

Note: After Initial Notifications are complete, please reference Step 4 – Incident Briefing
and begin building the initial Organizational Structure (pg 3) within the ICS 201 Incident
Briefing form.
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Step 3 – External Notification
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
Incident Name:
(Include location)

Date/Time Initiated:

Name / ICS Position:

Operational Period:

Signature:

(dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Level of Emergency

 Alert

 Level 1

 Level 2

 Level 3

Map Sketch:
(Maps can be drawn or attached here)

Situation Summary - “What’s the problem?”:
(Write description or attach A1 or A3 form)

Hazard Identified:
(Briefly describe any hazard associated with the incident. Examples: mud slide in the area, airport close by, loose debris/downed trees
in area from an earlier storm, power outages in areas, etc.)

Section 1: Initial Response
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
Current and Planned Objectives:
Priority

Worker

#

Life
Safety

Public

#

Incident
Stabilization

#

Property /
Environmental
Protection

#

Economy /
Other

#

Current and Planned Actions, Strategies and Tactics:
Time:

Actions:

Section 1: Initial Response
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
INCIDENT COMMAND TEAM

Current Organizational Structure:
INCIDENT COMMANDER

INCIDENT
COMMAND
(BOSS)

EST DIRECTOR

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

COMMAND

PLANNING
(THINKERS)

PUBLIC
PROTECTION

LOGISTICS
(GETTERS)

DEPUTY INCIDENT COMMANDER

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

Legend

Command Staff

OPERATIONS
(DOERS)

SAFETY OFFICER
FINANCE/
ADMIN.
(PAYERS)

LIAISON OFFICER

Communication

NAME:

Command

PHONE:

INFORMATION OFFICER
NAME:
PHONE:

General Staff
OPERATIONS SECTION CHIEF

LOGISTICS SECTION CHIEF

PLANNING SECTION CHIEF

FINANCE / ADMIN SECTION CHIEF

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

STAGING AREA MANAGER
NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

SITUATION UNIT

PUBLIC PROTECTION
GROUP SUPERVISOR

ON-SITE GROUP
SUPERVISOR
NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

RESOURCES UNIT

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

SUPPLY UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST UNIT

MEDICAL UNIT

FACILITIES UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

FOOD UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

SINGLE RESOURCES
NAME:
PHONE:

TASK FORCES
NAME:
PHONE:

AIR MONITOR
GROUP LEADER

PHONE:

ROAD BLOCK
GROUP LEADER

ROVER
GROUP LEADER

TELEPHONER
GROUP LEADER

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

AIR MONITOR
TEAM

STRIKE TEAMS
NAME:

RECEPTION CENTRE
GROUP LEADER

ROADBLOCK
TEAM

RECEPTION CENTRE
TEAM

ROVER
TEAM

TELEPHONER
TEAM

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
EMERGENCY SUPPORT TEAM*

Current Organizational Structure:

* The detailed role descriptions for the EST can be found in the Paramount Emergency Support Team Plan, located at Paramount Resources’ Calgary Office.
EST DIRECTOR

INCIDENT
COMMAND
(BOSS)

EXECUTIVE

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DEPUTY EST DIRECTOR
NAME:

COMMAND

PLANNING
(THINKERS)

LOGISTICS
(GETTERS)

PHONE:

FINANCE/
ADMIN.
(PAYERS)

EST INFORMATION OFFICER

Legend

NAME:

Communication

PHONE:

Command

EST SAFETY OFFICER
NAME:
PHONE:

Command Staff

OPERATIONS
(DOERS)

EST LIASON OFFICER
NAME:
PHONE:

General Staff

LOGISTICS SECTION HEAD

PLANNING SECTION HEAD

OPERATIONS SECTION HEAD

FINANCE / ADMIN SECTION HEAD

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DIVISION / GROUP

DIVISION / GROUP

RESOURCES UNIT

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

SUPPLY UNIT

TIME UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DIVISION / GROUP

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST UNIT

SCRIBE

SITUATION UNIT

DIVISION / GROUP

MEDICAL UNIT

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

FACILITIES UNIT

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

FOOD UNIT

PROCUREMENT UNIT

COMPENSATION & CLAIMS UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

COST UNIT
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Step 4 – ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
Resources Summary:
Resources Ordered
Type of Resource

A = Assigned
(in Service)

Number
Ordered

E = Enroute

Supplier

Status
(See Legend
Below)

AV = Available
(Staged)

Section 1: Initial Response

Location / Assignment

O = Out of Service

ETA = Estimated
Time of Arrival
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Step 5 – Initiate Actions
Public Protection Measures Flowchart
Is there potential for the release to impact beyond the
lease, facility or pipeline right of way?
No

Yes

No public protection
measures required

Do any of the following apply:

The release is expected to pass over quickly
The public would be at a higher risk if evacuated
There is not enough time or warning to safely evacuate the public
The source and nature of the release has not been identified
The release is an HVP product









IIZ
Initial Isolation Zone

If safe to do so, the licensee must
evacuate public from the IIZ.

Yes

No

Evacuation

Begin evacuating the public



Evacuation begins in the IIZ and
expands outwards into the PAZ
downwind of the release so that
members of the public are not
exposed to the hazard.

PAZ
Protective Action Zone

Shelter

Evacuation / Shelter-in-Place all public
downwind of the incident

Begin sheltering the public

EPZ
Emergency Planning Zone

Refer to Evacuation Phone
Message in either Section 2:
Roles and Responsibilities or
Section 6: Forms

Refer to Shelter-in-Place Phone
Message in either Section 2:
Roles and Responsibilities or
Section 6: Forms

Giving priority to those who have special needs
and / or have requested early notification

Modified EPZ
Emergency Planning Zone

Any public that are outside the calculated EPZ
that may be effected.

Ignition must take place when one of the following
conditions have been met:

 Although required, evacuation of the response zones has  Monitoring is not taking place due to weather or other
unforeseen circumstances.
not taken place.
 The release cannot be brought under control in the
 H2S concentrations in excess of 10 ppm over a 3-minute
short term.
average in unevacuated parts of the EPZ.
AND
 H2S concentrations exceed 1 ppm per one hour average in  Personnel working at the site can be cleared to a safe
urban density developments.
distance.

Has ignition criteria been met?
No

Is there an urban centre within
the EPZ?

Yes
Refer to the H2S / HVP Ignition Procedure
behind the Public Protection Measures tab
in Section 4: Emergency Response
Procedures

Yes
Notify the Director of
Emergency Management and
the Health Authority.




Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures




Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures

Is there potential for the release to impact the
public outside of the EPZ?
No




Yes

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures in the EPZ





Work with local authority to
determine the need for
evacuation / shelter outside of
the EPZ
Continue air monitoring

Evacuation Requirements

For a sour gas release, the licensee must continuously assess and act on the need to expand the evacuation area
based on the monitored levels of H2S and SO2. In the absence of monitored readings, responders should advise the
residents to Shelter-in-Place.

H2S Requirements
1 to 10 ppm
(3 minute average)
Above 10 ppm
(3 minute average)

Individuals who requested notification so
that they can voluntarily evacuate before
any exposure to H2S must be notified.
Local conditions must be assessed and all
persons must be advised to evacuate and/
or shelter

SO2 Requirements
0.3 ppm (24-hour average)
1 ppm (3-hour average)

Immediate evacuation of the area must take
place.

5 ppm (15-minute average)

* If monitored levels over the 3 minute interval are declining (i.e., three
readings show a decline from 15 ppm to 10 ppm to 8 ppm over 3
minutes), evacuation may not be necessary even though the average
over the 3 minute interval would be 11 ppm. Licensees should use
proper judgement in determining if evacuation is required.
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Key Response Personnel
The following individuals are likely to fill the key response roles identified:

Command Staff

Incident Commander

Contract Operators
VP/Director Productions
VP/Director Operations
Director/Manager Drilling, Completions &
Construction

On-Site Group Supervisor

Contract Operators
Ignition Services Contractors

On-Site

Public Safety

Emergency Support
Team (EST)

Trained in Ignition (H2S & HVP)

(refer to the “Support Services” section on each
site section)

Public Safety Group Supervisor

Contract Operators

Air Monitors / Roadblock /
Rovers

Contract Operators
Service Contractors

Telephoners

Operations Technician

Reception Centre Representative

Contract Operators

EST Director

VP/Director Productions
VP/Director Operations
Director/Manager Drilling, Completions &
Construction

EST Information Officer

Communications & Media Team

Please refer to the Area Specific Information (White tabs) for the full list of personnel and their contact
information.

General Safety Equipment and Resource Lists
Operator, Truck & Other Safety Equipment
Each operator is required to drive a suitable vehicle (4x4 truck) for their service areas and should carry the
following equipment: 20-30lb fire extinguisher, vehicle emergency roadside kit, cell phone and a 4-head monitor.
Refer to Area Specific Information Section (white tabs) for further details on specific air monitoring
equipment, back-up communication methods, ignition and roadblock kit contents as well as their locations,
specialty
fire-fighting equipment and/or service companies with their contact information for if the aforementioned
equipment is not available.
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On-Call Designates
EST
On-Call Designate

Acts as the Corporate (Calgary) alternative on-call point of contact (24/7) for field
personnel (and public as necessary), if they are unable to contact their “Corporate
Direct Report” in the Internal Notification (refer to Step 2 in Section 1: Initial
Response), in the event of an emergency for support and EOC activation.

ICT
On-Call Designate

Acts as the Field alternative on-call point of contact (24/7) for field personnel, if
they are unable to contact their “Field Direct Report” in the Internal Notification.
Refer to Step 2 in Section 1: Initial Response.

Emergency Support Team (EST)*

Incident Command Team (ICT)

Response Team Structure

Section 2: Roles and Responsibilities
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Quick Reference Guide – Emergency Support Team (EST)
(Located at the Corporate Emergency Operations Centre)
The Emergency Support Team (EST) Director is responsible for all elements of each role until they’re
assigned to another person. Below are brief descriptions of each of the key roles that the EST Director might
choose to assign right away.
EST Director

Directs the Emergency Support Team (EST) to provide advice and support to the Incident
Command Team (ICT).

Deputy EST
Director

Assist the EST Director to provide advice and support to the Emergency Support Team (EST).
Fills one or more EST Command Staff functions until these functions are assigned.
Helps to set up the Emergency Operations Centre (EOC).
As required, communicates with the Incident Commander or Deputy Incident Commander.

EST Information
Officer

Advises and supports the ICT Information Officer regarding media and public statements.
Advises and supports the ICT Information Officer in providing internal incident related
information.

EST Safety Officer

Advises and supports the ICT Safety Officer regarding developing and recommending
measures for ensuring responder safety.
May provide advice and support to the ICT Safety Officer to review the Incident Briefing form
(ICS 201),the Incident Objectives form (ICS 202), the Incident Action Plan (IAP) for responder
safety implications.
Discontinues any operations which threaten the health and safety of responders.
May provide advice and support to the ICT Safety Officer relating to public protection measures.

EST Liaison
Officer

Advises and supports the ICT Liaison Officer interfacing with government agencies in the
incident.

Operations
Section Head

Advises and supports the ICT Operations Section Chief regarding activities at the site of the
incident to maximize on-site responder safety, and control and containment of the incident
Advises and supports the ICT Operations Section Chief regarding planning zone and response
zone responder safety and public protection measures to maximize public safety.

Planning Section
Head

Advises and supports the ICT Planning Section Chief regarding compiling the overall “Incident
Action Plan” (IAP).
Advises and supports the ICT Planning Section Chief regarding technical assistance and/or
technical specialists required for the response.
Ensures incident information is documents, current, accurate and disseminated to the EST.

Documentation
Unit

Responsible for the maintenance of accurate, up-to-date incident files. Duplication services will
also be provided by the Documentation Unit.

Situation Unit

Responsible for the collection, processing and organizing of all incident information. May
prepare future projections of incident growth, maps and intelligence information.

Logistics Section
Head

Advises and supports the ICT Logistics Section Chief regarding the procurement of equipment,
services and personnel.
Advises and supports the ICT Logistics Section Chief in ensuring all EST members are trained,
accredited and have the appropriate personal protective equipment before they are dispatched.

Finance / Admin
Section Head

Advises and supports the ICT Finance / Admin Section Chief regarding on-scene or incidentspecific finance and other administrative support services.
Some of the functions that fall within the scope of this Section are recording personnel time,
maintaining vendor contracts, administering compensation and claims, and conducting an
overall cost analysis for the incident. If a separate Section is established, close coordination
with the Planning Section and Logistics Section is also essential so that operational records can
be reconciled with financial documents.
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Command Staff Roles
Incident Commander

Deputy Incident Commander

Information Officer

Liaison Officer

Safety Officer

The Incident Commander is in charge of overall management of the incident and must be fully qualified to manage the incident.
As incidents grow in size or complexity, a more highly qualified Incident Commander may be assigned by the company.

The Deputy Incident Commander may assume
responsibility for a specific portion of the primary
position, work as relief, or be assigned other tasks.
The Deputy should always be as qualified to make
decisions and manage the incident as the Incident
Commander.

The Information Officer is to work in
coordination with the EST Information
Officer to make sure a consistent
message has been created to provide
to news media, to incident personnel
and to other appropriate agencies.

The Liaison Officer is responsible for
notifying government agencies and is
the contact for agency representatives
assigned to the incident by assisting or
cooperating agencies.

The Safety Officer develops and
recommends measures for assuring
personnel safety, and assesses and / or
anticipates hazardous and unsafe
situations.

q If no scribe has been assigned to the
Incident Commander, support the
Incident Commander by documenting
details of the emergency, focusing on
activities and decisions made.
q Record, update and maintain a
chronological summary of the incident
including:
q Names of personnel in each assigned
position and their location
q Control and containment measures
q Environmental monitoring information
q Injuries / deaths / missing persons
q Phone calls
q Actions and decisions
q Status of the public protection actions
q Manage the flow of traffic to and
communication with the Incident
Commander so that he can focus on
managing the incident.
q Conduct status update meetings.
q Provide status to head office.
q Deal with some day-to-day decision
making.
q Assume duties of the Incident
Commander, if required.
q Maintain communication with the
Incident Commander.

q Receive incident briefing from
the Incident Commander and
relay all details to the EST
Information Officer to prepare
media messages.
q Prepare regular status updates
that will be provided to internal
company personnel to keep
them apprised of the situation.
q Identify and document any
media involvement that has
already taken place and relay
information to the EST
Information Officer.
q Work with the EST Information
Officer to prepare a general
holding statement for the
media. Make sure this is
relayed to all response
personnel.
q Assist head office with the
Form
preparation of a
preliminary media
C1
statement if required
using the Preliminary Media
Statement form.
Form
q Document all
C2
communications with the
media using the Media Contact
Log.
q Designate and prepare media
briefing rooms away from the
Incident Command Post.
q Host tours and photo
opportunities if required. Make
sure this is coordinated with the
EST Information Officer.
q Maintain communication with
the Incident Commander.
q If necessary, coordinate with
and use broadcast media to
notify residents in the hazard
area.
q Work with Communications /
Media to develop a
communications plan that
includes establishing protocols
for responders and all company
personnel as required to ensure
incident information remains
confidential (i.e. restriction on
cell phone usage for
photography, social media,
speaking to the media, etc.).

q Complete Regulatory
First Call
Communication Form.

q Ensure the site is evacuated if
unsafe.
q Initiate rescue plans if safe to
do so.
q Review the Incident Action Plan
to identify and correct any
potential occupational and
health hazards. (Types of
hazards can be found on the
Safety Energy Wheel on back
pages of the ICS 215a in
Section 6: Forms.)
q Document all information
Form
on the ICS 215a Incident ICS
Action Plan Safety
215a
Analysis.
q Ensure work / rest guidelines
are followed.
q Continuously monitor workers
for exposure to ensure they are
wearing the required PPE.
q Take appropriate action to
mitigate or eliminate unsafe
conditions, operations, or
hazards.
q Immediately stop any unsafe
practices.
q Conduct a general inspection of
the facilities, food services and
sanitation services soon after
they become operational and
follow up on a periodic basis
throughout the incident for
compliance to all health and
safety standards. Provide a
report of deficiencies.
q Document both safe and unsafe
acts, corrective actions taken
on the scene, accidents or
injuries, and ways to improve
safety on future incidents.
q Investigate accidents that have
occurred within the incident
area.
q Identify “Hot Zone” and declare
when responders may enter it.
q Ensure that responders inside
the “Hot Zone” are accounted
for and initiate search if
required.
q Prepare a site-specific health
and safety plan.

Note: The highest ranking authority arriving at the site of the incident (first on-scene) becomes the Incident Commander and
establishes command and control. The first on-scene will remain the Incident Commander until there is formal transfer of
command to a more senior company employee and / or qualified personnel.

Initial Response - *Refer to the 5 Step Initial Response Guide in Section 1: Initial Response*
Step 1: Level of Emergency
q If necessary, investigate and confirm the emergency. If the incident involves a release of sour product, the investigation should be
conducted in teams of two. Take appropriate safety precautions (PPE, SCBA, etc.). Ensure personal safety at all times.
q Determine the Level of Emergency using the Incident Classification Matrix (e.g. Minor, Level 1, 2, 3) found in Section 1: Initial
Response.

Step 2: Implement Internal Notification
q Follow the Internal Emergency Notification Flowchart outlined in Section 1: Initial Response to contact required field resources.
Reference to the Facility & Field Contacts on the applicable site section in Area Specific Information. Relay the information
from the A1 Initial Notification Form. Mobilize internal resources to the site, to the Incident Command Post (ICP) or place them
on standby as required.

Form

A1

q Contact required company resources and communicate the level of emergency.

Step 3: Implement External Notification
q Follow the External Emergency Notification Flowchart in Section 1: Initial Response for communication structure and the Alberta
Notification Matrix in Section 5: External Agencies to determine which external agencies need to be notified. Reference Section 5:
External Agencies and the Area Specific Information for the location of the incident.

Step 4: Incident Briefing
q The following positions are always filled regardless of the size of the incident: Incident Commander, On-Site Group Supervisor and
Documentation.
q Assess the situation, identify the incident source, and consider how to stop the source. Carry out a site assessment that includes the
following: identify hazardous materials, evaluate risk to workers and the public, determine the potential for the incident to escalate,
identify safety concerns, determine which other company’s facilities are involved.
q Detail and prioritize the objectives for the next operational period taking into consideration the Paramount Resources
priorities (Life Safety, Incident Stabilization, Property/Environmental Protection & Economy/Other) using the ICS 201
Incident Briefing Form.
q Assign other positions as required to meet the identified objectives. Review and complete the ICS 207 Incident Organization
Chart provided in the ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form or alternatively, you can use the ICS 207 in Section 6: Forms.
Depending on the scale of emergency, all positions may not be assigned. The Incident Commander assumes responsibility
for all unassigned roles until personnel have been assigned to them.

Form

ICS
201
Form

ICS
207

q Conduct a role review with each of the positions above to ensure they clearly understand their roles and responsibilities.
q Develop detailed plans of action (strategies) to achieve the objectives and determine what tactics and resources are required to
implement the strategies (oil spill services, safety services, etc.).
q Activate the Incident Command Post (ICP). Refer to the Appendices for Incident Command Post activation guidelines.
q Ensure the Planning Section posts and updates the status board with incident details.

Important

Step 5: Initiate Actions
q Determine the size of the Emergency Planning and Response Zones around the incident. Refer to the EPZ calculation tables and map
in Area Specific Information.
q Use the Public Protection Measures Flowchart located in Section 1: Initial Response to assist with determining if evacuation / shelter
/ ignition are required.
q Ensure the affected public are contacted and advised to shelter or evacuate as required.
q Establish Air Monitoring, Reception Centre Representatives, Roadblocks, Rovers, and Telephoners as required.

Ongoing Response - *Refer to the Five Step Ongoing Response Guide in Section 2: Ongoing Response*

Prior to beginning any activities, each
person in a role must:
q Obtain a completed ICS 201 Incident
Briefing and ICS 207 Incident
Organization Chart from the Incident
Commander.
Throughout the duration of the incident,
each person in a role must:

q Ensure each section chief has adequate staff, is not violating span of control and clearly understands the roles and responsibilities.

q Chronologically document all actions,
decisions, contacts and requests on an
ICS 214 Activity Log. Copies can be
found in Section 6: Forms.
After the incident is over, each person in a
role must:

q Conduct frequent Command Staff and General Staff meetings and regularly update the Emergency Support Team.

q Assist with post-incident activities.

q Establish a method to track responders and resources to ensure they are accounted for at all times.
q Monitor implementation of IAP and revise as the situation dictates. Prepare for next operational period.
q Support the Operations Section Chief in the preparation of an incident control and containment action plan.

q

If transfer of command occurs, an incident status briefing must take place. Provide all documentation and review situation status,
objectives and priorities, current organization and resources, facilities, communications plan, concerns and introductions to staff.

q

As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on
air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator.

q

The Demobilization Unit will develop and implement objectives/strategies for demobilization.

All forms referenced can be found in
Section 6: Forms

Form

A3

q Refer to Section 5: External
Agencies for the Government
Notification Matrix. Notify as
soon as possible and provide
status updates at agreed upon
intervals to:
q Government regulator
q Local authorities (counties,
cities, towns, MDs, RDs,
First Nations Reserves,
etc.)
q Health authority
q Environment
q Provincial emergency
management organization
q Other agencies
q Keep track of all government
correspondence using
Form
the Government
C3
Agency Contact Log.
q Obtain cooperating and
assisting agency information
that includes: contact
information, radio frequencies,
cooperative agreements,
equipment type, number of
personnel, condition of
equipment and personnel,
agency constraints, etc.
q Conduct appropriate periodic
briefings to keep agencies
informed of planning actions.
q Coordinate with any
government agency
representatives attending the
ICP or REOC.
q Coordinate with mutual aid
groups.

All team members are located at the Incident Command Post (ICP), unless otherwise noted.
Escalate, Downgrade or Stand-Down Levels of Emergency: As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator. All affected persons and the media must be kept informed of
the status of an emergency. Emergency Follow-up: Once the emergency is over, the area residents, transients, industrial users, involved government agencies, and any individual notified will be informed of the stand-down by the Information Officer or Public Safety Group Supervisor.
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General Staff Roles – Operations Section
Operations Section Chief

On-Site Group Supervisor

Staging Area Manager

Site safety

Control

Containment

The
Operations
Section
Chief
is
responsible for managing all tactical
operations occurring at the location of the
incident. The Incident Action Plan provides
the necessary guidance. The need to expand
the Operations Section is generally dictated
by the number of tactical resources involved
and is influenced by span of control
considerations.

On-Site Group Supervisor is responsible for
coordinating all activities of Control,
Containment and Site Safety at the scene of
the emergency / incident.

The Staging Area Manager is responsible
for managing all activities within a Staging
Area.

Site Safety is responsible for responder
safety and safety advice at all times at the
scene of the emergency / incident.

Control is responsible for implementing
measures designed to bring the incident
under control or stop the incident.

Containment is responsible for implementing
measures designed to reduce the impact of the
incident on and prevent the spread of the
incident to the surrounding areas.

 Identify and confirm communication links.

 Ensure all personnel are accounted for.

 Establish a staging area near the incident

 Assess hazards & potential risks e.g.

 Assist with the development of control

 Assist with the development of containment

 Identify immediate response tactics

 Identify immediate response tactics (i.e.

 Ensure the On-Site Command Post
















(OSCP) is established.
Manage the following positions, as
required: On-Site Group Supervisor,
Public Safety Group Supervisor.
In conjunction with the Incident
Commander, the Planning Section
Chief, and the Public Safety Group
Supervisor, develop and implement an
Incident Action Plan (IAP)
Ensure responder safety at all times.
Oversee control / containment procedures;
ensure the hazard is isolated.
Determine the current and potential
environmental impact of product released,
response activities, or waste disposal.
Ensure that all environmental laws and
regulations are complied with during
emergency response operations.
Provide technical advice to Incident
Commander to determine public
protection measures.
Assess the requirements for on-site safety
supervision, personnel, equipment, and
other contract services. Coordinate with
Logistics to obtain equipment and
resources.
Assist the On-Site Group Supervisor in
determining whether ignition is
appropriate. If at all possible, input is to be
obtained from the Incident Commander,
the EOC Director and the applicable
government regulator.

 Maintain continuous communications with















Release nonessential personnel from the
site
Oversee and maintain control of all on-site
personnel.
Establish On-Site Command Post (OSCP).
Obtain incident briefing and environmental
impact information.
Coordinate activities of Staging Area
Manager, Site Safety, Control and
Containment.
Report air monitoring to Incident
Commander (third party and regulatory).
Call police, fire and ambulance as needed.
Coordinate with ambulance / fire / RCMP /
regulatory agencies / spill co-ops.
Conduct meetings with on-site personnel
to review action plans, communication and
safety.
Request additional resources needed to
implement on-site response actions.
Supervise the execution of the on-site
response actions.
The On-Site Group Supervisor has the
authority to ignite the release if ignition
criteria are met. If at all possible, the OnSite Group Supervisor must consult with
higher authority individuals within the
company (ideally the Operations Section
Chief, Incident Commander, EOC
Director, etc.) and the applicable
government regulator before making the
decision to ignite a release. Refer to
Section 4: Emergency Response
Procedures.














site and outside of the EPZ. When
choosing a site for the staging area ensure
the following conditions are met:
 Adequate sized site that is stable and
level with suitable access roads
 No entry problems such as narrow
approach ways, gates, power lines,
buried pipelines, etc.
 Approval has been received from
landowner
 Reception of communication
equipment is adequate
Erect staging area information and
directional signs to the staging area, if
required.
Flag the perimeter of the staging area.
Obtain an office trailer and emergency
lighting, if required.
Coordinate traffic and maintain a log of
personnel and services dispatched to, or
arriving from the site of the emergency.
Communicate this information to the
Logistics Section Chief.
Respond to Operations Section Chief or
Incident Commander requests for
resources.
Confirm all workers have required training
before they are dispatched to the incident.
Maintain and provide status to the
Planning Section of all resources in
Staging Area.
Demobilize or move Staging Area as
required.

fire/explosion, toxicity, oxygen
deficiency, ignition sources,
access/egress.

 Ensure responder safety at all times.
 Ensure that on-site personnel are









taking appropriate safety actions: PPE,
SCBA / SABA, Safe Work Procedures,
proper grounding / bonding
procedures, work in teams, etc.
Ensure workers that show signs of
stress, fatigue, and other symptoms
are demobilized and sent for treatment
if necessary.
Maintain records of all injuries and
on-site medical treatments.
Conduct responder safety orientations.
Monitor activities and conduct a head
count on a regular basis.
Continually evaluate risks and stop
unsafe activities immediately.
Recommend alternatives for activities
that are considered to be unsafe.

procedures.

procedures.

(i.e. offensive / defensive response
tactics). Only when safety is assured,
take immediate operational actions to
bring the incident under control (i.e.
shut down, isolate, de-pressure, etc.).

 Provide or seek technical / engineering

advice around all control-related issues.

 Inform Operations Section Chief of

any interactions with regulatory
agencies or environmental personnel.

offensive / defensive response tactics). Only
when safety is assured, take actions to
contain the incident so as to prevent the
incident from spreading offsite and to reduce
the impact on the public, sensitive terrain,
watercourses, etc.

 Provide or seek technical / engineering

advice around all containment-related issues.
 Secure the scene and restrict access to
essential and authorized personnel only.
 Inform Operations Section Chief of any
interactions with regulatory agencies or
environmental personnel.
 Coordinate oil spill cooperative activities
(booms, dams, etc.).

Important
Prior to beginning any activities, each person in a role must:
 Obtain a completed ICS 201 Incident Briefing and ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart from the
Incident Commander.
Throughout the duration of the incident, each person in a role must:

the Incident Commander.

 Chronologically document all actions, decisions, contacts and requests on an ICS 214 Activity Log.
Copies can be found in Section 6: Forms.
After the incident is over, each person in a role must:
 Assist with post-incident activities.
All forms referenced can be found in Section 6: Forms

Located at the Incident Command Post (ICP)

Located at the On-Site Command Post (OSCP)

Located at the Staging Area

Located at the On-Site Command Post
(OSCP)

Located at the On-Site Command Post
(OSCP)

Located at the On-Site Command Post (OSCP)

Escalate, Downgrade or Stand-Down Levels of Emergency: As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator. All affected persons and the media must be kept informed of the
status of an emergency. Emergency Follow-up: Once the emergency is over, the area residents, transients, industrial users, involved government agencies, and any individual notified will be informed of the stand-down by the Information Officer or Public Safety Group Supervisor.
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General Staff Roles – Planning Section
Planning Section Chief

Documentation Unit

Technical Specialists Unit

Situation Unit

Resources Unit

Demobilization Unit

The Planning Section Chief is responsible
for providing planning and status services for
the incident. Under the direction of the
Planning Section Chief, the Planning
Section collects situation and resources
status information, evaluates it, and
processes the information for use in
developing action plans. Dissemination of
information can be in the form of the Incident
Action Plan, formal briefings, or through map
and status board displays.

The Documentation Unit is responsible for
the maintenance of accurate, up-to-date
incident files. Duplication services will also
be provided by the Documentation Unit.

Certain incidents or events may require the
use of Technical Specialists who have
specialized knowledge and expertise.
Technical Specialists may function within
the Planning Section, or be assigned
wherever their services are required.

The Situation Unit is in charge of collection,
processing, and organization of all incident
information relating to status of current
operations, incident growth, mitigation, or
intelligence activities taking place on the
incident.

The Resources Unit is responsible for
maintaining the status of all assigned
resources at an incident.

The Demobilization Unit is responsible for
developing the Incident Demobilization Plan.

 Identify and confirm communication links.

 Document the Incident Action Plan (IAP)

 Determine what technical support is

 Collect and evaluate information to

 Monitor the status and location of all

 Prepare plan for the demobilization of all

 Assign personnel to assume the following



















positions, as required: Documentation,
Technical, Situation, Resources, and
Demobilization.
Assist with setup of the Incident
Command Post.
Review the details of the incident and
support the Incident Commander with
the development of a preliminary
response strategy.
Identify the need for technical specialists.
Collect and analyze information on the
current situation, prepare situation
displays and situation summaries, and
develop maps and projections.
Establish special information collection
activities as necessary, e.g., weather,
environmental, toxics, etc.
Provide technical support to the Incident
Commander and work with Incident
Commander to develop the Incident
Action Plan (IAP).
Review any changes to the Incident
Action Plan (IAP) to ensure consistency.
Assemble information on alternative
strategies.
Coordinate with Logistics to determine
current available resources and resource
availability for future plans of action.
Establish reporting schedules.
Conduct long-range and / or contingency
planning.
Develop plans for demobilization.

 Maintain continuous communications with

the Incident Commander.

strategies using the ICS 201
Incident Briefing Form provided in
Section 1: Initial Response or
Section 6: Forms and disseminate them
to all key responders.

 Provide technical expertise and advice to

Command and General Staff as needed.
 Attend meetings and briefings as

appropriate to clarify and help to resolve
technical issues within area of expertise.

Be prepared to document the
Incident Commander’s status
update meetings using
whiteboards, PC or Action
Logs.
 Ensure consistent documentation.


 Attend media or public briefings as the

subject matter expert.
 Maintain Activity Log (ICS 214)
 Provide technical expertise in the

 Ensure timely dissemination of all

development of the IAP.

documentation.
 Participate in planning meetings, capturing

key information, decisions made,
commitments and status.

 Work with the Safety Officer to mitigate

unsafe practices.

establish an accurate picture of the
situation and creates a detailed summary.
Use this information to create maps and
projections.
 Prepare, post, or disseminate resources

and situation status information as
required, including special requests.
 Provide photographic services and maps

if required.
 Request and direct display processor(s)

and / or FOBS as needed.

incident resources / personnel responding
to the incident.
 Oversee the check-in of all resources.

personnel and equipment upon resolution
of the incident.
 Ensure resources in available status are

still required. Identify surplus resources
and probably release time.

 Maintenance of a master list of all

resources, e.g., key supervisory
personnel, primary and support resources,  Debrief non-required resources and
etc.
dismiss resources being demobilized.
 May assist in preparing the written

 Coordinate demobilization with agency

Incident Action Plan.

representatives.

 Maintain and post the current status and

 Develop incident check-out function for all

location of all resources.

 Prepare the Incident Status Summary

units.
 Ensure the demobilization process is

(ICS 209)

organized, safe and cos effective.

 Develop and maintain master chart(s) /

map(s) of the incident
locations for the required technical support  Make sure all master chart(s) / map(s) are
and appropriate time to acquire.
displayed in the ICP for all responders to
view.
 Gather data (weather, etc.) and forecast
changes considering incident potential
 Maintain Activity Log (ICS 214)
and develop new or modified response
strategies.
 Work with Logistics to determine the key

 Collect documentation from response

team members and maintain a consistent
system for organizing the data.


available now and in the future.

Records must be held for a
minimum of 5 years as it may be
requested by the regulatory agency
at any point during that time.

 As required, obtain plume dispersion

modelling.

 Establish duplication services.

 Research technical issues and providing

 Incident files will be stored for legal,

findings to decision makers.

analytical, and historical purposes.
 Post and maintain all Emergency Status

Boards and other laminated charts in the
Incident Command Post.

 Troubleshoot technical problems and

provide advice on resolution.

Important
Prior to beginning any activities, each person in a role must:
 Obtain a completed ICS 201 Incident Briefing and ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart from the
Incident Commander.
Throughout the duration of the incident, each person in a role must:
 Chronologically document all actions, decisions, contacts and requests on an ICS 214 Activity Log.
Copies can be found in Section 6: Forms.
After the incident is over, each person in a role must:
 Assist with post-incident activities.
All forms referenced can be found in Section 6: Forms

All team members are located at the Incident Command Post (ICP), unless otherwise noted.
Escalate, Downgrade or Stand-Down Levels of Emergency: As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator. All affected persons and the media must be kept informed of
the status of an emergency. Emergency Follow-up: Once the emergency is over, the area residents, transients, industrial users, involved government agencies, and any individual notified will be informed of the stand-down by the Information Officer or Public Safety Group Supervisor.
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General Staff Roles – Logistics Section
Logistics Section Chief

Communications Unit

Medical unit

Food Unit

Supply Unit

Facilities Unit

Ground Support Unit

All incident support needs are provided by
the Logistics Section. The section is
responsible for providing: facilities,
transportation, communications, supplies,
equipment maintenance and fuelling, food
services, medical services, and ordering
resources. Six units may be established
within the Logistics Section and the
Logistics Section Chief will determine
the need to activate or deactivate a unit. If
a unit is not activated, responsibility for
that unit’s duties will remain with the
Logistics Section Chief.

The Communications Unit is
responsible for developing plans for
the use of incident communications
equipment and facilities; installing
and testing of communications
equipment; supervision of the
Incident Communications Centre, if
established; and the distribution and
maintenance of communications
equipment.

The Medical Unit is responsible for all
medical services for incident assigned
personnel. The unit will develop
procedures for managing major
medical emergencies; and provide
medical aid.

Responsible for supplying the food
needs for the entire incident, including
all remote locations, (e.g., Camps,
Staging Areas), as well as providing
food for personnel unable to leave
tactical field assignments. The Food
Unit interacts with the Facilities Unit
for location of fixed-feeding site; the
Supply Unit for food ordering; and
the Ground Support Unit for
transporting food.

The Supply Unit is responsible for
ordering, receiving, processing,
and storing all incident-related
resources.

The Facilities Unit is responsible
for set-up, maintenance, and
demobilization of all incident
support facilities except staging
areas. The Facilities Unit will also
provide security services to the
incident as needed.

The Ground Support Unit is primarily
responsible for the maintenance,
services, and fuelling of all mobile
equipment and vehicles, with the
exception of aviation resources. The
unit also has responsibility for the
ground transportation of personnel,
supplies, and equipment.

 Identify and confirm communication

 Establish the communications

 Arrange and provide response

links.
 Assign personnel as required.
 List and obtain all immediate resources
requested by the Incident
Commander or Operations Section
Chief.
 Identify anticipated and known incident
service and support requirements.
 Maintain continuous communications

with the Incident Commander.

 Develop plans to move required

resources to site.

plan for the use of incident
communications equipment and
facilities.

 Install, test, distribute, and

maintain all communications
equipment.

 Advise on communications

capabilities and limitations.

 Establish telephone,

communication links, and public
address systems.

 Establish clear and widespread

 Confirm spending authorities with the

Finance / Admin Section.

communication throughout the
incident.

 Mobilize resources.
 Move required resources to site.
 Coordinate spending with the Finance /

Admin Section Chief.

Note: Medical assistance to the public
or victims of the emergency is an
operational function.

personnel with first aid and minor
medical services.

 Develop Incident Medical Plan.
 Develop procedures for handling

serious injuries of responder
personnel.

 Provide medical aid to personnel.
 Assist the Finance / Administration

Section with processing injuryrelated claims.

Note: Provision of medical assistance
to the public or victims of the
emergency is an operational function
and would be done by the Operations
Section and not by the Logistics
Section Medical Unit. If there is a
requirement for victims of an incident
the local public ambulance service is
most often utilized.

 Responsible for supplying the food

 Order, receive, distribute and
needs for the entire incident,
track all incident equipment and
including all remote locations (e.g.,
supplies.
Camps, Staging Areas), as well as
providing food for personnel unable  Ordered all off-incident
resources including: tactical and
to leave tactical field assignments.
support resources (including
 Works with the Planning Section personnel), all expendable and
Resources Unit to anticipate the
non-expendable support
numbers of personnel to be fed and
supplies.
develop plans for supplying food to
 Management of tool operations,
all incident areas.
including the storage,
 Interacts with the Facilities Unit for
disbursement, and service of all
location of fixed-feeding site; the
tools and portable nonSupply Unit for food ordering; and
expendable equipment.
the Ground and Air Support Units
for transporting food.

 Set-up, maintain, and demobilize  Responsible for the maintenance,

 Obtain necessary equipment and

 Investigate and document all

 Order sufficient food and potable

 Ensure strict compliance with

 Maintain inventory of food and

 Provide facility maintenance

supplies and establish cooking
facilities.
water from the Supply Unit.
water.

Important

 Maintain food services areas,

Prior to beginning any activities, each person in a role must:
 Obtain a completed ICS 201 Incident Briefing and ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart from the
Incident Commander.
Throughout the duration of the incident, each person in a role must:
 Chronologically document all actions, decisions, contacts and requests on an ICS 214 Activity Log.
Copies can be found in Section 6: Forms.
After the incident is over, each person in a role must:

ensuring that all appropriate health
and safety measures and being
followed.

incident support facilities with
the exception of staging areas.

 Facilities may include: Incident

Command Post, Incident Base,
Camps, and other facilities
within the incident area to be
used for feeding, sleeping and
sanitation services.

 Prepare layout of facilities;

inform appropriate unit leaders.

 Will provide security services to

service and fuelling of all mobile
equipment and vehicles, with the
exception of aviation resources.

 Coordinates the transportation of all

personnel, supplies, and equipment.

 Update the Resources Unit with the

status (location and capability) of
transportation vehicles.

 Develop the Incident Traffic Plan as

required.

the incident as needed.

 Contact local law enforcement

agencies as required.

complaints and suspicious
occurrences.

applicable safety regulations.
services, e.g., sanitation,
lighting, etc.

 Demobilize base and camp

facilities.

 Supervise caterers, cooks, and

other Food Unit personnel as
appropriate.

 Assist with post-incident activities.
All forms referenced can be found in Section 6: Forms

All team members are located at the Incident Command Post (ICP), unless otherwise noted.
Escalate, Downgrade or Stand-Down Levels of Emergency: As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator. All affected persons and the media must be kept informed of
the status of an emergency. Emergency Follow-up: Once the emergency is over, the area residents, transients, industrial users, involved government agencies, and any individual notified will be informed of the stand-down by the Information Officer or Public Safety Group Supervisor.
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General Staff Roles – Finance / Admin Section
Finance / Admin Section Chief

Time Unit

Procurement Unit

Compensation & Claims Unit

Cost Unit

The Finance / Administration Section Chief is
responsible for managing all financial aspects of an
incident. The Finance / Administration Section Chief
will determine the need to activate or deactivate a unit.

The Time Unit is responsible for ensuring the
accurate recording of daily personnel time,
compliance with specific agency time recording
policies and managing commissary operations if
established at the incident.

All financial matters pertaining to vendor contracts,
leases and fiscal agreements are managed by the
Procurement Unit. The unit is also responsible for
maintaining equipment time records. The Procurement
Unit establishes local sources for equipment and
supplies; manages all equipment rental agreements;
and processes all rental and supply fiscal document
billing invoices.

This unit oversees the completion of all forms required
by workers’ compensation and local agencies. A file of
injuries and illnesses associated with the incident will
also be maintained and all witness statement will be
obtained in writing. Close coordination with the
medical Unit is essential. The Compensation &
Claims Unit is also responsible for investigating all
claims involving property associated with or involved in
the incident.

The Cost Unit provides all incident cost analysis. It
ensures the proper identification of all equipment and
personnel requiring payment; records all cost data;
analyzes and prepares estimates of incident costs;
and maintains accurate records of incident costs.

 Identify and confirm communication links.

 Record daily personnel time, ensure compliance

 Manage finances relating to vendor contracts, leases

 Handle all matters relating to compensation for

 Collect and evaluate cost data to establish an

 Maintain equipment time records.

 Oversees the completion of all forms required by

 Create cost summaries, cost estimates, and cost

 Assign personnel to assume the following positions,

as required: Time Unit, Procurement Unit,
Compensation & Claims Unit, and Cost Unit.
 Review legal issues with the Incident Commander
and EOC Director.
 Maintain continuous communications with the

Incident Commander.

 Brief agency administrative personnel on all

incident-related financial issues needing attention or
follow-up.

 Manage all financial aspects of an incident.

with specific agency time recording policies, and
manage commissary operations if established at
the incident.

 Submit cost estimate data forms to Cost Unit as

required.

 Ensure that all records are current and complete

prior to demobilization.

and fiscal agreements.

 Establish local sources for equipment and supplies.

injury or property damage due to the incident.

accurate picture of the incident costs.

workers’ compensation and local agencies.

Coordinate with local jurisdiction on plans and supply  Maintain a file with all the injuries and illnesses
sources.
associated with the incident.

 Manage all equipment rental agreements. Establish

contracts and agreement with supply vendors.

 Processes all rental and supply fiscal document

billing invoices.

 Prepare and authorize contracts and land use

agreements, as needed.

saving recommendations.

 Prepare resources-use cost estimates for the

Planning Section.

 Identify all equipment and personnel requiring

 Obtain witness statements in writing.
 Investigate all claims involving property associated

payment.

with or involved in the incident.

 Ensure the completion of a Resident

Compensation Log for any out-of-pocket
expenses incurred by evacuees.

 All claims must be submitted to the Finance and

Legal departments for processing and
disbursement of funds.

 If applicable, Finance and Legal will deal with

insurers as well as any other extraneous
circumstances (affected parties want more, etc.).

Important
Prior to beginning any activities, each person in a role must:
 Obtain a completed ICS 201 Incident Briefing and ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart from the
Incident Commander.
Throughout the duration of the incident, each person in a role must:
 Chronologically document all actions, decisions, contacts and requests on an ICS 214 Activity Log.
Copies can be found in Section 6: Forms.
After the incident is over, each person in a role must:
 Assist with post-incident activities.
All forms referenced can be found in Section 6: Forms

All team members are located at the Incident Command Post (ICP), unless otherwise noted.
Escalate, Downgrade or Stand-Down Levels of Emergency: As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator. All affected persons and the media must be kept informed of
the status of an emergency. Emergency Follow-up: Once the emergency is over, the area residents, transients, industrial users, involved government agencies, and any individual notified will be informed of the stand-down by the Information Officer or Public Safety Group Supervisor.
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Operations Section - Public Safety Roles
Public Safety Group Supervisor

Air Monitors

Reception Centre Rep

Roadblocks

Rovers

Telephoners

The Public Safety Group Supervisor is responsible for the management, planning,
consideration and implementation of external public protection activities for the
duration of the incident.

Air
Monitoring
personnel
are
responsible for acquiring and providing
air quality readings to the Public Safety
Group Supervisor.

Reception Centre Reps are responsible for
establishing reception centres, managing
evacuee accommodation, communication and
documentation for compensation purposes.

Roadblock personnel are responsible
for maintaining assigned roadblock
positions, air monitor readings and
communication with transients.

Rovers travel to assigned locations to
locate the public and personally provide
public safety instructions and assistance as
required.

Telephoners are responsible for the
notification of impacted residences and
businesses to provide public safety
instructions.

 Provide air monitoring readings to
assist with decision making
(evacuation / shelter / ignition).
 Obtain and check equipment and
information (maps, forms,
communications, reports, monitors,
safety, and breathing equipment).
 Confirm communication links.

 Confirm reception centre is available for
use.

 In conjunction with the Public Safety
Group Supervisor determine the
need for and location of roadblocks.

 Confirm resident contact lists are
available.

 Confirm resident contact lists are
available.

 Pickup and check roadblock kits.

 Know safe routes in and out of the EPZ.






















Confirm communication links with the Incident Commander and Operations Section Chief.
In conjunction with the Incident Commander: determine the size of the EPZ; identify the
residents, businesses, industrial operators, and / or transients in the area; and determine the
initial public protection measures to be taken. Refer to Section 4: Emergency Response
Procedures for guidelines on evacuation / shelter, ignition, roadblocks, rovers, public concerns,
etc. Additional information for Air Monitors, Reception Centre Representative, Roadblocks,
Rovers, and Telephoners can be found in Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities.
In conjunction with the Incident Commander, Planning Section Chief, and Operations
Section Chief, develop and implement an Incident Action Plan (IAP).
Review resident lists, area user lists, reception centres, and telephone numbers within the ERP.
If required, establish a Regional Emergency Operations Centre (REOC).
Assign personnel to assume the following positions as required: Air Monitors, Reception
Centre Representative, Roadblocks, Rovers, and Telephoners.
 The Telephoners must have sufficient personnel to accommodate the following ratios
when contacting residents: 1 Telephoner to every 7 residences; and 1 Supervisor for
every 10 Telephoners.
Dispatch Air Monitors at a Level 1 emergency (hand-held and mobile).
 Dispatch trained personnel with the appropriate hand-held gas monitors to record
concentrations at the nearest unevacuated residences downwind of the incident site.
 Mobilize third party mobile air monitoring units.
 Maintain communication with the applicable government regulator and environment
agency regarding air monitoring needs and activities.

Consult with the Operations Section Chief to determine the need for evacuation /
sheltering. This is based on air monitoring readings at the nearest downwind residence.
Prioritize residents and area users in the EPZ to establish the order of evacuation. Coordinate
evacuation or shelter of residents, area users, and transients (via Telephoners and Rovers).
 Determine who needs to be notified and what script will be used:
Early Notification / Voluntary Evacuation Message, Shelter-in-Place
Phone Message, Evacuation Phone Message.
 At a Level 1 Emergency it is required to notify any special needs residents and give them
the option to evacuate.
 If residences are evacuated, a reception centre must be established.
 Determine and notify landowner / occupant(s) as soon as possible.
 Ensure the schools / school buses are contacted to make arrangements for school age
children (if applicable).
 If a large number of people need to be evacuated (large industrial operations and/or
public facilities) refer to the Area Specific Information section (white tabs) for contacts
to obtain charter buses or changes to the normal notification procedures.

Send Rovers (if required) to identify human activity in the area which is not already
identified within the ERP (drilling, pipeline construction, logging, hunting, farming, camping,
fishing, etc.).
 Prepare Evacuation Notices and provide copies to Rovers.
 Rovers can be used to assist with notifications, assist with evacuating special
needs residents, assist with air monitoring, etc.
Determine the need for helicopters to identify human activity in the area.
Determine the need for and location of Roadblocks to isolate and secure the area.
 Ensure all Roadblock personnel are properly trained and have appropriate roadblock
kits.
 Ensure all Roadblock personnel have the legal authority to restrict access to the area.
Assess public impact outside of EPZ. See Section 5: External Agencies to determine what
assistance local authorities can provide for public protection outside the EPZ.
Regularly update the Incident Commander.
Confirm communication links with: Air Monitors, Reception Centre, Roadblocks, Rovers, and
Telephoners. Personnel should check in at scheduled intervals.
Review and confirm evacuation of residents, area industrial users, transients, etc. from the area.
Request that a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) is issued to restrict the airspace above the EPZ.

 Establish reception centre. Refer to
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities.

 Monitor closest downwind public
location or residence.
 Monitor environment for adverse
effects.


 Proceed to roadblock locations.

 Receive evacuees and maintain
a Reception Centre Registration
Log.

 Confirm communication links.

 Arrange for food and accommodations for
the evacuees.

 Follow the scripts and procedures in
the ERP. Refer to either Section 2:
Roles & Responsibilities or Section
6: Forms.



Record all readings
on the Air Monitoring
Log.

 Report all readings at established
intervals to the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.
 For your own safety, ensure Public
Safety Group Supervisor is notified
immediately if readings are
approaching 10% LEL and / or 10
ppm H2S.


 Confirm communication links.

Prepare Mobile Monitoring
Plan.

Provide evacuees with a place to
request counselling services, if
required.

 Record and follow up on all evacuees who
choose to make their own accommodation
arrangements.
 Arrange for temporary care of livestock (if
possible) and the security of evacuated
property.
 Establish and oversee compensation
administration activities at the reception
centre.


Reimburse evacuees for
their immediate out-ofpocket expenses and log
details on a Resident
Compensation Log.

 Where possible, provide evacuees with
information regarding their property,
livestock, and the incident.
 Forward all media and incident inquiries to
the Information Officer.
 Report all names of evacuees who have
registered at the reception centre to the
Public Safety Group Supervisor.
 Address resident concerns and forward
them to the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.

 Establish roadblocks to secure the
EPZ.

 Monitor area for H2S and /
or LEL with personal
monitors and document
readings on the Air
Monitoring Log.








 Report all H2S and / or LEL reading
changes / increases to the Public
Safety Group Supervisor.



 For your own safety, ensure the
Public Safety Group Supervisor is
notified immediately if readings are
approaching 10% LEL and / or 10
ppm H2S.





Record all incoming
and outgoing traffic,
personnel, and
equipment on the
Roadblock Log.

 Forward information given to you by
people passing through your location
to the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.
 Maintain communication with the
Public Safety Group Supervisor.


Maintain roadblock locations. Do not
leave until requested to do so by the
Public Safety Group Supervisor or
until relieved by other Roadblock
personnel.









 Confirm communication links.
 In conjunction with the Public Safety
Group Supervisor, determine who
Search for residents and transients in
needs to be notified (residents,
the Emergency Response and Planning
businesses, area users, etc.).
Zones.
 Review with the Public Safety
Check all buildings including barns,
Group Supervisor which
shops, sheds, etc.
telephoner scripts to use:
Early Notification / Voluntary
Assist, as required, with the
Evacuation Message, Shelternotification, evacuation or
in-Place Phone Message,
sheltering of persons within
Evacuation Phone Message.
the EPZ. Record all contact with
residents using the Resident Contact
 Contact special needs
Log.
residents at a Level 1 Emergency and
provide them with the option to
Post Evacuation Notices for
evacuate.
residents that are not at their
 Contact the other residents and area
residence.
users in the EPZ and advise them to
Follow the scripts and procedures in the
evacuate or shelter.
ERP. Refer to Section 2:

Contact the schools / school buses to
Roles & Responsibilities or
make arrangements for school age
Section 6: Forms.
children (if applicable).
Monitor area for H2S and / or LEL with
 Advise that buses in the
personal monitors and document
affected area leave
readings on the Air Monitoring Log.
immediately and that buses
Report all H2S and / or LEL reading
should not enter the area.
changes / increases to the Public
 Request a school administrator
Safety Group Supervisor.
for the reception centre to
assist in managing the children
For your own safety, ensure the Public
and releasing them to their
Safety Group Supervisor is notified
guardians.
immediately if readings are
approaching 10% LEL or 10 ppm H2S.
 Document all resident
interactions using the
Report any suspicious behaviour to the
Resident Contact Log and
Public Safety Group Supervisor who
report this information to the Public
will notify the police as required.
Safety Group Supervisor. Immediately
Maintain communication with the Public
advise the Public Safety Group
Safety Group Supervisor.
Supervisor about unsuccessful
contacts and any residents requiring
assistance.

Important
Prior to beginning any activities, each person in a role must:
 Obtain a completed ICS 201 Incident Briefing and ICS 207 Incident Organization
Chart from the Incident Commander.
Throughout the duration of the incident, each person in a role must:
 Chronologically document all actions, decisions, contacts and requests on an ICS
214 Activity Log. Copies can be found in Section 6: Forms.
After the incident is over, each person in a role must:
 Assist with post-incident activities.
All forms referenced can be found in Section 6: Forms
Note: See Section 2: Roles &
Responsibilities for a media script for
Roadblock and Rover personnel.

Located at the Incident Command Post (ICP) or the Regional Emergency Operations
Centre (REOC).

 Confirm communication links.

Location will be assigned.

Location will be the reception centre.

Location will be assigned.

Note: See Section 2: Roles &
Responsibilities for a media script for
Roadblock and Rover personnel.

Location will be assigned.

Location will be Incident Command Post
(ICP) or Regional Emergency Operations
Centre (REOC).

Escalate, Downgrade or Stand-Down Levels of Emergency: As the emergency is brought under control, the decision to downgrade the level and/or stand down the emergency will be based on air monitoring readings in consultation with the Incident Commander and the applicable government regulator. All affected persons and the media must be kept informed of the
status of an emergency. Emergency Follow-up: Once the emergency is over, the area residents, transients, industrial users, involved government agencies, and any individual notified will be informed of the stand-down by the Information Officer or Public Safety Group Supervisor.

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities
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Public Safety Roles
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Overview

Air Monitoring Equipment

H2S, SO2, LEL or other toxic substance concentrations will be
monitored continuously during the incident response. It is crucial
that Air Monitors continuously update the Public Safety Group
Supervisor with monitored results. If air monitoring readings show
high levels of H2S, SO2, or LEL the Public Safety Group
Supervisor may need to initiate evacuation / shelter of additional
residences, change the location of the roadblocks, or ignite the
release.

Air monitoring equipment is used to:
• Track the plume.
• Determine if ignition criteria are met.
• Determine whether evacuation and / or shelter-in-place criteria have
been met.
• Assist in determining when the emergency can be downgraded.
• Determine roadblock locations.
• Determine concentrations in areas being evacuated to ensure that
evacuation is safe.

Regulatory Requirements

Tips


Obtain and check equipment and information (maps, forms,
communications, reports, monitors, safety, and breathing
equipment).

Confirm communication links.

Monitor closest downwind public location or residence.

Monitor environment for adverse effects.

Record all readings on the Air Monitoring Log provided.

Report all readings at established intervals to the Public
Safety Group Supervisor.

For your own safety, ensure the Public Safety Group
Supervisor is notified immediately if readings are approaching
the following levels: 10% LEL or 10 ppm H2S.

Prepare Mobile Monitoring Plan.

Document activities using the ICS 214 Activity Log.

Monitor H2S and LEL concentrations along the edge of the
EPZ to determine if sheltering and/or evacuation criteria has
been met beyond the EPZ.

Assist with post-incident activities.


Air monitors should be dispatched at a Level 1 Emergency.

Ensure all equipment is operational and the appropriate
documentation is available to verify testing and calibration
requirements.

Use the buddy system where possible.

Breathing apparatus – be prepared to don apparatus quickly.

Ensure all personnel have a personal gas monitor.

Speed and direction of wind may vary, therefore, be prepared to
track gas plume.

Record all information:
• Concentrations in ppm or ppb
• Location and time of readings
• Wind speed and direction

Air quality monitoring occurs downwind, with priority
being directed to the nearest unevacuated residence or
area where people may be present.

The licensee must also:
• Ensure that one unit is in the area during drilling and / or completion,
testing, and workover operations in potentially critical sour zones.
• Ensure that the other unit is dispatched if it is evident that well
control measures are deteriorating and that a sour gas release is
likely to occur.
• Prior to conducting operations in the sour zone, determine where
the monitoring equipment is located and what the estimated travel
time is to the well site.

The licensee is expected to provide monitored H2S and SO2
information on a regular basis throughout a sour gas
emergency to the relevant government regulator, environmental
agency, health authority, local authorities, and on request to the
public.

• Critical / Special Sour Wells whose EPZ does not include a
portion of an urban density development or urban centre and for all
noncritical sour wells:

HVP Product Release
• Monitoring may occur downwind or upwind depending on how
the plume is tracking, with priority being directed to the
nearest unevacuated residence or areas where people may
be present.

The licensee must:
• Dispatch a mobile air quality monitoring unit(s) when it is evident
that well control measures are deteriorating and that a sour gas
release is likely to occur.
• Prior to conducting operations in the sour zone, determine where
the monitoring equipment is located and what the estimated travel
time is to the well site.

• The licensee is expected to provide monitored HVP product
LEL information on a regular basis throughout the emergency
to the relevant government regulator, environmental agency,
health authority, local authorities, and on request to the public.

Downgrading Level of Emergency
• The decision to downgrade an incident will be based on the air monitoring results.

Air Monitoring Log - Example
Time

Location of Samples

H2S
(ppm)

LEL
(%)

O2
(%)

SO2
(ppm)

19:06

12-05-13-16 W5M

5

4

10

19:15

12-05-13-16 W5M

6

7

19:25

12-05-13-16 W5M

6

7

Other

Temp (°C)

Choosing a Position

1.
Wind Conditions *

Comments

From

Speed (km/hr)

19

NW

12

Picked up 5 ppm reading upon
entering lease access. Contacted
control room at plant.

12

18

NW

11

H2S reading increased 1 ppm at the
access point.

12

17

NW

11

No change in readings. Wind and
temperature is down.

1. Using your map and the current wind conditions, travel downwind,
with priority being directed to the nearest unevacuated residence
or area where people may be present.
2. Confirm the location with the Public Safety Group Supervisor
and make sure you have a safe route to the assigned location
that does not cross the hazardous area.

Record Information

2.

Record information on the following forms located within this Section:

Air Monitoring Log

ICS 214 Activity Log

Reporting and Contacts
Air Monitors report to the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Name: ___________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________
Reception Centre
Location: _________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________
* Estimate meteorological conditions where accurate readings are not available.
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

Wind Direction: ___________________________________
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Air Monitors

Air Monitor Roles

Sour Gas Release – Unmanned Operations
• If notified of a release by an alarm or by a reported odour, the
licensee must investigate the source of the release and send
out Air Monitors upon confirmation of the release location.

Sour Gas Release – Manned Operations
• Critical / Special Sour Wells & EPZ includes a portion of urban
density development or urban centre:
• Must be minimum of two mobile air monitors: one to monitor
the boundary of the urban density development or urban centre
and the other to track the plume.

Location of Samples

H2S
(ppm)

LEL
(%)

O2
(%)

SO2
(ppm)
Other

Temp
(°C)
From

Speed
(km/hr)

Wind Conditions *
Comments

Responder Position: _____________________________ Responder Contact #:_________________________

Responder Name: ________________________________________________________________________

*Estimate meteorological conditions where accurate readings are not available.

Time

Page _________ of __________

Date: (dd/mm/yy)
______________________________

A5 Air Monitoring Log

ICS 214 Activity Log
Incident Name:

Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:
Name

Time

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

ICS Position:

Personnel Assigned
ICS Position
Location

Activity Log
Actions
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Overview

Choosing a Reception Centre

1.

In the event of an emergency in which residents need to be
evacuated, a Reception Centre must be established to receive
and register the evacuees. A Reception
Centre
Representative is assigned to manage / coordinate activities at
the Reception Centre. The Reception Centre Representative
continuously updates the Public Safety Group Supervisor
with a list of those who have, and have not, checked in at the
Reception Centre.

Reception Centre Feedback Loop

2.


Reception Centres are usually located in schools, hotels /
motels, or community halls.

It may be useful to coordinate the location of the Reception
Centre with the local authority (city, town, county, M.D., etc.).

See Area Specific Information (white tabs) for pre-identified
Reception Centres in your area.
A Reception Centre should:


Confirm Reception Centre is available for use.

Establish Reception Centre.

Confirm communication links.

Receive evacuees and maintain a Reception Centre
Registration Log.

Arrange for food and accommodations for the evacuees.

Provide evacuees with a place to request counselling
services, if required.

Record and follow up on all evacuees who choose to
make their own accommodation arrangements.

Arrange for temporary care of livestock (if possible) and
the security of evacuated property.

Establish and oversee compensation administration activities
at the reception centre.

Reimburse evacuees for their immediate out-of-pocket
expenses and log details on a Resident Compensation Log.

Where possible, provide evacuees with information regarding
their property, livestock, and the incident.

Forward all media and incident inquiries to the
Information Officer.

Report all names of evacuees who have registered at
the Reception Centre to the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.

Document activities using the ICS 214 Activity Log.

Assist with post-incident activities.

Confirm information to be released to public with the
Information Officer.

Address resident concerns and forward them to the Public
Safety Group Supervisor.

Tips

Ensure you have enough staff to handle the needs of all of
the evacuees.

Allow evacuees to vent their emotions.

Do not make any promises that cannot be kept.

Attempt to reunite families as quickly as possible.

Document the details of anyone who may have trouble
coping with the incident so that they can be given proper
psychological support.

Monitor whether residents that have been contacted by the
Telephoners, Rovers, and Roadblock personnel have
checked in at the Reception Centre.

A list of Reception Centres can be
found under Reception Centres
located in the Area Specific
Information section.

Reception Centre Registration Log - Example
Name (List all names in party)
Resident ID

Record Information

3.

Record information on the following forms located within this Section:
# of
Occupants

Number
Arrived

Arrival
Time

Depart
Time

Destination Phon #
(Where they can be
reached)

Comments

First

Last

G124-A

John

Doe

2

2

19:06

19:21

555-555-5555

John and his wife arrived safely then left to stay at
a friend’s house in Red Deer.

H131-B

Jane

Doe

3

3

19:12

19:28

555-555-5555

Jane and her 2 children arrived safely then left to
stay with her mother in Bentley.

F122-A

James

Doe

5

3

19:20

555-555-5555

James, his wife and 1 child arrived safely. The other
two children are away on a school trip. They will
stay at the reception centre for the night.

Media Statement
Refer all media inquiries to the Media Representative in Calgary.
However, if they insist on a statement, please use the following:
“I am not a company spokesperson, but please know that
we are working hard to ensure the safety of the public,
our people and the environment;
our Information Officer will be responding to all inquiries. If
you would like to speak to him, please call:
1-866-362-1138 or 403-290-3600.”
Note: See Section 3.0 Communication & Media for more information on media.

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities


Reception Centre Registration Log

Resident Compensation Log

ICS 214 Activity Log

Media Contact Log

Reporting and Contacts
Air Monitors report to the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Name: ___________________________________
Phone Number:____________________________
Reception Centre
Location: _________________________________
Phone Number:____________________________
Wind Direction: __________________________________
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Reception Centre Rep


Have a conference room of some type where a large number
of people can gather.

Have conferencing services including fax machine, internet
access, and phone access.

Be large enough to house all of the evacuees.

Be outside of the hazard area.

Allow residents to evacuate to the Reception Centre without
travelling through the hazard area.

Allow pets.

Reception Centre Rep Roles

ICS 214 Activity Log

B1 Reception Centre Registration Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)
_________________________________ Responder Name: ______________________________________________________________
Page _____________ of _______________ Responder Position: ___________________________ Responder Contact #: ________________
Name (list all names in party)

Resident
ID

First

Last

# Of
Occupants

Number
Arrived

Arrival
Time

Depart
Time

Destination
Phone #
(where they can
be reached)

Comments

Incident Name:
Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
Prepared by:

ICS Position:

Personnel Assigned
Name

ICS Position

Location

Activity Log
Time

Actions

B2 Resident Compensation Log
Resident’s Name:

Home Address:

Home Telephone #:

Number of Residents Evacuated:

Evacuated to:

Telephone # While Evacuated:

Location of Land: (LSD)

Business Telephone #:

No.

Date

Location

Trans.

Accom.

Meals

Phone

Sundry

Total

Details of Expense

Total Reported Expenses

Approved By: _________________________________________

Date: ________________________
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities
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Tips

When talking to motorists at the roadblock, ONLY provide them with
the information as directed by the Public Safety Group Supervisor.

Ask for identification prior to granting access.

You do not have the legal authority to restrict access to the area
without an order from the relevant authority. Report any person who
chooses to proceed, without permission, through the roadblock.

Check with the motorists and ensure all members of their Form
residence are accounted for and documented on the Resident
B3
Contact Log. Report any resident that is left behind in the EPZ.

The roadblock should be setup to allow optimal visibility and sufficient
distance for traffic to come to a safe and complete stop.

Roadblock personnel should be highly visible on the side of the road
and have an escape route in case of an emergency.

DO NOT leave your position until you are directed to do so.

Because visibility is reduced at night, it is important that you use utmost care when stopping traffic
through a roadblock area, and that you protect yourself from injury by:

Standing in a safe position on the shoulder of the road.

Waving the red signaling baton flashlight back and forth.


Make sure your vehicle is equipped and suitable for the travel conditions.

Check roadblock kit to confirm all items are present (see sample of roadblock kit contents
to left).

Confirm that your handheld monitor for H2S and / or LEL is functioning properly.

Check all communications devices.

Check that the red signaling baton flashlight is working and has spare batteries.

Confirm that you have enough copies of the Roadblock Log form.

Confirm the location of the roadblock with the Public Safety Group Supervisor and make sure
you have a safe route to the assigned location that does not cross the hazardous area.

Note: The red signaling baton flashlight should only be used in place of the reflective stop / slow
paddle at night or in conditions of low / poor visibility.

"I am representing Paramount Resources and we are presently experiencing control
problems ahead. This situation is serious enough to warrant restricted access
beyond this point. For your own safety I must ask you not to proceed.”

Setting up a Roadblock


Park vehicle as
illustrated, activating four
way flashers and roof
mounted rotating
beacon.

Put on reflective vests.

Take a reading with your
handheld monitor for
H2S and / or LEL;
ensuring your roadblock
is not too close to the
A5 edge of the EPZ. Record
readings on the Air
Monitoring Log.

Notify the Public Safety
Group Supervisor once
your roadblock is set up.

Continue to monitor and
record H2S and / or LEL
levels at scheduled
intervals. Report to the
Public Safety Group
Supervisor at
scheduled intervals.

Maintain roadblock until
the emergency is over
and the “all clear”
message is given or until
relieved by other
Roadblock personnel.

Form

Note:
♦ Record driver’s name, vehicle make, colour, etc. and at least the license plate number of all
vehicles approaching your roadblock; also make a note of the time and of the direction the
vehicle took when leaving (e.g., east, south, west, north) on your log sheet.
♦ Remember you have no legal position to restrict access to the general public. You are there to
protect and notify – to protect the health and safety of the people by notifying them of the
danger and secondly to protect the property of the residents who have evacuated the area.
♦ Should someone continue into the restricted area, regardless of your warning about personal
safety, then use the 2-way radio or cell phone to notify the Public Safety Group Supervisor
and the matter shall be immediately turned over to the Police.

Media Statement

5b.

If the media arrives at your roadblock location, company personnel may give the following statement:

“I am not a company spokesperson, but please know that we are working hard
to ensure the safety of the public, our people and the environment;
our Information Officer will be responding to all inquiries.
If you would like to speak to him, please call: 1-866-362-1138 or 403-290-3600.”

100 m

3.

Roadblock Script

5a.

Contact the Public Safety Group Supervisor if a media representative arrives at your roadblock.
NEVER offer your opinion of what is happening at the location to a media person or stranger. This can
be interpreted as the company’s position. DO NOT give statements, other than the above message,
regarding the emergency situation to the MEDIA. Refer them to the Information Officer.

100 m

The roadblock kit may contain the following items:
Recommended

Direct communication capability (radio, cell phone, etc.)

ERP maps and roadblock forms

Flashlight and batteries

High visibility / reflective vests

Orange traffic cones / reflectors

Pens and / or pencils

Personal Air Monitoring Device (H2S, CO, O2, LEL)

Portable rotating emergency light

SCBA

Hand-held stop sign with reflective tape

Waterproof bag
Optional

Caution tape

Rain suit

1. Hold the reflective stop / slow paddle erect and away from your body. Never wave the sign.
2. Look directly at the approaching driver.
3. Raise your free arm with the palm of your hand exposed to the driver.
4. Bring the vehicle to a full stop.
5. After the first vehicle has stopped, move to a spot (near the centre line of the roadway) where you
can be seen by other approaching vehicles.

Before Departure

2.

Shoulder

Roadblock Kit Contents - Sample

Roadblocks should be established:

Approximately where the EPZ intersects any highways / roads.

Outside of the hazard area.

At a conspicuous location where the Roadblock personnel will be visible to approaching traffic,
providing them with enough time to safely stop.

At a location where traffic can easily turn around or detour (consider the potential for larger
vehicles such as buses, semi-trailers, drilling rigs, etc.).

LEAVING EPZ


In conjunction with the Public Safety Group Supervisor, determine
the need for and location of roadblocks.

Pickup and check roadblock kits.

Proceed to roadblock locations.

Confirm communication links and establish communication interval
times.

Establish roadblocks to secure the EPZ.

Follow the scripts and procedures in the ERP.

Knowledge and ability to communicate safest route away from
hazard.

Monitor area for H2S and / or LEL with personal monitors and
document readings on the Air Monitoring Log.

Report all reading changes / increases to the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.

For your own safety, ensure the Public Safety Group Supervisor is
notified immediately if readings are approaching 10% LEL and / or 10
ppm H2S.

Move location of Roadblock immediately if readings are approaching
10% LEL and / or 10 ppm H2S.

Record all incoming and outgoing traffic, personnel, and
equipment on the Roadblock Log.

Forward information given to you by people passing through your
location to the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Form
ICS

Document activities using the ICS 214 Activity Log.
214

Maintain communication with the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.

Maintain roadblock locations. Do not leave until requested to do so by
the Public Safety Group Supervisor or until relieved by other

How to Stop Traffic

4.

Be courteous but firm.

WARNING MARKERS – these
markers will be indicators that
there is a roadblock ahead

Record Information

6.

Reporting and Contacts
Roadblock personnel report to the Public
Safety Group Supervisor.
Name:____________________________
Phone Number:_____________________
Reception Centre
Location:__________________________
Phone Number:_____________________
Wind Direction:_________________________

To give motorists time to prepare to come to a stop, it is
recommended that the Roadblock personnel set up all
available collapsible reflective triangles 100 metres apart, at
a minimum distance of 200 metres before the roadblock.
Roadblock personnel cannot force an evacuation or restrict
access to the area unless proper authority has been
granted. The authority for forced evacuation is gained only
through the declaration of a State of Local Emergency by
the local authority.

When establishing a
roadblock consider:

Visibility

Distance

Bends in the road

Level of the ground

Remember to:

Remain calm

Be courteous

Record names

Notify the Public Safety
Group Supervisor

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

Record information on the following forms located within this section:

Roadblock Log

Resident Contact Log

Air Monitoring Log

ICS 214 Activity Log

Form

Form

Form

A5

B3

B4

Possible Scenarios for Roadblock Personnel:
♦ Motorist obeys request and drives away from the EPZ.
♦ Motorist is leaving the EPZ and agrees not to return until further notice.
♦ Emergency responders (service companies, fire, ambulance, etc.) are entering the EPZ to help
respond to the incident.
♦ Motorist disobeys request to leave the area and enters the EPZ.
In all cases, notify the Public Safety Group Supervisor and log all information.
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Roadblocks

In the event of an emergency, roadblock locations and road detours will be
established. The company will initially establish and maintain roadblocks
until relieved by highway maintenance contractors or the RCMP.
Roadblock personnel will be assigned in teams of two, one member to
stop approaching traffic, the other will record the information gathered and
relay to The Public Safety Group Supervisor. The Public Safety Group
Supervisor must be continuously updated by Roadblock personnel so
that all vehicles entering and exiting the EPZ are accounted for.

Roadblock Personnel Roles

Choosing a Roadblock

1.

ENTERING EPZ

Overview

ICS 214 Activity Log

B3 Resident Contact Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)
_________________________________ Responder Name: ______________________________________________________________
Page ______________ of ________________ Responder Position: ___________________________ Responder Contact #: _______________
Time

Resident name

Resident ID

Shelter / Evacuate




























Number of people
Inside
Outside

Assistance or
transportation required?




























Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate
Shelter
Evacuate

Incident Name:
Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
Prepared by:

Comments

ICS Position:

Personnel Assigned

Yes
No

Name

Yes
No

ICS Position

Location

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Activity Log

Yes
No

Time

Yes
No

Actions

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

B4 Roadblock Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)
_________________________________ Responder Name: ______________________________________________________________
Page ______________ of ________________ Responder Position: ____________________________Responder Contact #: _______________
Vehicle
Type

License plate # and
province / state

Name of driver
(if available)

# of people Time entering
in vehicle
Zone

Time Exiting
Zone

Comments
(record all vehicles turned away)

Only emergency responders should be allowed to enter the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ).
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities
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Rovers are responsible for patrolling the Emergency Planning
Zone to locate and notify residents, businesses, industrial
operators, transients (i.e. hunters, trappers, recreational users,
non-resident landowners), and the general public. The Public
Safety Group Supervisor must be continuously updated by the
Rovers so that unsuccessful attempts to evacuate residents,
transients, etc. can be followed up on immediately.

Rover Personnel Roles

Confirm resident contact lists are available.

Confirm communication links.

Know safe routes in and out of the EPZ.

Search for residents and transients in the Emergency Planning
and Response Zones.

Check all buildings including barns, shops, sheds, etc.

Assist, as required, with the notification, evacuation or Form
sheltering of persons within the Emergency Planning B3
Zone. Record all contact with residents using the
Resident Contact Log.
Form

Post Evacuation Notices for residents that are not at their
B5
residence.

Follow the scripts and procedures in the ERP.

Monitor area for H2S and / or LEL with personal monitors Form
A5
and document readings on the Air Monitoring Log.

Report all reading changes / increases to the Public
Safety Group Supervisor.

For your own safety, ensure the Public Safety Group
Supervisor is notified immediately if readings are approaching
the following levels: 10% LEL and / or 10 ppm H2S.

Report any suspicious behaviour to the Public Safety
Form
Group Supervisor who will notify the police as required.
ICS

Document all activities using the ICS 214 Activity Log.
214

Maintain communication with the Public Safety Group
Supervisor.

Media Statement
If a media representative approaches you, company personnel
may give the following statement:
“I am not a company spokesperson, but please know that we
are working hard to ensure the safety of the public, our
people and the environment;
our Information Officer will be responding to all inquiries.
If you would like to speak to him,
please call: 1-866-362-1138 or 403-290-3600.”
Contact the Public Safety Group Supervisor if a media
representative approaches you.
NEVER offer your opinion of what is happening at the location to
a media person or stranger. This can be interpreted as the
company’s position. DO NOT give statements, other than the
above message, regarding the emergency situation to the
MEDIA. Refer them to the Information Officer.

Rovers report to the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Name: ___________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________
Reception Centre:
Location: _________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________

1.
DATE: ________________
TIME: ________________

EVACUATION
NOTICE
Paramount Resources has an emergency at
its nearby location.
As a safety precaution, please leave the area in a
(north / east / south / west) direction and proceed to the
Reception Centre located at
______________________________________________.
Paramount Resources representatives will be available at the Reception Centre
to address your questions or concerns.

For assistance, call Paramount Resources at

______________________.

Be courteous but firm.
If the questioning persists, just keep politely repeating word
for word the statement above.

Reporting and Contacts

For

Evacuation Notice - Example

Before Departure


Protect yourself

Ensure you are equipped with all necessary equipment:

SCBA

Gas monitors

Mobile communications or other form of communication

Forms

Vehicle (4x4) with full tank of fuel

Map

Confirm that your handheld monitor for H2S and / or LEL is functioning properly.

Confirm that you have enough copies of the Evacuation Notice.

Confirm your assignments with the Public Safety Group Supervisor and make sure you have a
safe route to the assigned location that does not cross the hazardous area.

2.

Notifying Residents / Transients

The Public Safety Group Supervisor may request you to patrol the Emergency Planning and
Response Zones in search of transients (people passing through the area) and / or residents that
couldn’t be reached by phone. Make contact with residents / transients and after providing an
explanation record their names, contact information, purpose for being in the area (travelling through,
live in the area, etc.), current condition, timing of your arrival, and whether or not they require
evacuation assistance.
“Hi, I am [Insert Name] representing Paramount Resources. Paramount is presently
experiencing control problems at a nearby location. The situation is serious enough that we are
evacuating the public in the area. For your own safety I must ask you to leave the area
immediately and check in with a company representative at the Reception Centre.
Representatives at the Reception Centre will address any questions you may have and will
make arrangements for your temporary accommodations.”

Ask if they will require evacuation assistance and arrange additional transportation assistance if
necessary.

Make sure they are all accounted for.

Ensure they gather any supplies they will need for the next 24 hours (medicines, baby food, diapers,
etc.).

If they are able to transport themselves to the Reception Centre provide them with directions that
will keep them away from the hazard.

Ask them if they have any questions.

Provide them with your name and contact information in case they need assistance later.

3.

Requested Evacuation Assistance

The Public Safety Group Supervisor may request you to provide evacuation assistance for residents
that have requested it. Ensure you obtain the number of residents requiring assistance, resident’s
names, location (legal and address), and the reason evacuation assistance is required (medical issue,
children home alone, etc). A Telephoner should have already contacted and explained the situation to
the residents; however, it is a good idea to confirm with the Public Safety Group Supervisor that they
know you are coming to assist them. If they have not already been informed, contact the resident to tell
them you are on your way and provide an estimated time of arrival.
“Hi, I am [Insert Name] representing Paramount Resources. I am here to help you evacuate out
of the hazard area and make sure you arrive safely at the Reception Centre. Representatives at
the Reception Centre will address any questions you may have and will make arrangements for
your temporary accommodations.”

Try not to scare them. They are aware you might be coming but don’t know what to expect.

Make sure they are all accounted for.

Ensure they gather any supplies they will need for the next 24 hours (medicines, baby food, diapers,
etc.)

Ask them if they have any questions.

Once you are satisfied that all personnel from the residence are accounted for, deliver them to the
Reception Centre.

On the way to the Reception Centre, notify the Public Safety Group Supervisor of your progress
and estimated time of arrival at the Reception Centre.

Ensure that the residents check in at the Reception Centre with the Reception Centre
Representative before you leave for your next assignment.

Tips
Remember to:

Remain calm

Be courteous

Document all actions and comments

Notify the Public Safety Group Supervisor
Remember to use a handheld H2S and / or LEL monitor to continually test the atmosphere.
Report all H2S and / or LEL reading changes / increases to the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Response personnel cannot force an evacuation or restrict access to the area unless proper authority
has been granted. The authority for forced evacuation is gained only through the declaration of a State
of Local Emergency by the local authority.

Wind Direction: ___________________________________
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

4.

Record Information

Record information on the following forms located within this section:

Resident Contact Log
Form
Form

Air Monitoring Log
ICS
B3

ICS 214 Activity Log
214

Evacuation Notice
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Rovers

Overview

Time

Resident name

Page _________ of __________

Resident ID

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

Shelter / Evacuate
Inside

Outside

Number of people

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

Assistance or
transportation
required?

Comments

Responder Position: _____________________________ Responder Contact #: ___________________________

Date:(dd/mm/yy)
_______________________________ Responder Name: ___________________________________________________________________________

B3 Resident Contact Log

ICS 214 Activity Log
Incident Name:

Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:

Name

Time

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

ICS Position:

Personnel Assigned
ICS Position
Location

Activity Log
Actions
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Telephone Personnel Roles

Shelter-In-Place Phone Message

2a.
Hello, this is

(your name)

Is this the

(name)

of Paramount Resources.
residence at

Paramount is responding to a (potential) emergency at

?

How many people are at your location now? (Adults)

you see people outside.

IF YES

IF YES

We will send someone to find them as soon as possible.

We will send someone to find them as soon as possible.

Do you have children in school at this time?  Yes

Do you have children in school at this time?  Yes

 No

IF YES

What school?
IF YES

Children’s names

We will contact the school to ensure the safety of your children. Buses will be directed to leave the area
immediately. If school is in session, your children will be redirected to the reception centre by their regular
bus driver when the school day is over.

We will contact the school to ensure the safety of your children. Buses will be directed to leave the area
immediately. If school is in session, your children will be redirected to the reception centre by their regular
bus driver when the school day is over.

Do you have the “Shelter-in-Place” instructions previously provided to you by Paramount?  Yes

 No

Do you require evacuation / transportation assistance?  Yes  No

IF YES

Please follow the Shelter-in-Place instructions located inside the resident pamphlet.

IF YES

We are sending someone to assist you. Please stay indoors and close all doors and windows until a Rover
or the local police arrive to evacuate you.

IF NO

Verbally walk the resident through the Shelter-in-Place instructions on the next page.

IF NO

Provide the resident with:
 Directions to safely travel to the reception centre
 A list of items to bring with them to the reception centre (medications, cell phone, etc.)
 An idea of how long they may be expected to stay at the reception centre
 The option to bring their house pets to the reception centre

Do you understand what I have told you?

If you have any urgent questions, please contact Paramount Resources at

(telephone number)

.

Thank you for your cooperation.
(Pass on all information regarding this call to the Public Safety Group Supervisor immediately)

Early Notification / Voluntary Evacuation Phone Message

windows. Leave all inside doors open.

Note: For the full Shelter-In-Place instructions refer to pages 2 of the B7 Shelter-in-Place Phone Message

2c.

Who to Contact


Residents

Schools / School Bus Transportation

Businesses

Public Facilities

Recreation Areas

Urban Centres (contact local authority to coordinate)

Area Users (other oil and gas operators, rail, logging, etc.)

Trappers

Guides / Outfitters

Grazing Lease / Allotment Holders
Priority is given to:

Those closest to the hazard

Those downwind of the hazard

Those with sensitivity issues (health issues, require assistance, etc.)

Tips

Please contact
(company name)
if you are unable to make it to the reception centre for any reason. Please
keep your phone line free so that we can contact you if necessary.
Is there an alternate number we can contact you at?
A company representative at the reception centre will address any questions you may have and will make arrangements
for your temporary accommodations. Do you understand everything I have told you? Are you leaving immediately?
If you have any urgent questions, please contact

Before calling, determine a script to follow for what information will be given to warn or advise people of a situation.
Below is an example to follow.
Also, in the case of voluntary evacuation, determine a safe evacuation route for the residents to travel, away from the
emergency hazard area, upwind if possible, towards the reception centre.
Hello, this is

(your name)

Is this the

(name)

residence at

(telephone number)

(location)

?

, in your area.

You are in no danger at this time. All efforts are being made to resolve the problem and this phone call is only to inform
you and provide you with an early notification.

(company name)

at

(telephone number)

.

Thank you for your cooperation.
(Pass on all information regarding this call to the Public Safety Group Supervisor immediately)

3.

of Paramount Resources.

Paramount is responding to a (potential) emergency at

1.

 No

What school?

Children’s names


Turn off appliances or equipment that blows out indoor air or sucks in
conditioners.

Extinguish all potential sources of ignition (do not smoke or attempt to start
your vehicle).

Stay off of the phone so that you can be contacted by emergency
personnel.

Stay tuned to local radio and television for possible updates.

Whom?
Location of the person(s)

Note: Refer to Shelter-in-Place instructions on page 2 of the B7 Shelter-in-Place Phone Message located in SECTION 6: FORMS.

outside air.

?

in your area.

(Children)

Location of the person(s)


Close and lock all outside doors and windows. Tape gaps around doors and


Turn down furnace thermostats to the minimum setting and turn off air

(location)

Is there anyone in your household that you cannot contact to inform them of the situation and advise them to evacuate
away from the area?  Yes  No

Is there an alternate number we can contact you at?


Immediately gather everyone indoors and stay there. Do not leave even if

(telephone number)

To help us understand your immediate needs, we need to know:
(Children)

Whom?

B7

is responding to a (potential) emergency at

To help us understand your immediate needs, we need to know:

who needs to be notified (residents, businesses, area users, etc.).

Shelter-In-Place Instructions

of Paramount Resources.

residence at

For your safety, it is extremely important that you and your family leave your residence immediately and travel in a
north / east / south / west direction to our reception centre located at:
_______


Review with the Public Safety Group Supervisor the telephoner

Form

(name)

(company name)

, in your area.

Is there anyone in your household that you cannot contact to inform them of the situation and advise them to get in doors
or stay out of the area?  Yes  No

scripts to be used: Early Notification / Voluntary Evacuation
Message, Shelter-in-Place Phone Message, Evacuation Phone
Message.

Contact special needs residents at a Level 1 Emergency and provide
them with the option to evacuate.

Contact the other residents and area users in the EPZ and advise them to
evacuate or shelter.

Contact the schools / school buses to make arrangements for school age
children (if applicable).

Advise that buses in the affected area leave immediately and that buses
should not enter the area.

Request a school administrator for the reception centre to assist in
managing the children and releasing them to their guardians.

Document all resident interactions using the Resident Contact Log Form
and report this information to the Public Safety Group Supervisor. B3
Immediately advise the Public Safety Group Supervisor about
unsuccessful contacts and any residents requiring assistance.

Document all activities using the ICS 214 Individual Activity Log.

(your name)

Is this the

For your safety, it is extremely important that you, and those with you, stay indoors until the potential hazard no longer
exists, or you are advised to evacuate.
How many people are at your location now? (Adults)


Confirm resident contact lists are available.

Confirm communication links.

In conjunction with the Public Safety Group Supervisor, determine

Hello, this is

(telephone number)

(location)

Evacuation Phone Message

2b.

Record Information

Record information on the following forms located within this section:

ICS 214 Individual Activity Log

Shelter-in-Place Message

Resident Contact Log

Evacuation Message

Voluntary Evac Message

Form

ICS
214

To help us understand and your immediate needs we need to know:
How many people are at your location now? (Adults)

Reporting and Contacts

(Children)

Do you wish to leave your residence at this time?  Yes  No
IF YES

Telephoners report to the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Name: _____________________________________________

Please travel in a north / east / south / west direction to our reception centre located at:
__________

IF NO

Please standby for further contact. Please do not use your telephone for outgoing calls as this may prevent
us form contacting you with updated information or when the problem has been eliminated.

If you have any urgent questions, please contact Paramount Resources at

(telephone number)

.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Phone Number: _____________________________________
Reception Centre Name: ______________________________
Location: ___________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________
Wind Direction: ______________________________________

(Pass on all information regarding this call to the Public Safety Group Supervisor immediately)

Telephoner Communication Flow


Ensure you have enough personnel to quickly and efficiently shelter /
evacuate the required residents / area users.


A general guideline is to have one Telephoner for every seven residences
that need to be contacted and one Telephoners Leader for every ten
Telephoners.

Special needs residents should be contacted at a Level 1 Emergency and
given thepersonnel
option tocannot
evacuate.
Response
force an evacuation or restrict access to the area unless
proper authority has been granted. The authority for forced evacuation is gained only
through the declaration of a Local State of Emergency by the local authority.

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities
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Telephoners

Overview
In the event of an emergency in which residents and area users need to be
sheltered and / or evacuated, a team of Telephoners will be established to
contact people in the area and provide instructions to ensure their safety. The
Public Safety Group Supervisor must be continuously updated with the
Telephoners progress so that unsuccessful contact attempts and requests for

Time

Resident name

Page _________ of __________

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Shelter
 Evacuate

Shelter / Evacuate
Inside

Outside

Number of people

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

Assistance or
transportation
required?

Comments

Responder Position: _____________________________ Responder Contact #: ___________________________

Responder Name: ___________________________________________________________________________

Resident ID

Date:(dd/mm/yy)
______________________________

B3 Resident Contact Log

ICS 214 Activity Log
Incident Name:

Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:

Name

Time

Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities

ICS Position:

Personnel Assigned
ICS Position
Location

Activity Log
Actions
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Planning “P”
Initial Response:
All incidents begin with the initial response (reactive phase) during the first operational period. At the onset of
an emergency response an Initial Emergency Report (A1) Form is completed to determine the severity of the
emergency and extent of the response. 95% of emergency responses begin and end in the first operational
period.
After response personnel ensure their own personal safety by following the First On-Scene Actions, the Five
Step Initial Response Guide, and associated tools, provide a structure for the Incident Commander to
formulate a response and outlines the steps (key considerations) that need to be addressed and readdressed when evaluating the incident and associated emergency response.

Ongoing Response:
An ongoing response (proactive phase) is required for an extended emergency response that spans over
multiple operational periods and revolves around establishing the objectives, strategies, and tactics for the
next upcoming operational period. 5% of incidents require an ongoing response, but once engaged
emergency responders will circulate through this cycle multiple times.
After the initial response has been completed, the Five Step Ongoing Response Guide and associated tools
provide a cycle to plan the next steps of the emergency response. This continual cycle provides a structure
for the Command Staff and General Staff to complete the Incident Action Plan (IAP) and associated
documents. The ongoing response cycle and an associated IAP must be completed for each operational
period until the incident is stood down.

Section 2: Ongoing Response
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Planning “P”
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Step 1 - Objectives Meeting
Commander conducts the meeting.
the ICS 201 form completed during the Initial Response phase and begin the
ICS 209 form by evaluating the current incident status.

Identify issues/problems to resolve using the PPOST methodology.

Develop SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, & Time-Sensitive)
objectives to mitigate the identified problems.

Prioritize the objectives using the ICS 202 form.

Complete the ICS 202 form and identify initial staffing on the ICS 207 form.

Utilize IAP Checklist (A4) to complete the IAP.

Prepare for Tactics Meeting


Incident

Review


Develop

draft strategies and tactics for each defined objective.

Outline work assignments and develop an operations organization chart using the
ICS 207 form.

Identify future tactical plans to optimize the Tactics Meeting.

Begin to prepare a safety analysis once all hazards have been identified using ICS
215A form.

Step 2 - Tactics Meeting

Operations

Section Chief conducts the meeting.

Review the incident status using the ICS 209 form that was completed during the
Objectives Meeting.

Operations Section Chief proposes strategies and tactics.

Evaluate and assign resources and personnel.

Ensure that all strategies have associated tactics to ensure responder safety and
complete the ICS 215A form.

Complete the ICS 215 form and update the ICS 207 form started during the
Objectives Meeting.

Prepare for Planning Meeting

Review

and update the ICS 209 form.

Confirm availability of resources and locations.

Prepare all information for review at the Planning Meeting.

Gather any additional incident documentation (i.e., maps and status boards).

Note: Ongoing
Response is cyclical
and takes place over
one or more operational
periods (optimally 8 to
12 hours). It is
designed to outline the
Incident Action Plan for
the next operational
period.

Step 3 - Planning Meeting

Planning

Section Chief conducts the meeting.

Review the incident status using the updated ICS 209 form.

Confirm the strategies and tactics assigned to achieve the defined objectives.

Ensure that all assigned tactics can be performed safely and follow the defined
safety analysis using the ICS 215A form.

Incident Commander to give tentative approval of proposed plan and review with key
response personnel.

Incident Action Plan Preparation and Approval

Produce

a coordinated and sustainable Incident Action Plan using the IAP Checklist
(A4), ICS forms 202, 207, 209, 215, 215A, and gather any additional incident
documentation (i.e., maps and status boards).

Receive final approval from the Incident Commander.

Define work assignments and break the work into manageable units.

If necessary, other documents may be included such as a Demobilization plan.

Step 4 - Operations Briefing

Incident

Commander conducts the meeting.
personnel with work assignments from the IAP.

Operations Section Chief to brief the organization and provide clarification on all
tactical assignments.

Ensure that all responders know and understand the safety analysis, hazards, and
controls.

Provide

Five Step
Ongoing
Response
Guide

Step 5 - Execute

Perform

work assignments according to assigned roles.

Document all actions, decisions, and conversations.

Constantly evaluate how well the plan is designed and being conducted.

Adjust the plan and associated actions accordingly.

Identify additional objectives for the upcoming operational period.

Schedule next Objectives Meeting if applicable.

Note: This document is to be used as a guide only. It is not meant to replace the use of the ERP and does not
eliminate the need for ERP related training.
Section 2: Roles & Responsibilities
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Objectives Meeting
Owner: Incident Commander

Date:

Time:

**Roles below will attend only if designated and available**
Attendees:
 Incident Commander:

 Planning Section Chief:

 Deputy Incident Commander:

 Logistics Section Chief:

 Operations Section Chief:

 Finance/Admin. Section Chief:

 Planning Section Chief:

 Safety Officer:

 Liaison Officer:

 Other:

 Information Officer:

 Other:

Summary:
The objectives of this meeting are to:
 Have a completed ICS 202 form agreed upon by all attendees (Command and General Staff).
 Establish objectives and priorities for the upcoming operational period.
 Begin an ICS 209 Incident Status Summary report.
 Begin identifying all required roles on the ICS 207 form.
 Begin addressing the Incident Action Plan Checklist (A4).
 Schedule and prepare for the Tactics Meeting.
Resources:
ICS 201, 202, 207, 209 forms, and the IAP Checklist (A4)
Agenda Items:
 Status Update and review the ICS 201 Incident Briefing form.
 Still referring to the ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form, determine incident priorities.
 Establish an incident organization that is capable of meeting initial and long-term challenges required to
mitigate the incident.
 Determine the incident response objectives and complete and ICS 202 Incident Objectives form. They
must be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, & Time Sensitive).
 Identify initial staffing requirements and begin filling out the ICS 207 Incident Organizational Chart.
 Identify and select incident support facilities.
 Review the incident objectives for the next operational period so your management team can begin
work on the IAP.
 Document the incident status to relay to all responding personnel.
Key Points:
Ensure that the meeting is documented / recorded. (Utilize the back side of this page.)
Define the hours of work and operational period.
Utilize Incident Action Plan Checklist (A4).
Identify constraints and limitations.
Clarify any staff roles and responsibilities.
Determine expectations of the team for how all communications are to be made.
Discuss and agree on process issues such as resource ordering, cost accounting, operations security,
and sensitive information.
 Continue to develop tasks for Command and General Staff.
 Agree on division of command workload, such as press and agency briefings.
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Objectives Meeting
Notes:
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Tactics Meeting
Owner: Operations Section Chief

Date:

Time:

**Roles below will attend only if designated and available**
Attendees:
 Incident Commander:

 Planning Section Chief:

 Deputy Incident Commander:

 Logistics Section Chief:

 Operations Section Chief:

 Finance/Admin. Section Chief:

 Planning Section Chief:

 Safety Officer:

 Liaison Officer:

 Other:

 Information Officer:

 Other:

Summary:
The objectives of this meeting are to:
 Define tactics, work assignments, and resources to meet actions identified during the Objectives
Meeting.
 Have completed ICS 215 and 215A forms agreed upon by all attendees (Command and General Staff).
 Update the ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart.
 Refer to Incident Action Plan Checklist (A4) and continue to add to items accomplished.
 Schedule and prepare for the Planning Meeting.
Resources:
ICS 209, 215, 215A, and IAP Checklist (A4)
Agenda Items:
 Review ICS 209 Incident Status Summary.
 Review incident objectives.
 Define tactics to complete objectives set out during the Objectives Meeting.
 Provide an operational update and identify tactics to deal with incident.
 Identify roles and responsibilities that have to be performed to implement tactics.
 Build on already established ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart, check span-of-control, and match up
with ICS 215 assignments.
Complete the Operational Planning Worksheet, ICS 215 (Utilize one form for every established objective).
 Identify work assignments
 Identify resources requirements to achieve each work assignment
 Identify overhead staffing needs to support each work assignment
 Identify specialized equipment and supply needs for each work assignment
 Specify reporting times and location for personnel
Complete the Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis, ICS 215A.
 Identify potential hazard types
 Identify mitigations for associated hazard types
 Identify support facilities and locations.
Key Points:






Ensure that the meeting is documented / recorded. (Utilize the back side of this page.)
Review planned actions against incident objectives and priorities.
Utilize a map or chart to depict the operational areas, support facilities, and any key information.
Discuss any applicable open action items.
Consider contingencies and secondary options.

Section 2: Ongoing Response
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Tactics Meeting
Notes:
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Planning Meeting
Owner: Planning Section Chief

Date:

Time:

**Roles below will attend only if designated and available**
Attendees:
 Incident Commander:

 Planning Section Chief:

 Deputy Incident Commander:

 Logistics Section Chief:

 Operations Section Chief:

 Finance/Admin. Section Chief:

 Planning Section Chief:

 Safety Officer:

 Liaison Officer:

 Other:

 Information Officer:

 Other:

Summary:
The objectives of this meeting are to:
 Finalize an Incident Action Plan with the necessary forms based on the objectives, tactics, and
strategies outlined from the previous command meetings.
 Schedule and prepare for the Operations Briefing.
Resources:
IAP Checklist (A4) and all associated ICS forms
Agenda Items:
 Review Incident Action Plan forms (ICS 202, 207, 209, 215, and 215A).
 Review Command’s incident objectives, priorities, decisions, and direction.
 Provide briefing on current situation, resources at risk, weather forecast, and incident projections.
 Operations Section Chief provides briefing on:
 Current operations.
 An overview on the proposed plan including strategy, tactics or work assignments, resource
commitment, contingencies, organization structure, and needed support facilities.
 Review the proposed plan to ensure that Command direction, priorities, and operational objectives are
met.
 Delegate assignments and deadlines to appropriate staff members to assure timely and effective IAP
development.
Key Points:
Ensure that the meeting is documented / recorded. (Utilize the back side of this page.)
Review IAP Checklist (A4) to ensure that all critical materials have been accounted for in the IAP.
Planning Section Chief brings meeting to order, cover ground rules, and review agenda.
Planning Section Chief requests tacit Command approval of the plan as presented.
Planning Section Chief reviews and validates responsibility for any open actions and management
objectives.
 Planning Section Chief conducts round table of Command and General Staff to solicit their final input
and commitment to the proposed plan.
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Planning Meeting
Notes:
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Operations Briefing
Owner: Incident Commander

Date:

Time:

**Roles below will attend only if designated and available**
Attendees:
 Incident Commander:

 On-Site Group Supervisor

 Deputy Incident Commander:

 Public Safety Group Supervisor

 Operations Section Chief:

 Air Monitor Team Lead

 Planning Section Chief:

 Roadblock Team Lead

 Liaison Officer:

 Rover Team Lead

 Information Officer:

 Telephoner Team Lead

 Planning Section Chief:

 Reception Centre Representatives

 Logistics Section Chief:

 Other:

 Finance/Admin. Section Chief:

 Other:

 Safety Officer:

 Other:

 Staging Area Manager:

 Other:

Summary:
The objectives of this meeting are to:
 Review a summary of the incident status with all responders.
 Relay objectives, tactics, and strategies.
 Reinforce/relay the safety message.
 Assign roles & responsibilities and tasks for all responders to accomplish.
 Execute the response.
 Tentatively schedule next Objectives Meeting and identify potential problems/issues to address in the
next operational period.
Resources:
IAP Checklist (A4) and all associated ICS forms
Agenda Items:
 Planning Section Chief briefly walks through the IAP components and makes changes as needed.
 Operations Section Chief conducts roll call of the Operation Section Supervisors and provides a briefing
on emergency response.
 Operations Section Chief briefs supervisory personnel on their assignments along with clarification on
any of their issues and concerns.
 Safety Officer covers major safety issues.
 Logistics Section Chief covers logistical support of operations (communications, supply, transportation,
medical, etc).
 Finance / Admin. Section Chief covers time & cost tracking, procurement, and compensation process.
 General Staff to cover issues applicable to Operations Section personnel.
Key Points:
 Ensure that the meeting is documented / recorded. (Utilize the back side of this page.)
 Planning Section Chief opens briefing, covers ground rules, agenda, and conducts roll call of
Commandand General Staff members.
 Establish a briefing and message for all responders.
 Review pre-determined public and media statements.
 Planning Section Chief solicits final comments and adjourns briefing.
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Operations Briefing
Notes:
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Media Relations and Media Statement
Any incident that affects the environment, the health and safety of individuals, or causes extensive property
damage could be a news "item". When such an incident occurs, the media should not be avoided. The key is
to establish good rapport with the media early in the life of the emergency. Open and honest communication
will help to create favourable public opinion and could help to prevent the public from overreacting to the
incident.
Media releases are generated and released as significant developments occur. The company is expected to
coordinate media releases with the relevant government agencies prior to release to provide consistency and
accuracy of information. Information is communicated through written news releases, news conferences, and
any other effective means that the company chooses to use. The company must identify a spokesperson to
carry out this role and to interact with applicable government agencies.
Media releases will be developed by the Emergency Support Team in conjunction with the applicable
regulatory agency. The Emergency Support Team will assign a Corporate Media Spokesperson to deliver the
approved messages.
Media at the field level will be coordinated by the Information Officer with the Support of Communications /
Media from the Emergency Support Team. If media have arrived at the emergency site and the designated
Information Officer is not yet available, only the Incident Commander or their designate can act as the
company spokesperson, and will issue only the information below.
Future statements will be prepared by the Emergency Support Team and should be issued only by the
designated Corporate Media Spokesperson. All media statements will be reviewed with the regulatory
agency’s Media Coordinator.
All information that is given to the media should be recorded. See Section 6: Forms for the C2 Media
Contact Log.

Media Statement

“I am not a company spokesperson, but please
know that we are working hard to ensure the
safety of the public, our people and the
environment; our Information Officer will be
responding to all inquiries.”
“If you would like to speak to him, please call:
1-866-362-1138 or 403-290-3600”
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Paramount Resources has developed a full Communications & Media
Plan, which is located at their Calgary Corporate Office (Suite 2800,
421 – 7 Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9) .

Media Management
•

Do not wait until you are contacted by the media to react to their inquiries. By preparing in advance,
the company will appear to be organized, aware, and actively responding to the situation. The
essence of effective media management is preparation in advance of any media contact.

•

It is important when contacting the media with a news release that you do not favour one media
organization or agency over another. To minimize the chances of creating a prejudicial situation, deal
solely with major umbrella press agencies.

•

If media representatives are not provided with the basic information, it can be assumed that they will
fill the gap with material from less reliable sources.

Be aware at all times that it is possible for the media or others to be monitoring your radio, cellular phone, or
telephone conversations.

On-Site Media Spokesperson
Depending on the specific emergency an on-site spokesperson may be required to handle all on-camera
activities requested by the media. Only approved and trained spokespeople will be allowed to provide
comment to the media. The Emergency Support Team will identify any and all media spokespersons. The
Information Officer or Incident Commander may serve as the on-site Media Spokesperson or the Emergency
Support Team may send the Corporate Media Spokesperson to the site. This representative will endeavor to
maintain a favourable public image on behalf of the company. It is important that they keep in mind the
following:
•

The Dos and Don’ts of conducting yourself on camera; 75% of information comes from non-verbal
actions (gestures, tone, posture, etc.)

•

Public appearance, ensuring appropriate and approved wardrobe

•

Preparation in communicating the media release in advance so the message feels natural

•

How to handle impromptu or “off the record” inquiries from the media
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Managing the Media On-Site
•

Depending upon the size and/or scope of the emergency to the incident site, the media will likely
travel to site and attempt to secure coverage of the situation. Usually the size and nature of an
emergency will determine the amount of media attention garnered.

•

Media Briefing Areas are to be designated by the Incident Commander if advised by the
Communication & Media position. The Information Officer will, if required by the Emergency Support
Team and Incident Commander, determine the need for media management at the incident site.

•

The Information Officer should be designated to oversee local news media management. In order to
address the needs of the media at the incident site, the following guidelines should be considered:
o

If practical, an information centre will be set up nearby the incident site. All on-site media will
be informed that this will be the only place where information is to be released.

o

During an emergency situation, media access to company property is strictly prohibited
unless prior approval has been given by the Emergency Support Team. If the Incident
Commander deems the situation safe and access is granted to company property, media
personnel must be accompanied at all times and wearing appropriate personal protective
equipment (PPE).

o

Ensure that if any media personnel are granted access on-site all potential hazards are
identified and handled appropriately prior to their arrival (i.e. all on-site personnel are wearing
proper PPE, operating equipment safely, etc.).

o

With the exception of providing the initial prepared company statement, any requests by the
media for information or interviews should be referred to the Information Officer.

Internal Communication
Internal communication plans for company personnel must include:
•

Identification of primary and secondary communication methods during an incident.

•

Procedures to control flow of information*:
o

Ensure facts and relevant information are distributed to key responders

o

Proper management of sensitive information

o

Camera and cellphone photo restrictions

o

Social media protocol

* Note: These procedures are developed by the Information Officer during the incident.
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Public Protection Measures
There are three primary public protection measures that are used to ensure the safety of the public in the
event of an incident: shelter-in-place, evacuation, and ignition.

Shelter-In-Place
Shelter-in-place is considered the primary safety measure when the hazard is of a limited duration or the
public would be at a higher risk if evacuated. Sheltering within a building creates an indoor buffer to protect
affected individuals from higher (more toxic) concentrations that may exist outdoors. The goal is to reduce the
movement of air into and out of the building until either the hazard has passed or other appropriate
emergency actions can be taken (such as evacuation).
Sheltering indoors is a viable public protection measure in circumstances when:
•

There is insufficient time or warning to safely evacuate the public

•

Residents are waiting for evacuation assistance

•

The release will be of a limited size and /or duration

•

The location of the release has not been identified

•

The public would be at a higher risk if evacuated

•

Escape routes traverse the hazards

Refer to either Section 2: Roles and Responsibilities or Section 6: Forms for the Shelter-in-Place Phone
Message script to be used when contacting residents. Residents advised to shelter-in-place will be notified if
additional measures are required, and when it is “all-clear”.

Evacuation
For long-term releases, evacuation is preferred to sheltering if public safety can be assured during the
evacuation process.
Evacuation is a viable public protection measure in circumstances when:
•

The location of the plume is known and safe egress routes can be assured

•

The release will not likely be contained in the near future

•

Visibility and road conditions are good

•

The residents clearly understand their directions

The licensee is expected to monitor the air quality along the edge of the EPZ to determine if sheltering or
evacuation criteria have been met outside the EPZ.
Appropriate methods must be utilized to ensure transients (hunters, trappers, recreational users, non-resident
landowners, etc.) within the EPZ are located and evacuated. When a tactical evacuation has taken place, the
appropriate local authority must be notified.
Residents should also be evacuated during ongoing emergency flaring or burning if their health and safety
could be affected by the operation.
Special procedures may be required for evacuating large industrial operations and/or public facilities. If large
numbers of people are involved, the permit holder must address assistance with transportation. Refer to the
Area Specific Information Section (white tabs) for information regarding transportation (e.g., providing school
buses) or other changes in the normal notification procedures.
Section 4: Emergency Response Procedures
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Public Protection Measures, continued
Ignition
In conjunction with shelter-in-place and evacuation strategies, the release may be ignited at the source in
order to reduce public exposure to the hazard. The combustion of the hydrogen sulphide (H2S) results in the
produced sulphur dioxide (SO2) being carried high into the atmosphere allowing additional time for the public
to safely evacuate. If an immediate threat to human life exists and there is not sufficient time to evacuate the
hazard area or the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) – whichever is bigger – the On-Site Group Supervisor is
authorized to ignite the release.
Note: Only those personnel trained in ignition procedures can determine if ignition is required and operate the
ignition equipment.
Ignition of an HVP product release should occur only after the position of the plume has been established,
after careful deliberation, and when safe to do so.
Until such time that a decision has been made to ignite a release, the licensee should take steps to minimize
any chance of unplanned ignition in the area.
When making the decision to ignite, the licensee must take the following into consideration:
•

The increased risk(s) of delayed ignition,

•

Whether the perimeter of the hazard area has been established,

•

Whether the public has been evacuated from the area,

•

Whether ignition will worsen the situation by endangering the public or the environment or damaging
the equipment used to control the product,

•

Whether wind direction has been established and is it being continually monitored, and

•

Whether the possibility of an explosion has been assessed (i.e. obstructions or regions of congestion
within the perimeter of the dispersing vapour cloud).

If at all possible, the On-Site Group Supervisor must consult with higher authority individuals within the
company (ideally the Operations Section Chief, Incident Commander, EOC Director, etc.) and the appropriate
government regulator.

Road and Airspace Closures
The company should receive authorization from local authorities or the RCMP before establishing roadblocks
on public roads. The company must contact the RCMP and the transportation authority to have one-, two– or
three-digit highways closed. However, if the safety of the public is in jeopardy, the company must be prepared
to quickly restrict access to the area before contacting these agencies.
If warranted, the regulatory agency can issue a Closure Order that provides legal authority to close the area.
The local authority may, if warranted, declare a Local State of Emergency. This grants the local authority
special powers to do such things as road closures or declare mandatory evacuation.
The public must also be prevented from flying into the airspace above a gas release. It may be necessary for
NAV CANADA to issue a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) to advise the pilots of restrictions in the airspace above
the EPZ or to close the airspace for a certain radius from the release (a no-fly zone). NOTAMs or closure of
airspace may be requested by the regulatory agency at a level 2 or level 3 emergency.
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Establishing and Isolating a Perimeter
Public Protection Measures, continued
1. Identify the location of the incident on the map:

2. Determine the size of response zones (hazard
areas):
EPZ - Emergency Planning Zone
IIZ - Initial Isolation Zone
PAZ - Protective Action Zone
You can f ind this inf ormation:
a) Labeled on the map
b) In the site specif ic tables
c) As the yellow area on the map

Incident
Location

If the incident is at a facility or if you have not yet
confirmed the exact location of the incident, you must
use the largest EPZ for the area. The largest EPZ for
the area is shown in yellow on the map.

3. Determine the wind direction

4. Draw the zones on map:

Look for wind direction indications such as f lags,
windsocks, direction of smoke, etc..

a) EPZ - The entire hazard area

Draw the wind direction on the map with an arrow.

b) IIZ - Those closest to the hazard
c) PAZ - Those downwind of the hazard

PA

DI WIN
RE D
CT
IO
N

DI WIN
RE D
CT
IO

N

Z

IIZ

Incident
Location

EP

Z

5. Isolate the hazard area with roadblocks

N

DI WIN
RE D
CT
IO

Z

EP

If any residences exist between the optimal roadblock
location and the EPZ, expand the EPZ to include those
residences.
Additionally, if
PA
Z
any residences
only route of
egress is through
IIZ
the EPZ, expand
the EPZ to
EP
include those
Z
residences.

6. Following the appropriate provincial public
protection m easures chart, initiate public safety
activi ties.
Residents in the IIZ are closest to the hazard and are the
most at risk of being adversely aff ected.
Residents in the PAZ are the second group to be
evacuated / sheltered in place as being downwind of the
hazard puts them at a higher risk than the rest of the
residences in the EPZ that are upwind or crosswind f rom
the hazard.

Legend
Other Roads
Main Hwy
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Public Protection Measures Flowchart
Public Protection Measures, continued
Is there potential for the release to impact beyond the
lease, facility or pipeline right of way?
No

Yes

No public protection
measures required

Do any of the following apply:

The release is expected to pass over quickly
The public would be at a higher risk if evacuated
There is not enough time or warning to safely evacuate the public
The source and nature of the release has not been identified
The release is an HVP product

q
q
q
q
q

q

IIZ
Initial Isolation Zone

If safe to do so, the licensee must
evacuate public from the IIZ.

Yes

No

Evacuation

Begin evacuating the public

q

Evacuation begins in the IIZ and
expands outwards into the PAZ
downwind of the release so that
members of the public are not
exposed to the hazard.

PAZ
Protective Action Zone

Shelter

Evacuation / Shelter-in-Place all public
downwind of the incident

Begin sheltering the public

EPZ
Emergency Planning Zone

Refer to Evacuation Phone
Message in either Section 2:
Roles and Responsibilities or
Section 6: Forms

Refer to Shelter-in-Place Phone
Message in either Section 2:
Roles and Responsibilities or
Section 6: Forms

Giving priority to those who have special needs
and / or have requested early notification

Modified EPZ
Emergency Planning Zone

Any public that are outside the calculated EPZ
that may be effected.

Ignition must take place when one of the following
conditions have been met:

q Although required, evacuation of the response zones has q Monitoring is not taking place due to weather or other
unforeseen circumstances.
not taken place.
q The release cannot be brought under control in the
q H2S concentrations in excess of 10 ppm over a 3-minute
short term.
average in unevacuated parts of the EPZ.
AND
q H2S concentrations exceed 1 ppm per one hour average in q Personnel working at the site can be cleared to a safe
urban density developments.
distance.

Has ignition criteria been met?
No

Is there an urban centre within
the EPZ?

Yes
Refer to the H2S / HVP Ignition Procedure
behind the Public Protection Measures tab
in Section 4: Emergency Response
Procedures

Yes
Notify the Director of
Emergency Management and
the Health Authority.

q
q

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures

q
q

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures

Is there potential for the release to impact the
public outside of the EPZ?
No

q
q

Yes

Continue air monitoring
Continue evacuation / shelter
procedures in the EPZ

q

q

Work with local authority to
determine the need for
evacuation / shelter outside of
the EPZ
Continue air monitoring

Evacuation Requirements

For a sour gas release, the licensee must continuously assess and act on the need to expand the evacuation area
based on the monitored levels of H2S and SO2. In the absence of monitored readings, responders should advise the
residents to Shelter-in-Place.

H2S Requirements
1 to 10 ppm
(3 minute average)
Above 10 ppm
(3 minute average)

Individuals who requested notification so
that they can voluntarily evacuate before
any exposure to H2S must be notified.
Local conditions must be assessed and all
persons must be advised to evacuate and/
or shelter

SO2 Requirements
0.3 ppm (24-hour average)
1 ppm (3-hour average)

Immediate evacuation of the area must take
place.

5 ppm (15-minute average)

* If monitored levels over the 3 minute interval are declining (i.e., three
readings show a decline from 15 ppm to 10 ppm to 8 ppm over 3
minutes), evacuation may not be necessary even though the average
over the 3 minute interval would be 11 ppm. Licensees should use
proper judgement in determining if evacuation is required.
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H2S / HVP Ignition Procedure
Ignition Procedure – On-Site Group Supervisor

Pre-Ignition Considerations – On-Site Group Supervisor
When making the decision to ignite, the licensee must take the following into consideration:

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S)

Preplanning

High Vapour Pressure (HVP)

Proximity to residences, public facilities, towns or
urban centres.
Risk of exposure / injury to the public or response
workers.
Status of evacuation.
Wind conditions and general topography.
Fire hazard after ignition in relation to adjacent
forested or cropland area.
Safety of the Ignition Team (hazard area
identification, protective gear).

Prior to ignition the Operations Section Chief will:

The increased risk(s) of delayed ignition.
Whether the perimeter of the hazard area has been
established.
Whether the public has been evacuated from the
area.
Whether ignition will worsen the situation by
endangering the public or the environment or
damaging the equipment used to control the product.
Whether wind direction has been established and is
being continually monitored.
Whether the possibility of an explosion has been
assessed (i.e., obstructions or regions of congestion
within the perimeter of the dispersion vapour cloud).

Erect windsock and streamers (if time
permits).
Monitor the area for combustible gas.
Fully discuss ignition procedures.
Check radio communications.

Ensure all nonessential personnel are evacuated.
Isolate the hazard area using manned roadblocks.
Assemble the Ignition Team (2 people).
Ensure the Ignition Team is protected with personal
protective equipment, clothing and breathing apparatus
(cover exposed skin).

Approach
Select a position to attempt safe ignition which will:

Ignition must take place when one of the following
conditions has been met:
Although required, evacuation of the response zones has not
taken place.
Monitoring results indicate H2S concentrations in excess of
10 ppm over a 3-minute average in unevacuated parts of the
EPZ.

If monitoring levels are declining, then the situation
needs to be continuously assessed for ignition.

H2S concentrations exceed 1 ppm per one hour average
in urban density developments.
Monitoring is not taking place due to weather or other
unforeseen circumstances
The release cannot be brought under control in the short
term (ignition decision will be made by Incident
Commander. Notify Regulatory Agency intention to ignite.
AND
Personnel working at the site can be cleared to a safe
distance.

Once any of the above conditions have been met, ignition must occur within 15 minutes
of the decision to ignite.

Yes

Is There time to discuss the ignition decision
with the Operations Section Chief, the Incident
Commander, and the Regulatory Agency?

No

Continue with
release control
procedures onsite.
Review possible
control procedures.

No

Yes

Be in an area where no combustible gas is
detected.
If possible, get behind a hill, building, tree
or other protective barrier to shield yourself.

Example Ignition Kit

2
36
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
4

Review with the Operations Section Chief, the
Incident Commander, and Regulatory Agency:
Employee and public safety.
Site conditions.
Site control procedures.
Monitoring of Emergency Hazard Area.

Is ignition the most favourable
control option to minimize the
hazard?

Allow for safe retreat.
Be upwind of the gas leak (300m minimum from edge
of identified vapor plume, approach no closer than
100m on repeated ignition attempts).

1

Flare Pistol
Flares
Safety harness with front D-ring
30m (100ft) flame resistant rope
Flame resistant coveralls
Sets of ear protection
Hard hats with face shield
Flame resistant hard hat liners
(balaclava or regular style)
LEL Gas detector
H2S Gas detector
Self contained breathing apparatus
(positive pressure) with 30 minute air
supply, includes 2 spare bottles
Radio equipped vehicle

Attempt Ignition
Fire flare gun to hit vapour cloud at the perimeter
where air to fuel mixtures are correct for ignition
(near outer edge and ground level).
Turn away from target.

No

Repeat Ignition
Determine post
ignition emergency
service requirements.
Assemble and brief
ignition team.
Go to Ignition
Procedures Flowchart.

Continue approach and
repeat until successful
(100m minimum from edge
of identified vapour
plume).
DO NOT proceed if
Ignition Team is no longer
in a safe area.

Plume
Ignited?

Yes

Post Ignition
Advise Incident Commander.
Continue to monitor downwind
for gas accumulations.
Maintain security around
immediate area.
Assist emergency service
crews with any fire control
measures needed.

Northwest Territories Petroleum Industry
Release Reporting Requirements
All spills exceeding the spill/release quotas listed in the table on the following page
MUST be reported immediately to the appropriate regulatory agency.
Agency

Reportable Spills

Office of the Regulator of Oil
and Gas Operations (OROGO)

Operators must report all incidents and near-misses to the Regulator as
soon as the circumstances permit by calling 1-867-445-8551.

Reported releases or potential releases of any size that:

The Department of
Environment and Natural
Resources (ENR)

1)
2)
3)
4)

Report
Type

Report To

Verbal

(OROGO) 1-867-445-8551

Written

O per at or s m ust subm i t an
investigation report to
OROGO@gov.nt.ca within 21 days
of the day an incident or near-miss
occurs, if the incident or near-miss
involves:
~ A death
~ An injury that required time off
work
~ A fire or explosion
~ A leak
~ An immediate threat to safety or
~ A significant pollution event

Verbal

NWT/Nunavut 24 Hr. Spill Reporting
Line 867-920-8130

Written

Fill out the Spill Report Form found at:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/en/files/spillreport-form-northwest-territoriesnunavut
Submit the completed form via:
Fax: 867-873-6924 OR
Email: spills@gov.nt.ca

Are near or in an open water body
Are near or in a designated sensitive environment or habitat
Pose an imminent threat to human health or safety; or
Pose an imminent threat to a listed species at risk or its critical habitat

Substances regulated by Environment and Natural Resources if:
1) Release meets or exceeds the reporting threshold in the NWT spill
Reporting Requirements column in the Reportable Threshold table on

911
Substances regulated by Transportation of Dangerous Goods if:
Transportation of Dangerous
Goods (TDG)

Verbal

1) A release is anticipated, or the release meets or exceeds the reporting
threshold in the TDG Reporting Requirements column in the Release
Reporting Thresholds table on the following page.
Written

Within 30 days

Verbal

1) 888-226-8832 or 613-996-6666
2) 613-995-5555
3) 613-995-0479

3) Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission - Class 7 radioactive materials
only

Written

Within 30 days

1) A release of any substance deleterious to fish into a fish bearing water
body.

Verbal

Inuvik 867-777-7500
Yellowknife 867-669-4900

Verbal

Via Transportation Safety Board
(TSB)
Reporting Hotline
819-997-7887

Loss and theft reporting:
1) CANUTEC - all loss or theft of dangerous goods materials
2) Natural Resources Canada Inspector - Class 1 explosive materials only

Canadian Transport
Emergency Centre
(CANUTEC)

Department of Fisheries and
Oceans (DFO)

Immediately reportable events as defined in the NEB Event Reporting
Guidelines December 2017:
1) An incident that harms people or the environment,
2) A rupture, or
3) A toxic plume
Canada Energy Regulator
(CER)

Note: Immediately reportable incidents must be reported within 3 hours to
both the TSB Reporting Hotline and CER’s OERS. If applicable, refer to the
Federal Roles & Responsibilities chart in SECTION 5: EXTERNAL
AGENCIES and the CER site section behind the AREA SPECIFIC
INFORMATION tab for further regulations, definitions and reporting
guidelines.

Written

1) Any health or environment-threatening emergency or off-lease spills.
2) On-lease spills greater than 1m 3.

CER Online Event Reporting System
(OERS)
https://apps.cer-rec.gc.ca/ers/home/index

Immediately reportable events on First Nation reserve lands only:
Indian Oil & Gas (IOGC)

Local Authority
403-873-7406 (Yellowknife)

Verbal

IOGC Tsuu T’ina Office
403-292-5625

Note: The Departments of Environment and Natural Resources and Lands, and the Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations (OROGO) are responsible for
coordinating Government of the Northwest Territories regulatory oversight and investigation of hazardous material spills in NWT under their respective
jurisdictions.
Note: Spills must be reported promptly to avoid possible prosecution.

Lead Agency Contact Numbers
Northwest Territories
The Office of the Oil and Gas Regulator
(OROGO)

1-867-445-8551

NWT/Nunavut 24 Hr. Spill Reporting Line

1-867-920-8130

See following page for spill / release quotas.

Canada
CANUTEC
All Provinces

888-CAN-UTEC
(888-226-8832)
613-996-6666

Canada Energy Regulator / Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Incident Reporting Line

819-997-7887

NWT spill reporting document updated
January 2020

Northwest Territories Petroleum Industry
Release Reporting Requirements
All spills exceeding the spill/release quotas listed in the table on the following page MUST be reported immediately to the
appropriate regulatory agency.
Substance /
Example
Hydraulic Oil

Chemical Class

T.D.G. Reporting Requirements
Road, Rail or Marine
Loss or Theft
No TDG Reporting Requirements

Methanol

See Class 3 & 6.1

Natural Gas
Spilled Liquid Substances

Class 1
Explosives

Ammunition
Nitro-glycerine

Class 2.1
Flammable Gases

Class 2.2
Non-Flammable Gases
Class 2.3
Toxic Gases
(poisonous or corrosive)

Class 3
Flammable Liquids

Class 4.1
Flammable Solids
Class 4.2
Spontaneously
Combustible
Class 4.3
Water reactant
substances

See Class 2.1

Crude Oil / Emulsion (Unrefined)
Produced / Salt Water
(Unrefined)
Drilling Fluid or Invert Mud
Condensate (Unrefined)
Glycol
Fresh Water
Any fluid with toxic substances

H2S
Methane
Propane
Butane
Natural Gas
Compressed Air
O2
N2
CO2
H2S
SO2
Hydrogen Cyanide
Nitric Acid
Anhydrous Ammonia
Gasoline
Diesel
Methanol
Demulsifiers
Scale Inhibitors
Lube Oil

See Class 3
No TDG Reporting Requirements

>5L or 5 kg
Any quantity of Packing Group II

Any quantity

Class 6.1
Poisonous Toxic
Substances
Class 6.2
Infectious Substances

Activated Carbon
Potassium Sulphide
Phosphorus
Molten Sulphur
Calcium Carbide
Sodium
Activated Carbon

Uranium
Plutonium
Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Materials (N.O.R.M.)

Class 8
Corrosives

Acids
Bases
Batteries
Caustic
Amine

Class 9
Miscellaneous Products,
Substances &
Organisms,
Environmentally
Hazardous
Substances
Class 9.1
Miscellaneous (except
and with PCB mixtures 5
or more ppm)
Class 9.2
Aquatic Toxic
Class 9.3
Wastes
(chronic toxic)

P.C.B.
Asbestos
Polystyrene Beads
Gas Plant Filters
Benzoic Acid
Chromic Acetate
Cupric Sulphate

Any amount

Total quantity of 450 kg or more

Any amount of gas from containers
with a capacity greater than 100L

No TDG Reporting Requirements

Any amount of gas from containers
with a capacity greater than 100L

Any quantity

Any amount

Total quantity of 450 kg or more of desensitized
explosives
Any quantity of UN1261, Nitromethane

>100L

>25 kg

Total quantity of 450 kg or more in Packing
Groups I or II
Total quantity of 450 kg or more in Packing
Groups I or II

Calcium Nitrate
Ammonium Nitrate
Bleaches

Class 7
Radioactive Substances

Any quantity in Class 1.1, 1.2, and 1,3
Total quantity of 450 kg or more in Class 1.4
(except 1.4S), 1.5, or 1.6

Total quantity of 450 kg or more of desensitized
explosives
Any quantity of UN1357, Urea Nitrate, with not
less than 20% water, by mass; UN3370, Urea
Nitrate, Wetted, with not less than 10% water by
mass

Calcium Resinate
Naphthalene
Crude

Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Peroxide
Succinic Acid
Peroxide
Arsenic
Lead Acetate
Mercuric Oxide
Methanol
Toxic Pesticides
Infectious Substances affecting
Humans / Animals
Sewage and wastewater

No Reporting Requirement

No TDG Reporting Requirements

More than 30 L or 30 kg of Packing
Group III

Class 5.2
Organic Peroxides

>100 L or 100 kg

See Class 3

Any quantity of Packing Group I or II

Class 5.1
Oxidizing Substances

OROGO / ENR
Reporting Requirements
When released on a frozen water
body that is being used as a working
surface
Uncontrolled release or sustained
flow of 10 minutes or more

Any quantity of Category A or B

Total quantity of 450 kg or more in Packing
Groups I or II
Any quantity of UN1485, Potassium Chlorate;
UN1486, Potassium Nitrate; UN 1487, Potassium
Nitrate and Sodium Nitrate Mixture; UN1489,
Potassium Perchlorate; UN1495, Sodium
Chlorate; UN1498, Sodium Nitrate; UN1499
Sodium Nitrate and Potassium Nitrate Mixture;
UN1511, Urea Hydrogen Peroxide; UN1942
Ammonia Nitrate, with not more than 0.2%
combustible substances, including any organic
substance calculated as carbon, to the exclusion
of any other added substances; UN2014
Hydrogen Peroxide, Aqueous Solution with not
less than 20% but not less than 60% hydrogen
peroxide (stabilized as necessary); UN2015,
Hydrogen Peroxide, Stabilized; UN2031, Nitric
Acid, other than red fuming; UN3149, Hydrogen
Peroxide and Peroxyacetic Acid Mixture with acid
(s), water and not more than 5% peroxyacetic
acid, stabilized

50 kg or 50 L

Any quantity in Class 5.2, Type B, liquid or solid,
temperature controlled

>1L or 1 kg

Any quantity of Packing Group I

>5L or 5 kg

Any quantity

Any amount

Any quantity

Any amount

Total quantity of 450 kg or more in Packing Group
I or II
Any quantity of UN1796, Nitrating Acid Mixture
with more than 50% nitric acid; UN1826, Nitrating
Acid Mixture, Spent, with more than 50% nitric
acid; UN2032, Nitric Acid, Red Fuming

5 kg or 5 L

For packages being transported
under exclusive use: (i) 10 mSv/h on
the external surface (ii) 2 mSv/h on
the surface of the conveyance, and
(iii) 0.1 mSv/h at a distance of 2 m
from the surface
For packages not being transported
under exclusive use:
(i) 2 mSv/h on the external surface
(ii) 0.1 mSv/h at a distance of 1m
from the package, (iii) 2 mSv/h on
the surface of the conveyance, and
(iv) 0.1 mSv/h at a distance of 2m
from the surface of the conveyance.
Any quantity of Packing Group I or II
30 L or 30 kg of Packing Group III

>5L or 0.5 kg

30 L or 30 kg of Packing Group II or
III, or without Packing Group

No TDG Reporting Requirements

0.5 L or 100 kg
No Reporting Requirement
Any amount

Other items in the ENR Spill Reporting Regulation that are applicable but do not fit in the above table format.
Item

Substance Spilled
Waste or spent chemicals, used or waste oil, vehicle fluids, wastewater

For all other reportable substances/quantities, please refer to company SDS sheets for more information.
List of Environment & Climate Change Canada’s E2 Regulated Substances: https://ec.gc.ca/ee-ue/default.asp?lang=En&n=06FCD512-1

Specified Amount
>100L or 100 kg

Spill Response, continued
Spill Response Guidelines
This section provides basic hydrocarbon spill response guidelines. For greater detail, refer to the Western
Canada Spill Services (WCSS) manuals, applicable Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and the Emergency Response
Assistance Canada (ERAC) Plan. Refer to the Petroleum Industry Release Reporting Requirements chart at
the beginning of this section to determine the TDG and Provincial Reporting Requirements for each class of
chemicals (as classified by the TDG Hazard Classification System).

Initial Response Actions:
•

Determine the Level of Emergency using the Assessment Matrix in Section 1: Initial Response.

•

Determine spilled substance. If it can be classified as an LPG release, isolate the area to a minimum
distance of 1600 meters (1 mile) and refer to the BLEVE portion of the fire / explosion section.

•

Assess spill hazards and risks. Determine what PPE will be required.

Considerations:
•

Are there any nearby public (workers, traffic, residents) that would need to be evacuated or diverted
from the spill area?

•

Is there a fire or explosion hazard? What is the ignition source?

•

Is there H2S or other toxins present? Are concentrations safe or is additional PPE needed?

•

Are there any areas deemed hazardous? (Mark with flags)

•

What are the ground and weather conditions? (Snow, gravel, sand etc.)

•

Where is the location of the leak, the type of release and the volume released? Is it reportable? Has it
been reported to the regulator?

•

How long has the spill been taking place?

•

Are air monitoring trailers required?

•

Is the spill into a watercourse, watershed or a water body?

•

Is the spill contained or migrating? Which direction? How far can it go?

•

If the spill is not contained, determine and prioritize the containment points and methods to be used.

•

What lands or water bodies may be affected? (Farm, livestock, brush, drinking water, etc.)

•

How is it going to be contained and cleaned up?

•

How to access the spill site, the source of the spill and recovery points?

•

What equipment is required? Is oil spill equipment (oil spill co-op) required?

•

Where can spill responders park so as not to interfere with spill equipment? (Minimize vehicular traffic
as much as possible at the spill site.)

•

Are there any residences in the area? Do they have water wells that could be affected?

•

Should the spill site be cordoned off to prevent wildlife / livestock from entering?

•

Will a media response be required?

Section 4: Emergency Response Procedures
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Spill Response, continued
Control/Containment
•

Remove all sources of ignition.

•

Stop the spill if safely possible (e.g. shut off pump, replace cap, tip drum upward, patch leaking hole).
Use the contents of the nearest spill kit to aid in stopping the spill if it is safe to do so.

•

Assess speed and direction of spill and cause of movement (water, wind and slope).

•

Use contents of spill kits to place sorbent materials on the spill, or use shovel to dig to contain spill.
Methods may vary depending on the nature of the spill.

•

Prioritize and set up containment points.

•

Where possible, prevent a spill from entering a watercourse.

•

Have a contingency plan ready in case spill worsens beyond control or if the weather or topography
impedes containment.

•

Avoid excessive walking or driving on the spill area.

•

Consider ground disturbance guidelines.

•

Surface run off may have to be diverted from the spill site if wet conditions are present.

•

Mitigate or eliminate any danger to life, health, the environment or property arising from the spill.

•

Ensure the health and safety of the persons responding to the spill.

•

Once containment has been achieved, recovery and clean-up operations begin immediately.

•

Recover as much product and saturated debris as possible.

•

Keep environmental disturbance to a minimum.

•

Take steps to rehabilitate any land affected by the spill.

•

Take steps to prevent the occurrence of a similar spill.

External Notifications
•

Follow notification procedures outlined at the beginning of this section as per the applicable provincial
Petroleum Industry Release Reporting Requirements chart.

•

Contact the applicable spill service (below) to determine the closest available spill equipment and
towing requirements.
SWAT Consulting

866-610-7928

Clean Harbors (Fort Nelson)

800-645-8265
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Spill Response, continued
Spill Control Points
Control points are pre-identified locations on watercourses that allow for the staging and deployment of oil
spill containment and recovery equipment in response to oil spills that have occurred upstream of the control
point. Control point selection is critical to an effective oil spill response and part of your risk assessment and
development of site-specific emergency response plan information.
An ideal control point should have:
•

Quick access to the watercourse in all seasons, using clear ground, a road or a trail

•

Adequate work space to conduct operations and to store required equipment with minimal need for
clearing of brush and vegetation

•

Sufficient space to deploy containment and recovery equipment quickly with minimal effort or
obstructions (i.e. trees, rocks, steep banks, etc.) and minimal environmental impact

•

Boat launch location(s) for boats assisting in containment and recovery operations.

Selection of control points with public access is preferred.
For control points on private property - landowner approval and necessary permits for emergency access
should be obtained in advance.
Designated site specific control points need to be reviewed at least annually. Each control point site should be
visited periodically to evaluate suitability and to ensure information is accurate and complete. Old unsuitable
control points should be removed and new control points added, as a part of revisions to site specific
information, as required. Control point listings should include a site description, site diagram, access
description, landowner/occupant phone number, site suitability and any other information related to the site.

Action
Where a spill occurs, the person who had possession immediately before the spill shall take all reasonable
and practical action. They should have due regard for the safety of the public, themselves, to stop and contain
and minimize the effects of the spill.
Provincial oil and gas regulations require operators to take immediate steps to contain and clean up spilled
upstream petroleum product. Upstream petroleum product refers to crude oil, salt water, emulsions,
condensates, sour gas natural gas liquids and / or any combination of the materials listed that are generated
during exploration and production activities.
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Spill Response, continued
Recovery Techniques
There are two basic means of stopping the flow of petroleum products floating on a stream or river: a boom or
a dam. If the stream or river if relatively large, booms are used. A dam may be constructed across the
channel of a small stream with a low flow.
If a stream or river is to be boomed, the appropriate equipment should be obtained from the Local Spill
Response Cooperative or mutual aid partners. Decisions must incorporate the following considerations:
•

Width of stream or river to be boomed (where possible, the entire river width should be boomed)

•

Allowable boom angle based on stream or river current and length of boom required

•

Anchoring methods for the booms

•

Methods to lay out and deploy a boom

If a dam is to be constructed across the stream, some allowance must be made for the flow of water past the
dam. The Western Canadian Spill Services plan provides detailed information about oil spill containment and
recovery.

Containment and Storage of Product
When commercial barriers are not suitable or available, particularly in remote areas, barriers must be
improvised. Improvising depends on the materials at hand and the situation in which the spill occurred. In
each case, the experience and innovative ability of the personnel at the spill site is needed for the successful
containment of the oil spill.
Tank trucks, storage tanks or an earthen pit may be used to store recovered petroleum products. Access
must be close enough to the recovery site so that hoses from the pumps can reach a tank truck. Storage
tanks must be located on level, stable ground with access available for tank truck use. An earthen pit should
only be constructed when tank trucks or storage tanks cannot be used. Earth-moving equipment and
appropriate ground disturbance procedures will be required to construct a pit. A plastic lining should be used.

Disposal and Remedial Operations
Disposal of the product and site restoration actions will be determined for each site by consultation among
operations personnel, the provincial environmental protection agency or other environmental regulators and
any external contracted professional environmental consultants.
It is the company’s responsibility when reporting a release to the regulatory agency or the Ministry of
Environment (as appropriate) to inform any private individuals whose lands may be affected by the release.
The company must notify the landowner of any release that occurs off a lease site, migrates off a lease site or
occurs on an easement or right-of-way. The company is reminded that landowner cooperation is essential in
being able to quickly respond to a release that is not on the normal working area of a lease site.
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Post-Incident
Ensure all statements, event logs, forms and documentation on the incident remain securely stored following
the incident. Records must be held for a minimum of 5 years as it may be requested by the regulatory agency
at any point during that time.

Call Down Notification
After consultation with a senior company representative or the appropriate Regulatory Agency, Provincial
Emergency Management or local County / Municipality, the Incident Commander will:
1. Give the "all clear" signal. Prior to the "all-clear" signal, the Incident Commander will confirm that all
evacuated areas are safe to re-enter. This may involve such activities as:
o Ensuring all equipment and locations are free of any pockets of fire, smoke and / or toxic
gases.
o Ensuring all equipment and debris are removed from offices and / or public areas.
o Cordoning off the incident area to isolate any remaining hazards.
o Checking low-lying areas and basements for contamination, if a toxic leak has occurred.
After the “all-clear” message has been given, the Incident Commander will be responsible for:
o Ensuring all evacuees are promptly notified once the call down is given.
o Coordinating the return of any evacuees to the area. Ensure the public and employees
receive any assistance they may require.
o Maintaining security in any evacuated areas until the evacuees have returned and the
businesses in the area have again become occupied.
2. Coordinate the deactivation of all emergency response operations, personnel, equipment and incident
areas.
3. Ensure all previous contacts, including other companies; government agencies, etc. are notified of the
emergency status call down.
4. Advise all response team members to document their call down notification calls.
5. Prepare and release an “all clear” statement to the media in conjunction with the Regulatory Agency.
6. Organize debriefing meetings for advisory personnel involved. In the case of incidents that have
involved a death or serious injury, consult with Human Resources personnel about arranging critical
incident counselling.
7. Notify and debrief Joint Interest Partners and Insurance company representatives.
Note: Ensure all statements, event logs, forms and documentation on the incident remain securely stored
following the incident.

Public Care and Assistance
The decision to recall evacuees will be coordinated by the regulatory agency in consultation with other
applicable government agencies and the licensee. Ensure the following tasks are completed as required:
1. Ensure all evacuees are promptly notified once the call down is given.
2. Coordinate the return of any evacuees to the area. Ensure the public and employees receive any
assistance they may require.
3. Maintain security in any evacuated areas until the evacuees have returned and the businesses in the
area have again become occupied.
4. Ensure homes and businesses are ventilated and checked for gas pockets before allowing the
occupants to enter. Rovers must check each room, office and public area.
Section 4: Emergency Response Procedures
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Post-Incident, continued
5. Ensure members of the Response Teams and other key participants in the emergency are debriefed
as soon as possible.
6. Designate a senior company representative to act as the company Liaison with the public and other
companies.
7. Ensure the affected employees and public are provided with post-incident company contact names
and telephone numbers. If the emergency has impacted a large number of the public or has caused
significant damage to private property or the environment, a temporary Public Relations Office should
be established in the affected area.
8. Schedule a follow-up meeting with the public to clearly explain the cause of the incident and to
address their concerns. Organize critical incident counselling as required.
9. Ensure public expense / damage claims have been collected and are processed in a timely manner.

Clean-up and Repair
If a serious injury or death has occurred, the scene must be left undisturbed, as much as possible, until an
investigation of the site can be completed by the appropriate authorities.
Ensure the following tasks are completed as required:
•

Ensure the incident site is not disturbed if there has been a fatality or a serious injury until police,
regulatory officials and company representatives complete necessary investigations.

•

Ensure that site clean-up continues.

•

Ensure that the correct procedures are developed and implemented for the decontamination of
equipment.

•

Ensure the On-Site Group Supervisor disposes of all hazardous waste according to applicable
regulations (confer with the safety support personnel, the Response Team or other company safety
personnel).

Note: The position of On-Site Group Supervisor during the remediation phase may be best filled by an
Environmental Specialist.
•

Ensure that priority is given to clearing debris and restoring the site to normal operating conditions
after the government and company investigations are complete.

•

Ensure that all safety equipment is demobilized, cleaned and inspected for contamination.

•

Ensure all roadblocks, staging area and detour equipment is demobilized.

•

Ensure that all clean-up and repair actions follow the companies safety and environment policies and
safe-work procedures.

Third Party Investigations
The Incident Commander will coordinate and observe all site investigations. Third party investigators such as
police, government agencies and insurance companies may be required to investigate an incident site. It is
important to co-operate with third party investigators. However, company personnel should be aware of the
corresponding corporate guidelines.
•

Obtain the name, title, address and telephone number of all inspectors and immediately inform the
Incident Commander before proceeding with the investigation.
Section 4: Emergency Response Procedures
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Post-Incident, continued
·

Ensure a company representative accompanies the inspector at all times. Never leave an inspector
unattended.

·

Give the inspectors the information they request, the facts only, no speculative information. Always
tell the truth.

Document all items of evidence that the inspector has retained. Where possible, keep copies of the evidence
provided to the Inspectors.
Wait until legal counsel is present before answering questions where the inspector indicates that any
statements may be used as evidence or indicates that you have the right to counsel.

Review and Debriefing
The effectiveness of the ERP shall be reviewed after the end of the emergency. In some situations, a formal
debriefing may be held. The objective of the debriefing should be to improve emergency preparedness and
response by identifying areas of success and areas requiring improvement (a debriefing should not be a faultfinding mission). If one is held, all groups that responded to the emergency should be represented. The
representatives should come prepared with complete details of their activities during the emergency and,
where possible, provide supporting documentation. Common elements of an effective debriefing include:
a) A facilitator;
b) A secretary to record the proceedings;
c) A review of the sequence of events, including timing and actions taken; and
d) Identification of those portions of the ERP that were effective and those that require improvement.
Action items identified during the debriefing should be documented and assigned with completion timelines,
key lessons learned from emergency outcome should be shared with the appropriate parties, and the ERP
should be revised as necessary. Separate debriefings may be held with different groups that participated in
the emergency (e.g., emergency services organizations, the media, etc.).

Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD)
Responders are often under a great deal of stress. They must act quickly, often in the face of pain and fear, to
assess the situation, determine priorities and begin rescuing others who are in danger. They may have
experienced a serious injury themselves or witnessed the death of co-workers or the public.
If necessary, the Incident Commander will request that the company’s Human Resource personnel dispatch
specially trained counselors to meet with responders, preferably within 24 to 48 hours, to provide support and
reassurance to those affected by an emergency. Team members should include a mental health professional
and trained peer support personnel (fire-fighters, paramedics, police, military, etc.).
CISDs allow individuals to express the circumstances they were confronted with, how they felt at the incident
and what their reactions were after the incident. The participants must understand that the meetings are
strictly confidential and are not intended to judge or lay blame on an individual’s actions. Recording devices
and note taking should be prohibited. Meetings should be limited to a maximum of 20 individuals. Individuals
who are perceived to be responsible for the incident should be excluded from group meetings and met on a
one-on-one basis.
These sessions provide the responders with a supportive environment that helps them deal with their
emotions. It also provides them with information about stress and its effects (severe agitation, emotional
upset, inability to sleep, etc.) and it educates them about stress management techniques.
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Post-Incident, continued
Post-Incident / Accident Investigation
Once the emergency status has been removed, a senior company representative will appoint a subcommittee
to investigate the event. This subcommittee will consist of appropriate management and technical specialists
as required.
The objective of the investigation will be to analyze and evaluate the event in order to establish a cause, to
provide advice on how to prevent a reoccurrence of the event, and to make recommendations on procedures
that will improve the company's emergency response efforts in the future.
The post-incident / accident investigation should include:
·

A review of the events leading up to the incident / accident.

·

An analysis of the on-site remedial procedures, including an evaluation of the safety standards that
were applied.

·

An appraisal of the company’s shelter-in-place / evacuation response for the affected public.

·

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the notification and communication systems between the
incident site and the head office, as well as within the company.

·

An appraisal of the effectiveness of any media or public relations efforts.

·

An assessment of any potential legal or environmental issues that may be raised as a result of the
event or as a result of the company's response efforts.

·

A summary of current and future costs.

·

Completed appropriate event report forms and applicable attachments.

·

An assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the company’s response.

This report will be directed to the attention of a senior company representative. It will be his / her responsibility
to ensure all recommendations for improvements to the Corporate and Field Emergency Response Plans are
incorporated where applicable and promptly communicated to the appropriate company personnel.
Within 30 days of the end of an incident, a Licensee must file with the Provincial Agency, Canada Energy
Regulator (CER), and / or the Transportation Safety Board (TSB), an Operator Incident Summary Report
structured as outlined by the Provincial / Federal Agency. After reviewing the Operator Incident Summary
Report, the Provincial and / or Federal agency may require that the licensee attend a meeting to further
discuss the incident.
All documentation recorded during and following an emergency must be retained for up to five years in the
event the Regulatory Agency requests it.
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Medical Emergencies
DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this section does not replace formal First Aid, CPR & AED
training. The company makes no guarantee as to, and assumes no responsibility for, the correctness,
sufficiency or completeness of such information or recommendations. A First Aid provider is someone who
has completed formal first aid training from a recognized provider. Training can be obtained from the
Canadian Red Cross (www.redcross.ca) or St. John Ambulance (www.sja.ca).
The 3 basic steps to follow in any emergency:

Canadian Red Cross (2013). Check, Call, Care First Aid Poster. Retrieved February 2013, from Canadian Red Cross Web site:
http://www.redcross.ca/cmslib/general/tp_fa_poster_checkcallcare_web.pdf
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Medical Emergencies, continued
First Aid Information
CPR
The simplified Adult Basic Life Support algorithm includes five steps. The algorithm diagram provided by the
American Heart Association emphasizes the following:
1. Assess the victim's responsiveness. If a victim is not breathing, or is not breathing normally (i.e.,
gasping), initiate CPR. Health care professionals should be trained to recognize cardiac arrest that
presents as seizure-like activity or with agonal respirations.
2. Activate EMS (Emergency Medical Response) by calling 911.
3. Retrieve a defibrillator, usually an automatic external defibrillator (AED).
4. The algorithm proceeds in a loop of CPR and rhythm checks with defibrillation.
5. Check PULSE before chest compressions for at least five seconds and no more than ten seconds. If
in doubt, begin compressions
6. CPR: push hard and fast. Begin chest compressions before ventilation. Chest compressions allow
blood flow to the heart and brain. Delays in chest compressions result in diminished survival. Be sure
to allow the chest to recoil between compressions. The chest should be compressed 100-120/min to
a depth of 2”-2.4” (5-6cm)
7. For effective breathing, watch for chest rise and avoid excessive ventilation. 10 BREATHS should be
delivered each minute, or one breath every six seconds. Each breath should be delivered over 1
second. Observe visible chest rise.
8. Avoid gastric inflation, as it may result in aspiration, pneumonia or vomiting.
9. The ratio of chest compressions to breaths is 30 to 2.
10. After the defibrillator becomes available, check rhythm. Use the AED when indicated and available.
The victim should receive a shock that is repeated every two minutes or 5 cycles.

Burns
The American Red Cross recommends these steps to care for minor burns.
•

Stop the burning. Put out the flames or remove the victim from the source of the burn.

•

Cool the burn. Use large amounts of water to cool the burned area. DO NOT use ice or ice water
other than on small superficial burns. Ice causes body heat loss. Use whatever resources are
available: tub, shower or garden hose. You can apply soaked towels, sheets or other wet cloths to a
burned face or other areas that cannot be immersed. Be sure to keep cloths cool by adding more
water.

Cover the burn. Use dry, sterile dressings or a clean cloth to cover a burn. Loosely bandage them in
place. Covering the burn helps keep air out and reduces pain. Covering the burn also prevents
infection. If the burn covers a large area of the body, cover it with clean, dry sheets or other cloth.
For minor burns and burns with open blisters that are not serious enough to need medical care, wash the
areas with soap and water. Keep it clean. Put on an antibiotic ointment. Watch for signals of infection.
•
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Medical Emergencies, continued
Burns, continued
Critical burns will need immediate medical attention. Call 911 or your emergency number if any one of the
following instances occurs:
•

Victim is having difficulty breathing.

•

More than one part of the body is burned.

•

There are burns to the head, neck, hands, feet or genitals.

•

A child or an elderly person has been burned.

•

Chemicals, electricity or explosions have caused the burns.

Chemical Exposure Guidelines
•

In the event of chemical exposure, emergency services or poison control centre should be contacted
as soon as possible.

•

The eye may be irrigated using copious amounts of clean water, preferably using an eyewash bottle,
eyewash station or shower.

•

First aid providers may use continuous, large volumes of clean water for irrigation of chemical injuries
where chemical exposure has occurred to other parts of the body.

Wounds & Abrasions Guidelines
•

Superficial wounds and abrasions should be irrigated with clean water, preferably tap water because
of the benefit of pressure.

•

First aid providers may apply antibiotic ointment to skin abrasions and wounds to promote faster
healing with less risk of infection.

•

First aid providers may apply an occlusive dressing to wounds and abrasions with or without antibiotic
ointment.

•

The use of triple antibiotic ointment may be preferable to double- or singleagent antibiotic ointment or
cream.

•

If antibiotic is not used, antiseptic could be used.

•

There is some evidence that traditional approaches, including applying honey, are beneficial and may
be used on wounds by first aid providers.

•

People with wounds that develop redness, warmth or become painful or with wounds where the
person develops fever should seek assessment from a healthcare provider.
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Medical Emergencies, continued
Bleeding Guidelines
•

First aid providers must control external bleeding by applying direct pressure.

•

The use of pressure points and elevation is NOT recommended.

•

When direct pressure fails to control life-threatening external limb bleeding or is not possible (e.g.
multiple injuries, inaccessible wounds, multiple casualties), tourniquets could be considered in special
circumstances (such as disaster, war-like conditions, remote locations or in instances where specially
trained first aid providers are providing care).

•

Localized cold therapy with or without pressure may be beneficial in haemostasis for closed bleeding
in extremities. Caution is advised when applying this recommendation to children due to a potential
for hypothermia.

•

The out-of-hospital application of a topical haemostatic agent to control lifethreatening bleeding not
controlled by standard techniques and in situations where standard techniques could not be applied
could be considered with appropriate training.

Source: www.redcross.ca/crc/documents/1303501_FirstAid-2016_Guidelines_LR-PDF.pdf
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Medical Emergencies, continued
Next-of-Kin Notification
When an employee, contractor or member of the public is seriously injured, missing, or pronounced dead, the
next-of-kin must be notified as promptly as possible. Keep in mind the following policies before notifying any nextof-kin:
•

Death is never presumed, and first aid must be administered until relieved by a paramedic.

•

No telephone or radio discussion is to take place regarding the name(s) of the injured.

•

Notification is not to occur until the casualty has been pronounced dead by a medical doctor or medical
examiner.

If an employee, contractor or member of the public is injured or killed as a result of company operations;
notifications will be coordinated through local RCMP / municipal police and designated company personnel.

Before Notifying the Next-of-Kin
•

Never release the names of the injured, missing, or persons pronounced dead before the next-of-kin are
notified.

•

Triple-check the identity of any casualty.

•

If the casualty is conscious, document concerns. Do not make promises that cannot be kept.

•

Confirm the casualty’s relationship with the people being notified.

•

Be prepared to support the next-of-kin. Provide assistance such as transportation, child care, alternative
accommodation, reimbursements for daily expenses, and the temporary care of the family home if
required.

During the Notification of the Next-of-Kin
•

Make the notification in person, not by telephone or through an intermediary.

•

Provide the relatives with as much information as possible; too few details can cause excessive worry.
Present only the facts; do not speculate.

•

Do not discuss personal views of liability or fault.

•

Allow the next-of-kin to vent their emotions.

•

Attempt to support and reunite families as quickly as possible.

•

Offer assistance; document key issues and concerns. Do not make promises that cannot be kept. Follow
up on relatives’ requests.

•

Document the details of anyone who appears to be having trouble coping with the incident so that he /
she can be given prompt psychological support.

•

Do not leave the next-of-kin alone.

•

Offer to contact a neighbour, friend, relative, minister, doctor, or counsellor.

•

Leave your name and telephone number with family members.

•

Ensure the next-of-kin are protected from media harassment as required.
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Medical Emergencies, continued
Follow-Up
•

The same representative who conducted the initial notification should continue to contact and support the
next-of-kin.

•

If required, a senior company representative will ensure that a trained psychologist conducts critical
incident stress debriefing sessions with next-of-kin, friends and company employees involved or affected
by the tragedy.

•

Advise the employee’s family that a senior company representative will be contacting them to discuss any
immediate needs and to provide information on insurance coverage and benefits support. Follow up on
this commitment.
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Step 1

In the event of any injury or illness the following
steps shall be followed:

Injury Occurs

1) Survey the scene and ask yourself the following
questions:
Is it safe for me to help?
What happened?
How many people are injured?
2) Call for help:
1) Activate Emergency Responders and/or call 9-1-1
2) Identify your location
3) Follow the direction of the Medic and administer
First Aid if required and you are trained to do so
4) Review Step 1

Bystanders/First Aiders to secure the area, administer first aid,
and contact Medic for assistance

Step 2

Medic to Assess
and Determine
Severity of Injury

Minor
(Green)

Major
(Yellow)

Step 3

Critical
(Red)

Patient Priority Colour Code
The practice of colour coding patients is a useful tool to
prioritize patients into categories depending on their
medical condition. This colour code system allows ease
of communicating the condition of the patient to those
involved in the care and transportation of the patient.

Green – Patients with minor injuries or illnesses

Treat & Stabilize Patient

Treat & Stabilize
Patient

Fatal
(Black)

Can patient be definitively treated and released with the level of
care and facilities available?

Medic Contacts
Incident
Commander

See A: Considerations for Air MEDEVAC

who are usually walking. Medical care can be
delayed beyond 2 hours.
For example:

A: Considerations for Air MEDEVAC
Consider air transport when:
Patient requires critical care life support during transport that is not available
locally.
Patient’s condition requires that time spent in transport be as short as possible.
Potential delays associated with ground transport (road obstacles or conditions,
traffic, distance) are likely to worsen the patient’s condition.
Patient is located in an area inaccessible to regular ground transport.
The use of medical transportation resources would leave the local area or
worksite without adequate medical coverage.

B: Requesting MEDEVAC
When requesting MEDEVAC, be prepared to supply the following information:
Location of patient pickup (facility, airport, road intersection, GPS)?
Who will be meeting MEDEVAC crew (radio callsign / frequency, cell number)?
Will the patient meet the MEDEVAC crew at the pickup location or will the
MEDEVAC crew need to be transported to the patient?
Any special equipment required (ventilator, bariatric transport equipment, etc.)?
Will any additional personnel be necessary (physician, nurse)?
Is there an intended destination (major hospital, community)?
Has any consultation with medical providers at the intended destination been
done?
Do not delay launch / dispatch of MEDEVAC, provide the following information
once available:
Mechanism of injury (and time of injury if known)
Injury or illness sustained
Symptoms and vital signs
Treatment given

Minor burns
Sprains and strains

Step 4

Colds and flu symptoms

Request MEDEVAC

Patient is Treated
On-site

Notify local
Police

(Call 9-1-1 or contact Air Ambulance)

No MEDEVAC
Required

See B: Requesting MEDEVAC

Secure site, body
and belongings

Wait for MEDEVAC
If Patient requires
additional treatment,
MEDEVAC out at the
next available
opportunity

See C: Monitoring MEDEVAC

No

Has
MEDEVAC
arrived?

Yellow – Patients with major injuries or illnesses
that should be treated within 20 minutes to 2 hours.

When requesting MEDEVAC, ensure that you are monitoring the transport and are
aware of who to contact for updates and in case changes to plan are required.

For example:

When is MEDEVAC transport scheduled to arrive?: ________________________

Open fractures
Large lacerations

Red – Patients with critical, life threatening injuries

Yes

Wait for Police
and/or Senior
Management to
arrive

or illnesses that require treatment as soon as
possible.
For example:
Airway problems
Severe hemorrhage
Severe burns

Maintain security of
site and assist
medical aid
providers and/or
investigators
Document all activities utilizing forms
in the ERP
Ensure all regulatory reporting
requirements are met

Failing vital signs
Police and/or
Senior
Management to
notify next of kin

C: Monitoring MEDEVAC

Black – Death is obvious.
Note: resuscitation / treatment must continue until
directed otherwise by a qualified medical provider.
Await Police.

What number should be contacted if something in the plan needs to be
changed? ___________________________________________________________
If transport doesn’t arrive, or if no updates are heard, what time will we contact
MEDEVAC for an update? ______________________________________________

Emergency MEDEVAC
Phone Numbers
Stanton Territorial Hospital - Yellowknife

867-669-4111

The Stanton Territorial Health Authority co-ordinates medevac services for the entire
Northwest Territories. No communities within Paramount’s Regions operate a
community-based ground ambulance service, a highway ambulance or rescue service.
Note: Air medevac using NWT resources must be arranged through the local Health
Center in conjunction with the on-call physician at Stanton Territorial Hospital. The
medevac then must leave from Yellowknife. This can result in a delay of 4-6 hours.

Note: When a medical evacuation is complete all personnel must report to the Incident Commander for a debriefing session.

Responder Safety
Site Safety
Response personnel must stay out of the hazard area until the hazards are identified and assessed. All
responders must evaluate potential site hazards including ignition sources or vapours gathering in low-lying
areas such as ditches, trenches and forested areas. The nature of a hazard will influence the responses.
Therefore, the following characteristics about the hazard must be considered:
•

The quantity and type of product involved.

•

The potential for the situation to escalate.

•

The location of the incident, the time of day and the weather conditions.

•

Actual and perceived danger to responders, the public and the environment.

•

The number of responders and their training.

•

The availability of response equipment.

•

The availability of external support, e.g. ambulances, police, fire fighters and mutual aid.

Responders must approach an incident site that may have gases or explosive vapours from an upwind or
crosswind direction. They should inspect the site from a distance (using binoculars of possible) if hazards
have not been assessed. When on-site, responders must take the following precautions:
•

Identify safe escape routes away from hazardous areas.

•

Continue to assess the related hazards, e.g. toxic vapours, fire or explosion hazards.

•

Protect themselves and others (responders and public) before initiating control and containment
operations.

•

Do not allow anyone, including first responders such as police, fire fighters or ambulance attendants
to enter the hazard area unless they are properly trained and equipped with personal protective
equipment.

•

Avoid extinguishing an ignited hydrocarbon release if the supply cannot be stopped.

•

Only attempt fire control on small fires. Extensive fires or uncontrolled facility fires must be dealt with
by external firefighting professionals. Responders must not attempt to battle a fire without adequate
firefighting equipment, training and backup personnel.

•

Advise fire authorities when a company facility is threatened by an external fire. They should also be
made aware of dangerous products or flammable hazards at the facility, such as pressurized NGL
vessels, chemical and fuel storage.

Consider an outside expert when necessary. Well control, for example, is a speciality requiring specific
experience, equipment and procedures.
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Responder Safety, continued
On-Site Work Areas
The On-Site Group Supervisor may choose to separate the site into three distinct areas to clearly identify the
high risk areas and to reduce the hazards to the on-site responders. The three areas could be defined as the
safe area, the hazardous area and the decontamination area.

Hazardous Area (Hot Zone)
Extreme caution and planning must be undertaken when entering the hazardous area. Access to and from the
hazardous area will be controlled. Only personnel with appropriate personal protective equipment, training
and an understanding of the specific response and control procedures will be allowed into the hazardous
area. An example is confined space entry and rescue. Prior to entry into the hazardous area, all personnel
should fully understand the goals, the method of on-site responder communication and the rescue plan.
The following guidelines help the On-Site Group Supervisor to determine the hazardous area. An area is
considered hazardous if any of the following conditions exist:
•

Combustible gas reading of 10% LEL or greater

•

H2S gas reading of 15 ppm or greater for 15 minutes

•

SO2 readings of 5 ppm or greater for 15 minutes

•

Oxygen content of less than 19.5% or greater than 22%

•

Presence of organic and inorganic vapours / gases and liquids (consult Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for
toxicity data)

•

An area the On-Site Group Supervisor deems to be hazardous, such as the area surrounding a fire or
spill

The On-Site Group Supervisor will consider the following on-site conditions when determining the size of the
hazardous area:
•

The location of access routes, power lines, pipelines, fire and explosion hazards

•

Areas where vapours are likely to accumulate such a downwind areas, low areas, confined spaces

•

Site stability, e.g. steep slopes, overhanging banks, unstable soil, thin ice

•

Weather conditions

•

The toxicity and evacuation data for the product involved (Refer to SDS)

Decontamination Area (Warm Zone)
Personnel responding to hazardous substance emergencies may become contaminated in several ways:
•

Contacting vapours, gases, mists or particulate in the air.

•

Being splashed by materials while sampling or opening a container.

•

Walking through puddles of liquids or on contaminated soil.

•

Using contaminated instruments or equipment.
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Responder Safety, continued
Decontamination is the complete or partial removal or neutralization of the harmful contamination chemicals.
Some equipment will not withstand a proper decontamination process and therefore must be destroyed. Site
safety personnel will recommend to the On-Site Group Supervisor whether clothing, instruments and
equipment should be decontaminated or destroyed.
The decontamination area is usually set up in response to a hazardous material spill and when
decontamination of personnel and equipment is required. The decontamination area buffers the designated
hazardous and safe areas. Decontamination areas should be set up in areas that are not affected by the
on-site hazard. Any contaminated personnel and equipment leaving the hazardous area must be
decontaminated in the decontamination area before continuing to the safe area.
Equipment, solutions and procedures required for decontamination depend on the type and degree of
contamination. All hazardous waste must be disposed of according to applicable waste management
regulations.

Safe Area (Cold Zone)
The safe area is an area verified by the On-Site Group Supervisor to be safe. The On-site Command Post
(OSCP) is located in the safe area. The safe area must be continually monitored and evaluated to confirm its
safety. If there is any concern about the area’s safety, the On-site Command Post will relocate to an area
proven to be safe.

On-Site Work Areas
Safe Area (Cold Zone)
Decontamination Area (Warm Zone)
Hazard Area (Hot Zone)

Site Security

CommandPost

Incident
Site Access Route

Staging
Area

Wind
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Responder Safety, continued
Working Alone
A Working Alone Procedure and a working alone hazard assessment are legislated responsibilities of every
employer. One working alone hazard assessment may fit multiple work sites providing the working conditions
are the same. These assessments must be available for the workers to review. All working alone hazards
shall be mitigated to a reasonable and practical level of risk. Every worker who works alone must have a
designated "Working Alone Contact". Activities, dates, and times of contact shall be documented and filed.
The "Working Alone Contact" may be a co-worker, a 24/7 facility control room, a third party emergency
answering service, or automated working alone tracking system.

Application
Each operating area will develop a Site Specific Procedure (SSP) for Working Alone; the SSP will be
documented, approved by management, and signed by every company employee or contract employee
working in that operating area. Service suppliers will be expected to provide their own "Working Alone
Programs" but due to communication limitations or emergency response capabilities they may need to utilize
the company Working Alone Program, this temporary change of "Working Alone Contact" should be
documented on the safe work permit.

Potential Hazards
•

Loss of communication needed for requesting assistance;

•

Delays in reporting times;

•

Injury requiring assistance; and

•

Transportation problems.

Equipment and Training Requirements
•

The Working Alone Procedure and Response Plan for the overdue worker are to be a specific agenda
item for safety meetings to ensure a suitable level of acceptance and involvement from all personnel
is achieved, and

•

Supervisors and members of the management shall discuss the plan with workers that participate in
field activities, to ensure a high level of awareness and preparedness is maintained at all times.

Low Risk Working Alone Procedure
(Sweet Gas Operations, daylight hours, normal weather conditions)
•

The employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" of check-in times and locations of work;

•

If multiple travel routes are an option then the route selected will also be noted

•

If an employee’s arrival at a check-in location is delayed by more than one (1) hour, the employee
should notify their "Working Alone Contact" of the new estimated time of arrival.
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Responder Safety, continued
High Risk Working Alone Procedure
(Sour Gas Operations, Call-outs, Adverse Weather Conditions)
•

The employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" prior to departure, and advise them
contact of the estimated time of arrival at location;

•

The employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" of arrival at location;

•

The employee should assess the problem or job scope, notify their contact, discuss the nature of the
problem or job, work procedure to be used, and any additional required safeguards, and provide an
estimation of how long they will be at the location;

•

The employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" when they are finished and ready to leave
the location and estimated time of arrival at next check point, base or home; and

•

The employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" of arrival at next checkpoint, base or
home.

•

If the employee is delayed or expects to be delayed arriving at their next check-in point by more than
one (1) hour, the employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" of amended estimated time of
arrival.

•

During adverse weather conditions the employee should notify their "Working Alone Contact" of the
exact route to be followed; shorter check-in time intervals are recommended.

Note: Every worker has both the right and responsibility to refuse unsafe work.

Overdue Worker Response Plan
•

The Overdue Worker Response Plan shall be initiated when a worker is one (1) hour overdue,
(shorter grace periods may be instituted during bad weather or at high risk worksites), and

•

After the one (1) hour grace period has expired, the worker's "Working Alone Contact" shall:
o

Attempt to contact the overdue worker by cell phone or radio; immediately notify the worker's
supervisor of the circumstances;

•

The supervisor will discuss options with the "Working Alone Contact" and together they will agree on
an action plan; and

•

The action plan may include any or all of the following:
o

Continue attempts to contact the overdue worker by cell phone or radio;

o

The "Working Alone Contact" or other designated individual will drive the route taken by the
overdue worker in an attempt to contact the worker. Specific PPE safety equipment may be
required for rescue activities by those involved with the Overdue Worker Response Plan;

o

The "Working Alone Contact" or the supervisor may request search assistance from industry
workers in the area who have been identified in the contact list;

o

The "Working Alone Contact" or supervisor will call local hospital(s) to establish whether an
injured person has been admitted; and

o

The "Working Alone Contact" or supervisor may notify the local police or RCMP of
circumstances with a request for assistance.
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Responder Safety, continued
Missing Persons
In the event that an employee should go missing:
•

Confirm that the person has failed to check in at the predetermined time.

•

Contact the person’s supervisor (or next in line for reporting) and provide details, e.g. where the
person was working, length of time overdue, and if the person is alone.

•

If it is deemed appropriate to initiate a search, inform a supervisor (or next in line for reporting) of any
plans before any employees head out to search.

•

Employees should never endanger themselves during a rescue.

•

Searchers should always use the buddy system and work in teams. Each team must be fully
equipped, names logged, and their designated search area recorded on a map before heading out.
Searchers should carry maps and compass, GPS (Global Positioning System) unit, survival kit, first
aid kit, communication equipment, extra batteries, and appropriate provisions.

•

Search first where the missing person will most likely be found, e.g. where the person’s truck is
parked.

•

If the missing person is not found within a specified time (e.g. two hours), notify the appropriate
Search and Rescue (SAR) authority and/or local police.

•

When formal SAR groups are engaged, it is imperative that only one person coordinates all
operations.

•

Notify ALL authorities when the missing person is found so all search participants are informed and
can cease their efforts.

•

Complete and submit the required accident/incident investigation form.

Source: PDAC Field Safety Pocket Guide

Rest Periods
Response members may experience a wide array of stresses which may include the death or serious injury of
a co-worker, witnessing distressing sights, time pressures, responsibility overload, physical demands, mental
demands, emotional demands, limited resources and high expectations from others, hazardous environments
or extreme weather conditions.
In high-stress assignments, responders should be routinely rotated. Where manpower is limited, responders
should alternate from high-stress positions to lower-stress positions.
Fifteen to thirty minute rest periods should be scheduled every two hours during an emergency situation for all
responders; and if possible, provided with:
•

Shelter from weather, dry clothes and a place to sit or lie down away from the scene.

•

Warm food, high protein snacks and juices.

•

An opportunity to share their feelings with co-workers.
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Notification Requirements for
Key Government Agencies
and Local Resources

Sour Hydrocarbon or HVP Release
Sweet Hydrocarbon Release
LVP Hydrocarbon Liquid Release
Operation of Facilities Beyond Designed Limits
Spills in NWT - Land Based
Spills in NWT - Water Based
Serious Injury or Death (Including Vehicular Accidents)
Fire / Explosion / B.L.E.V.E. (Including Forest Fires)
Motor Vehicle Accidents (No Injuries)
Security Incidents
Severe Weather Incidents
Wildlife Encounters
Ice Road Breakthrough
Missing Persons Incident (Including Sea-based)
Aviation Incident (Including Sea-based)
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*Note that more than one incident type may apply to an emergency.
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Legend:
Note: Anytime the licensee calls the public; in addition to OROGO and the local authorities / communities, the RCMP must also be notified.
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Compulsory Contact.
Contact the local ambulance if there are injuries.
Contact the local fire department if there is potential for secondary fires resulting from the ignition of spilled liquids or escaping gases.
Contact if there is potential to impact First Nations land. Government of the Northwest Territories is the lead agency in dealing with spills at facilities authorized under federal legislation and sections of territorial highways on ice surfaces and for spills on crown land, Commissioner's land
and water in NWT.
d Inuvialuit Land Administration is responsible for spills on land in the NWT set aside under the Inuvialuit Land Claims Agreement.
e Contact Health and Social Services if there is potential for public health to be affected.
f Contact Environment & Climate Change Canada for incidents involving polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) or any spills on First Nation lands, in national parks, into river or lake systems having fish or onto railway rights-of-way.
g The Canadian Coast Guard is the lead response agency ensuring spills from ships and barges (including oil-handling facility re-supply) and mystery spills on water are addressed.
h Contact Canadian Rangers (Division of Canadian National Defence Department) if assistance is required in the Arctic with Search and Rescue and National Defence issues.
i If there is a release into a water body of any substance deleterious to fish, contact DFO (only if fish-bearing water body).
j Contact Civil Aviation Contingency Operations, a division of Transport Canada when an aircraft has gone down.
k Contact WSCC if there is potential for serious injury or death of workers (workplace-related issues).
l Contact CANUTEC if information about handling procedures is required for toxic material releases.
m Transport Canada is the lead investigating agency for all ship source spills.
n Contact MacKenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board (MVEIRB) if there is potential to impact First Nations land. MVEIRB conducts environmental assessments and impact reviews under the MacKenzie Valley Resource Management Act (MVRMA) ensuring that concerns of
aboriginal people and the rest of the public are taken into account.
o

Contact NWT Transportation or RCMP if the emergency affects a one-, two-, or three-digit highway. NWT Transportation and RCMP have the authority to shut down highways.
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Indian Oil & Gas (IOGC), the First Nation and the provincial authority must be notified immediately in the event of any health or environment-threatening emergency or off-lease spills on First Nation reserve lands. On-lease spills greater than 1m3 must be reported to IOGC immediately.
For a fatality, request the local RCMP to contact the Office of the Chief Coroner.
The Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) Office of the Regulator Oil and Gas Operations (OROGO) will be responsible for incident response for the onshore Northwest Territories, outside of the Inuvialuit Settlement Region (ISR) (and not including Normal Wells). Notify the
OROGO of any incident. The OROGO is the Lead Regulatory Agency in emergency situations that occur in the Northwest Territories.
On April 1, 2014, the administration and control of public lands and resources was transferred from Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) to the GNWT.
As per the MacKenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board (MVEIRB), Environmental Assessment 03-005, the following communities are to be notified at a Level Two or Three Emergency: 1) Deh Gah Gotie Dene First Nation 2) Fort Providence Metis Council 3) Ka'a'gee Tu First
Nation 4) K'atlodeeche First Nation and 5) Westpoint First Nation.
Cross border pipeline incidents only - refer to the cross-border reporting requirements. If applicable; refer to the CER site section behind the blue Area Specific Information tab for further regulations, definitions and, reporting guidelines for CER related incidents specific to this ERP.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Cross border pipeline incidents only - the TSB is the one-window reporting service to both the TSB and CER.
Reporting thresholds from Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations occurs through NWT / Nunavut Spill Report Line. The officer may provide assistance in contacting some or all of the local authorities / communities. Refer to the OROGO, ENR and Canadian Environmental
Protection Act (CEPA) Incident, Spill and Release Reporting Requirements.
Reporting of CEPA Schedule 1 substances occur through NWT / Nunavut Spill Report Line. Refer to the NWT Petroleum Industry Release Reporting Requirements chart included in the ERP.
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operations authorizations).

*OROGO


Considers applications for and issuing well approvals for activities including drilling, reentry, work overs, completion, recompletion, suspension and abandonment of a well or
part of a well.

Inspects active and historic oil and gas facilities.

Responds to incidents and spills at regulated oil and gas facilities.

Considers applications for and issuing Significant Discovery Declarations and
Commercial Discovery Declarations; and

Issues Operating Licences.

*ENR


Maintains a 24 hour telephone contact where petroleum industry incidents can be
reported to NT Spill Reporting Line - 867-920-8130.

Maintains 24 hour emergency number to report a fire or smoke in the forest 1-877-NWTFIRE (1-877-698-3473).

ENR is responsible for:

Wildland fire management, prevention and protection in the NWT.

The implementation and enforcement of the Wildlife Act.

Along with NWT lands and OROGO, coordinating Government of the Northwest
Territories regulatory oversight and investigation of hazardous material spills in
NWT under their respective jurisdictions. Several other federal agencies, including
the Inuvialuit Land Administration and the NEB, are also responsible for conducting
spill investigations and monitoring cleanup in their jurisdictions.

Local Authorities


In fulfilling its legislated responsibilities under Section 14 of the Civil Emergency
Measures Act, the Local Authority shall:

Prepare, approve and maintain emergency plans.

Request assistance from the GNWT when it’s capacity is exceeded, or may be
exceeded.

Declare a State of Local Emergency when the situation warrants.

Comprised of the elected councils of community governments and are responsible for
the development and implementation of emergency plans and procedures to reasonably
protect the general public, and minimize property damage and loss during emergencies.

Is the next level to respond when an emergency is of the type or magnitude that
exceeds an individual’s capabilities. When the Local Authority’s capacity to manage the
response using community resources is exceeded, territorial assistance may be
requested or offered.

*NWT EMO


An investigation report must be submitted to OROGO within 21 days for a near miss or


Coordinates GNWT response to hazardous goods spills, clean-up operations and disposal arrangements.

Provides technical personnel and advice to local authorities, GNWT officials and other agencies respecting environmental protection matters.

Provides damage assessments of the economic impact of emergencies.

Provides advice on disaster assistance and recovery options and the impact on business and industrial recovery.

Provides advice and technical expertise on dangerous goods management and response.


Complete a “lessons learned” process based on the scope of involvement and provide


Level 1 — Local Control

Direction and control of emergency operations is the responsibility of the Local Authority unless its ability to respond is surpassed or its


Complete a “lessons learned” process based on the scope of involvement and provide

incident that involved:

A death

An injury that required time off

A fire or explosion

A leak

An immediate threat to safety

A significant pollution event

Close EOC if established.

Participate in event debriefings.

Receive and review Post-Incident reports.

May audit licensee records.

any feedback to the industrial operator.


Participate in multi-agency debriefings.

any feedback to the industrial operator.

jurisdiction is exceeded.

Any government assistance to protect public at risk will be in support of the Local Authority and in response to specific requests for
assistance. Territorial departments maybe in place for regulatory or monitoring requirements.

Level II — Territorial Control

The Local Authority will normally continue to coordinate the response of local agencies, but under the government’s overall management of
the emergency.

The Minister would be able to declare a State of Emergency for the area if the circumstances warranted immediate extraordinary action

Under a state of emergency the government assumes overall control of the emergency and an Emergency Site Controller may be
appointed to manage the actions of territorial, regional and local emergency response.

Level III — Major Emergencies

The Joint Support Plan for major emergencies involves the cooperative activities of federal, territorial and non-government agencies to
support any lead agency of any government or the private sector when the event is likely to exceed their capacity.

Local control will be invested in the Regional Superintendent when an emergency occurs in an area outside the boundaries of any municipal
corporation or within a community not established as a municipal corporation and not represented by an organization recognized by the
Minister.

The Regional Superintendent may activate a Regional EOC when is support of or acting as a Local Authority in a Level 1 to coordinate territorial
support to local authorities and to provide communications and information to the local and territorial EOCs.

The Territorial EOC may be activated to support Level 1 emergencies and will function for Level II and Level III emergencies.


Participate in multi-agency debriefings.


Pursuant to the Act the EMO shall:

Lead the GNWT in the coordination of emergency management activities.

Support the emergency management activities of local authorities.

Coordinate or assist in the coordination of the response of the GNWT and public agencies to an emergency; and

Exercise any other powers and perform any other duties as directed by the Minister for the purposes of the Act.


Complete a “lessons learned” process based on the scope of involvement and provide


The Department of Municipal and Community Affairs (MACA) safeguards the health and


Provides a coordinated approach in responding to each reported emergency by coordinating the response of Regional Emergency Response


Coordination of de-briefing on emergency operations and the preparation of a final report

wellbeing of Northwest Territories residents by ensuring compliance with safety
standards and coordinating emergency services.

MACA strives to meet its goals by delivering frontline services to community
governments through their headquarters in Yellowknife and five regional offices.

The Department’s functions are:

Emergency Management: MACA is responsible for NWT emergency preparedness
and response activities.

Office of the Fire Marshal (OFM):
- Delivers several programs relating to fire and life safety as identified in the Fire
Prevention Act.
- Protects the public from loss of life and property as a result of fire.
- Has direct contact with fire departments and the public across the NWT.

Community governance support and advice.

Committees.

Provides assistance to Local Authorities in responding to emergencies.

Responds to requests for assistance and liaison between local emergency authorities and the Territorial Emergency Response Committee.

Notifies EMO of emergencies affecting a Region.


MACA is the department where the Northwest Territories Emergency Management

*MACA

After the Incident


Receives notification of Emergency.

Provide subject management experts, if required.

Authority to stop unsafe work.

Dispatches OROGO representative(s) to the site of the incident, and OSCP, if required.

Monitors, observes and assesses the overall effectiveness and safety of the company’s emergency response.

Liaises and coordinates with other federal, provincial and municipal agencies.

Ensures appropriate remedial and repair methods are employed.

Initiates enforcement actions as necessary.

Organization rests.

The EMO is established pursuant to the Act. It consists of the territorial EMO situated
within the Public Safety Division of MACA and includes five regional EMOs situated in
MACA regional offices and led by MACA regional superintendents.

The Head of the Emergency Management Organization (HEMO), under the direction of
the Minister, is responsible for the administration of the EMO.

EMO leads the activities of the GNWT in relation to emergency mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery and is the lead authority for the GNWT’s
emergency management program.

*OROGO - The Office of the Oil and Gas Regulator

*ENR - Environment and Natural Resources

* NWT EMO - Northwest Territories Emergency Management Organization

Section 5: External Agencies

*MACA - The Department of Municipal and Community Affairs

any feedback to the industrial operator.


Participate in multi-agency debriefings.

on the response to emergencies at the Regional level.
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Lead Agency Roles

During the Incident

Before the Incident

Considers applications for and issuing Operations Authorizations (including geophysical

During the Incident

Before the Incident
*WSCC


The Workers' Safety & Compensation Commission (WSCC) is the Government of the
Northwest Territories and Government of Nunavut Agency that oversees the
implementation and application of the Safety Acts and General Safety Regulations,
the Mine Health and Safety Acts.

WSCC has an agreement with Health Canada to enforce the federal Hazardous
Products Act and associated regulations.

Maintains an incident line for oral reporting of some incidents 1-800-661-0792.

Conducts inspections annually to ensure safety of northern workplaces.

RCMP

The Northwest Territories (NWT) for the RCMP is divided into two districts (North &
South) and Yellowknife City Detachment. In total there are currently 21 detachments in
the NWT of which 11 are fly-in remote communities.
Fire

*NWT Emergency Services

employing full-time fire fighters.


Only Yellowknife, Hay River and Inuvik employ a full-time fire chief. It is estimated that
approximately 340 volunteer firefighters support the NWT’s community fire service.


Yellowknife Fire department maintains NFPA 472 Haz-Mat Operations level for 24 fire
staff.
Ambulance


The communities of Yellowknife, Hay River, Behchokǫ̀, Inuvik, Fort Simpson and Fort
Smith operate a community-based ground ambulance service which is operated
predominantly by volunteers.

In light of the necessary resources, capacity, equipment and training, Health and Social
Services Authorities generally do not provide support for ground ambulance services
within communities or on NWT highways.

Communities with ambulance services also provide both highway ambulance and
rescue services within a prescribed distance of their municipal boundaries.

The Stanton Territory Health Authority coordinates inter-facility and medevac services
for the territory.


The NTHSSA was formed by amalgamating six regional health authorities in the

*NTHSSA

Lead Agency Roles


Fire departments in the NWT are largely composed of volunteers, with only Yellowknife

Beaufort Delta, Sahtu, Dehcho, Fort Smith, Yellowknife, and Stanton Territorial
Hospital.

The NTHSSA is responsible for:

Delivering health and social services in most communities across the NWT.

The ministry functions as related to health and social services which include;
setting standards and policies, strategic and business planning, resource
allocation, and monitoring.

The Department of Health and Social Services promotes, protects and provides for the
health and well being of the people of the Northwest Territories. This includes:

Personal counselling services,

Acute care and mental health contingency planning and services,

Critical incident stress debriefing for victims and emergency response
personnel,

Emergency public health services,

Environmental health services and advice,

Maintaining a list of hospitalized casualties,

Liaison with provinces/territories to determine destinations for casualties,

Health related information and advice on public protection measures and
technical advice to local authorities and other departments,

The acquisition of emergency medical stores and supplies,

Movement of patients to safe areas and emergency evacuation of casualties,
and

Provision of technical advice and guidance at emergency sites regarding
occupational health and safety of response persons.
*WSCC - Worker’s Safety and Compensation Commission


To report an accident causing serious bodily injury or death An employer shall, as soon as is reasonably possible, give notice to the Chief Safety
Officer of an accident causing serious bodily injury. 8(1)


To report a dangerous occurrence an employer shall, as soon as is reasonably possible, give notice to the Chief Safety Officer of a dangerous

After the Incident

Employers must submit the fully-completed incident report within three business
days, or will incur penalties as listed in the Workers’ Compensation Act.

occurrence that takes place at a work site, whether or not a worker sustains injury. 9 (1)


For an annual statistical report an employer shall provide to the Chief Safety Officer, or to a person or organization that the Chief Safety Officer
may designate, a report setting out details of person hours worked and work-related injuries during the preceding year that occurred in the
Northwest Territories and Nunavut .11

RCMP

Fundamental tasks in a municipal emergency:

Co-ordinate site management when designated.

Immediately respond to the scene with sufficient forces to undertake security, crowd and traffic control.

If required, establish and seal off inner and outer perimeters of the emergency.

Work solely or in conjunction with Municipal Enforcement Division on traffic, crowd and security control.

Conduct the advised evacuation of buildings, or residential areas as authorized by the Emergency Control Committee.

Provide assistance to the coroner; and

Maintain a log of all actions taken.


Complete a “lessons learned” process based on the scope of involvement and provide
any feedback to the industrial operator.


Participate in multi-agency debriefings.

Fire/Ambulance

Co-ordinate site management when designated.

Alert the Senior Administrative Officer/Emergency Coordinator if the situation is such that it cannot be handled within the capability of regular
resources.

Activate the division’s Emergency Alert System.

Conduct all emergency operations within mandate and capability of manpower and equipment.

Co-ordinate site management when designated by the Senior Administrative Officer/Emergency Coordinator.

Communicate with the Emergency Operations Centre via VHF radio system on status of emergency.

The Fire Chief or his alternate will be advised if their services are required in the Emergency Operations Centre.

Establish and maintain a communications command post at the scene of the emergency; and

Maintain a log of all actions taken.
Hospital


The responsibilities of the Stanton Regional Yellowknife Hospital during an emergency are to:

Activate the hospital’s Emergency Alert System.

Ensure that the hospital staff are ready for a possible influx of emergency patients.

Arrange for the dissemination of all special instructions concerning public health and safety to the population.

Provide for mass immunization, if required.

Provide for continuous medical care on an as when and where basis.

Provide for emergency medical treatment for the injured not requiring hospitalization.

Act as liaison with the Territorial Health & Social Services Department; and

Maintain a log of all action taken.

A representative will be appointed to report to the Emergency Operations Centre Committee to:

Activate the Social Services Emergency Alert System.

Provide the following:
- Emergency feeding
- Emergency lodging
- Emergency clothing
- Emergency registration and inquiry

Establish VHF radio communications requirement.

Co-ordinate the response of volunteer organizations directly involved with Social Services.

Provide the support required for advised evacuation; and

Maintain a log of all action taken.

*NTHSSA - Northwest Territories Health and Social Services Authority
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During the Incident

Before the Incident

emergency workers.


Technical advice regarding electrical installations, pressure vessels and other materials
and installations which my affect the response to an emergency.


Provision of emergency postal/courier services.

*DOT


Administers the All-Terrain Vehicles Act, Deh Cho Bridge Act, Motor Vehicles Act, Public
Airports Act, Public Highways Act, and Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) was created in 1989, and states its mission as
― to provide for the safe, secure, accessible and reliable movement of people and goods
to serve the social, economic, and political needs and aspirations of the people of the
Northwest Territories.

Some of the DOT’s major goals are:

Continued improvement of the NWT Transportation system to support economic
growth and social development.

A continued high level of business and employment opportunities in the
transportation sector.

A safe and secure transportation system in all modes.

Maintaining the pristine quality of the NWT environment.

Continued support for local transportation infrastructure resulting in improved
community access, a reduced cost of living, and continued growth in business,
tourism and economic development.

*YARS


Yellowknife Amateur Radio Society (YARS) is a society incorporated and registered with


Provision and maintenance of land and water access to emergency areas, where necessary.

Provision of transportation equipment and operators.

Provision of available mobile radio systems when required.

Damage assessment of public sector transportation facilities.

Provision of Airport facilities and services.

Transportation of emergency materials and supplies, and

Transportation of persons displaced by an emergency out of the community.


To provide assistance and support to Civil Authorities in times of emergency.

the Government of the Northwest Territories Registrar of Societies in accordance with
the Societies Act, R,S.N.W.T. 1988, c.S-11.

YARS complies with the Act and two regulations made under that Act: the Societies
Fees Regulations, R.R.N.W.T. 1990, c.21(Supp.), as amended from time to time and
the Societies Forms Regulations, R-059-91, as amended from time to time.

YARS is a not for profit organization.

YARS is responsible for providing planning advice and guidance to the Territorial
Emergency Response Committee (TERC).

Radio amateur services may be used to enhance existing licensed local and
departmental systems.

The primary responsibility for maintaining a territorial GNWT capacity for emergency
telecommunications is assigned to YARS through a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) for the provision of emergency telecommunications services.


The Coroner Service is responsible for the investigation of all sudden and

Office of the
Chief Coroner

After the Incident


Establish effective control over all Public Works operations.

Provide barricades and flashers at the site of the incident.

Provide municipal equipment and personnel as required.

Disconnect any services (utilities) that represent a hazard.

Provide assistance in cleanup operations and repair damage where there is a municipal responsibility.

Restore essential services.

Act as liaison with any utility, power or telecommunication companies; and

Maintain a log of all action taken.

unexpected deaths.

A coroner serves the living through death investigations, ensuring that no death will be
overlooked, concealed, or ignored. The coroner can make recommendations based on
their findings to help improve public safety and prevent deaths. The purpose of a death
investigation to discover how a person died - not to assign blame for the death.

A coroner's death investigation determines the identity of the deceased, the
circumstances surrounding their death, and the cause of the death. The coroner
determines the manner of death; they classify the death as natural, accidental, suicide,
homicide, or undetermined.

The Coroner Service works with many specialist experts and investigative partners
including the RCMP, forensic pathologists, forensic dentists, health care professionals,
the Transportation Safety Board of Canada, the Workers Safety and Compensation
Commission, fire marshals, and other experts to provide a multi-disciplinary approach
to the investigation of deaths in the Northwest Territories.

*PWS - Public Works and Services

*DOT - Department of Transportation


The Chief Coroner is responsible for the handling of fatalities in an emergency.

The RCMP act as Officers of the Coroner in this scenario and secure the scene when fatalities are involved.

The RCMP make interim arrangements for caring for bodies until a Coroner is on scene and can assume control of the bodies.

*YARS - Yellowknife Amateur Radio Society


The Chief Coroner produces an annual report summarizing all of the deaths that have
occurred in the Northwest Territories. The Department of Justice makes these reports
available to the public on behalf of the Chief Coroner.
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Supporting Agency Roles

*PWS


Provision of specialized equipment and personnel.

Professional assistance in undertaking reconstruction.

Damage assessment in the public sector.

Assistance in the acquisition of special emergency accommodation for GNWT

Supporting Agency Roles
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*Canada Energy Regulator Roles & Responsibilities

*Transportation Safety Board Mandate

As lead regulatory agency, the CER:
q Monitors, observes and assesses the overall effectiveness of the company’s emergency response in terms of:
· Emergency Management
· Safety
· Security
· Environment
· Integrity of operations and facilities; and
· Energy Supply.
q Investigates the event, either in cooperation with the Transportation Safety Board of Canada, under the Canada Labour Code, or as per the National Energy Board Act or Canada Oil & Gas Operations Act
(whichever is applicable)
q Inspects the pipeline or facility
q Examines the integrity of the pipeline or facility
q Requires appropriate repair methods are being used
q Appropriate environmental remediation of contaminated areas is conducted
q Coordinate stakeholder and Aboriginal community feedback regarding environmental clean-up and remediation
q Confirms that a company is following its Emergency Procedures Manual (s), commitments, plans, procedures, and CER regulations and identifies non-compliances
q Initiates enforcement actions as required
q Approves the restart of the pipeline.

*PSC

*Emergency Response Assistance Canada

Transport Canada
*CANUTEC

If applicable; refer to the CER site section behind the blue Area Specific Information tab for further regulations, definitions and, reporting guidelines for CERrelated incidents specific to this ERP.

Before the Incident

The Canadian Transportation Accident Investigation and Safety Board Act provides the legal framework
that governs TSB activities. Our mandate is to advance transportation safety in the marine, pipeline, rail
and air modes of transportation by:
q conducting independent investigations, including public inquiries when necessary, into selected
transportation occurrences in order to make findings as to their causes and contributing factors;
q identifying safety deficiencies, as evidenced by transportation occurrences;
q making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce any such safety deficiencies; and
q reporting publicly on our investigations and on the findings in relation thereto.
As part of its ongoing investigations, the TSB also reviews developments in transportation safety, and
identifies safety risks that they believe the government and the transportation industry should address to
reduce injury and loss.
To instill confidence in the public regarding the transportation accident investigation process, it is essential
that an investigating agency be independent and free from any conflicts of interest when investigating
accidents, identifying safety deficiencies, and making safety recommendations. As such, the TSB is an
independent agency, separate from other government agencies and departments, that reports to
Parliament through the President of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada. Our independence enables us
to be fully objective in making findings as to causes and contributing factors, and in making transportation
safety recommendations.
In identifying the causes and contributing factors of a transportation incident, it is not the function of the
Board to assign fault or determine civil or criminal liability. However, the Board does not refrain from fully
reporting on the causes and contributing factors merely because fault or liability might be inferred from the
Board’s findings. No finding of the Board should be construed as assigning fault or determining civil or
criminal liability. Findings of the Board are not binding on the parties to any legal, disciplinary, or other
proceedings.
http://tsb-bst.gc.ca/eng/qui-about/index.html

During the Incident

After the Incident

r Regulate the handling, offering for transport and the transport of dangerous
goods by all modes in order to ensure public safety.
r Maintain a 24 hour emergency telephone service.
r Federal regulations require that CANUTEC be contacted in the event of an
incident or accident involving dangerous goods and infections substances.
r Maintains records of over 3 million Safety Data Sheets (SDS).

q Assist emergency response personnel in handling dangerous good emergencies including advice on
q Chemical, physical and toxicological properties and incompatibilities of the dangerous goods
q Health hazards and first aid
q Fire, explosion, spill or leak hazards
q Remedial actions for the protection of life, property and the environment
q Evacuation distances
q Personal protective clothing and decontamination
q CANUTEC staff does not go to the site of an incident, however, should on-site assistance be required, CANUTEC can assist in the
activation or industry emergency response plans.
q Provide communication links with the appropriate industry, government or medical specialists.

r Maintain voice communication and written information records for two years for the
protection of all parties.

Emergency Response Assistance Canada (ERAC) is a not for profit cooperative
organization built by industry for industry providing safe, timely effective, sustainable,
cost effective flammable liquids and gases emergency preparedness and response
assistance to all Plan Participants and Stakeholders of ERAC.
r ERAC will act on behalf of the Plan Participant to develop, submit, update, and
respond to the requirements of the Plan Participant ERAP submitted to and
approved by Transport Canada.
r ERAC provides a network of experienced, trained Technical Advisors (TAs),
Remedial Measures Advisors (RMAs) and Response Teams who respond to rail,
road and stationary tank incidents involving flammable gases, Class 2.1 Liquefied
Petroleum Gas (LPG) emergencies and Flammable Liquids Class 3 rail transport
and road cargo tank transport emergencies. The emergency responders are
constantly available through a 24 hour activation telephone number.
r Once a year, there is Regional Training that is held in each region for the
Remedial Measures Advisors, Technical Advisors, Response Team Leaders,
Alternate Team Leaders as well as all Response Team Members to test their
skills and update them on any new developments. Also, once every two years,
National Training Session is held for all the Remedial Measures Advisors,
Technical Advisors, Response Team Leaders and Alternate Team leaders across
Canada.

Provides emergency response to plan participants who transport the following products by road or rail, or those who store these products
in tanks with capacities of 450 litres or greater. These products are gases at standard temperatures and pressure, and include: Propane
(UN1978), Butane (UN1011), Propylene (UN1077), Butylene (UN1012), Isobutene (UN1969), Isobutylene (UN1055), and NGL
(UN1075). It is recognized that these products may contain a concentration of condensate and/or quantities of other elements including
hydrogen sulphide.

r Terminate and de-mobilize.
r Post-incident assessment and communication program.

r Public Safety Canada works with provincial and territorial officials to ensure first
responders and emergency management personnel are well-prepared through
education, support and exercises.
r Responsible for promoting and coordinating the preparation of departmental
emergency management plans as well as coordinating the government’s
response to an emergency through the Government Operations Centre (GOC).

q Public Safety Canada houses the Government Operations Centre at the hub of the national emergency management system. It's an
advanced centre for monitoring and coordinating the federal response to an emergency.

*ERAC - Emergency Response Assistance Canada

r Response is also provided to emergencies involving Butadiene – 1,3 (stabilized) (UN1010).
In addition we respond to the following Flammable Liquids transported by rail only:
UN1170 Ethanol
UN1987 Alcohols, N.O.S.
UN1202 Diesel Fuel
UN1993 Flammable Liquid, N.O.S.
UN1203 Gasoline
UN3295 Hydrocarbons, Liquid, N.O.S.
UN1267 Petroleum Crude Oil
UN3475 Ethanol and Gasoline Mixture
UN1268 Petroleum Distillates N.O.S.
UN3494 Petroleum Sour Crude Oil, Flammable, Toxic
UN1863 Fuel Aviation, Turbine Engine
r If LPG/Flammable Liquid Incident, Emergency Call Centre Operator receives an activation (notification) phone call.
r Emergency Call Centre Operator sends group email to Home Based Coordinator.
r Home Based Coordinator / Technical Advisor conferenced into call to assist with information gathering.
r Caller requires technical advice.
r Home Based Coordinator / Technical Advisor provides technical advice.
r Caller requests response team.
r Confirm plan participant involvement.
r Plan participant notified of activation.
r Home Based Coordinator / Technical Advisor activate plan.
r Mobilization phase ERAC-002.
r Initial incident size-up.
r Damage and spill assessment.
r Develop Incident Action Plan.
r Execute IAP & initiate planning for next operational period.
r Update Emergency Call Centre Operator and Home Based Coordinator.

*CANUTEC - Canadian Transport Emergency Centre

*CER - Canada Energy Regulator

*TSB - Transportation Safety Board

Section 5: External Agencies

*PSC - Public Safety Canada

r In the event of a large-scale natural disaster where response and recovery costs
exceed what individual provinces and territories could reasonably be expected to
bear on their own, PS provides financial assistance to the provincial and territorial
governments through the Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements (DFAA).
Assistance is paid to the province or territory – not directly to individuals or
communities. The provincial or territorial governments design, develop and deliver
disaster financial assistance, determining the amounts and types of assistance
that will be provided to those who have experienced losses.
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Federal Agency Roles

*CER

The CER’s top priority in any emergency is to make sure that people are safe and secure, and that property and the environment are protected. Any time there is a serious incident, CER inspectors may
attend the site to oversee a company’s immediate response. The CER will require that all reasonable actions are taken to protect employees, the public and the environment. Further, the CER will verify that
the regulated company conducts adequate and appropriate clean-up and remediation of any environmental effects caused by the incident.

During the Incident

NAV
Canada
Health
Canada

After the Incident

During an environmental emergency, The National Environmental Emergencies Centre (NEEC) is the focal point for ECCC.

The Canadian Coast Guard is the lead federal agency for ensuring appropriate response to all
ship-source and unknown mystery spills in Canadian waters and waters under international
agreements.
r Establishes appropriate and nationally consistent level of preparedness and response
services in Canadian waters.
r Design and develop related regulations, policies, strategies and tools.
r Review, assess and monitor activities associated with fish habitat to ensure their compliance
with the Fisheries Act and Species at Risk Act.
r Conduct environmental assessments under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.
r Design, develop and implement communication and education strategies.

r Any amount of hydrocarbons entering a waterway frequented by fish or occupied by waterfowl is deemed to be in contravention of the Federal Fisheries Act

NAV Canada is a private company who coordinates the safe and efficient movement of aircraft
in Canadian domestic airspace and international airspace assigned to Canadian control.

r As requested by the provincial oil and gas regulator, the Flight Information Centre will issue a NOTAM (Notice to Airmen).
r To close air space beyond an airport (e.g. above a sour gas release), the Flight Information Centre can be contacted by the provincial oil and gas regulator.

Flight Information Centre (FIC) – FIC Services
Each Flight Information Centre is responsible for providing its particular service area with the
following services, which pilots rely upon for safe flight planning and operations:
r Emergency
r Aviation Weather Briefing
r Flight Planning
r En-route Flight Information Services
r Remote Aerodrome Advisory Services (RAAS)

r Sets national standards to keep the environment healthy, keep water and air pollution low

Public Health
Agency of Canada

Federal Agency Roles

*DFO

*ECCC

Before the Incident
Environment & Climate Change Canada’s Environmental Emergencies Program (EEP)
protects Canadians and their environment from the effects of environmental emergencies
through provision of science-based expert advice and regulations.
The key Acts and Regulations that govern ECCC’s role in environmental emergencies that
allow it to deliver its mandate are:
r Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999
r Fisheries Act—Pollution Prevention Provisions;
r Migratory Birds Convention Act, 1994;
r Statutory Notification Requirements—EC’s Environmental Notification System.
r Environmental Emergencies Regulations.

and Canadians safe.
r Maintains a nationwide network of radiation monitoring stations and can act if levels spike.
r Under Chemicals Management Plan, assess health risks from chemicals used in
manufacturing and agriculture and require users to prove they actually need the chemicals
to make their products
r Sets strict rules on how chemicals are used in order to limit human exposure.
r Preparedness exercises are designed to test how well the plans and procedures work
during simulated emergency situations. Such exercises help the government identify
strengths as well as any problems or inadequacies in preparedness plans and procedures
so that these can be addressed before, not after, an actual emergency.
The Centre for Emergency Preparedness and Response (CEPR) is responsible for:
r Developing and maintaining national emergency response plans for the Public
Health Agency of Canada and Health Canada.
r Assessing public health risks during emergencies.
r Contribution to keeping Canada’s health and emergency policies in line by
collaborating with other federal and international health and security agencies.
r The health authority in the Government of Canada on bioterrorism, emergency
health services and emergency response.
r Strengthen intergovernmental collaboration on public health and facilitate national
approaches to public health policy and planning.
r Manages emergency preparedness and emergency response plans and keeps them up to
date.
r Develops and runs exercises to train emergency workers.
r Develops and delivers training courses that teach health workers how to respond to
emergencies.

ECCC’s services during an environmental emergency:

r Collaborate with federal, provincial, territorial and international environmental protection agencies to enable rapid sharing of information.
r Convene and chair a Science Table of experts and stakeholders to develop consensus based advice to the Lead Agency.
r Identify environmentally sensitive areas and priorities (sensitivity and resource at risk mapping).
r Advise on mitigation and cleanup measures.
r Provide support and guidance in the assessment of oiled shorelines to prioritize their protection and cleanup (Shoreline Cleanup Assessment Technique

r ECCC can conduct post-emergency assessments.
r Provide specialized advice in shoreline clean-up assessment techniques (SCAT).
r Provide Advise on mitigation and cleanup measures..

(SCAT)).

r Advice on the fate and behavior of the spilled product.
r Advice on sampling and laboratory analysis.
r Provide weather forecasting and spill dispersion modelling to identify where these substances are likely to move in the environment.
r Provided expertise on the migratory bird resources and species at risk, including on-site assessment and determination of wildlife impact.
r Can conduct post-emergency assessments.
and must be reported to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
r Work together with provincial environment protection agencies and may be initially notified by ECCC.
r May send personnel to the site if there has been or could potentially be an impact to fish or fish habitat.
r Monitors and investigates all reports of marine pollution in Canada in conjunction with other federal departments.
r Maintains communications with the program’s partners, including Transport Canada and ECCC, to ensure a consistent coordinated approach to marine
pollution incident response.
r Aids in search and rescue operations.

r Work closely with ECCC, The Canadian Coast Guard and other provincial environmental
agencies.

r Rescind the NOTAM and re-open air space that was closed due to emergency.

Depending on the situation, the Flight Information Centre may issue a NOTAM to close the air space in a defined area.

q During a health emergency or disaster, Health Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada are responsible for supporting emergency health and social
services in the provinces and territories.

r Work collaboratively with the provinces and territories to test ways in which the Canadian
health care system can be improved and ensure its sustainability for the future.

q In an emergency situation, the Office of Emergency Response Services (OERS) is responsible for supporting emergency health and social services in the
provinces, territories or abroad. It manages the National Emergency Stockpile System (NESS), which includes medical, pharmaceutical and related
emergency supplies. The Office is responsible for the federal response to emergencies that have health repercussions; this includes the deployment of
health emergency response teams (HERT).
q If a public health emergency grows beyond one province and/or territory, the Public Health Agency of Canada usually gets involved.

*Indigenous Services Canada, Regional Operations and First Nations and Inuit Health Branch

r Work with Health Canada to test ways in which the Canadian health care system can be
improved and ensure its sustainability for the future.

*Indian Oil & Gas Canada

Since the Government of Canada’s renewed commitment to a stronger relationship with Indigenous peoples in Canada, measures were initiated to effect a shift in the way the Government delivers services to Indigenous peoples. This
included the creation of two new departments, which was announced on December 4, 2017. The two newly created departments, Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC) and Indigenous Services Canada
(ISC), are intended to improve the delivery of services while accelerating movement towards self-government and self-determination of Indigenous peoples.
As part of the departmental transition, both the former Regional Operations (RO) part of Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) and all of First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB) of Health Canada have been absorbed into
the newly created Indigenous Services Canada (ISC). RO and FNIHB work closely and collaborate towards the provision of emergency preparedness and response activities to First Nations communities in Canada.
In regards to First Nations emergency management, the role of RO is to liaise, communicate, cooperate, coordinate and collaborate with First Nations and public, private, and non-government sector partners in support of on reserve
emergency management service delivery. ISC-RO supports First Nations in the four pillars of emergency management through service agreements with partners such as provincial emergency management agencies and the Red Cross.
FNIHB carries out the public health preparedness and response activities related to natural and man-made disasters. This includes Communicable Disease Control and Environmental Public Health Services. In addition, FNIHB
administers Non-Insured Health Benefits to First Nations clients, which includes extended coverage for medical transportation, pharma-care, medical devices and mental health supports. During an emergency, FNIHB works with First
Nations leadership and health service providers to ensure health needs of First Nations communities are met.

IOGC is an organization committed to managing and regulating oil and gas resources on First Nation reserve lands. It is a
special operating agency within Indigenous Services Canada.
IOGC is responsible for oil and gas on First Nation reserve lands across Canada, but only a handful of reserves exist north
of the 60th parallel. Therefore, practically all of IOGCs work is south of the 60th parallel, with most of that in the Western
Canada Sedimentary Basin.
IOGC's general responsibilities are to:
r identify and evaluate oil and gas resource potential on Indian reserve lands;
r encourage companies to explore for, drill and produce these resources through leasing activity;
r ensure equitable production, fair prices and proper collection of royalties on behalf of First Nations; and
r secure compliance with and administer the regulatory framework in a fair manner.
IOGC operates pursuant to the Indian Oil and Gas Act and Indian Oil and Gas Regulations, 1995, as well as other relevant
legislation and guidelines (see Acts and Regulations). Oil and gas activity on First Nation reserve lands depends on
agreements involving First Nation band councils, oil and gas companies, and Indian Oil and Gas Canada.

Provincial specific FNIHB roles & responsibilities will be found in this section of the ERP, if applicable or as appropriate.

Additional information is available at: http://www.pgic-iogc.gc.ca/eng/1100110010458/1100110010464
Acts and Regulations: https://www.pgic-iogc.gc.ca/eng/1100110010437/1100110010438

*ECCC - Environment & Climate Change Canada

*DFO – Canadian Department of Fisheries & Oceans

*ISC – Indigenous Services Canada

*FNIHB - First Nation & Inuit Health Branch

Section 5: External Agencies

*RO - Regional Operations

*IOGC - Indian Oil & Gas Canada
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Documentation During and After an Incident
It is imperative that accurate documentation is kept throughout the duration of an incident for record keeping
purposes. Records kept may be used for legal, investigation, audits, historical and/or analytical purposes. All
documentation must be held for a minimum of 5 years as it may be requested by the regulatory agency at any
point during that time.
It is the Documentation Units responsibility to collect documentation (forms, checklists, event logs, etc.) from
response team members and maintain a consistent system for organizing the data.

Form Descriptions
The Incident Command System uses a series of standard forms and supporting documents that convey
directions for the accomplishment of the objectives and distributing information. Listed below are the standard
ICS form titles and descriptions of each form utilized.
Further ICS forms can be found through the ICS Canada website: http://www.icscanada.ca/en/forms.html.
Standard ICS Form Title

ICS Form Description

ICS 201 Incident Briefing

Provides the Incident Command and General Staffs with basic
information regarding the incident situation and the resources
allocated to the incident. This form also serves as a permanent record
of the initial response to the incident.

ICS 202 Incident Objectives

Describes the basic strategy and objectives for use during each
operational period.

ICS 203 Organization Assignment
List

Provides ICS personnel with information on the units that are currently
activated and the names of personnel staffing each position.

ICS 204 Assignment List

Informs Division and Group supervisors of incident assignments.

ICS 207 Incident Organization
Chart

A complete picture of the organizational structure for the incident.

ICS 208 Safety Message / Plan

Expands on the Safety Message and Site Safety Plan.

ICS 209 Incident Status Summary

Summarizes incident information for staff members and external
parties, and provides information to the Public Information Officer for
preparation of media releases.

ICS 211 Check-In/Out List

Used to check in personnel and equipment arriving at or departing
from the incident. Check-in / out consists of reporting specific
information that is recorded on the form.

ICS 214 Activity Log

Provides a record of unit activities. Unit Logs can provide a basic
reference from which to extract information for inclusion in any afteraction report.

ICS 215 Operational Planning
Worksheet

Documents decisions made concerning resource needs for the next
operational period. The Planning Section uses this Worksheet to
complete Assignment Lists, and the Logistics Section uses it for
ordering resources for the incident. This form may be used as a
source document for updating resource confirmation on other ICS
forms such as the 209 Incident Status Summary.
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Form Descriptions, continued
Standard ICS Form Title

ICS Form Description

ICS 215A Incident Action Plan
Safety Analysis

Used to communicates to the Operations and Planning Section Chiefs
the potential hazards identified by the Safety Officer. It identifies
mitigation measures to address the identified hazards.

ICS 221 Demobilization Checkout

Ensures that resources checking out of the incident have completed
all appropriate incident business, and provides the Planning Section
information on resources released from the incident.

ICS 230 Meeting Schedule

To record information about the daily scheduled meeting activities.

ICS 231 Meeting Summary

Provides more detailed information concerning the attendees and
notes from a particular meeting.

ICS 233 Incident Open Action
Tracker

Used by Command Staff to track time sensitive tasks / actions
assigned to incident personnel.

Emergency Form Title

Emergency Form Description

A2 Odour Complaint Script

Used to record odour information from a member of the public as well
as scripts to follow.

A3 Regulatory First Call
Communication

A regulatory required form used to send detailed information to the
regulator about an emergency used for assessment, historical, and
analytical purposes following an incident.

A4 Incident Action Plan Checklist

A checklist of other forms and information required to accurately
create an incident action plan.

A5 Air Monitoring Log

A form used by designated Air Monitor personnel to log information
about air quality readings.

A6 Threatening Call / Bomb
Threat

Detailed point driven form used to document incoming phone calls
pertaining to personnel threats and bomb threats.

A7 Situation Representative Log

Used to facilitate an effective Incident Command Response Team /
Emergency Support Team meeting. (Can also be referred to as
Planning Meeting, Situation Rep or Sit Rep.)

Resident Form Title

Resident Form Description

B1 Reception Centre Registration
Log

Log used by Reception Centre Rep to record information from
evacuees being received at the reception centre. Can also be faxed to
reception centre in case a representative has not been identified or
cannot make it before evacuees start arriving.

B2 Resident Compensation Log

Detailed spreadsheet for expenses incurred by evacuees so that
compensation may be properly dealt with.

B3 Resident Contact Log

A log used by various company personnel to record contact made with
residents, whether they’re sheltered / evacuated and if assistance is
required.

B4 Roadblock Log

A log used by designated Roadblock personnel to identify details
about vehicles and persons entering or exiting a hazard area.

B5 Evacuation Notice

A document to be left in doors / windows of surface developments that
are unable to be contacted as a way to issue evacuation instructions
Section 6: Forms
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Form Descriptions, continued
Resident Form Title

Resident Form Description

B6 Early Notification/Voluntary
Evacuation Message

A script and document filled out by Telephoner personnel issuing calls
to residents for early notification and voluntary evacuation purposes.

B7 Shelter-In-Place Message

A script and document filled out by Telephoner personnel issuing calls
to residents with shelter-in-place instructions.

B8 Evacuation Phone Message

A script and document filled out by Telephoner personnel issuing calls
to residents with evacuation instructions.

Media Form Title

Media Form Description

C1 Preliminary Media Statement

A generic script used by the Media Spokesperson to issue media
statements until which time more detailed information is known and
can be issued.

C2 Media Contact Log

A log used to identify what media outlets/persons have contacted the
company and their contact information.

C3 Government Agency Contact
Log

A log used to identify what government agencies have been notified
about the incident.

C4 Media Centre Site

A document to distribute to media outlets/persons about the location
for further media enquiries and press releases as well as details to get
there.

Section 6: Forms
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ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
Incident Name:
(Include location)

Date/Time Initiated:

Name / ICS Position:

Operational Period:

Signature:

(dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Level of Emergency

 Alert

 Level 1

 Level 2

 Level 3

Map Sketch:
(Maps can be drawn or attached here)

Situation Summary - “What’s the problem?”:
(Write description or attach A1 or A3 form)

Hazard Identified:
(Briefly describe any hazard associated with the incident. Examples: mud slide in the area, airport close by, loose debris/downed trees
in area from an earlier storm, power outages in areas, etc.)

Section 6: Forms
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ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
Current and Planned Objectives:
Priority

Worker

#

Life
Safety

Public

#

Incident
Stabilization

#

Property /
Environmental
Protection

#

Economy /
Other

#

Current and Planned Actions, Strategies and Tactics:
Time:

Actions:
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ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
INCIDENT COMMAND TEAM

Current Organizational Structure:
INCIDENT COMMANDER

INCIDENT
COMMAND
(BOSS)

EST DIRECTOR

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

COMMAND

PLANNING
(THINKERS)

PUBLIC
PROTECTION

LOGISTICS
(GETTERS)

DEPUTY INCIDENT COMMANDER

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

Legend

Command Staff

OPERATIONS
(DOERS)

SAFETY OFFICER
FINANCE/
ADMIN.
(PAYERS)

LIAISON OFFICER

Communication

NAME:

Command

PHONE:

INFORMATION OFFICER
NAME:
PHONE:

General Staff
OPERATIONS SECTION CHIEF

LOGISTICS SECTION CHIEF

PLANNING SECTION CHIEF

FINANCE / ADMIN SECTION CHIEF

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

STAGING AREA MANAGER
NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

SITUATION UNIT

PUBLIC PROTECTION
GROUP SUPERVISOR

ON-SITE GROUP
SUPERVISOR
NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

RESOURCES UNIT

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

SUPPLY UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST UNIT

MEDICAL UNIT

FACILITIES UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

FOOD UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

SINGLE RESOURCES
NAME:
PHONE:

TASK FORCES
NAME:
PHONE:

AIR MONITOR
GROUP LEADER

PHONE:

ROAD BLOCK
GROUP LEADER

ROVER
GROUP LEADER

TELEPHONER
GROUP LEADER

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

AIR MONITOR
TEAM

STRIKE TEAMS
NAME:

RECEPTION CENTRE
GROUP LEADER

ROADBLOCK
TEAM

RECEPTION CENTRE
TEAM

ROVER
TEAM

TELEPHONER
TEAM

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:
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ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
EMERGENCY SUPPORT TEAM*

Current Organizational Structure:

* The detailed role descriptions for the EST can be found in the Paramount Emergency Support Team Plan, located at Paramount Resources’ Calgary Office.
EST DIRECTOR

INCIDENT
COMMAND
(BOSS)

EXECUTIVE

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DEPUTY EST DIRECTOR
NAME:

COMMAND

PLANNING
(THINKERS)

LOGISTICS
(GETTERS)

PHONE:

FINANCE/
ADMIN.
(PAYERS)

EST INFORMATION OFFICER

Legend

NAME:

Communication

PHONE:

Command

EST SAFETY OFFICER
NAME:
PHONE:

Command Staff

OPERATIONS
(DOERS)

EST LIASON OFFICER
NAME:
PHONE:

General Staff

LOGISTICS SECTION HEAD

PLANNING SECTION HEAD

OPERATIONS SECTION HEAD

FINANCE / ADMIN SECTION HEAD

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DIVISION / GROUP

DIVISION / GROUP

RESOURCES UNIT

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

SUPPLY UNIT

TIME UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

DIVISION / GROUP

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST UNIT

SCRIBE

SITUATION UNIT

DIVISION / GROUP

MEDICAL UNIT

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

FACILITIES UNIT

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

FOOD UNIT

PROCUREMENT UNIT

COMPENSATION & CLAIMS UNIT

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

NAME:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE:

PHONE:

PHONE:

COST UNIT
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ICS 201 Incident Briefing Form
Resources Summary:
Resources Ordered
Type of Resource

A = Assigned
(in Service)

Number
Ordered

E = Enroute

Supplier

Status
(See Legend
Below)

AV = Available
(Staged)

Section 1: Initial Response

Location / Assignment

O = Out of Service

ETA = Estimated
Time of Arrival
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ICS 202 Incident Objectives
Incident Name:
Date / Time Initiated:
(dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:

ICS Position:

General Control Objectives for the Incident:

1

2

3

4

5

Weather Forecast:

General Safety Message:

Note: Create and prioritize SMART (Specific, Measureable, Attainable, Realistic, & Time-Sensitive) objectives that
address the incident issues and utilize the solutions identified on the Operations Briefing page.
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ICS 203 Organization Assignment List
Operational Period: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Incident Name:

From:
To:
Incident Commander(s)
Agency

Date _______________
Date _______________

Time _______________
Time _______________

Operations Section
IC

Deputy

Chief
Deputy
Staging Area Manager
On-Site Group
Supervisor

Safety Officer

Lead

Assistant

Lead

Information Officer

Lead

Assistant

Lead

Liaison Officer

Lead

Assistant
Public Safety Group
Agency Representatives
Agency

Supervisor

Name

Lead
Lead
Lead
Lead
Branch – Division / Group

Planning Section

Branch Director

Chief

Division/Group

Lead

Deputy

Division/Group

Lead

Resources Unit

Division/Group

Lead

Situation Unit

Division/Group

Lead

Environmental Unit

Division/Group

Lead

Documentation Unit
Demobilization Unit

Branch – Division / Group

Technical Specialists

Logistics Section

Branch Director
Division/Group

Lead

Division/Group

Lead

Division/Group

Lead

Chief

Division/Group

Lead

Deputy

Division/Group

Lead

Supply Unit
Facilities Unit

Finance / Admin Section

Ground Support Unit

Chief

Communications Unit

Time Unit

Medical Unit

Procurement Unit

Food Unit

Compensation / Claims Unit
Cost Unit

Prepared By:
(Resources Unit)

Signature:

Date Prepared:
(dd/mm/yy)

Time Prepared:

(24Hr Clock)
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ICS 204 Assignment List
Branch:

Division / Group / Staging:

Incident Name:

Operational Period: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
From: Date _______________ Time ______________
To:

Date _______________ Time ______________

Division / Group / Staging
Operations Chief___________________________________

Division/Group Supervisor____________________________

Branch Director____________________________________

Staging Area Manager________________________________

Resources Assigned to This Period
Resource
Identifier

Leader

No. of
Persons

Contact
Cell #, radio freq. Etc.

Reporting Location, Special
Equipment and Supplies, Remarks

Work Assignments:

Special Instructions:

Division / Group Communications Summary
Function
Command

Local
Repeat

Div. / Group Tactical

Frequencies

System

Chan.

Function
Logistics

Frequencies

System

Chan.

Date:

Time:

Local
Repeat

Ground to Air

Prepared By:

(Resource Unit Leader)

Signature:
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ICS 207 Incident Organization Chart
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ICS 208 Safety Message / Plan
Incident Name:

Operational Period: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
From:

Date _______________

Time _______________

To:

Date _______________

Time _______________

Safety Message/Expanded Safety Message, Safety Plan, Site Safety Plan:

Site Safety Plan Required?  Yes

 No

Approved Site Safety Plan(s) Located At:
Prepared By:

Date Prepared:

Signature:

Time Prepared:

(Name & ICS Position)

(dd/mm/yy)

(24Hr Clock)
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ICS 208 Safety Message / Plan
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ICS 209 Incident Status Summary
Incident Name:

Date Initiated: (dd/mm/yy)

Location of Incident: (LSD)

Time Initiated: (24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:

ICS Position:

Incident Details:

Gas readings:

H2S

SO2

LEL

Level of Emergency:
Incident Severity:

 Alert / Minor

 Level 1

 Level 2

 Level 3

Affect Medium: (Check all that apply)
 Air

 Water

 Soil

 Other – Specify:

Site Type: (Select only 1)
 Well (Active)

 Well (Abandoned/Suspended)

 Remote Sump

 Well (Drilling & Completions): Rig Name:
 Battery/Plant/Facility

 Tank Farm/Storage

 Pipeline

Name:

Location on Road:

 Riser (Pipeline)
 Road or Road Structure
 Other – Specify:
Incident Type: (Check all that apply)
 Sour Gas Release

 Sweet Gas Release

 Liquid Spills

 Natural Disaster/Weather

 Fire/Explosion

 Drilling Kick

 Worker Injury/Fatality

 Security (theft, threat, terrorism)

 Induced Seismicity

 Well Bore Communication

 Pipeline Boring

 Vehicle/Transportation

 Equipment/Structural Damage

 Pipeline Break

 Well Control

 Construction (Road, Lease, Pipe)

 Drilling/Exploration

 Waste Management

 Processing

 Well Fracturing

 Servicing

 Repair

 Flaring (Emergency)

 Well Testing

 Pressure Testing

 Transportation

 Other – Specify:
Activity: (Check all that apply)

 Other – Specify:
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ICS 209 Incident Status Summary
Consequence or Impacts: (Check all that apply, if none, leave blank)
¨ Worker Safety (Injuries, Fatalities)

¨ Property

¨ Economic (Loss of and/or damage to equipment or infrastructure, loss of production, work stoppage)
¨ Other – Specify:
Material Information:
Is spill off lease?

¨ Yes - Estimated spill quantity:

¨ No

¨ Liquid Hydrogen (Crude, Oil, Diesel, Fuel)

¨ Toxic Gas Liquid (>1% Different Toxins)

¨ Acid

¨ Emulsion (Oil, Gas, Water)

¨ Sweet Natural Gas

¨ Methanol

¨ Non-Toxic Liquids

¨ Fresh Water

¨ Sour Natural Gas

¨ Sour Liquids (<1% H2S)

¨ Other – Specify:

¨ Salt Water

¨ Non-Toxic Gases (Nitrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Inert Gases)
Area Information:
Land Type:

¨ Private Land ¨ Crown Land

Area Type:

¨ Forest

¨ Muskeg

¨ Farmland

¨ Residential

¨ Other

Access:

¨ Helicopter

¨ ATV

¨ 4WD

¨ 2WD

¨ Unknown

Field Name:

Name of road the asset is located on:
KM where the incident occurred:
Distance to nearest residence/public facility:
Nearest City/Town/Open Camp:
Weather Conditions:
Weather Conditions

¨ Clear

Wind Direction

N

Wind Strength

¨ Calm

Temperature

oC

NE

¨ Cloudy

¨ Other:

NW

SE

E

¨ Moderate

S

¨ Strong

SW

W

¨ Gusty

Public / Worker Injuries / Medical Emergencies:
¨ First Aid

¨ Hospitalization

¨ Fatality

Notification: (Notify all agencies as required)
¨ 911
¨ Energy Regulator
(Police/RCMP, Fire, EMS)

¨ Emergency Management
Agency (AEMA)

(OROGO / CER)

¨ Occupational Health &
Safety (OH&S)

¨ Other – Specify:
¨ Local Authority

¨ Health Authority

(MD, County, Town, City)

¨ Workers’ Compensation ¨ Western Canadian
Board (WCB)
Spill Services
(WCSS)

¨ Transportation
Dangerous Goods (TDG)

¨ Ministry of
Transportation

¨ Emergency Response
Assistance Canada

¨ CANUTEC

(ERAC)

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

¨ Other

Refer to the Government Notification Matrix and External Agencies Contact List or Area Specific
Information for complete list of agencies requiring contact.
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ICS 209 Incident Status Summary
Agency Notification
Agency Name

Contact Name

Contact Number

Notified
(Y/N)

Collect all completed C3 Government Agency Contact Logs from responders for full documentation.

Notes:

Roadblock Locations:
Roadblock
Number

Name

Location/LSD

Collect all completed B4 Roadblock Logs from responders for full documentation.
Notes:
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ICS 209 Incident Status Summary
Air Monitor Locations:
Air Monitor
Number

Name

Location/LSD

Collect all completed A5 Air Monitoring Logs from responders for full documentation.
Notes:

Reception Centres
Name

Location

Phone Number

Collect all completed B1 Reception Centre Registration Logs from responders for full documentation.

Notes:
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ICS 211 Check-In / Out List
Incident Name:

Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:

ICS Position:

Check-in Location
Name of Company

Staging Area
Date of
Check-in

Supervisor Name

ICS Res. Unit
Total # of
Personnel

Other:
Incident Assignment

Assigned

Available

Date of
Check-out

Notes:
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ICS 211 Check-In / Out List
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ICS 214 Activity Log
Incident Name:
Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
Prepared by:
Personnel Assigned
Name

Activity Log
Time

ICS Position:
ICS Position

Location

Actions
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ICS 215 Operational Planning Worksheet
Incident Name:

Operational Period: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Requested Arrival
Time

Time ______________
Reporting Location

To: Date _______________

Special Equipment
& Supplies

Time ______________

Overhead
Position(s)

Resources

Work Assignments
& Special
Instructions

Division, Group, or
Other

Branch

From: Date _______________

Req.
Have
Need
Req.
Have
Need
Req.
Have
Need
Req.
Have
Need
Req.
Have
Need
Req.
Have
Need
Req.
Have
Need
Prepared by:

Total Resources Required:

Name:

Total Resources - Have on
Hand:

ICS Position:
Date/Time:

Total Resources Need to
Order:

Signature:
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ICS 215a Incident Action Plan Safety Analysis
Incident Name:

Date / Time Initiated: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Prepared by:

ICS Position:

Section 6: Forms

Type of Hazard

Type of Hazard

Type of Hazard

Type of Hazard

Type of Hazard

Type of Hazard

Controls (e.g., PPE, buddy system, escape routes)
Type of Hazard

Type of Hazard

Potential Hazards
Type of Hazard

Division or Group
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ICS 221 Demobilization Checkout
Incident Name / Number:

Demob. Number:

Unit/Personnel Released:
Transportation Type / Number:
Actual Release Date / Time: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
Destination:

Notify:
Name:
Date:

Manifest Completed?  Yes
 HQ

 Agency

 Region

 Area

 No

 Dispatch

Unit Leader responsible for collecting performance rating:
Unit / Personnel
You and your resources have been released subject to Sign-Off from the following:
Demobilization Unit Leader – Check the appropriate box
Logistics Section
 Supply Unit
 Communications Unit
 Facilities Unit
 Ground Support Unit Leader
Planning Section
 Demobilization Unit
Finance/Admin Section
 Time Unit
Other


Remarks:

Prepared By:

Date Prepared:

Signature:

Time Prepared:

(Name & ICS Position)

(dd/mm/yy)

(24Hr Clock)

Page _______ of _______
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ICS 230 Meeting Schedule
Incident Name:

Operational Period: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)
From: Date _______________ Time _______________
To:

Date _______________

Time _______________

Meeting Schedule (Commonly-held meetings are included)
Date / Time

Meeting Name

Purpose

Attendees

Prepared By:

Date Prepared:

Signature:

Time Prepared:

(Situation Unit Leader)

Location

(dd/mm/yy)

(24Hr Clock)
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ICS 230 Meeting Schedule
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ICS 231 Meeting Summary
Incident Name:
Meeting Name:
Meeting Location:
Meeting Facilitator:

Meeting Date / Time: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

Attendees:

Notes:
(with summary of decisions and action items)

Prepared By:

Date Prepared:

Signature:

Time Prepared:

(Situation Unit Leader)

(dd/mm/yy)

(24Hr Clock)
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ICS 231 Meeting Summary
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ICS 233 Incident Open Action Tracker
Incident Name:
No.

Item

For

Status

Start Date
(dd/mm/yy)

1

Briefed

Target Date

Actual Date

(dd/mm/yy)

(dd/mm/yy)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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ICS 233 Incident Open Action Tracker
Incident Name (continued):
No.

Item

For

Status

Start Date
(dd/mm/yy)

21

Briefed

Target Date

Actual Date

(dd/mm/yy)

(dd/mm/yy)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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A2 Odour Complaint Script
Date:

Prepared by:

Time:

Duration of call:

(dd/mm/yy)
(24Hr Clock)

To help us understand your immediate needs, we need to know:
Name: _______________________________________________________________________
Contact number: ______________________________________________________________
Description of the concern: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
How many people are you with right now?
Adults ___________________ Children ______________________
Can you provide the location of the incident?
Location of the incident (address, legal, landmark, etc.): _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Where are you right now?

 Home / Work

 In a Vehicle

 Outside

 Other__________________

If the resident is at home / work / outside tell them:
Paramount will send someone to investigate. To be safe, you and anyone that you may be with need to go
inside and stay inside. Close all doors and windows and turn off any appliances that blow out indoor air
(i.e. clothes dryer) or suck in outside air (i.e. heating / air conditioning). Do Not smoke. Do not go outside or
attempt to start any vehicles until you are told it is safe to do so.

If the resident is in a vehicle and cannot shelter-in-place tell them:
Paramount will send someone to investigate. To be safe, you and anyone that may be with you need to get
inside the vehicle and stay inside. Keep all doors and windows closed and shut off the air conditioning /
heat. Do Not smoke. If you see or hear anything that might indicate where the incident is occurring, travel in
the opposite direction of the hazard; otherwise, continue travelling on your current course which will likely
take you out of the hazard area.
Someone will call you back with further instruction. Please stay off of the phone so that we
can contact you. If you have any urgent questions please call Paramount Resources at
____________________________.
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A3 First Call Communication
Regulatory Contact
Caller

Contact Details

Notification

Phone
Date

Time

Release

Start Time

End Time

Licensee

Phone

Location

Nearest Town

Nearest Resident

Distance/Direction

Media Involvement?

Phone
Media Contact

Local

National

Regional

International

Operator

Phone
Could be jeopardized

Public Impact

Public
Health and Safety
Emergency Assessment
Matrix completed with
licensee
EPZ Size (2 km if unknown)

Release Type

Release Impact

First Aid

Worker Injuries

Is jeopardized
Minor

Two

One

Three

Roadblocks

Shelter

Evacuation

On lease

Sensitive Environment

Field/Area

Property Damage

EOC/ICP Location
Number Evacuated

H2S Concentration

Off lease
Environment Affected

Corporate

Site Specific

ERP Activated?

Notification

Fatality

Hospitalization

Numbers and Types of Public in EPZ

Public Protection Measures
Implemented

Area Affected (m3)

Ongoing

Air

Standing Water

Land

Flowing Water

Equipment Loss

Water Body Name

Wildlife / Livestock Affected
Volume/Rate

Gas Release

Sweet

Sour

Liquid Release

Oil

Water

Volume/Rate

Effluent

Containment

Release Point Determined
Third Party / Outside Assistance Required

Imminent control probable

Intermittent control possible

Incident is uncontrolled

Company

Spill Response

Well Licence No.

Operations Type

Incident contained or controlled

Well Status

Type of Incident

Kick

Blowout

Loss of Circulation
Suspended

Drilling

Servicing

Producing

Injection

Standing

Sweet

Sour

Critical

Hit

Leak

Gas

Gas Plant

Compressor

Oil

Battery

Other

Pipeline License No.
Production Facility License No.

Line No.
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A3 First Call Communication
Estimated Time of Arrival

Air Monitoring

License Air Monitoring Occurring
Initial Readings / Location

Contractor Name

Wind

Mobile

Handheld

PPB

On Site

PPM

Off Site

Phone

Direction

Speed

Distance

AMU Phone
Meteorological Conditions

AER AMU ETA

Communications

Communications completed by Licensee and /or Regulatory Agency
RCMP/Police

OROGO

Emergency Management Agency

CANUTEC

Other

Ambulance

CER

Ministry of Transportation

DFO

Other

Fire

Local Authority

First Nations

OH&S

Other

TDG

Health Authority

Indian Oil & Gas

WCB

Other

Human-Induced unintentional

Human-Induced Intentional

Contact Names & Phone Numbers

Incident Cause
First Nations Band

Natural

Band / Settlement Name / Contact

Phone

Metis Settlement
Local
Complaints
Large area
Private Land Title holder

Phone

Other Information

Additional Information
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A4 Incident Action Plan Checklist
IAP Checklist Items:

Comments:

 ICS 202 – Incident Objectives
 ICS 207 – Incident Organizational Chart
 ICS 209 – Incident Status Summary
 ICS 215 – Operational Planning Worksheet
 ICS 215A – IAP Safety Analysis
 ICS 230 – Meeting Schedule
 ICS 233 – Incident Open Action Tracker
 Map:_______________________________
 Map:_______________________________
 Other:______________________________
 Other:______________________________
 Other:______________________________
Notes:
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A5 Air Monitoring Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)
Page

Time

Responder Name:
of

Location of Samples

Responder Position:
H2S
(ppm)

LEL
(%)

O2
(%)

SO2
(ppm)

Responder Contact #:

Other

Temp
(°C)

Wind Conditions *
Speed
From
(km/hr)

Comments

*Estimate meteorological conditions where accurate readings are not available.
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A6 Threatening Call / Bomb Threat
Date: (dd/mm/yy)

Time Call Received:

Person Receiving Call:
Caller’s Sex:
Accent:

What/Whom Call Directed To:

Male

Yes

Time Call Reported:

Female

No

Unknown

Type:

Caller’s Approximate Age:

Familiar voice:

Yes

No

Who:

Threat (Exact Wording):







Tips:
Listen carefully and remain calm.

Do not interrupt caller.
Attempt to keep caller talking.

Attempt to ask questions below.
Obtain as much information as you can
while call is in progress.

Signal someone to call your supervisor &
give him / her this information.
Do not hang up or disconnect your phone.
(even after the caller hangs up)
For telephone tracing, call the local telephone
company and local police.

If bomb threat, ask the following questions:
When will the bomb go off?
(date and time)

Where is it located?
Why did you place it?
What kind of bomb is it?
What does it look like?
What is your name?
Where are you calling from?
Was the caller familiar with company facilities, or employees? (e.g.: nicknames, familiarity with staff, etc.)
Did caller appear familiar with building / facility by the description of the bomb location?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Identifying Characteristics of Caller










Voice
Loud
Soft
High Pitched
Deep
Raspy
Pleasant
Intoxicated
____________










Speech
Fast
Slow
Distinct
Distorted
Stutter
Nasal
Slurred
____________










Language
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Foul Language
Accent
____________
____________

Notify proper authorities as soon as possible.
Have employees take a look around their immediate work stations
for unusual packages. Evacuate building if necessary.














Manner
Calm
Angry
Rational
Irrational
Coherent
Incoherent
Deliberate /
Serious
Emotional
Laughing
Nervous
____________














Background
Office Machines
Factory Machines
Street Traffic
Airplanes
Trains
Animals
Party Atmosphere
Music
Voices
Quiet
____________
____________

Name of the supervisor first notified:
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A7 Situation Representative “Sit Rep” Log*
*This form could also be referred to as a Planning Meeting or Sit Rep Form.

Incident Name:

Operational Period: (dd/mm/yy / 24Hr Clock)

The Incident Commander / EOC Director must:
• Ensure incident objectives, strategies & tactics are developed
and documented.
• Ensure each responder is utilizing their Response Team Duties
checklist.
• Meetings allow responders to share incident information and
expectations.
• It is mandatory that the required responders attend this meeting.
Deputies/Assistants may be mobilized to carry on with the
response.
• Attendees must attend this meeting from its beginning to end.

From:

Date _______________

Time _______________

To:

Date _______________

Time _______________

The Planning Section Chief/ Head may organize (facility) this meeting to:
• Ensure the required attendees are present.
• Ensure NO disruptions occur.
(Cellular telephones / other responders / etc. must not interrupt this
meeting.)
• Ensure information is concise.
• Ensure this meeting is concise & documented.
• Announce the time of the next meeting.

Note: If required, document each column below in a separate document and attach to this form.
Response
Position

Actions Since Last Meeting

Future Actions

Questions / Concerns

Incident
Commander /
EOC Director

Deputy Incident
Commander /
Deputy EOC
Director

Operations
Section Chief /
Head

Planning Section
Chief / Head
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A7 Situation Representative “Sit Rep” Log*
Response
Position

Actions Since Last Meeting

Future Actions

Questions / Concerns

Logistics Section
Chief / Head

Finance / Admin
Section
Chief / Head

Information
Officer /
EOC Information
Officer

Safety Officer /
EOC Safety
Officer

Liaison Officer /
EOC Liaison
Officer

Other Responder

Prepared By:

Date Prepared:

Signature:

Time Prepared:

(Name & ICS Position)

(dd/mm/yy)

(24Hr Clock)
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B1 Reception Centre Registration Log
Due to travel and time constraints, the company may not always be able to have a company employee at the Reception Centre before evacuees begin arriving. In this case this
cover page can be included with the forms on the next 2 pages and sent to a representative at the Reception Centre to provide them with guidance on how to register and track
evacuees until a company representative arrives.
Evacuee registration guidelines
Paramount Resources requires your assistance with receiving evacuees at the following Reception Centre:
Your company contact is:
Name:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Position:

Contact Number:

Fax Number:

Record all evacuees as they arrive on the forms provided.
Provide all evacuees with the statement below and any other status updates as provided by your company contact.
Provide the evacuees with food and lodging as required.
Record if any evacuees choose to leave the Reception Centre (name, contact number, where are they going, etc.).
Continually update the company of any residences arriving at or leaving the Reception Centre so that they can follow up on any residents that are unaccounted for.

Statement to provide to residents as they arrive:
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B1 Reception Centre Registration Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)

Responder Name:

Page

Resident
ID

of

Responder Position:

Name (list all names in party)
First

Last

# Of
Occupants

Number
Arrived

Responder Contact #:

Arrival
Time

Depart
Time

Section 6: Forms

Destination
Phone #
(where they can
be reached)

Comments
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B2 Resident Compensation Log
Resident’s Name:

Home Address:

Home Telephone #:

Location of Land: (LSD)

Business Telephone #:
Number of Residents Evacuated:
No.

Date

Location

Evacuated to:
Trans.

Accom.

Telephone # While Evacuated:
Meals

Phone

Sundry

Total

Details of Expense

Total Reported Expenses
Approved By: _________________________________________

Date: ________________________
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B2 Resident Compensation Log
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B3 Resident Contact Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)
Page

Time

Responder Name:
of

Resident name

Responder Position:

Resident ID

Responder Contact #:

Shelter / Evacuate

Number of people
Inside

Outside

Assistance or
transportation
required?

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No

 Shelter
 Evacuate

 Yes
 No
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B4 Roadblock Log
Date:

Responder Name:

(dd/mm/yy)

Page

of

Responder Position:

Responder Contact #:

Only emergency responders should be allowed to enter the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ).
Vehicle
Type

License plate # and
province / state

Name of driver
(if available)

# of people Time entering
in vehicle
Zone

Section 6: Forms

Time Exiting
Zone

Comments
(record all vehicles turned away)
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B5 Evacuation Notice
DATE: ________________
TIME: ________________

EVACUATION
NOTICE
Paramount Resources has an emergency at its nearby location.
As a safety precaution, please leave the area in a
(north / east / south / west) direction and proceed to the
Reception Centre located at
_________________________________________________.

Paramount Resources representatives will be available at the Reception Centre
to address your questions or concerns.

For assistance, call Paramount Resources at
_______________________.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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B6 Early Notification / Voluntary Evacuation
Phone Message
Before calling, determine a safe evacuation route for the residents to travel, away from the emergency hazard
area, upwind if possible, towards the reception centre.

Hello, this is
Is this the

calling from Paramount Resources.

(your name)

(name of residence / business)

at

(telephone number)

Paramount is responding to a (potential) emergency at

(location)

?

in your area.

You are in no danger at this time. All efforts are being made to resolve the problem and this phone call is
only to inform you and provide you with an early notification.
To help us understand and your immediate needs we need to know:
How many people are at your location now?
Adults
Children
Do you wish to leave your residence at this time?
If Yes

Please travel in a north / east / south / west direction to our reception centre located at:
_____________________________________________________________________

If No

Please standby for further contact. Please do not use your telephone for outgoing calls as this
may prevent us from contacting you with updated information or when the problem has been
eliminated.

If you have urgent questions, please contact Paramount Resources at

(telephone number)

.

Thank you for your cooperation.
(Pass on all information regarding this call to the Public Safety Group Supervisor immediately)
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Phone Message
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B7 Shelter-In-Place Phone Message
Hello, this is

(your name)

Is this the

(name)

of Paramount Resources.
residence at

(telephone number)

Paramount is responding to a (potential) emergency at

(location)

?

in your area.

For your safety, it is extremely important that you, and those with you, stay indoors until the potential
hazard no longer exists, or you are advised to evacuate.
To help us understand your immediate needs, we need to know:
How many people are at your location now?
Adults
Children
Is there anyone in your household that you cannot contact to inform them of the situation and advise them
to get in doors or stay out of the area?

 Yes
If Yes

 No

Whom?
Location of the person(s)
We will send someone to find them as soon as possible.

Do you have children in school at this time?

 Yes
If Yes

 No

What school?
Children’s names
We will contact the school to ensure the safety of your children. Buses will be directed to leave
the area immediately. If school is in session, your children will be redirected to the reception
centre by their regular bus driver when the school day is over.

Do you have the “Shelter-in-Place” instructions previously provided to you (public information
pamphlet) by Paramount?

 Yes

 No

If Yes

Please follow the Shelter-in-Place instructions located inside the resident pamphlet.

If No

Verbally walk the resident through the Shelter-in-Place instructions on the next page.

Do you understand what I have told you?
Is there an alternate number we can contact you at?
If you have any urgent questions, please contact Paramount Resources at (telephone number)

.

Thank you for your cooperation.
(Pass on all information regarding this call to the Public Safety Group Supervisor immediately)
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B7 Shelter-In-Place Phone Message
Shelter-In-Place Instructions
For your safety:
•

Immediately gather everyone indoors and stay there.

•

DO NOT smoke.

•

Close and lock all windows and outside doors, but leave all inside doors open.

•

If you can, tape the gaps around any exterior door frames.

•

Turn off anything that sucks air in – such as air conditioners.

•

Turn off anything that blows air out – such as clothes dryers or bathroom fans.

•

Turn down furnace thermostats to the minimum or off setting.

•

Extinguish indoor wood or gas burning fires. Close the flue dampers (if possible).

•

Remain in the highest point of the building.

•

Do not leave your residence or attempt to start any vehicle, even if you see people outside, until you
are advised by a first responder or a Paramount representative that the area is safe.

For more information (if possible), refer to the Paramount information brochure that was given to you during
the public consultation process.
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B8 Evacuation Phone Message
Before calling, determine a safe evacuation route for the residents to travel, away from the emergency hazard
area, upwind if possible, towards the reception centre.
Hello, this is
(your name)
of Paramount Resources.
Is this the
(name)
residence at
(telephone number)
?
Paramount is responding to a (potential) emergency at
(location)
in your area.
For your safety, it is extremely important that you and your family leave your residence immediately and
travel in a north / east / south / west direction to our reception centre located at:
___________________________________________________________________________________
To help us understand your immediate needs, we need to know:
How many people are at your location now?
Adults
Children
Is there anyone in your household that you cannot contact to inform them of the situation and advise them
to evacuate away from the area?
 Yes
 No
If Yes

Whom?
Location of the person(s)
We will send someone to find them as soon as possible.

Do you have children in school at this time?
 Yes
 No
If Yes

What school?
Children’s names
We will contact the school to ensure the safety of your children. Buses will be directed to leave
the area immediately. If school is in session, your children will be redirected to the reception
centre by their regular bus driver when the school day is over.

Do you require evacuation / transportation assistance?
 Yes
 No
If Yes

We are sending someone to assist you. Please stay indoors and close all doors and windows
until a Rover or the local police arrive to evacuate you.

If No

Provide the resident with:
 Directions to safely travel to the reception centre
 A list of items to bring with them to the reception centre (medications, cell phone,
baby necessities, etc.)
 An idea of how long they may be expected to stay at the reception centre
 The option to bring their house pets to the reception centre

Please contact Paramount if you are unable to make it to the reception centre for any reason. Please keep
your phone line free so that we can contact you if necessary.
Is there an alternate number we can contact you at?
A company representative at the reception centre will address any questions you may have and will make
arrangements for your temporary accommodations. Do you understand everything I have told you?
Are you leaving immediately?
If you have any urgent questions, please contact Paramount Resources at
Thank you for your cooperation.

(telephone number) .

(Pass on all information regarding this call to the Public Safety Group Supervisor immediately)
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C1 Preliminary Media Statement
Date: (dd/mm/yy)

Responder Name:

Responder Position:

Responder Contact #:

This is the information I can give you so far:
At
(time – 24hr local clock)
the Paramount Resources’
north / south) of

on (date),
a(n) (fire, explosion, gas release, spill)
occurred at
(location name) site, located
(distance) kilometres (east / west /
(nearest town or city)
.

Presently, (number of personnel)
workers are being treated for injuries. The names and condition of
the injured cannot be released until their families have been contacted.
The
(well site, plant, pipeline, office, drilling location)
still flowing) .

has been

(shut down, isolated, or is

Paramount staff have been activated and are directing emergency response procedures to protect the
public, our workers and the environment.
The cause of the
(fire, explosion, gas release, spill)
is not yet known and no estimate of damage
is available. As information becomes available, news releases will be issued from the Information Office.
Any further inquiries should be directed to the Emergency Support Team, who will issue a press release at
a later time.

Contact:
Office:
Fax:

Note: Only the Media Spokesperson designated by the Emergency Support Team is to provide any specific
information to the public or the media. Refer to page 3 of Section 3: Communications & Media for the generic
media statement to be used by all other response personnel.
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C1 Preliminary Media Statement
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C2 Media Contact Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)

Responder Name:

Page

of

Responder Position:

Responder Contact #:

If you feel you are not the appropriate person to be answering the media agencies questions, use the following series of statements.
"Paramount Resources has an Information Officer to answer all media questions."
"May I request the following information to expedite your request?" (complete the form below).
"Thank you. Paramount appreciates your cooperation and I will pass on this information to the appropriate person."
Time

Call To

Call From

Media Outlet

Reporter / Contact Name

Telephone Numbers
Work
Fax

Remarks / Information Required

Document all key events, conversations, and meetings on this form. Where lengthy notes are necessary, use additional copies or the back of the page.
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C2 Media Contact Log
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C3 Government Agency Contact Log
Date: (dd/mm/yy)

Responder Name:

Page

of

Responder Position:

Responder Contact #:

If you feel you are not the appropriate person to be answering the media agencies questions, use the following series of statements.
"Paramount Resources has an Government Liaison to answer all media questions."
"May I request the following information to expedite your request?" (complete the form below).
"Thank you. Paramount appreciates your cooperation and I will pass on this information to the appropriate person."
Time

Call To

Call From

Agency

Contact Name

Telephone Numbers
Work
Fax

Remarks / Comments

Document all key events, conversations, and meetings on this form. Where lengthy notes are necessary, use additional copies or the back of the page.
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C2 Media Contact Log
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C4 Media Centre Site
Location:
Address:
City / Town:
Phone #:
Contact Name:
Office #:
Home #:
Map or Directions to Site:
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C4 Media Centre Site
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Appendix A: ERP Scope, Training and Plan Maintenance
Scope
This plan defines the emergency response process related to all hazards affecting petroleum operations. This
Emergency Response Plan (ERP) outlines the process for an Alert/Minor, Level-1, Level-2, or Level-3
emergency for any jurisdiction or incident type.

Plan Objectives
The primary objective of this Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is to define the incident management system
and organizational structure, process and tools to respond effectively to all incidents regardless of size or
complexity. It has been designed to be intuitive and have natural process flow utilizing the Incident Command
System (ICS) and to comply with applicable regulations, standards, and industry best practices.

Purpose
This ERP clearly defines emergency response team roles, functions and duties to protect people, the
environment and assets during an incident. This plan clarifies the following:
·

Overall Incident Command System (ICS) response organization.

·
·
·
·

Incident Command System (ICS) Roles and responsibilities.
Guidance to determine the Alert or Emergency Level.
Mechanisms to activate the ERP.
Notification /communication requirements to stakeholders (public /government /responders).

· Documentation tools for accurate records management of events and decisions during an event.
· Guidance for post-emergency actions.
The intent of this Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is to define effective measures in place to:
·
·
·

Notify and protect the workers and the public.
Minimize environmental impact.
Minimize asset and property loss.

·
·

Regain steady state of operations.
Minimize emergency response time.

·
·

Maximize response effectiveness.
Coordinate with government agencies and stakeholders.

· Minimize business and reputational impact.
This manual outlines the framework, tools and reference materials to facilitate a prompt, safe, efficient and
properly managed response to all incidents regardless of size or complexity. Therefore this plan provides
employees and contractors with practical tools that will guide them through the Preparedness and Response
principles of Emergency Management.

Emergency Management Process Flow
EMERGENCY
MANAGMENT

PREVENTION

MITIGATION

PREPAREDNESS
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Appendix A: ERP Scope Training and Plan Maintenance,
continued
Training Requirements
Frequency / Action

As
Required

SemiAnnually

Annually*

Every Three (3)
Years**

Training
Employee Orientation
New / Transfer

ü

On-the-job Training

ü

Response Discussion During
Pre-Job Meetings

ü

Drills

ü

Tabletop Exercise

ü
one of these
exercises

Communication / Partial
Mobilization Exercises

ü

Major (Full Scale) Exercise
Post Incident (Actual) Review
ERP Review / Self Audit

ü
ü

* Must be held annually.
** CSA Z246.2-18, OROGO & CER require Major Exercises be held every three (3) years.
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Appendix A: ERP Scope, Training and Plan Maintenance,
continued
Plan Maintenance
Responsibility
The licensee is responsible to ensure that an ERP is created for all provincial and federally regulated oil and
gas activities (i.e. sour operations, HVP pipelines, cavern storage facilities, etc.), they are maintained
regularly, and any updates are disseminated to the regulatory agency and other plan holders as required. In
order for this to occur the following responsibilities are designated:
•

Each individual plan holder is responsible for ensuring their assigned manuals are current, all updates
are applied / downloaded / inserted, and any errors or omissions are reported to a supervisor.

•

Paramount is responsible for ensuring that an annual review of their ERP is conducted. The ERP
Revision Request Form is located in this section and can be used to track this information and
provide documentation in the case of an ERP assessment.

•

Any requests for revisions to this plan should be forwarded to the applicable Emergency Management
Coordinator for review. Any significant changes including those resulting from exercises and incidents
will require immediate updates sent out to all plan holders; less significant changes will be
implemented during the ERP’s next annual update.

•

Paramount’s Emergency Management Coordinator is responsible for ensuring that the plans and
distribution lists are updated, training is performed, and new projects are included in the plan.
Information in this plan will be verified and updated at least once a year.

•

Old manuals must be sent to H2Safety Services Inc. or destroyed. If a plan holder no longer requires
their manual (job changes, position changes, etc.), it must be returned to Paramount’s Emergency
Management Coordinator to be tracked, reassigned, or destroyed.

The licensee must distribute changes in information that are instrumental to implementing the ERP to all
required plan holders.
Errors identified in the ERP by the regulatory agency, licensee, and other party must be corrected
immediately upon identification.

Modifications to New or Existing Operations
The licensee must submit a supplement for review and approval to the regulatory agency for all newly added
wells, pipelines, well / pipeline tie-ins, facilities and operating areas prior to commencement of operations if
there are new surface developments within the Emergency Planning Zone. For example, the EPZ for a new
pipeline tie-in does not fall entirely within the existing Emergency Planning Zone and impacts a new residence
/ public facility / trapper cabin / etc. that was not previously included in the Emergency Response Plan. The
licensee must conduct a public involvement program for all new members of the public. Before any new or
major modifications to an existing facility / pipeline are brought on-stream, any additions or changes will be
added to the Emergency Response Plan. If required, a site specific Emergency Response Plan will be
developed. Meetings to review response plan requirements must be held before major facility modifications
are commissioned.
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Appendix A: ERP Scope, Training and Plan Maintenance,
continued
ERP Revision Request Form
Plan Holder Name / Title / Company:
ERP Name:
Manual Number:
If any of the following items have changed, please check the box beside it and provide a description of the
change in the space provided:
 Company information
 Mapping information
 Resident contact information
 Response staff information or capacity changes
 Facility additions, such as well or pipeline tie-ins
 Other
Description of the change:
Please attach additional pages and/or support documentation as required.

Please return the completed checklist to:
Paramount Resources Ltd.
Attn: Shawn Bymoen
(Emergency Management Coordinator)
Suite 2800, 421 – 7 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 4K9
Email: shawn.bymoen@paramountres.com
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Appendix B: Incident Command Post (ICP)
Communication Methods Between Command Posts
On-Site Command Post
An On-Site Command Post (OSCP) will be
established in a safe location near the site of
the emergency. All control, containment, and
site safety activities will take place at this
location.

•
•
•
•
•

Landline
Cell phone
Satellite Phone
Radio
Fax

The Incident Command Post will be
established near the site of the emergency,
but outside of the hazard area.

•
•
•
•
•

Landline
Cell phone
Satellite Phone
Radio
Fax

Corporate Emergency
Operations Centre

The Provincial Operations Centre (POC) is
the headquarters of, and will be established
by, the Provincial Emergency Management
Agency during the initial stages of an
incident.

If it is taking a considerable amount of time
to bring an emergency under control or if the
external support requirements are
substantial, the appropriate government
agency will establish a REOC in the area.

During an emergency, government agencies
will send Consequence Management
Officers (CMOs) to the POC who are able to
speak for, and commit resources on behalf of
their departments.

If the licensee or local authority decide not to
set up a Regional EOC during a response,
the regulatory agency may set up an EOC at
the local regulatory agency field centre.

Incident Command Post

The Incident Commander will manage the
overall response to the emergency from this
post. This includes overseeing and assisting
the Operations Section Chief who will be
directing all on-site control and containment
activities from the Incident Command Post.

Provincial Operations
Centre

Government Regional
Emergency Operations
Centre

• Landline
• Cell phone
• Fax

*Regulatory agencies encourage
the combination of industry and
municipal responses into a single
Regional EOC if possible.*

• Landline
• Cell phone
• Fax

• Landline
• Cell phone
• Fax

Industry Regional
Emergency Operations
Centre

Municipal Emergency
Operations Centre

If established, the Public Safety Group
Supervisor may coordinate public notification
and evacuation activities from this post. The
REOC will most likely be established at the
nearest primary facility or field office. The
Incident Command Post and the REOC may
be in the same location.

A Corporate Emergency Operations Centre
(CEOC) is usually established at a level two
(2) emergency. This is the centre where
head office support activities are
coordinated. The centre is equipped with the
tools, accessibility and space to
accommodate the Incident Management
Team and support personnel.

The POC has the capability of accessing
provincial, federal and other resources
necessary to support the emergency
response.

A Municipal Emergency Operations Centre
(MEOC) is established by the local authority
when required and is encouraged to have
joint response with industry.

Possible Communication Devices
Industry
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Appendix B: Incident Command Post (ICP), continued
ICP Activation and Setup
The Incident Command Post is activated by the Incident Commander.
The following tasks must be addressed once the ICP has been activated:

Position

Task
 Establish briefings with the Incident Command Team (ICT).

Incident
Commander

 Ensure staffing is adequate for the task(s).
 Consider the time difference, if applicable, and determine how time will be
communicated throughout the incident.
 Ensure the room / floor / building is secure.

Safety Officer

Information Officer

Logistics / IT
Support

 Ensure a safe work area, i.e. remove clutter or cords causing slips, trips, falls,
etc.
 Notify the receptionist that there is an incident. Provide details of what message
should be given out to the public and media, as well as where to direct incoming
calls.
 Ensure inbound and outbound calls received or made are centrally logged.
 Ensure responders have their office phones forwarded to their cell phones.
 Turn on all computers; ensure the relevant systems are operational and that they
all have internet/email access.
 Bring up any ERP related electronic tools (ie; H2CommandCentre) and ensure
they are working and that they can all be displayed on various projectors /
screens as required.
 Check that printers are connected to the computers and working. Print a test
page to confirm.
 Check that the fax machine is setup and working.
 Check that any phone conferencing systems are set up and working.
 Ensure that telephone lines are available and active.
 Ensure TVs are working properly and set up to local news or CNN.
 Obtain any additional equipment as required.
 Ensure the room/floor/building is secure. Arrange for additional security if
required.

Logistics /
Security

 If the location of the Incident Command Post is closed to general staff, provide a
list of staff needing access clearance to the meeting area.
 The following supplies should be available: notepaper, pens, printer cartridges
and paper, documentation forms, dry erase markers, staplers and staples, spare
power bars and extension cords, etc.
 Arrange for refreshments (coffee, food, water, etc.) for those working there, as
well as sleeping space if required.
 Ensure there are sufficient tables and chairs for the team.
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Appendix B: Incident Command Post (ICP), continued
ICP Activation and Setup, continued
Position

Task
 Determine which emergency response plans and other ERP tools are needed
and pull them out to be readily accessible.

Planning /
Documentation

 Determine what laminated maps and charts are going to be utilized and put them
up on the wall with dry erase markers. Set up the white boards and roles chart.
 Ensure clocks are displaying the correct time, including any clocks with a different
time zone.
 As each person arrives: provide them with a vest, provide them with a print out of
the Initial Emergency Report Form, ensure they synchronize their watches and
ensure they check in with their assigned supervisor.
 As team members arrive, write their name in the appropriate position on the
Incident Command Team Assignment Chart.
 Pass out documentation forms and provide an overview of the documentation
process.
 Ensure the latest contact list for Incident Command Team members are available.
 Begin documenting all actions, decisions and major events. Start-up
H2CommandCentre if available.
 Continually update the laminated maps and charts as information becomes
available Incident Command Team Assignment Chart, Emergency Status
Board, etc.).
 Post a schedule of events, including shift changes and status updates.

Incident Command Post Briefings
Once the ICP has been activated and team members arrive, the Incident Commander or Deputy needs to
conduct an initial briefing to provide the team with the status of the situation, establish operational periods for
the ICP, establish a meeting schedule for both a planning meeting and periodic briefings and outline broad
goals to guide the ICP throughout the emergency.
In additional to periodic briefings for status updates, the Incident Commander also has to conduct a meeting
once the approved Incident Action Plan is in place. This meeting will outline the planned objectives and tasks
and will ensure that resources required for implementation of the action plan are in available or en route.
At the end of each operational period, all departing members of the Incident Command Team will be
debriefed and must brief their replacements.

Documentation
It is critical to ensure that all ICP documentation is compiled, properly stored and readily available after the
event. Proper documentation will aid in investigations, inquiries, debriefs and support for financial claims and
budgets. Everything that happens during the Response/Recovery Operations should be recorded at the ICP.
The forms at the back of this manual are designed to aid in this process
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases
Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S)
Background
Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) is a flammable, colourless gas with a characteristic odour of rotten eggs that people
can smell at low levels. It is also known as hydrosulphuric acid and sewer gas. H2S occurs naturally in crude
petroleum, natural gas, volcanic gases and hot springs. It can also result from bacterial breakdown of organic
matter. Industrial sources include emissions from industrial paper plants; combustion of coal, fuel oil and
natural gas (including gas flares); kraft paper mills; tanneries; and emissions from sewers and waste
treatment facilities. Cigarette smoke is also a source of hydrogen sulphide.
H2S is released primarily as a gas and spreads in the air. Its residence time in the atmosphere ranges from
about one day to more than 40 days, depending on ambient temperature and other atmospheric variables,
including humidity, sunshine and presence of other pollutants. The decreased temperatures and decreased
levels of hydroxyl ions in northern regions in winter increase the residence time. When released H2S gas is
ignited, it will change into sulphur dioxide (SO2), be carried into the atmosphere and disbursed over a larger
area a lower concentrations.

Signs and Symptoms
Exposure to hydrogen sulphide may cause irritation to the eyes, nose or throat. It may also cause difficulty in
breathing for some asthmatics. Brief exposures to high concentrations of hydrogen sulphide can cause a loss
of consciousness and possibly death. In most cases, the person appears to regain consciousness without any
other effects. However, in some individuals, there may be permanent or long-term effects such as headaches,
poor attention span, poor memory and poor motor function. No health effects have been found in humans
exposed to typical environmental concentrations of hydrogen sulphide (0.00011-0.00033 ppm).

Acute Exposure Effects
The effects on humans will vary depending on the duration and H2S concentration of exposure. The health
effects of acute exposure to H2S are shown in the following table. Acute exposure reflects a range from a few
seconds up to several weeks.

Acute Health Effects of Hydrogen Sulphide
Concentration in
Air (ppm)

Description of Potential Health Effects

1

A noticeable odour that may be offensive to some individuals. People may temporarily
experience mild symptoms of discomfort, including nausea, headache, and irritability due
to the odour. Asthma symptoms may worsen.

10 – 20

An obvious offensive odour. Temporary eye irritation may occur after a single exposure
and last several hours. Symptoms include mild itchiness, dryness, increased blink reflex
and slight watering. Some people may experience headaches, nausea and vomiting.
Symptoms of asthma, bronchitis or other forms of chronic respiratory disease may
worsen.

50

A strong, intense offensive odour that may irritate eyes and breathing passages. Eyes
may be itchy, stinging, and red with increased blinking, tearing and tendency to rub eyes.
Breathing passages could feel tingly or sting, with increased tendency to clear throat and
cough. Symptoms of pre-existing respiratory disease may worsen. No permanent injury
to eyes or breathing passages is expected unless exposure is prolonged.
Odour–sensitive individuals may experience headaches, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Acute Health Effects of Hydrogen Sulphide
Concentration in
Air (ppm)

Description of Potential Health Effects

100

Initially there is a strong objectionable odour that lessens with prolonged exposure due to
olfactory “fatigue.” Eyes and breathing passages are often irritated within one hour of
exposure. Eyes may be sore, stinging, burning, tearing, redness, swelling of eyelids, and
possible blurred vision. Respiratory irritation may include sore throat, cough, soreness or
stinging of breathing passages, and wheezing. The symptoms of asthma, bronchitis or
other forms of chronic respiratory disease will worsen. Odour may cause headache,
nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.

250

There may or may not be an odour present due to olfactory paralysis. Eyes and breathing
passages will become irritated within minutes of exposure, and the irritation will worsen
with longer exposure. The outer surface of the eyes and inner eyelids will be inflamed,
red and sore. Eyes will begin watering and tearing immediately and vision may be
blurred. Eyes may be permanently harmed if exposure is prolonged. Respiratory irritation
will include sore throat, cough, difficulty breathing, soreness of chest, and wheezing.
Asthma symptoms will worsen. People may experience “systemic” effects, including
headache, nausea and vertigo depending on duration of exposure.

500

No odour is present due to olfactory paralysis. Severe irritation and possible permanent
injury to the eyes and breathing passages within 30 minutes of exposure. Lung and
breathing passage damage may cause ‘chemical pneumonia’ following exposure if the
exposure was prolonged. Systemic effects involving the central nervous system may
occur within one hour of exposure and include headache, anxiety, dizziness, loss of
coordination and slurred speech. People may lose consciousness or collapse suddenly,
and die if exposure persists.

750

No odour is present due to olfactory paralysis. Central nervous system effects will be
most obvious, and could include anxiety, confusion, headache, slurred speech, dizziness,
stumbling, loss of coordination, and other signs of motor dysfunction. People may lose
consciousness, collapse suddenly and possibly die, if exposure continues for more than a
few minutes. Lung and breathing passage damage will likely cause ‘chemical pneumonia’
among survivors.

1000

Immediate “knock-down” and loss of consciousness. Death within moments to minutes.
Immediate medical attention needed if victim is to survive.

Adapted from: Technical Advisory Committee on Public Health and the Oil and Gas Industry, Environmental
Public Health Manual for Oil and Gas Activities in Alberta, 2007
Source: Alberta Health Services, Environmental Public Health
http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/assets/wf/eph/wf-eh-alberta-health-acute-exposure-health-effects-ofhydrogen-sulphide-and-sulphur-dioxide.pdf

Chronic Exposure Effects of Hydrogen Sulphide
Chronic effects from H2S exposure is a developing area of research. Chronic exposure may inflame and
irritate the upper respiratory tract.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Medical treatment for hydrogen sulphide exposure
(Please note: This information was provided by a medical source other than the Provincial Regional Health
Authorities. See Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) Guidelines - Revised November 2000)
Guidelines for in Hospital Assessment/Treatment of Possible Hydrogen Sulphide Exposure
This is provided to assist medical staff in assessing a worker who has a possible or actual H2S exposure.
Section I provides information on H2S
Section II summarizes possible health effects, which should be evaluated at the time of presentation
Section III depicts a summary of possible clinical management
Section IV provides a guideline regarding return to work (RTW) considerations
I. Hydrogen sulphide
H2S is a colourless gas. It is heavier than air and tends to flow in ditches, trenches and low-lying areas.
H2S is clearly recognizable in small concentrations at around one part per million (ppm) by its characteristic
rotten egg smell.
At concentrations of about 150 ppm in the air, or after prolonged exposure to lower concentrations, the
olfactory sense is paralyzed and the presence of H2S can no longer be detected by odour.
II. Health effects of hydrogen sulphide
H2S can be rapidly fatal. It acts by paralyzing the respiratory control centre in the brain and by inhibiting
cellular respiration.
Hydrogen sulphide is a mucous-membrane and respiratory-tract irritant. Pulmonary edema, which may be
immediate or delayed, can occur after exposure to high concentrations.
Acute exposure may include the following symptoms and signs:
Central Nervous System
CNS injury is immediate and significant after exposure to hydrogen sulphide. At high concentrations, only a
few breaths can lead to loss of consciousness, coma, respiratory paralysis, seizures, and death. CNS
stimulation may precede CNS depression. Stimulation manifests as excitation, rapid breathing, and
headache; depression manifests as impaired gait, dizziness, and coma, possibly progressing to respiratory
paralysis and death. In addition, decreased ability to smell occurs at 100 to 150 ppm.
Respiratory
Inhaled Hydrogen sulphide initially affects the nose and throat. Low concentrations (50 ppm) can rapidly
produce irritation of the nose, throat, and lower respiratory tract. Pulmonary manifestations include cough,
shortness of breath, and bronchial or lung hemorrhage. Higher concentrations can provoke bronchitis and
cause accumulation of fluid in the lungs, which may be immediate or delayed for 24 hours or more. Lack of
oxygen may result in cyanosis.
Cardiovascular
High dose exposure may cause insufficient cardiac output, irregular heartbeat and conduction abnormalities.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Medical Treatment for Hydrogen Sulphide Exposure, continued
Renal
Although very unlikely, transit renal effect may include blood, casts, and protein in the urine. Renal failure as a
direct result of hydrogen sulphide toxicity has not been described, although it may occur secondary to
cardiovascular compromise.
Gastrointestinal
Symptoms may include nausea and vomiting.
Dermal
Prolonged or massive exposure may cause burning, itching, redness and painful inflammation of the skin.
Ocular
Eye irritation may result in inflammation (i.e. kerato-conjunctivitis) and clouding of the eye surface. Symptoms
include blurred vision, sensitivity to light, and spasmodic blinking or involuntary closing of the eyelid.
Potential Sequelae
Inflammation of the bronchi can be a late development. Survivors of severe exposure may suffer psychic
disturbances and permanent damage to the brain and heart.
III. Approach to the worker with suspected hydrogen sulphide exposure
Although this document refers only to H2S, it is important for the clinician to keep in mind the possibility of
co-exposure to numerous other agents. Sulphur dioxide may have been present if there has been combustion
of hydrogen sulphide. Sulphur dioxide does not cause loss of consciousness but is a respiratory tract irritant.
Therefore, the management of sulphur dioxide intoxication is similar to that for hydrogen sulphide. Other
agents capable of causing asphyxia include carbon monoxide (toxic asphyxia) as well as a wide array of
gases that act as simple asphyxiants (carbon dioxide, methane, nitrogen, etc.) by displacing oxygen. Finally,
other conditions (Ml, syncope, seizure, etc.) that may cause sudden collapse must be investigated and
managed as appropriate.
History
The history is the key to the diagnosis of hydrogen sulphide (or other industrial) intoxication. There are two
facets to the history in such cases:
Exposure history: This attempts to define, in qualitative terms, the likelihood of, and amount of exposure to
hydrogen sulphide. This should include questions about work processes, the presence of a rotten egg odour
and inquiring as to effects in co-workers. If possible, this should be supplemented by Industrial Hygiene
information, which might include the triggering of alarms for hydrogen sulphide and historical data on air
measurements. For suspected exposures, the workplace can often provide useful estimates regarding the
level of exposure, although such data may require several days to reconstruct.
Clinical history: The physician should attempt to establish the presence of as many of the symptoms as
possible associated with H2S exposure. Determining the presence of respiratory tract irritation (conjunctivitis,
rhinitis, tracheitis) is of particular importance since this symptom distinguishes hydrogen sulphide from several
other asphyxiants and serious toxicity is unlikely in the absence of this symptom at presentation.
Investigations
There are no specific tests in routine clinical use to establish hydrogen sulphide intoxication. Rather, testing is
aimed at characterizing the sequels of intoxication, as well as to rule out other causes for the presentation.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Medical Treatment for Hydrogen Sulphide Exposure, continued
Treatment
Treatment is entirely supportive in nature and includes supplemental oxygen, managing eye and skin
exposure as a chemical bum and maintenance of circulatory status. Although nitrite therapy has been
advocated as an antidote, there is little evidence to support its use and as it is potentially dangerous it is not
recommended.
On arrival - check blood gases and assess for lactic acidosis. Take chest film and repeat as necessary
keeping in mind the delayed possibility of pulmonary edema. ECG may assist as arrhythmias and bradycardia
are not uncommon. Temporary T wave depression may occur and ECG may mimic infarction.
For the unconscious patient, give oxygen using mechanical ventilation with positive end expiratory pressure.
Assess for associated musculo-skeletal and internal traumatic injury.
Maintain circulating fluid volume, but be alert for delayed onset of pulmonary edema.
At times, strong physical restraint may be required. Keep the patient as inactive as possible.
A pulmonary function test should be done near time of discharge and, if abnormal should be repeated at
appropriate intervals thereafter.
If symptoms and/or exposure history are strongly clinically suggestive, because of the possibility of
delayed pulmonary edema, adequate monitoring and follow-up for at least 24 hours is essential.
IV. Guidelines for Return to Work (RTW)
Three possible scenarios may be considered by the attending medical personnel:
Possible exposure, without symptoms
Possible exposure, with symptoms (that are compatible with H2S)
Known exposure including "knockdown", with symptoms that require medical treatment and/or hospitalization.
In each scenario, a clinical decision about appropriate medical investigations, treatment, follow-up evaluation,
and timing of return-to-work (RTW) will have to be made. It is emphasized that with scenarios (1) and (2), it
may be preferable to either monitor the employee in the hospital or as an outpatient (with follow-up
examination) for 24-48 hours prior to RTW.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)
Background
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) belongs to the family of sulphur oxide gases (SO2). Sulphur is prevalent in raw
materials including crude oil and coal, as well as in ore that contains common metals. Sulphur oxide gases
form when fuels containing sulphur are burned and when gas is processed or metals are extracted from ore.
Like other sulphur oxide gases, SO2 dissolves in water or water vapour to form acid, and interacts with other
gases and particles in the air to form sulphates and other products.
Sulphur dioxide is a colourless gas that is about 2.5 heavier than air. It has a sweet pungent odour, and can
be detected by taste and smell at concentrations as low as 300 parts per billion (ppb). Acids that are formed
when SO2 (and nitrogen oxides) react with other substances in the air may be carried great distances before
falling to earth as rain, fog, snow or dry particles. Acid rain damages forests and crops, changes the chemical
make-up of soils, and increases the acidity of lakes and streams. Continued long-term exposure will affect the
natural variety of plants and animals in an ecosystem. As well as contributing to smog, SO2 emissions cause
aesthetic damage and accelerate the decay of building materials and paints.
General guidelines dictate evacuation where SO2 concentrations reach 5 ppm averaged over a 15 minute
period. However, as a precaution, evacuation will be established under the criteria when the SO2 level
reaches 1 ppm for two to three hours, or averages 0.3 ppm over twenty-four hours.

Signs and Symptoms
Sulphur dioxide causes a wide variety of health and environmental impacts because of the way it reacts with
other substances in the air. Acute and chronic exposure to SO2 affects the respiratory system. Acute
exposure effects, with increasing exposure, include irritation of the eye, nose and throat, choking, coughing,
bronchitis and pneumonia. Exposure to low concentrations can aggravate chronic pulmonary diseases, such
as asthma and emphysema. Co-exposure to cold or dry air may further exacerbate the respiratory effects of
SO2 on sensitive asthmatics. Particularly sensitive groups include children, the elderly and those with existing
heart or lung disease.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Acute Health Effects of Sulphur Dioxide
Concentration
(ppm)
0.1
0.3 – 1

Acute Health Effects
Transient bronchoconstriction1 in sensitive exercising asthmatic individuals that ceases
when exposure ceases. 2
Possible detection by taste or smell.

0.75

Transient lung function changes in healthy, moderately exercising, non-asthmatic
individuals.

1-2

Lung function changes in healthy non-asthmatics. Symptoms in asthmatics would likely
increase in severity. There may be a shift to clinical symptoms from changes detectable
only via spirometry.

3
6 – 12

Easily detected odour.
May cause nasal and throat irritation.

10

Upper respiratory irritation, some nosebleeds.

20

Definitely irritating to the eyes; chronic respiratory symptoms develop; respiratory
protection is necessary.

50 – 100
Greater than 100

Maximum tolerable exposures for 30-60 minutes.
Immediate danger to life (NIOSH recommendation).

At low levels, bronchoconstriction was generally observed as changes in airway conductance detectable by spirometry
rather than as clinical symptoms.

1

It should be noted that clinical studies on humans are generally designed to elicit a response and consequently subject
study volunteers to challenging conditions such as exercising, mouth breathing, cold, dry air, etc. Real-life responses in
asthmatics should be viewed as being individual-specific dependent on severity of asthma, whether the individuals are
medicated or not, how cold and/or dry the air is, mouth breathing (vs. nose breathing, which can act as an effective
scrubber mechanism) and exercise.

2

Adapted from: Technical Advisory Committee on Public Health and the Oil and Gas Industry, Environmental
Public Health Manual for Oil and Gas Activities in Alberta, 2007
Source: Alberta Health Services, Environmental Public Health
http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/assets/wf/eph/wf-eh-alberta-health-acute-exposure-health-effects-ofhydrogen-sulphide-and-sulphur-dioxide.pdf
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Medical treatment for sulphur dioxide exposure
(Please note: This information was provided by a medical source other than the Provincial Regional Health
Authorities. See Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) Guidelines - Revised July 2001)
Guidelines for in Hospital Assessment/Treatment of Possible Sulphur Dioxide Exposure
This is provided to assist medical staff in assessing a worker who has a possible or actual SO2 exposure.
Section I provides information on SO2
Section II summarizes possible health effects which should be evaluated at the time of presentation
Section III depicts a summary of possible clinical management
Section IV provides a guideline regarding return to work (RTW) considerations.
I. Sulphur Dioxide
SO2 is a colourless gas with a pungent odour detectable by the human nose at concentrations of about 0.5 to
0.8 ppm.
SO2 is highly soluble in water resulting in the formation of sulphurous acid.
Approximately 90% of inhaled SO2 is absorbed in the upper respiratory tract.
Asthmatics and individuals with underlying bronchial hyperactivity may be more susceptible to low level
exposure to SO2.
II. Health Effects of Sulphur Dioxide
SO2 causes almost immediate coughing with significant exposure.
SO2 causes irritation of the conjunctive and nasal mucosa at levels between 5 and 10 ppm.
Exposures of SO2 as low as 8 ppm has been associated with symptoms of cough, phlegm, wheezing and
exertional dyspnea.
Acute high-dose exposures leading to severe injury are unusual, parenchyma lung damage occurs above
50 ppm.
Acute exposure may include the following symptoms and signs:
Respiratory
Inhaled SO2 is a moderate to strong respiratory irritant. Reddening of the throat and nose may occur.
Repeated exposure to 10 ppm has caused nosebleeds. Sensitivity varies among people, short exposure to
low concentrations may produce a reversible decrease in lung function, and symptoms may include chest
tightness.
Exposure to high concentrations of SO2 has caused severe airways obstruction, hypoxia and pulmonary
edema. The effects of pulmonary edema include coughing and shortness of breath which can be delayed until
hours or days after the exposure; these symptoms are aggravated by physical exertion. Survivors of high
concentration exposures may suffer chemical bronchopneumonia and bronchiolitis obliterans, which can be
fatal after a few days. Delayed chemical pneumonitis and bronchial asthma can also result.
Dermal
The gas will react with moisture on the skin and cause irritation (redness, itching).
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Medical treatment for sulphur dioxide exposure, continued
Ocular
Eye irritation may result in smarting of the eyes and tearing. In severe cases (high concentrations in a
confined area), SO2 has caused temporary corneal burns.
Potential Sequelae
Survivors of high concentration exposures may suffer chemical bronchopneumonia and bronchiolitis
obliterans, which can be fatal after a few days. Delayed chemical pneumonitis and bronchial asthma can also
result.
III. Approach to the worker with suspected Sulphur Dioxide Exposure
Although this document refers only to SO2, it is important for the clinician to keep in mind the possibility of coexposure to numerous other agents.
History
The history is the key to the diagnosis of SO2 (or other industrial) intoxication. There are two facets to the
history in such cases:
Exposure history: This attempts to define, in qualitative terms, the likelihood of, and amount of exposure to
sulphur dioxide. This should include questions about work processes, the presence of an odour and inquiring
as to the effects in co-workers. If possible, this should be supplemented by industrial hygiene information
which might include the triggering of alarms for sulphur dioxide and historical data on air measurements. For
suspected exposures, the workplace can often provide useful estimates regarding the level of exposure,
although such data may require several days to reconstruct.
Clinical history: The physician should attempt to establish the presence of as many of the symptoms as
possible associated with SO2 exposure.
Investigations
There are no specific tests in routine clinical use to establish sulphur dioxide intoxication. Rather, testing is
aimed at characterizing the sequels of intoxication as well as to rule out other causes for the presentation.
Treatment
Treatment is entirely supportive in nature and includes supplemental oxygen, managing eye and skin
exposure as a chemical burn and maintenance of respiratory status.
On arrival - check blood gases. Take chest film and repeat as necessary keeping in mind the delayed
possibility of pulmonary edema.
Oxygen should be delivered by nasal cannula or mask, or if pulmonary injury leads to severe hypoxia by
mechanical ventilation.
If bronchospasm occurs, bronchodilators may be of value.
A pulmonary function test should be done near time of discharge and, if abnormal, should be repeated at
appropriate intervals thereafter.
Conjunctival irritation should be treated with copious irrigation with saline and the eyes examined with
fluorescein for corneal defects.
Assess for associated musculo-skeletal and internal traumatic injury.
Prophylactic antibiotics should be avoided.
If symptoms and/or exposure history are strongly clinically suggestive, because of the possibility of delayed
pulmonary edema, adequate monitoring and follow-up for at least 24 hours is essential.
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Appendix C: Toxic Gases, continued
Medical treatment for sulphur dioxide exposure, continued
IV. Guidelines for Return to Work (RTW)
Three possible scenarios may be considered by the attending medical personnel:
Possible exposure, without symptoms;
Possible exposure, with symptoms (that are compatible with SO2) or
Known exposure,
hospitalization.

including

"knockdown",

with

symptoms

that

require

medical

treatment

and/or

In each scenario, a clinical decision about appropriate medical investigations, treatment, follow-up evaluation
and timing of return-to-work (RTW) will have to be made. It is emphasized that with scenarios (2) and (3), it
may be preferable to either monitor the employee in the hospital or as an outpatient (with follow-up
examination) for 24 - 48 hours prior to RTW.
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Appendix D: Key Elements of the Incident Command System
(ICS)
Management by Objectives – Objectives are ranked by priority, should be as specific as
possible, must be attainable and if possible given a working time-frame. Objectives are accomplished by first
outlining strategies (general plans of action), then determining appropriate tactics (how the strategy will be
executed) for the chosen strategy
Unity and Chain of Command

– Each individual takes direction from and reports to only one
designated supervisor; this is called Unity of Command. Higher level personnel have authority over lower
level personnel; the lower level personnel are subordinate to and take direction from higher level personnel.
Orders and instructions travel down the chain of command from one supervisor to each subordinate. This is
called Chain of Command.
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Appendix D: Key Elements of the Incident Command System
(ICS), continued
Organizational Flexibility

– Only positions that are required at the time should be assigned. In
most cases, very few positions will need to be assigned.

Span of Control – ICS requires that any single person's span of control (number of people reporting to
them) should be between three and seven, with five being ideal.

Common Terminology

common terminology is essential.

– When different organizations are required to work together, the use of

Incident Action Plan (IAP) – Every incident must have a written or oral Incident Action Plan. The
following information is part of an Incident Action Plan and must be communicated to the rest of the
organization:
• Objectives, strategies and tactics outlined by the Incident Commander.
•

Resources assignments – what resources do we have and what are they doing? What resources are
on order and what are they going to do?

•

A description of the ICS organizational structure – what positions will be filled?

•

Supporting materials – incident map, communications plan, evacuation plan, stick diagrams, etc.

Integrated Communications – The use of a common communications plan is essential for
ensuring effective communication during an incident.
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Appendix D: Key Elements of the Incident Command System
(ICS), continued
Establishment and Transfer of Command – The highest ranking authority arriving
on-scene at an incident will assume the role of the Incident Commander. That person will continue to be the
Incident Commander until there is a formal transfer of command. A transfer of command briefing usually
consists of:
• Reviewing a description of the incident.
•

Reviewing the actions taken thus far to contain and control the incident.

•

Reviewing the current ICS organizational structure.

•

A summary of the resources available and ordered.

Resources Management – A resource must either be in assigned, available, or out-of-service
status.
• Assigned – a resource in assigned status is currently doing whatever tasks have been assigned to it.
•

Available – a resource in available status is ready to be deployed at a moment’s notice. Resources in
available status often wait for assignments at an incident Staging Area.

•

Out-of-Service – a resources in out-of-service status might be sleeping, receiving medical aid, getting
repairs, etc. and is not ready for assignment.

Summary of Responsibilities
These management functions are handled by the General Staff once they have been delegated by the
Incident Commander.

Command

Ensures safety. Assumes overall responsibility for the incident.

The Incident Commander is responsible for the Command of the incident as well as the following
management functions until they are assigned to other response personnel:

Operations

Implements the Incident Action Plan (IAP) focusing on control, containment, and site
safety.

Public Safety

Implements the Incident Action Plan (IAP) focusing on notification and evacuation of
the public.

Planning

Help create and track (document) the success of the Incident Action Plan (IAP).

Logistics

Secure the resources and put them in place to allow Operations to implement the
Incident Action Plan.

Finance/Admin

Ensures procedures are in place to allow logistics to secure the resources (spending)
and track and control the expenditures.

Communications Disseminates information and liaises with external agencies.
Communications is handled by the Information Officer once one has been appointed by the Incident
Commander. The Information Officer is part of the Command Staff.
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Appendix E: Land Descriptions
Northwest Territories National Topographic System (NTS)
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material
Acronyms
Acronym

Meaning

Acronym

Meaning

BLEVE

Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion

LEL

Lower Explosive Limit

CANUTEC

Canadian Transport Emergency Centre

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

CAPP

Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers

MARS

Mapping and Response System

CEPA

Canadian Environmental Protection Act

MD

Municipal District

CER

Canada Energy Regulator

MEP

Municipal Emergency Plan

CERC

Corporate Emergency Response Centre

MOP

Maximum Operating Pressure

CISD

Critical Incident Stress Debriefing

NGL

Natural Gas Liquids

CPE

Communications and Public Engagement

NOTAM

Notice to Airmen

CSA

Canadian Standards Association

OHS

Occupational Health and Safety

DFO

Department of Fisheries and Oceans

OSCAR

Oil Spill Containment and Recovery

EAZ

Emergency Awareness Zone

OSCP

On-Site Command Post

ECCC

Environment & Climate Change Canada

PAD

Protective Action Distance

EMO

Emergency Measures Organization

PAZ

Protective Action Zone

EOC

Emergency Operations Centre

POC

Provincial Operations Centre

EPZ

Emergency Planning Zone

PPB

Parts Per Billion

ERAC

Emergency Response Assistance Canada

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

ERP

Emergency Response Plan

PPM

Parts Per Million

ESD

Emergency Shut Down

RCMP

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

ESDV

Emergency Shut-Down Valve

RD

Rural District

ETA

Estimated Time of Arrival

REOC

Regional Emergency Operations Centre

FNIHB

First Nations and Inuit Health Branch
Health Canada

RHA

Regional Health Authority

GEOC

Government Emergency Operations Centre

RM

Rural Municipality

HPZ

Hazard Planning Zone

SABA

Supplied Air Breathing Apparatus

HVAC

Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning

SCBA

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus

H2S

Hydrogen Sulphide

SDS

Safety Data Sheet

IAP

Incident Action Plan

SHA

Saskatchewan Health Authority

ICS

Incident Command System

SO2

Sulphur Dioxide

IIZ

Initial Isolation Zone

STARS

Shock Trauma Air Rescue Society

INAC

Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada

TDG

Transportation of Dangerous Goods

LA

Local Authority
WHMIS

LBV

Line Block Valve

Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms
Adjacent to
Within 25 m.
Air Quality Monitoring
Measurement of atmospheric concentrations of a hazardous substance, such as H2S or SO2.
Auto-ignition temperature
All NGL products are flammable and will flash at extremely low temperatures. An open flame or spark is not
necessary to cause ignition. Any hot surface which exceeds the auto-ignition temperature of a product can
cause a fire if the vapours reaching the hot surface are within their flammable range.
Best practices
A technique or methodology that, through experience and research, has proven to reliably lead to a desired
result. A commitment to using the best practices in any field is a commitment to using all the knowledge and
technology at one’s disposal to ensure success.
Body of water
Streams, lakes, and rivers.
Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion (BLEVE)
Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion, which is associated with natural gas liquids and high vapour
pressure liquids.
Boiling point
This is the temperature that a liquid changes to a gas. NGL products change to a gas at extremely low
temperatures and will absorb heat from the surrounding environment during the phase change. Therefore,
caution must be used when working with NGLs because contact with flesh can reduce the temperature of the
flesh to the NGL boiling point and cause severe frostbite.
Businesses
Industrial operators, retail outlet operators, suppliers, residents, outfitters, foresters and other entities that
normally operate within the Emergency Planning Zone, but do not necessarily reside in the Emergency
Planning Zone.
Corporate Emergency Response Plan
This Emergency Response Plan is to facilitate a co-ordinated response by company executive and
management personnel to an emergency situation, which may affect the company or its affiliated companies.
The Corporate Emergency Response Plan is an integral part of all site-specific company Emergency
Response Plans and procedures.
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD)
Critical Incident Stress Debriefing is a specially structured counselling process between the debriefers and
those who are directly involved and/or impacted by an incident.
Drills (Minor Exercise)
As described in CAN/CSA Z246.2-18, a supervised activity that tests a specific operation or function.
Participants will gain training on new equipment, test new procedures, practice and maintain skills, and/or
prepare for more complex exercises.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Emergency
A present or imminent event outside the scope of normal operations that requires prompt coordination of
resources to protect the health, safety, and welfare of people and to limit damage to property and the
environment.
Emergency Operations Centre (EOC)
An Emergency Operations Centre is a designated facility in a suitable location (i.e. head office, regional office,
etc.) established by the permit holder to support Incident Command and to manage the larger aspects of an
emergency. In a high-impact emergency, there may be a number of EOCs established to support the
response. They may include the Incident Command Post, regional and corporate EOCs, a municipal EOC
(MEOC), and the provincial government EOC (POC).
Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)
The geographical area that surrounds a well, pipeline or facility containing hazardous product that requires
specific emergency response planning by the licensee.
Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
A comprehensive plan to protect the public that includes criteria for assessing an emergency situation and
procedures for mobilizing response personnel and agencies and establishing communication and
coordination among the parties.
Emergency Support Team (EST)
Provides advice and logistical support to the Field Response Team and Incident Commander in particular.
The team is comprised of head office personnel and any contract emergency experts.
Emergency Support Team (EST) Plan
This Emergency Support Team Plan is to facilitate a co-ordinated response by company executive and
management personnel to an emergency situation, which may affect the company or its affiliated companies.
The Corporate Emergency Response Plan is an integral part of all site-specific company Emergency
Response Plans and procedures.
EST Director
The EST Director activates the Corporate Emergency Operations Centre with staff to provide advice and
support to the Incident Commander (Field Response Team).
Note: If the emergency happens outside an area that has a site specific Emergency Response Plan, only then
will the EST Director assume or appoint the role of Incident Commander and dispatch a Field Response
Team to the incident site.
Evacuation
Organized, phased, and supervised withdrawal of members of the public from dangerous or potentially
dangerous areas to safe areas.
Tactical Evacuation – A measure to immediately move people to a safe area as part of emergency
response and operations. Does not require approval from local authority but the local authority may
enact an evacuation order, if required, and local authority must be advised if a tactical evacuation has
occurred.
Planned Evacuation – An evacuation coordinated by local government authority that can authorize
evacuation alerts and orders.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Explosive Limits (Lower and Upper)
Each gaseous hydrocarbon substance has a minimum (Lower Explosive Limit or LEL) and a maximum
(Upper Explosive Limit or UEL) percentage in air below or above which combustion will not take place.
Explosive limit and flammability limit are used interchangeable. The terms "Too Lean" and "Too Rich" are
used for levels outside of the explosive range.
Facility
Any building, structure, installation, equipment, or appurtenance that is connected to or associated with the
recovery, development, production, handling, processing, treatment, or disposal of hydrocarbon-based
resources or any associated substance or wastes. This does not include wells or pipelines.
Full Scale (Major Exercise)
As described in CAN/CSA Z246.2-18, a multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional activity involving actual deployment
of resources in a coordinated response, as if a real emergency had occurred. The full-scale exercise includes
the mobilization of units, personnel, and equipment. Participants will assess plans and procedures and
evaluate coordinated responses under crisis conditions.
Functional Exercise
As described in CAN/CSA Z246.2-18, an activity designed to evaluate capabilities and multiple functions
using simulated response. A functional exercise will simulate the deployment of resources and rapid problem
solving. Participants will evaluate management of the command and coordination centres and assess the
adequacy of emergency response plans and resources.
Gathering system
The network of pipelines, pumps, tanks, and other equipment that carries oil and gas to a processing plant or
to other separation equipment.
Hazard
A situation with potential to harm persons, property, or the environment.
Hazardous product
A substance released in quantities that may harm persons, property, or the environment.
High Vapour Pressure Liquids (HVPLs)
HVPLs have a vapour pressure greater than 240 kPa at 38°C (34.8 PSIG @ 100°F) and include ethane,
propane, butane, and pentanes plus, either as a mixture or as a single component.
Note: Comparisons
Gasoline
Vapour pressure between 55 and 100 kPa at 38°C (8 - 14.5 PSIG @ 100°F).
Condensate

Often a component of a propane/butane mixture, has a vapour pressure of 59 to
72 kPa at 38°C (8.6 - 10.4 PSIG @ 100°F).

High Vapour Pressure (HVP) plume dispersion geometry
An uncontrolled release of NGL product on flat terrain will form a vapour plume as it disperses. If the vapour
plume formed at the leak site has not been ignited, it will most likely reach its maximum size within the first
half hour of the leak occurrence. Two unique features of an NGL plume are:
The downwind edge of the plume tends to spread out significantly forming a broad frontal edge.
Under certain conditions, the plume will travel upwind for a short distance.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
High Vapour Pressure (HVP) pipeline
A pipeline system conveying hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon mixtures in the liquid or quasi-liquid state with a
vapour pressure greater than 110 kilopascals absolute at 38°C. Some examples are liquid ethane, ethylene,
propane, butanes, and pentanes plus.
High Vapour Pressure (HVP) products
HVP products have a vapour pressure greater than 240 kPa at 38°C (34.8 PSIG at 100°F) and include
ethane, propane, butane and pentanes plus, either as a mixture or as a single component. A leak from a
vessel or pipe containing HVP products can result in a BLEVE.
Hydrogen sulphide (H2S)
A naturally occurring gas found in a variety of geological formations and also formed by the natural
decomposition of organic matter in the absence of oxygen. H2S is colourless, has a molecular weight that is
heavier than air, and is extremely toxic. In small concentrations, it has a rotten egg smell and causes eye and
throat irritations. Depending on the particular gaseous mixture, gas properties, and ambient conditions, a sour
gas release may be:
· Heavier than air (dense), so it will tend to drop towards the ground with time,
· Lighter than air (buoyant), so it will tend to rise with time, or
· About the same weight as air (neutrally buoyant), so it will tend to neither rise nor drop but with time
disperse.
Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) release rate
The rate that sour gas escapes into the atmosphere is often calculated for sour gas wells. It is usually defined
in cubic metres per second (m3/s). The size of the emergency planning zone is estimated from the H2S
release rate.
Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) release volume
The volume of sour gas that escapes into the atmosphere is often calculated for facilities that have a defined
retention volume, usually defined in cubic metres. Emergency planning zone sizes are often estimated using
the volume of H2S that may be released from a facility. More sophisticated models may also incorporate the
rate at which the release could occur and the nature of the gas and the atmospheric conditions when
determining the emergency planning zone size.
Hyper-susceptible
A person or persons who may be abnormally reactive to a given exposure to toxins and whose reaction may
occur in orders of magnitude greater than that of the susceptible population. Hyper-susceptibles include those
persons with impaired respiratory function, heart disease, liver disease, neurological disorders, eye disorders,
severe anemia, and suppressed immunological function.
Ignition
Process of setting a hydrocarbon release on fire.
Ignition Team
Consists of at least two personnel trained in plume ignition.
Incident
An unexpected occurrence or event that requires action by emergency personnel to prevent or minimize the
impacts on people, property, and the environment.
Incident classification
A system that examines the risk level to members of the public following an incident and assigns a level of
emergency based on the consequence of the incident and the likelihood of the incident escalating.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Incident Command Post (ICP)
A designated place where the Incident Commander and staff is located. The ICP should be located outside of
the hazard area, but close to the incident. The ICP may be a vehicle, trailer, fixed facility or any location
suitable to accommodate the function.
Incident Command System (ICS)
A standardized, on-scene, all-hazard incident management system. The Incident Command System (ICS) is
flexible in that it can be adapted for large and small incidents.
Incident Command Team (ICT)
Company and contractor personnel directly involved in controlling the incident at the emergency site and from
the EOC.
Incident Commander
Manages the overall response to emergency incidents. The Incident Commander is responsible for:
developing objectives, strategies and tactics that guide the response; assigning personnel to fill necessary
positions; ensuring the safety of all personnel; keeping internal and external stakeholders updated;
coordinating with other response agencies.
Initial Isolation Zone (IIZ)
An area in close proximity to a continuous hazardous release where indoor sheltering may provide limited
protection due to proximity of release.
Incident Management System
A system used to coordinate preparedness and incident management.
Isolating the release
Ensuring access to the hazard area is controlled.
Level 1 Emergency
There is no immediate danger to the public or environment as no H2S has been released; the emergency is
confined to the lease or company property.
Level 2 Emergency
There is potential risk to the public or environment, as the emergency could extend beyond company
property. However, control is still possible.
Level 3 Emergency
An immediate danger to the public or environment exists; control of the situation has been lost.
Licensee
The responsible duty holder as specified in legislation.
Liquid to gas expansion
NGL products will expand greatly when released to the atmosphere. For example, propane expands 272
times its liquid volume. Other products expand at different rates, but all have a high gas to liquid ratio.
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
Mixture of heavier, gaseous hydrocarbons (butane and propane), liquefied as a portable source of energy.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Local Authority
A local authority is considered to be:
1) The council of a city, town, village or municipal district;
2) in the case of an improvement district or special area, the Minister of Municipal Affairs;
3) for a national park, the park superintendent or the par superintendent’s delegate;
4) the settlement council of a Métis settlement; or
5) the band council of a First Nations Reserve.
Local State of Emergency
See State of local emergency.
Lower Explosive Limit (LEL)
The lowest concentration of gas or vapour (per cent by volume in air) that explodes if an ignition source is
present at ambient temperatures.
M.D.
Municipal District
Major (full-blown) exercise
As described in CAN/CSA Z246.2-18, a multi-agency, multi-jurisdictional activity involving actual deployment
of resources in a coordinated response, as if a real emergency had occurred. The full-scale exercise includes
the mobilization of units, personnel, and equipment. Participants will assess plans and procedures and
evaluate coordinated responses under crisis conditions.
Maximum Operating Pressure (MOP)
The maximum licensed operating pressure for a vessel or pipeline or a section of it.
Mobile air quality monitoring
Use of sophisticated portable equipment to track substances such as H2S or SO2 at very low parts per billion
atmospheric concentrations.
Municipality
See local authority.
Municipal Emergency Operations Centre (MEOC)
The centre from which responsible municipal officials manage and support emergency operations within their
jurisdiction, as well as formulate protective actions and provide public information. The centre has adequate
workspace, maps, status boards, and communications capability.
Municipal Emergency Plan (MEP)
The emergency plan of the local authority.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Natural Gas Liquids (NGL)
These are hydrocarbons liquefied under pressure in field facilities or in gas processing plants. Natural gas
liquids include ethane, propane, butane and pentanes plus and normally occur as a mixture of these
compounds.
Physical Properties of NGL Products:
Colour - NGL products are colourless except when they include a condensate component, which
gives them a light-yellow appearance. Releases during winter conditions can discolour snow. NGL
products may appear as a white cloud when released to the atmosphere. This white cloud is formed
by the condensing of moisture in the air.
Odour - Most NGL products have a mild petroleum odour. During pipeline transport NGL products
are almost odourless.
Vapour Density - A measure of the mass per unit volume of the vapour (i.e. kg/m3). All NGL
products transported by the company have a vapour density greater than air or a relative vapour
density greater than 1.0.
NAV Canada
Canada’s civil air navigation services provider, with operations coast to coast. NAV Canada provides air traffic
control, flight information, weather briefings, aeronautical information services, airport advisory services, and
electronic aids to navigation.
Notice to Airmen (NOTAM)
An order issued by Transport Canada restricting access to airspace in a defined area.
Notification
The distribution of project-specific information to participants that may be directly and adversely affected by
the proposed energy development.
Odour complaint
A report that someone smells an offensive odour (may be sour gas) in the area.
Oil Spill Containment and Recovery Unit (OSCAR)
Trailer containing oil spill equipment for containment and recovery.
On-site command post (OSCP)
An emergency operations centre established in the immediate vicinity of the incident to provide immediate
and direct response to the emergency and initially staffed by licensee personnel.
Partially controlled flow
A restricted flow of product at surface that cannot be shut off at the licensee’s discretion with equipment onsite.
Personal consultation
Consultation through face-to-face visits or telephone conversations with all requisite individuals.
Petroleum industry
Refers to all petroleum industry operations.
Plume (gas plume)
An elongated mobile column of gas or smoke.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Protective Action Zone (PAZ)
An area downwind of a hazardous release where outdoor pollutant concentrations may result in life
threatening or serious and possibly irreversible health effects on the public.
Protective Action Distance (PAD)
The distance from the incident to the EPZ outer boundary.
Provincial Operations Centre (POC)
An operations centre with the capacity to accommodate representatives from each government department.
Public
The group of people who may be or are impacted by an emergency (e.g., employees, contractors,
neighbours, emergency response organizations, regulatory agencies, the media, appointed or elected
officials, visitors, customers, etc., as appropriate).
Public protection measures
The use of sheltering, evacuation, ignition, and isolation procedures to mitigate the impact of a hazardous
release on members of the public.
Public Safety Group Supervisor
Member of the field response team. Individual charged with the responsibility of co-ordinating the evacuation
or shelter of people in the emergency hazard Area. The Public Safety Group Supervisor reports to and may
be located in the same location as the Incident Commander.
Publicly used facility
Places where the presence of people can be anticipated. Examples include places of business, cottages,
campground, churches, and other locations created for use by the public.
Reception centre
A centre established to register evacuees for emergency shelter, to assess their needs, and, if temporary
shelter is not required because evacuees will stay elsewhere, to ascertain where they can be contacted.
Regional Emergency Operations Centre (REOC)
An operations centre established in a suitable location to manage the larger aspects of the emergency that is
manned jointly by government and industry staff.
Residence
A dwelling that is occupied full time or part time.
Resident
Individual living in the area at a fixed location.
Resident data record
Form used to track the contact made with residents, businesses and transients.
Roadblock Crew
Personnel responsible for controlling access to the Emergency Hazard Area, reporting to the Public Safety
Group Supervisor.
Rover
Member of the field response team. Individual responsible for assisting in the evacuation of the Hazard Area,
reporting to the Public Safety Group Supervisor. May also be directed to shut-in / shut down equipment that
may cause future safety hazards.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Rover Kit
A briefcase containing maps, forms, supplies and instructions needed by the Rover to carry out their duties.
S.A.B.A.
Supplied Air Breathing Apparatus.
S.C.B.A.
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus.
Serious injury
A serious injury includes the following:
· An injury that results in death
·
·
·
·
·

Fracture of a major bone
Amputation other than a portion of a finger or toe
Loss of sight in an eye
Internal haemorrhage
Third degree burns

·
·

Unconsciousness
An injury that results in paralysis (permanent loss of function)

Shelter-in-Place
Remaining indoors for short-term protection from exposure to toxic gas releases.
Sour gas
Natural gas, including solution gas, containing hydrogen sulphide (H2S).
Sour gas release
An uncontrolled release of natural gas containing hydrogen sulphide (H2S).
Sour pipeline
Pipeline that conveys gas and/or liquid that contains sour gas.
Sour production facility
Facility that processes gas and/or liquid that contains sour gas
Sour well
An oil or gas well expected to encounter during drilling formations bearing sour gas or any oil or gas well
capable of producing sour gas.
Special needs
Those persons for whom early response actions must be taken because they require evacuation assistance,
requested early notification, do not have telephones, require transportation assistance, have a language or
comprehension barrier, or have specific medical needs. Special needs also include those who decline to give
information during the public consultation process and any residences or businesses where contact cannot be
made.
Standing well
A well that has been drilled and cased but not perforated. A company is generally allowed to leave the well as
standing for up to one year.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
State of local emergency
A declaration by a local authority providing the necessary authority, resources, and procedures at the
municipal level to allow an emergency to be resolved effectively and efficiently.
Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
A colourless, water-soluble, suffocating gas formed by burning sulphur in air; also used in the manufacture of
sulphuric acid. SO2 has a pungent smell similar to a burning match. SO2 is extremely toxic at higher
concentrations. The molecular weight of SO2 is heavier than air; however, typical releases are related to
combustion, which makes the gaseous mixture lighter than air (buoyant).
Surface development
Dwellings that are occupied full-time or part-time, publicly used development, public facilities, including
campgrounds and places of business, and any other surface development where the public may gather on a
regular basis. Surface development includes residences immediately adjacent to the EPZ and those from
which dwellers are required to egress through the EPZ.
Susceptible
The subpopulation of persons who may be considered more sensitive to the effects of H2S and SO2, including
the elderly, pregnant women, and the very young, particularly preschool-aged children.
Tabletop exercise
As described in CAN/ CSA Z246.2-18, an informal exercise generally used to review resource allocations and
roles and responsibilities of personnel and to familiarize new personnel with emergency operations without
the stress and time constraints of a major exercise.
Technically complete Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
A plan that meets all applicable requirements.
Telephoners
Telephoners place calls to residents as directed by the Public Safety Group Supervisor.
Threatening telephone call
Any communication that threatens the well-being of company personnel or property. A form is provided in the
manual to capture data from or about a person who calls with a threatening message.
Transient
An individual that is temporarily in the area (e.g. camper, cross-country skier).
Trapper
The holder of a provincial licensed and registered trapline for the purpose of hunting and trapping fur bearing
animals.
Uncontrolled flow
A release of product that cannot be shut off at the licensee’s discretion.
Urban centre
A city, town, village, summer village, or hamlet with no fewer than 50 separate buildings, each of which must
be an occupied dwelling, or any similar development.
Unrestricted country development
Any collection of permanent dwellings situated outside of an urban centre and having more than eight
permanent dwellings per quarter section.
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Appendix F: ERP Reference Material, continued
Glossary of Terms, continued
Vapour-air plume / vapour cloud
When released to atmosphere, products form a vapour-air plume that is colourless, heavier than air and has a
faint gasoline odour. Depending on the product released and the atmospheric conditions, water vapour may
condense to form a cloud.
Water body
Natural or manmade; contains or conveys water continuously, intermittently, or seasonally. A natural water
body is any location where water flows or is present, whether the flow or the presence of water is continuous,
seasonal, intermittent, or occurs only during a flood. This includes, but is not limited to, the bed and shore of a
river, stream, lake, creek, lagoon, swamp, marsh, slough, muskeg, or other natural drainage, such as
ephemeral draws, wetlands, riparian areas, floodplains, fens, bogs, coulees, and rills. Examples of a
manmade water body include, but are not limited to, a canal, drainage ditch, reservoir, dugout or other
manmade surface feature.
Well servicing
The maintenance procedures performed on a producing or injecting well after the well has been completed
and operations have commenced. Well servicing activities are generally conducted to maintain or enhance
well productivity or injectivity.
Workover
The process of re-entering an existing well to perform remedial action that will restore or improve the
productivity or injectivity of the target formation.
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LEAD AGENCIES & PRIORITY CONTACTS

EMERGENCY SERVICES

SUPPORT SERVICES

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

**There are no 911 services available due to the remote area.
Please call number listed.**

Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations (OROGO)
867-445-8551
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)
NWT/Nunavut Spill Reporting Line
Acho Dene Koe First Nation (ADK Holdings)

RCMP

867-920-8130
867-770-4571

Dehcho Regional District
Northwest Territories Emergency Measures Organization
(NWT EMO)
867-920-2303
Dehcho Health and Social Services Authority
Fort Liard
Admin: 867-770-4301
Worker’s Safety & Compensation Commission (WSCC)
Admin: 800-661-0792
Air Traffic Control
NAV Canada
Department of Transportation (DOT)
Fort Simpson

866-992-7433
Admin: 867-695-7651

Fort Liard

867-770-1111

Fire Departments
Fort Liard has a volunteer Fire Department. Fort Liard's Fire Hall is
equipped with a siren which can be heard throughout the community in
the event of a fire. It may sound similar to an air raid siren or a tornado
warning siren.
Any wellsite or secondary fire must be handled by trained area operators
or contract oilfield fire fighting services.
MEDEVAC (Ambulance)
No communities in the Dehcho region operate a community-based
ground ambulance service, a highway ambulance or rescue service.
The Stanton Territorial Health Authority co-ordinates medevac services
for the Territory.
Note: Air medevac using NWT resources must be arranged through the
local Health Center in conjunction with the on-call physician at Stanton
Territorial Hospital. The medevac then must leave from Yellowknife. This
can result in a delay of 4-6 hours.
Hospitals

Emergency Response Assistance Canada (ERAC)
(ERAP #: ERP2-0010-193)
800-265-0212
CANUTEC
Toll-Free
From Cell Phone
Information

613-996-6666
888-226-8832
*666
613-992-4624

Fort Liard Health Centre*
Stanton Territorial Hospital - Yellowknife
Fort Nelson General Hospital
University of Alberta Hospital - Edmonton

*The Fort Liard Health Centre has limited resources (performs more like a walk-in
clinic). Significant medical emergencies require transportation to hospital services
outside of the region (Yellowknife, Fort Nelson, Edmonton).

Poison Center NWT Wide

Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)
Yellowknife (NWT Region)
867-669-2500
Environment & Climate Change Canada
Meteorological Services

800-667-8676

Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Arctic

800-889-8852

Wildfire Reporting Line
Wildlife Emergencies (Dehcho Regional Office)

867-770-4301
867-669-4111
250-774-8100
780-407-8822

800-332-1414

** Due to the remoteness of the region, response times from any
emergency service could be lengthy. It is highly recommended to have
trained medical staff or team on site, prior to the commencement of any
operations. **

877-NWT-FIRE
(877-698-3473)

OPERATIONS SUMMARY

867-695-7433

The Liard Region consists of sweet and sour gas wells that are currently
suspended, with plans for abandonment.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
All required equipment will be available on-site and strategically located
prior to the commencement of any operations and as required.

EPZ Information
The H2S concentrations for the sour wells is 0.5%. An EPZ of 450 m has
been assigned to each well.
The H2S concentrations for the sweet wells is 0%; however, an EPZ of
100 m has been assigned to each well.
On-Site Storage
There is no on-site storage within the region.
Closest Urban Centre
Fort Laird is located approximately 5 km northeast of the closest well-site
and has a population of +/- 500 (not all are permanent).

AREA USERS & TIE-INS
Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

No area users or tie-ins points have been identified within any of the well
100 m EPZs, with the exception of the 300F366010123154 (F-36) well.
Prior to the suspension of the F-36 well, it produced through 24 km of pipe
south to the EOG processing plant near Maxhamish British Columbia.
Refer to Paramount’s “Maxhamish CER” Emergency Response Plan for
further details.

Hydrology
There are a few streams and water bodies within the region, including
Liard River, Petitot River, D’Easum Creek, Emile Creek, as well as a few
unnamed waterbodies and creeks.

Mobile Air Monitoring
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Firemaster Oilfield Services - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
877-342-3473

Oilfield Fire Fighting / Safety Contractors
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Superior Fire Control - Grande Prairie
Safety Boss - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
877-822-0035
800-882-4967

Well Control Specialists
†
Capstone Oilfield Services - Prov-wide

866-347-3911

Ignition Services
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Safety Boss - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
800-882-4967

LIARD REGION
24 HOUR EMERGENCY:
1-866-362-1138 / 403-290-3600
FACILITY & FIELD CONTACTS
Primary Field Contact
Heenan Energy Services

403-818-4408

Spill Response
SWAT Consulting
Clean Harbors - Fort Nelson

866-610-7928
800-645-8265

Alternate Field Contact
Back County Services
Bay 1, 5404 – 46 Avenue
Fort Nelson, BC V0C 1R0

Security
Scarlet Security Services - Yellowknife

867-873-3202

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES CONTACTS

Emergency Response Management
H2Safety Services Inc. - Calgary
Toll Free

403-212-2332
888-216-2332

Helicopter Companies
†
Qwest Helicopters - Fort Nelson
†
Sahtu Helicopters (GSH) - Yellowknife
†
Sahtu Helicopters (GSH) - Norman Wells

250-774-5302
867-873-2081
867-587-2827

Fixed Wing
Air Tindi - Yellowknife
North Wright Air - Norman Wells

Admin: 867-669-8200
867-587-2288

Air Freight
Canadian North Cargo - Norman Wells
Buffalo Airways - Yellowknife

866-663-2223
867-873-6112

Heavy Equipment / Construction Services
Beaver Enterprises (ADK Holdings) - Fort Laird

867-770-4571

Reception Centres
Liard Valley General Store & Motel Ltd.
Acho Horizon Open Camp
(Mile 99 on HWY 77 - limited time periods)

Dispatch: 250-500-2287
Safety team: 587-572-9485

Dir. Operations & Maintenance

Cell:

VP, Operations & Production

Cell:

Darren Erdely
Director, HSE
EM Coordinator / Sr. Safety

Office: 403-290-3664
Cell:
Cell:

Calgary’s Emergency Operations Centre (EOC)
Board Room: 403-303-4665

867-770-4441
866-305-6565

** Due to the vast remoteness of the region, response times from
any service company could be very lengthy (4 - 24 hrs).
Prior to the commencement of any operations, an assessment
should be made for any potential equipment that may be needed
and brought to the site before any work begins. **

Contacts updated September 2020.

SURFACE DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION
Surface Development Information has not been gathered for this region.
In the event of an incident, assign rovers to patrol the region.

Highways
Highway 7 runs northwest / southeast through the region but does not
come into contact with any assets or EPZs.
Site Access
Access roads have been built to each site, however depending on
seasonal and weather conditions, access can be limited.
Refer to the following page for region map.

†

A Paramount Resources approved vendor.

Courier / Mailing Address:
Suite 2800, 421 - 7 Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 4K9

January 2020
www.h2safety.ca
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DESCRIPTION OF NWT GRID SYSTEM
EXAMPLE F-25 / 60-10N, 123-15W

GRID

60-10N, 123-15W

UNIT

SEC
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71

70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61

60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51

50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21

20 10
19 9
18 8
17 7
16 6
15 5
14 4
13 3
12 2
11 1

M
L
E
D

N
K
F
C

O
J
G
B

P
I
H
A

Liard Region - Wells
CURRENT LICENSEE

OPERATING COMPANY

WELLNAME

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.

PARAMOUNT ET AL MCKAY LAKES 0-80
PARAMOUNT ET AL LIARD F-25A
PARAMOUNT ET AL LIARD M-25
PARAMOUNT ET AL LIARD 2M-25
PARAMOUNT ET AL LIARD 2K29
PARAMOUNT ET AL LIARD 3K29
PARAMOUNT ET AL LIARD K-29A

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.

PARAMOUNT ET AL FT LIARD F-36
PARA ET AL MOUNT COTY I-02
PARAMOUNT ET AL ARROWHEAD O-15
PARA ET AL ARROWHEAD B-41
PARAMOUNT ET AL ARROWHEAD N-65
PARAMOUNT BERKLEY ARROWHEAD C-02

LICENSE
NO.

UWI

H2S
LATITUDE LONGITUDE H2S RELEASE EPZ
(NAD 83)
(NAD 83)
(%)
(m)
RATE
(m3/s)

LICENSED STATUS

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES SOUR SUSPENDED

1866
1621
1867
2008
1980
1999
2030

300O806020123150
300F256030123301
300L266030123305
302M256030123304
302K296030123302
303K296030123301
300K296030123303

60.3306
60.4062
60.4139
60.4139
60.4778
60.4784
60.4781

-123.4858
-123.5869
-123.5883
-123.5881
-123.5863
-123.5860
-123.5860

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075

60.0909
60.1928
60.4147
60.5024
60.5793
60.5201

-123.3685
-123.5068
-123.0435
-122.8895
-122.9567
-123.0211

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

450 SUSPENDED BRINE DISPOSAL
450
SUSPENDED
450
SUSPENDED
450
SUSPENDED
450
SUSPENDED
450
SUSPENDED
450
SUSPENDED

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES SWEET SUSPENDED

LEGEND
Other: UWI=Unique Well Identifier

1841
1884
1834
1733
1833
1857

300F366010123154
300I026020123300
300O156030123001
300B416040122450
300N656040122454
300C026040123001

100
100
100
100
100
100

SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED

LEAD AGENCIES & PRIORITY CONTACTS

EMERGENCY SERVICES

SUPPORT SERVICES

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations (OROGO)
867-445-8551

**There are no 911 services available due to the remote Region.
Please call number listed.**
RCMP
Norman Wells
867-587-5111
Tulita
867-588-1111

Sahtu Land and Water Board - Fort Good Hope

867-598-2413

Sahtu Health and Social Services (HSS) Authority
Daytime: 867-587-3650
After Hours: 877-415-6735
Sahtu Regional District
Northwest Territories Emergency Measures Organization
(NWT EMO)
867-920-2303
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)
NWT/Nunavut Spill Reporting Line

867-920-8130

First Nations*
Behdzi Ahda First Nation Band - Colville Lake Band Office
Daytime: 867-709-2200
Tulita - Band Dene
867-588-3341
Normal Wells Land Corporation
867-587-2455
*The above First Nations are not directly impacted by any asset or buffer zone; they
are just in the “area” and may require information if there is an incident.

Worker’s Safety & Compensation Commission (WSCC)
Admin: 800-661-0792
Northwest Territories Power Corporation
Air Traffic Control
NAV Canada

855-575-6872
866-992-7433

Highway Operations - Department of Infrastrucure
Sahtu Region
867-587-7251
Emergency Response Assistance Canada (ERAC)
(ERAP #: ERP2-0010-193)
800-265-0212
CANUTEC
Toll-Free
From Cell Phone
Information

613-996-6666
888-226-8832
*666
613-992-4624

Fire Departments
Tulita
Norman Wells
Sahtu Office of the Fire Marshal

867-588-2222
867-587-2222
867-587-7115

MEDEVAC (Ambulance)
No communities in the Sahtu region operate a community-based ground
ambulance service, a highway ambulance, or a rescue service.
The Tulita Airport operates weekdays 9am to 5pm local time but does
operate outside of its operational hours when responding to MEDEVAC
call outs.
The Stanton Territorial Health Authority co-ordinates medevac services
for the Territory.
Note: Air medevac using NWT resources must be arranged through the
local Health Center in conjunction with the on-call physician at Stanton
Territorial Hospital. The medevac then must leave from Yellowknife. This
can result in a delay of 4-6 hours.
Hospitals
Sahtu Got'ine Regional Health & Social Services Centre
Norman Wells
Daytime:
Colville Lake Health Centre
Harriett Gladue Health Centre - Tulita

867-587-3333
867-587-3650
867-709-2409
867-588-3333

The above health centres limited resources (performs more like a walk-in clinic).
Significant medical emergencies require transportation to hospital services outside
of the region.

Stanton Territorial Hospital - Yellowknife
Poison Center NWT Wide

867-669-4111
800-332-1414

** Due to the vast remoteness of the region, response times from any
emergency service could be very lengthy (6 - 18 hrs). It is highly
recommended to have trained medical staff or team on site, prior to the
commencement of any operations. **

OPERATIONS SUMMARY

Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)
Yellowknife (NWT Region)
867-669-2500

The Central Mackenzie Valley Region consists of sweet wells that are currently
suspended, with plans for abandonment.

Environment & Climate Change Canada
Meteorological Services

EPZ Information
The H2S concentrations for the wells is 0%; however, an EPZ of 100 m has
been assigned to each well.

Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
Arctic
Wildfire Reporting Line
Wildlife Emergencies - Norman Wells

800-667-8676

On-Site Storage
There is no on-site storage within the region.

800-889-8852
877-NWT-FIRE
(877-698-3473)
867-587-2422

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
All required equipment will be available on-site and strategically located
prior to the commencement of any operations and as required.

AREA USERS & TIE-INS
Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

No area users or tie-ins points have been identified within any of the well
100 m EPZs.

Closest Urban Centre
The Hamlet of Tulita is located approximately 20 km north of the closest
well-site and has a population of +/- 477 (not all are permanent).
The Town of Norman Wells is located approximately 74 km northwest the of
closest well-site (I-78)and has a population of +/- 778 (not all are
permanent). The remaining wells are approximately 150 km away.
The Settlement of Colville Lake is located approximately 50 km
southwest of the closest well-site and has a population of +/- 129 (not all are
permanent).
Hydrology
There are numerous streams and water bodies within the region
including Mackenzie River, Great Bear Lake, Colville Lake, Lac Maunoir, Lac
Des Bois, Lac Belot, as well as various unnamed waterbodies and creeks.
Highways
No highways run through the region. There are secondary and access roads
throughout the region, but none come into contact with any assets or EPZs.
There are no all season roads in the region. The only accessibility is via the
GNWT public winter roads. None of the winter roads come into contact with
any assets or EPZs.
Site Access
All but one of the wells are in the vicinity of Colville Lake and accessible only
by helicopter. Coleville Lake itself is accessible only by air (fixed wing) in the
summer, and also by a long winter road from Norman Wells. One well is located south of Tulita and accessible only by helicopter.
Refer to the following page for region map.

Mobile Air Monitoring
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Firemaster Oilfield Services - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
877-342-3473

Oilfield Fire Fighting / Safety Contractors
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Superior Fire Control - Grande Prairie
Safety Boss - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
877-882-0035
800-882-4967

Well Control Specialists
†
Capstone Oilfield Services - Prov-wide

866-347-3911

Ignition Services
HSE Integrated- Central Dispatch
Safety Boss - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
800-882-4967

Spill Response
SWAT Consulting
Clean Harbors - Fort Nelson

866-610-7928
250-233-8811

Security
Scarlet Security Services - Yellowknife

867-873-3202

Emergency Response Management
H2Safety Services Inc. - Calgary
Toll Free

403-212-2332
888-216-2332

Helicopter Companies
†
Sahtu Helicopters (GSH) - Yellowknife
†
Sahtu Helicopters (GSH) - Norman Wells
Canadian Helicopters
After Hours:
Base Manager Cell:

867-873-2081
867-587-2827
867-587-2136
867-445-1592

24 HOUR EMERGENCY:
1-866-362-1138 / 403-290-3600
FACILITY & FIELD CONTACTS

Fixed Wing
North Wright Air - Norman Wells
Air Tindi - Yellowknife

867-587-2288
867-669-8200

Air Freight
Canadian North Cargo - Norman Wells
Buffalo Airways - Yellowknife

866-663-2223
867-873-6112

Winter Trucking
Manitoulin Transport - Norman Wells

CENTRAL MACKENZIE
VALLEY REGION

Primary Field Contact
Heenan Energy Services
Alternate Field Contact
Back County Services
Bay 1, 5404 – 46 Avenue
Fort Nelson, BC V0C 1R0

403-818-4408

Dispatch: 250-500-2287
Safety team: 587-572-9485

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES CONTACTS

Dir. Operations & Maintenance

Cell:

VP, Operations & Production

Cell:

Darren Erdely
Director, HSE
EM Coordinator / Sr. Safety

Office: 403-290-3664
Cell:
Cell:

Calgary’s Emergency Operations Centre (EOC)
Board Room: 403-303-4665

Admin: 867-587-2351

Summer Barging
Manitoulin Transport - Norman Wells
Admin: 867-587-2351
Marine Transportation Services - Hay River
844-574-2023
Construction Services / Trucking
HRN Contracting - Norman Wells
Northridge Contracting Ltd.

Admin: 867-587-2168
Admin: 867-587-2050

Reception Centres / Operations Base
Mackenzie Mountain Inn (Trumpeter Camp)
After Hours:
Two Rivers Hotel
Heritage Hotel - Norman Wells
Sahtu Dene Inn
Colville Lake Lodge

867-322-6092
867-322-6095
867-588-3320
867-587-5000
867-587-2511
867-709-2500

Contacts updated September 2020.

SURFACE DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION
Surface Development Information has not been gathered for this region.
In the event of an incident, assign rovers to patrol the region.

** Due to the vast remoteness of the region, response times from
any service company could be very lengthy (4 - 24 hrs).
Prior to the commencement of any operations, an assessment
should be made for any potential equipment that may be needed
and brought to the site before any work begins. **
January 2020
www.h2safety.ca

Courier / Mailing Address:
†

A Paramount Resources approved vendor.
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DESCRIPTION OF NWT GRID SYSTEM
EXAMPLE F-25 / 60-10N, 123-15W

GRID

60-10N, 123-15W
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Central Mackenzie Valley Region - Wells
CURRENT LICENSEE

OPERATING COMPANY

WELLNAME

MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES LTD.

MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP

MGM ET AL NOGHA M-17
MGM NOGHA B-23
MGM NOGHA C-49
MGM EAST MACKAY I-78
MGM WEST NOGHA K-14
APACHE PARAMOUNT LAC MANOIR C-34
APACHE PARAMOUNT LAC MANOIR E-35

LICENSE
NO.

UWI

LATITUDE LONGITUDE
H2S (%) EPZ (m)
(NAD 83)
(NAD 83)

LICENSED STATUS

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES / MGM SWEET SUSPENDED

LEGEND
Other: UWI=Unique Well Identifier

1970
1998
1934
2078
2006
1995
2021

300M176640125452
300B236640125452
300C496640125451
300I786450125301
300K146640126001
300C346720125001
300E356720125001

66.6126
66.5350
66.6350
64.7951
66.5610
67.2174
67.2410

-125.8105
-125.8279
-125.8952
-125.7235
-126.0528
-125.1178
-125.1231

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED

LEAD AGENCIES & PRIORITY CONTACTS
Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Canada Energy Regulator (CER) - Transportation Safety Board
Emergencies
403-807-9473
Website: https://apps.neb-one.gc.ca/ers
Inuvik Regional District
Northwest Territories Emergency Measures Organization
(NWT EMO)
867-920-2303
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)
NWT/Nunavut Spill Reporting Line

867-920-8130

SUPPORT SERVICES

EMERGENCY SERVICES

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

**There are no 911 services available due to the remote area.
Please call number listed.**

Fire Departments
Inuvik

867-777-2222

Oilfield Fire Fighting / Safety Contractors
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Superior Fire Control - Grande Prairie
Safety Boss - Central Dispatch

867-777-4444

Well Control Specialists
à
Capstone Oilfield Services - Prov-wide

866-347-3911

Ignition Services
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Safety Boss - Central Dispatch

888-346-8260
800-882-4967

Spill Response
SWAT Consulting
Clean Harbors - Fort Nelson

866-610-7928
250-233-8811

Security
Scarlet Security Services - Yellowknife

867-873-3202

Emergency Response Management
H2Safety Services Inc. - Calgary
Toll Free

403-212-2332
888-216-2332

Helicopter Companies
à
Sahtu Helicopters (GSH) - Yellowknife
à
Sahtu Helicopters (GSH) - Norman Wells
Canadian Helicopters
After Hours:
Base Manager Cell:

867-873-2081
867-587-2827
867-587-2136
867-445-1592

Fixed Wing
Aklak Air

867-777-3555

Air Freight
Canadian North Cargo - Inuvik
Buffalo Airways - Yellowknife

866-663-2223
867-873-6112

Ambulance
Advanced Medical Solutions* (Town of Inuvk)

Inuvialuit Land Administration

867-977-7100

Tuktoyaktuk Airport provides air ambulance service charters that can be
arranged through Advanced Medical Solutions.

Admin: 867-777-8901

Note: The Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk and the Hamlet of Aklavik do not
operate a community-based ground ambulance service, a highway
ambulance, or a rescue service. Refer to the Support Services for
Helicopters or Fixed Wing for medivac optionas.

Worker’s Safety & Compensation Commission (WSCC)
Admin: 800-661-0792
Northwest Territories Power Corporation

855-575-NTPC
(855-575-6872)

*Uses Aklak Air for transport.

Hospitals
Inuvik Regional Hospital
Inuvik Public Health Unit
Rosie Ovayuak Health Centre - Tuktoyaktuk
Aklavik

867-777-8000
867-777-7246
867-977-2321
867-978-2516

The above health centres are well equipped, however major medical emergencies require
transportation to hospital services outside of the region.

Stanton Territorial Hospital - Yellowknife

867-669-4111

Air Traffic Control
NAV Canada

866-992-7433

Poison Center NWT Wide

Department of Transportation (DOT)
Inuvik Highway Operations

867-777-7314

** Due to the vast remoteness of the region, response times from any
emergency service could be very lengthy (4 - 12 hrs). It is highly
recommended to have trained medical staff or team on site, prior to the
commencement of any operations. **

Emergency Response Assistance Canada (ERAC)
(ERAP #: ERP2-0010-193)
800-265-0212
CANUTEC
Toll-Free
From Cell Phone
Information

613-996-6666
888-226-8832
*666
613-992-4624

Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)
Yellowknife (NWT Region)
867-669-2500
Environment & Climate Change Canada
Meteorological Services

800-667-8676

Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
Arctic

800-889-8852

Wildfire Reporting Line
Wildlife Emergencies - Inuvik

877-NWT-FIRE
(877-698-3473)
867-678-0289

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
All required equipment will be available on-site and strategically located
prior to the commencement of any operations and as required.

AREA USERS & TIE-INS

Note: All numbers, unless otherwise indicated, are 24 hours.

No area users or tie-ins points have been identified within any of the well
100 m EPZs.

888-346-8260
877-882-0035
800-882-4967

867-977-1111
867-777-1111

Admin: 867-687-2942

Inuvik Health & Social Services (HSS) Authority (Main
Switchboard)
867-777-8000

888-346-8260
877-342-3473

RCMP
Tukoyaktuk
Inuvik (Proximity)

Inuvialuit Water Board- Inuvik

GNWT Lands - Beaufort-Delta Region

Mobile Air Monitoring
HSE Integrated - Central Dispatch
Firemaster Oilfield Services - Central Dispatch

800-332-1414

OPERATIONS SUMMARY
The Mackenzie Delta Field Region consists of sweet wells that are
currently suspended, with plans for abandonment.
EPZ Information
The H2S concentrations for the wells is 0%; however, an EPZ of 100 m
has been assigned to each well.
On-Site Storage
There is no on-site storage within the region.
Closest Urban Centre
There are no close urban centres to this region.
The Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk is located approximately 50 km east of
closest well-site area and has a population of +/- 898 (not all
permanent).
The Town of Inuvik is located approximately 100 km southeast of
closest well-site area and has a population of +/- 3,243 (not all
permanent).

the
are
the
are

Hydrology
There are numerous large and small streams and water bodies within the
region including the Beaufort Sea, Mackenzie River, Denis Lake, Wolf
Lake, Shallow Bay and a large number of unnamed waterbodies.
Highways
No highways run through the region. There are secondary and access
roads throughout the region, but none come into contact with any assets
or EPZs.

Trucking
Manitoulin Transport - Inuvik
Northwind Industries - Inuvik
E Grubens Transport - Inuvik
Allen Services - Inuvik
Allen Services - Edmonton

MACKENZIE DELTA REGION
24 HOUR EMERGENCY:
1-866-362-1138 / 403-290-3600
FACILITY & FIELD CONTACTS
Primary Field Contact
Heenan Energy Services
Alternate Field Contact
Back County Services
Bay 1, 5404 – 46 Avenue
Fort Nelson, BC V0C 1R0

403-818-4408

Dispatch: 250-500-2287
Safety team: 587-572-9485

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES CONTACTS
Dir. Operations & Maintenance

Cell:

VP, Operations & Production

Cell:

Darren Erdely
Director, HSE
EM Coordinator / Sr. Safety

Office: 403-290-3664
Cell:
Cell:

Calgary’s Emergency Operations Centre (EOC)
Board Room: 403-303-4665

Admin: 867-777-2519
Admin: 867-777-2426
867-888-7000
867-777-4000
780-992-9300

Summer Barging
Manitoulin Transport - Inuvik
Admin: 867-777-2519
Marine Transportation Services - Hay River
844-574-2023
Construction Services / Trucking
Northwind Industries Ltd. - Inuvik
Bob’s Welding (1983) Ltd. - Inuvik
E Grubens Transport - Inuvik
Reception Centres / Operations Base
Mackenzie Hotel (Inuvik)
Capital Suites Inuvik
Nova Inn (Inuvik)

Admin: 867-777-2426
Admin: 867-777-4174
867-888-7000
Contacts updated September 2020.

867-777-2861
877-669-9444
867-777-6682

** Due to the vast remoteness of the region, response times from
any service company could be very lengthy (4 - 24 hrs).
Prior to the commencement of any operations, an assessment
should be made for any potential equipment that may be needed
and brought to the site before any work begins. **

Site Access
The wells are all on the outer Mackenzie Delta, and accessible only by
helicopter. Inuvik is accessed by daily commercial air service and by
road.
Refer to the following page for region map.

SURFACE DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION
Surface Development Information has not been gathered for this
region. In the event of an incident, assign rovers to patrol the region.

April 2019
www.h2safety.ca

Courier / Mailing Address:
à A Paramount Resources approved vendor.

Suite 2800, 421 - 7 Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 4K9
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DESCRIPTION OF NWT GRID SYSTEM
EXAMPLE F-25 / 60-10N, 123-15W
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LICENSE
NO.

CURRENT LICENSEE

OPERATING COMPANY

WELLNAME

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES
PARAMOUNT RESOURCES

MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP
MGM ENERGY CORP

MGM ET AL APUT C-43
MGM ET AL ELLICE J-27
MGM ET AL ELLICE I-48
MGM ET AL KUMAK I-25
MGM ET AL LANGLEY E-07
MGM ET AL ELLICE K-30
MGM ET AL ELLICE J-17
MGM OLIVIER H-01
MGM UMIAK N-05
ENCANA ET AL UMIAK N-16

H2S (%) EPZ (m)

LICENSED STATUS

MGM SWEET SUSPENDED

LEGEND
Other: UWI=Unique Well Identifier

2053
2059
1969
2043
2054
1985
2058
2016
2000
2018

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
SUSPENDED
STANDING

Mackenzie Delta Region
CER Regulated Area
** For Emergencies involving onshore wells within the Mackenzie Delta Region the Canada Energy
Regulator (CER) is the primary management agency, in accordance with territorial legislation that mirrors
COGOA and CPRA for a period of 20 years post-devolution. **

Emergency Contact Information
Both the phone notification and the input of information into the
CER’s Online Event Reporting System (OERS): https://apps.neb-one.gc.ca/ers/home/index
are required to occur as soon as possible and no later than three hours of the incident being discovered.
For all other events (non-immediate) companies are only required to input the information via the OERS.
THIS MUST BE YOUR FIRST CALL
Canada Energy Regulator (CER)

24 Hr

403-807-9473

SECONDARY CALLS
Contact as needed AFTER contacting the CER.
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)

24 Hr

867-920-8130

Northwest Territories Emergency Measures
Organization (NWT EMO)

24 Hr

867-920-2303

Inuvik Regional District

Admin

867-777-7121

Hazardous occurrences (under Part XVI of the Canada Oil and Gas Occupational Safety and Health
Regulations) and incidents requiring medical evacuations are to be reported to the CER immediately.

=
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CER Definition of an Emergency
CAN/CSA Z246.2-18 defines an emergency as “an event or imminent event, outside of the scope of normal
operations that requires prompt coordination of resources to protect people, the environment, and property”.
Emergencies can result from numerous causes including pipeline and equipment failure, human error and
natural perils such as tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, or earthquakes and terrorism or other criminal activities.
Multi-hazard emergencies such as an earthquake causing pipeline breaks, fires and explosions, which result
in injury and further property damage, can also occur.
Companies must consider all probable emergencies and have applicable procedures in place to deal
with potential effects and threats to people, property and the environment, as determined through a
formal hazard assessment.

CER Definition of an Incident or Near-Miss
Section 75 of the SOR/2009-315 Canada Oil and Gas Drilling and Production Regulations, requires
companies to notify the Board of all incidents and near misses. An “incident” or “near-miss” is defined as:
An occurrence that results in
(i) a lost or restricted workday injury,
(ii) death,
(iii) fire or explosion,
(iv) a loss of containment of any fluid from a well,
(v) an imminent threat to the safety of a person, installation or support craft, or
(vi) a significant pollution event.

Immediately Reportable Events
Incidents and Near-misses Incidents
The operator shall ensure that:
(a) the Board is notified of any incident or near-miss as soon as the circumstances permit; and
(b) the Board is notified at least 24 hours in advance of any press release or press conference held by
the operator concerning any incident or near-miss during any activity to which these Regulations
apply, except in an emergency situation, in which case it shall be notified without delay before the
press release or press conference.
The operator shall ensure that
(a) any incident or near-miss is investigated, its root cause and causal factors identified and corrective
action taken; and
(b) for any of the following incidents or near-misses, a copy of an investigation report identifying the root
cause, causal factors and corrective action taken is submitted to the Board no later than 21 days after
the day on which the incident or near-miss occurred.
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Supporting Information
The table below indicates the location of CER supporting documentation in this emergency response plan.
Supporting Information

Found In

CER Distribution

Foreword: Distribution List

Company 24/7 Emergency Number

Binder Cover & Area Specific Information

Area Map of CER Regulated Facilities

Area Specific Information

TSB Roles & Responsibilities

Section 5: External Agencies Federal Roles Chart

CER Roles & Responsibilities

Section 5: External Agencies Federal Roles Chart

Health and Safety Plan

Please refer to the company’s Health & Safety Plan
located at the Corporate Head Office.

Paramount Resources’ Emergency Preparedness & Response Policy
1. Emergency Management Expectations
An effective emergency management program includes being prepared for emergencies, responding in
the event of an emergency and ensuring that operations are able to continue safely and can recover in a
timely, efficient manner.
Emergency management is critical to ensuring that people, the environment, the public, the organization’s
assets and reputation are protected in the event of an unanticipated hazard event, be it natural,
technological or human-induced.
2. Emergency Management Preparedness
Emergency preparedness is a continuous process of all-hazards planning and coordination in order to
effectively minimize the adverse effects and consequences inherent in any emergency incident. Through
the use of such tools as exercises, proactive resource management and capability analysis,
preparedness is one of the key pillars with which to ensure the adaptation of comprehensive approaches
for Paramount Resources emergency management strategy. The emergency management process must
include the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Hazard Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
Public Involvement
Communications Planning
Situational Awareness
Crisis Management Plans
Emergency Response Plans
Emergency Management Resources
Competence, Training and Awareness
Exercises and Drills
Record Keeping
Distributions Lists (Internal and External)
Continuous Improvement
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Emergency Management Preparedness, continued
Emergency Response Plans should contain:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Communication procedures
Emergency contacts
Evacuation and Rescue plans
Equipment locations and supply companies
Spill response and containment (where required)
Meet regulatory requirements
Event classification
Activation and Stand Down Levels
Guidelines for medical emergencies
Defined roles and responsibilities
Maps and Emergency Planning Zones
Mutual Aid Understandings (where applicable)

Confidential ERPs will be available at the field Incident Command Post and the Corporate Emergency
Response Centre.
Extended Emergencies
In an extended emergency, Paramount Resources responders will develop an Incident Action Plan
utilizing forms found within ERP, which may include:
·
·
·
·

ICS Form 201 – Incident Briefing
ICS Form 202 – Incident Objectives
Form A1 – Initial Emergency Report
Form A4 – Incident Action Plan (IAP) Checklist

3. Emergency Response, Continuity and Recovery
In the event of an emergency, each business unit shall determine the level of emergency as per
established protocols and respond according to their respective emergency response plans. Response
includes the mobilization and ongoing management of resources, people, equipment and assets to
manage the effects of an incident; functions inclusive of the Incident Command System (ICS), Paramount
Resources primary response platform.
Each business unit shall establish, implement and maintain procedures for communicating information
related to emergency management, including:
·

Communication of plans and procedures to employees, operating partners, contractors, the supply
chain, regulators and local communities; and
· Emergency and crisis communications to stakeholders, including emergency responders,
regulators, the media, family members and the public.
4. Emergency Management Monitoring, Assessment, and Continuous Improvement
Lessons learned and knowledge generated from monitoring results should be used to develop “improved
practices”, which are then shared widely. After emergencies or disasters occur, a systematic approach is
used to learn lessons from the experience, increase effectiveness and improve emergency management
practices and processes.
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5. Manual Updating Procedures and Schedule
Paramount Resources Corporate and Site-Specific ERPs are to be updated annually and submitted to the
CER on or before April 1st of each year, or when significant changes (either operational or identified from
exercises/incidents and resulting debriefs) occur or are identified. If an update occurs outside of the
January 1st to April 1st period, a letter must be submitted to the CER indicating that there have been no
changes to operations since the ERP was last submitted. ERP updates are performed by a third-party
company (H2Safety), whose expertise in the field provides Paramount Resources personnel with the
education, training, and resources to excel in Emergency Response. Approvals for ERP updates will be
carried out by Paramount Resources Emergency Management Coordinator.
6. Internal Debriefing
The Incident Commander, in consultation with the Lead Agency and/or other regulatory body, will order
“Return to Normal” status.
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

All response team members and on-site personnel, including contract personnel and emergency
services, will be notified.
All previous contacts including public, workers, landowners, government and industrial operators
must also be notified of the end of the emergency.
Ensure a media statement is prepared and delivered by Senior Management.
Debriefing meeting(s) with Paramount Resources personnel (including insurance, legal, and
human resources as appropriate) must be conducted.
Debriefing meeting(s) to review effectiveness of the Emergency Response Plan must be
conducted. Feedback and comments as a result of the debrief must be incorporated into the ERP
revision and procedures. This feedback should be submitted to the ERP provider.
Debriefing meeting(s) with residents, landowners, Lead Agency and other government agencies
and all other impacted parties may be conducted.
Document all “Return to Normal” activities.
Complete response debriefing for all response teams. Submit, in writing, response findings and
recommendations to the Incident Commander when applicable, which will be submitted to the
overall report writer.

7. Public Debriefing
When the public has been impacted, Paramount Resources operations should provide the public
information as soon after the emergency as possible, to answer any questions or concerns. This should
be done by either a senior Paramount Resources personnel, a trained Media Advisor, or by the Incident
Commander.
After an emergency, a number of additional items should be considered:
· Debriefings, as mentioned above.
· Crisis management for company personnel and for other members of the public that may have
been significantly affected by the emergency.
· If the emergency is of a level where it has impacted the public, an information center may be
established within the community where the emergency occurred to answer any questions posed
by the public.
· Establish a means of compensating citizens who may have had out-of-pocket expenses (such as
meals and lodging costs) as a result of the emergency.
· Through the media, provide details of the investigation into the incident that are pertinent to the
public, as it becomes available.
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8. Health and Safety Plan
Paramount Resources extensive Health and Safety program is to be implemented at all times during and
after an incident. Training is provided to all Paramount Resources employees and contractors; all
information and documentation can be found in Paramount Resources Health and Safety Manual.
9. Site Specific Control Points and Response
In the event of an incident (reported from an external source and/or confirmed by a drop in pressure), an
operator would be sent out to visually confirm the need to shut down operations. Paramount Resources
operators have the ability to manually trip the ESDs at the risers on the CER pipeline. The operator would
then immediately contact his/her supervisor, and the TSB, and then work with internal support and
outside agencies to determine a plan of action for resolving the source of the release.
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Hazard Assessment
Introduction
The objective of the hazard assessment process is to identify, assess, and quantify the consequential
emergency events which may result from Paramount’s specific oil and gas activities. This is achieved by
identifying all relevant oil and gas substances currently under process / storage containment within a defined
area. From that, the realistic worst-case scenario resulting from an incident which could directly or indirectly
impact public safety has been determined.
Utilizing best practices in the field of emergency management and with consideration of CSA Z246.2-18
Emergency Preparedness and Response for Petroleum and Natural Gas Industry Systems, this hazard
assessment process will permit Tourmaline to deliver an effective and timely response protocol for each
identified consequential emergency event in order to protect the public, the environment and assets.
This document also intends to meet the following regulations:
·
Canada Energy Regulator Onshore Pipeline Regulations – SOR/99-294
·

Canadian Oil and Gas Drilling and Production Regulations – SOR/2009-315

·

Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999

Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment (HVRA)
The first step in our hazard assessment is to complete a Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment (HVRA)
for the area which includes the following steps:
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Hazard Vulnerability Risk Assessment (HVRA), continued
Assets – a complete list of assets in a geographical area.
Events – these are triggers that start an emergency. These can be natural (earthquake, flood) or manmade
(human error, equipment failure).
Scenarios – the event then triggers an emergency scenario to occur. We then review these scenarios to look
at Prevention, Preparation, Mitigation, and Recovery.
Hazards – the various scenarios then create a hazard that can affect people, the environment, or property.

Scenarios
Included below is a list of most probable scenarios that could occur at an oil and gas location. This would
include wellsite’s, pipelines, pipeline risers, or at a facility. Scenarios are then reviewed from the following
perspectives:
·
Preventative – steps taken to reduce the occurrence of a scenario happening
·

Preparation – ensuring preparedness if a scenario occurs

·

Response – steps taken to reduce impacts if a scenario does occur

·

Recovery – actions taken after the scenario has been resolved

Emergency
Scenario

Preventative
Measures

Preparation Measures

Response
Actions

Recovery Actions

Fire

-

Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Training / exercises
Grounding procedures
for vessels and trucks

Emergency response plan
preparation, training, and
exercising

See ERP for
Response
Actions

- Repair / Replace
damaged
equipment

Container
Rupture

-

Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Training / exercises
Preventative
maintenance procedures
Operator present daily
Pressure Safety Valve
(PSV)
PSV serviced regularly
Secondary containment
Berms

Emergency response plan
preparation, training, and
exercising

See ERP for
Response
Actions

- Incident
investigation
- Recover Product
- Environmental
and/or wildlife
cleanup and
rehabilitation

Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Training / exercises
Operator present daily
Secondary containment
Berms
Truck loading / unloading
procedures
- Positive grounding
procedures
- Driver competency check

Emergency response plan
preparation, training, and
exercising

See ERP for
Response
Actions

- Incident
investigation
- Environmental
and/or wildlife
cleanup and
rehabilitation

Loading /
unloading
incident
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Emergency
Scenario

Preventative
Measures

Preparation Measures

Response
Actions

Recovery Actions

Physical
Container
Damage

-

Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Training / exercises
Operator present daily
Restricted areas
Physical barriers
Tank farm design
Signage
Check Valves
Secondary containment

Emergency response plan
preparation, training, and
exercising

See ERP for
Response
Actions

- Incident
investigation
- Recover Product
- Repair / Replace
equipment

Container
Degradation

-

Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Training / exercises
Operator present daily
External inspections
Vessel coating
Asset integrity program

Emergency response plan
preparation, training, and
exercising

See ERP for
Response
Actions

- Incident
investigation
- Recover Product
- Repair / Replace
equipment

Environmental
Impacts
(freezing, excess
heat, etc)

-

Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Training / exercises
Preventative
maintenance procedures
Operator present daily
Pressure Safety Valve
(PSV)
PSV serviced regularly
Secondary containment
Berms

Emergency response plan
preparation, training, and
exercising

See ERP for
Response
Actions

- Incident
investigation
- Recover Product
- Environmental
and/or wildlife
cleanup and
rehabilitation

-
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Hazards
Based on typical oil and gas products and the scenarios above, we can typically classify hazards into the
following categories:
·
Physical Hazard: Flammable, Combustible, or Oxidizing Substances
·

Physical Hazard: Potential for Pool Fires

·

Human Health Hazard: Inhalation Toxicity

·

Human Health Hazard: Carcinogenicity

·

Human and Environmental Health Hazard: Corrosive Substances

·

Environmental Health Hazard: Persistent, Bioaccumulative, or Aquatically Toxic

These hazards have the potential to result in the following consequences:

Impacted

Potential Consequences

Company
Employees

-

Fatality
Permanent Disability
Lost time Injury
Illness
Medical Aid
Low to no potential consequences

Other Workers
in the Area

-

Fatality
Permanent Disability
Lost time Injury
Illness
Medical Aid
Low to no potential consequences
Evacuation / restricted access / road closures

General Public

-

Fatality
Permanent Disability
Lost time Injury
Illness
Medical Aid
Low to no potential consequences
Evacuation / restricted access / road closures

Environment

-

Release into atmosphere / plume
Release of flammable gas / liquid
Release of corrosive liquid
Liquid spill on land and negative impacts to plant life
Liquid spill into water body and negative impacts to water and plant life
Negative impacts to wildlife (illness, injury, disability, or fatality)

Equipment

-

Equipment failure / damage
Complete loss of equipment
Lost revenues
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Hazard Planning Zones
The purpose of the Hazard Assessment is to determine zones for emergency planning purposes. Hence,
actual response zones may be smaller or larger than the planning zones based on real world air monitoring,
terrain impacts, weather, etc.
The Hazard Assessment considers hazards from primary sources only. Cascading events (one BLEVE event
leading to another) and chemical reactions are not considered in the Hazard Planning Zone (HPZ)
calculations.
To quantify the hazards described above, we must determine how an HPZ is defined. This is typically done by
determining what endpoint is used in the modeling. Modeling endpoints are often based on a Level of
Concern (LOC) which is a threshold that relates a modeling endpoint to a human health effect.

Hazard

Endpoint

Units

Health Effects

Thermal Radiation

5.00

kW / m2

2nd degree burns within 60 seconds

Overpressure

3.50

Psi

Toxic Effects

Serious injury likely

Dependent on substance released

·

Thermal radiation – high temperatures associated with the burning of gas can cause significant burns
or even death to individuals that are too close to the heat source.

·

Overpressure – is the pressure above atmospheric pressure that is caused by the shock wave
created from an explosion. Overpressure can result in structural damage leading to public harm or
directly by damaging hollow organ systems such as auditory, respiratory, and gastrointestinal
systems.

·

Toxic Effects – Various substances will have different effects

Thermal Radiation and Overpressure LOC’s are from ALOHA; which is an air hazard modeling program
developed jointly by NOAA and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Toxic Effect HPZ’s are
determined utilizing numerous methods and LOC’s depending on the substance, but are generally completed
using one of the following:
·

Transport Canada 2016 Emergency Response Guidebook

·

ALOHA Dispersion Model
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Methodology
Included below is the methodology used to determine HPZ’s.

Asset Tables
For asset tables, refer to the back of the applicable site specific area (white tabs). Each asset table will
include their associated Hazard Planning Zones (HPZ’s).
Note: the asset tables and regional maps refer to the HPZs as Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs).
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Health Effects
Included below is a list of most probable health effects that could occur at an oil and gas location.
Hazardous
Product

General Description

Health Effects

Natural Gas

-

Extremely flammable.
Will be easily ignited by heat, sparks or flames.
Will form explosive mixtures with air.
Vapours from liquefied gas are initially heavier than air and
spread along ground.

Hydrogen sulphide gas and hydrocarbon vapours may:
- Cause irritation of eyes, nose and throat, dizziness and drowsiness.
- At higher concentrations, sever irrigation of eyes, nose, throat and lungs may
occur.
- Unconsciousness and respiratory failure may happen without warning. Death
may result if not promptly revived.
- Contact with skin may cause irritation and possibly dermatitis. Hydrocarbons
are absorbed through intact skin.
- Contact of liquid with eyes may cause sever irritation.

Carbon Dioxide

- Vapours from liquefied gas are initially heavier than air and
spread along ground.

- Vapours may cause dizziness or asphyxiation without warning.
- Contact with gas or liquefied gas may cause burns, severe injury and/or
frostbite.

Hydrogen
Sulphide

-

-

-

Flammable - explosive when mixed with air – forms SO2
when combusted
Rotten egg smell at low concentrations – inhibits olfactory
senses at high concentrations.
Heavier than air; will tend to disperse slower in sheltered
or low lying areas.
Extremely toxic.

-

-

Oil or Condensate

-

Colourless/straw coloured liquid, hydrocarbon and rotten
eggs odour.
Material will ignite at normal temperatures.

-

Nitrogen

April 2019

-

Containers may explode when heated. Ruptured cylinders
may rocket.

-

Initial odour of H2S detected at about 0.1 ppm. Gas/vapour may cause
irritation of eyes, nose and throat, dizziness and drowsiness.
H2S may cause a loss of sense of smell at 100 ppm. At higher
concentrations, severe irritation of eyes, nose, throat and lungs, dizziness.
Headache, nausea, unconsciousness and respiratory failure may occur.
Death may result if not revived promptly.
Contact with skin may cause irritation and possibly dermatitis. Absorbed
through intact skin.
Contact of liquid with eyes may cause severe irritation and possible damage.
Gas/vapour may cause irritation of eyes, nose and throat, dizziness and
drowsiness.
H2S may cause a loss of sense of smell at 100 ppm. At higher
concentrations, severe irritation of eyes, nose, throat and lungs, dizziness.
Headache, nausea, unconsciousness and respiratory failure may occur.
Death may result if not revived promptly.
Contact with skin may cause irritation and possibly dermatitis. Absorbed
through intact skin.
Contact of liquid with eyes may cause severe irritation and possible damage.
Vapours may cause dizziness or asphyxiation without warning.
Vapours from liquefied gas are initially heavier than air and spread along
ground.
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Hazardous
Product

General Description

Health Effects

Compressed Air

-

High pressure air

-

Possible burns, abrasions and skin irritation.

Steam

-

High pressure, high temperature air/water

-

Possible burns and skin irritation.

Emissions

-

Carbon monoxide

-

Very toxic.
Can harm the blood (decreased ability to carry oxygen). Symptoms may
include headache, nausea, dizziness, drowsiness and confusion
May cause permanent damage to organs including the brain and heart.
Symptoms of mild frostbite include numbness, prickling and itching.
Symptoms of more severe frostbite include a burning sensation and
stiffness. The skin may become waxy white or yellow. Blistering, tissue death
and infection may develop in severe cases.

-

Other

April 2019

-

At facilities, well-sites, risers, etc., other hazardous
materials are likely to be present. Refer to SDS sheets
on-site and Transportation Canada Emergency Guidebook
for a description and health effects of unlisted hazardous
products.

Refer to Safety Data Sheets (SDS). All SDS can be found on Paramount
Resources’ Chemscape website.
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FORT LIARD, NWT: ENAGEMENT PLAN

1.0

PARAMOUNT RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is a leading, independent Canadian energy company that is
focused on responsibly developing its world-class portfolio of diverse resource plays while consistently
building value for shareholders. Paramount develops, produces and markets natural gas, oil and natural
gas liquids in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories. With daily
production now nearing 100,000 Boe/d since the acquisition of Apache Canada Ltd. (ACL) and merger with
Trilogy Energy Corp
Paramount holds mineral rights in the Liard area under several Significant Discovery Licences and
Production Licences. These rights were acquired through several different corporate transactions,
including but not limited to, oil and gas rights sales, farm-ins and purchases from other oil and gas
companies. Most recently, through the acquisition of ACL, Paramount became the operator of Pointed
Mountain and has recently transferred approvals related to those properties into Paramount’s name.
As a result of the acquisition of these various rights, and numerous subsequent regulatory approvals,
Paramount is an operator of oil and gas activity in the Liard Area of the Northwest Territories. Paramount
divides the Liard area into four project areas: Liard West, Liard South, Liard East and Pointed Mountain.
In appendix A of this document are maps for each project area, below is an overview of the project areas.

LIARD WEST
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is the operator of the Fort Liard West Project. The Project is
situated in the NT, roughly 35 km north of the BC / NT border. From the Fort Liard Project area, Fort
Nelson, BC is located approximately 200 km to the south, Trout Lake, NT is located roughly 150km to the
east and Nahanni Butte, NT is located approximately 100km to the north. The hamlet of Fort Liard, NT is
located within the Project area.
The Fort Liard West Project encompasses all-season and winter access roads; well sites, pipelines, valve
sites and gas dehydration facilities; a water disposal well at O-80; a repeater site; camp, decking and
staging sites; and various borrow pits and sumps. Six natural gas wells (Paramount et al K-29A, 2K-29, 3K29, M-25, 2M-25 and F-25a) on three lease sites (K-29, M-25 and F-25) are tied-in to a 37.2km main
pipeline that connects the K-29 lease site to a facility at the abandoned/reclaimed BP Pointed Mountain
plant site. The M-25 lease site is linked to the F-25 plant site via a 1.4 km pipeline lateral and the F-25
plant is linked to the main pipeline via a 3.3 km pipeline lateral. When active, produced water from wells
on the K-29 and F-25 leases is transported via pipeline to an injection well located at O-80.
All project components have been built and the wells and pipelines in the Liard West Project are
suspended, deactivated and/or decommissioned. Activity in the area has been limited in recent times to
suspension activities, maintenance of access and monitoring. Future plans for the Liard West Project
currently are undetermined and depend on future economic and political developments.
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LIARD SOUTH
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is the operator of the Liard South Project, which encompasses
winter access roads; well sites, pipelines and processing facilities; barge, camp and decking sites; and
various borrow pits, sumps and other clearings. Three wells (F-36, O-35 and N-01) are tied-in to the
pipeline system, the main stem of which runs 26km from well site F-36 to a compressor station in British
Columbia (Maxhamish d-36-I) and is known as the Shiha Pipeline (see Appendix A for Fort Liard South Asbuilt June 2017 map). This trans-border pipeline is operated by Shiha Energy Transmission Ltd., a
partnership between the Acho Dene Koe Band and Paramount.
Poor economic conditions (i.e. low gas production rates and market value) prompted Paramount to
suspend production late in 2007 and then to formally deactivate the project in April 2008 (according to
National Energy Board (NEB) miscellaneous order MO-09-2008, which allows the deactivation of the
pipeline until such time as the NEB approves its reactivation). In the 2016-2017 Paramount abandoned
and decommissioned numerous sites. At this time, the Liard South Project is not operating except for ongoing surveillance and environmental monitoring.

LIARD EAST
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is the operator of the Fort Liard East Project. The Liard East
Project encompasses existing well sites, access, borrow pits, campsites, and sumps. The Liard East wells
are not tied and in and have never produced. Liard East is comprised of seven well sites and associated
infrastructure located at N-65, O-15, C-76, F-66, J-76, B-41, and C-02. In the winter of 2019/2020 J-76 was
abandoned. No new drilling, production or other means for potential land disturbance are envisioned,
further abandonment and reclamation activities will take place in the near future.

POINTED MOUNTAIN
The Former Pointed Mountain Gas Field (the Site) is located west of the Liard River within the Liard
Range of the Franklin Mountains, approximately 30 km northwest of Fort Liard, NWT (Figure 1). The Site
is located on Crown land and is an area of interest to the Acho Dene Koe First Nation (ADK). It includes
former Plant Site, Airstrip, six abandoned gas well sites (A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, B-1, and B-2), a disposal well,
five water supply wells, numerous groundwater monitoring wells, pipelines and associated rights of way,
and roads which provide access to the various locations. Equipment and material are transported to the
Site via the barge landing on the north side of the Liard River (Figures 1 through 9). The Field was
developed by Pan American (Amoco), which merged with BP Canada Energy (BP) in 1998; the assets
were acquired from BP by ACL in 2010 and subsequently by Paramount from ACL in 2017.
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

In the Liard project area Paramount receives oil and gas approvals from the Office of the Regulator of Oil
and Gas Operations (OROGO). The Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) regulates the use
of land and water and the deposit of waste through the issuance of Land Use Permits (LUPs) and Water
Licences (WLs).
On June 1, 2013 the MVWLB released its Engagement Guidelines for Applicants and Holders of Water
Licences and Land Use Permits, this engagement plan is designed based upon the requirements of those
guidelines and the regulatory mandate of the MVLWB.

2.1

ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

The Liard South, East and West fields have been the subject of several Environmental Assessment
processes prior to licencing and permitting of activity. Assessment processes were conducted on Liard
East, West and South. Some of the assessment processes were conducted prior to Paramount becoming
the operator of a field: however, Paramount has assumed the outcomes and the responsibilities
associated with those assessment processes since it has become the operator of a field. Examples of
assessment processes are Environmental Assessment of the Ranger Oil Ltd., Canadian Forest Oil Ltd. and
Chevron Canada Resources Ltd. P-66/N-61/K-29 Gas Wells and Pipeline Tie-in Fort Liard, NT and
Paramount Resources Ltd. Liard East Exploratory Drilling EA00-003. Several the assessment processes are
documented on the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Review Board’s public registry at
http://reviewboard.ca/registry/ .

2.2

ENGAGEMENT STUDIES

In support and as outcomes of the above-mentioned assessment processes several engagement studies
were conducted by Paramount and previous operators, they are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Engagement Studies
Study Name

Field

Report on Traditional Knowledge of Natural
and Cutural Resources in the Fisherman Lake
and Liard Range Area, NWT. (June 18, 1999)

Liard West

Heritage Resources Impact Assessment, Fort
Liard Drilling Project & NWT portion of Shiha
Pipeline Project NWT (Archaeologist Permit
99-890)

Liard South
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Heritage Resources Impact Assessment
Assesment Final Report (Archaeologist Permit
99-889)

Liard West

Socio-Economic Monitoring, Construction
Phase Fort Liard Pipeline and Facilities Project

Liard West

2.3

LICENCES AND PERMITS

The Liard area has had activity pre-dating the creation of the MVLWB under the Mackenzie Valley
Resource Management Act. Permits and licences from the MVLWB to Paramount date back to the year
2000. Permitting and licencing activities have continued through the life of the project areas at Liard and
all three fields are in their third permit and licence cycle. These historical permits and licences had a much
larger scope of activities associated with them then is approved currently. In the Table below is a listing
of Paramount’s previous LUPs and WLs in the Liard area.
Table 2: Historical LUPs and WLs
Liard South

Liard West

Liard East

MV2002A0038

MV2001P0097

MV2006A0022

MV2002L1-0004

MV2000L1-011

MV2006L1-0006

MV2009A0017

MV2002A0071

MV2006A0024

MV2009L1-0006

MV2002L1-0013

MV2006L1-0007

MV2006P0021

MV2006A0026

MV2006L1-005

MV2006A0025
MV2000A0031
MV2000L1-0006
MV2000A0032
MV2000L1A0080
MV2001A0081
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The above LUPs and WLs are publically available via the MVLWB Public Registry
(http://www.mvlwb.ca/Boards/mv/SitePages/registry.aspx), including the engagement work associated
with each LUP and WL. Examples of the consultation logs submitted in support of LUP and WL applications
are in Appendix B.
Table 3 below lists Paramount’s current LUPs and WLs for the Liard Project Area. Given the current state
of the project (built and in some instances decommissioned and/or suspended) the scope of the LUPs and
WLs are very limited. Activities contemplated include maintenance, access, suspensions and
abandonments, reclamation and remediation. It is important to note that the National Energy Board is
the regulator for the down-hole activities of suspension and abandonment: however, surface use, waste
disposal and water use for these activities is within the jurisdiction of the MVLWB as well.
Table 3: Current LUPs and WLs
Liard South

Liard West

Liard East

Pointed Mountain

MV2016A0010

MV2013A0012

MV2013A0013

MV2014X011

MV2016L1-0002

MV2013L1-0002

MV2013L1-0003

MV2020L1-0001
(applied for)

3.0

AFFECTED PARTIES ENGAGEMENT

An affected party is defined as “a party that is predicted to be affected by a proposed Project, such as an
Aboriginal organization/government, an individual occupying land for traditional purposes, a private
landowner, or lease holder (e.g., for a lodge).” 1 As previously stated and is evident on the public registries
of the MVEIRB and MVLWB, Paramount’s Liard Projects have a long and extensive engagement history.
Paramount’s level of engagement with affected parties has been and will continue to be reflective of its
activity level in the area. Prior to and during construction and development activities engagement
activities were more frequent and intense and included studies, community meetings, open houses,
meetings with Chief and Councils, telephone calls and both written and electronically notifications. As
the activity in the Project areas have declined the frequency and magnitude of engagement has followed
suit.

3.1

LIST OF IDENTIFIED AFFECTED PARTIES

In Table 4 below is a list of identified affected parties for the Liard project areas:

1

Engagement and Consultation Policy
June 5, 2018 https://glwb.com/sites/default/files/mvlwb_engagement_and_consultation_policy_-_nov_25_19.pdf
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Table 4: Stakeholders for the Liard Project Areas
Stakeholder

Contact Person(s)

Contact Information

Acho Dene Koe First Nation

Chief Gene Hope

Acho Dene Koe First Nation
Land Services c/o Shared
Value Solutions

Director: Scott Mackay
Manager: Meghan Buckham

Acho Dene Koe Corporate
Group

President Barney Dohm

Dehcho First Nations

Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian
and Resource Mangement
Coordinator Dahti Tseto

General Delivery,
Fort Liard, NT
X0G 0A0
867-770-4571
chief@adkfirstnation.ca
62 Baker Street
Guelph, Ontario
N1H 4G1
226-706-888
(ext. 102 and 108)
lands@adkfirstnation.ca
General Delivery,
Fort Liard, nT
X0G 0A0
867-770-4571
Barney Dohm
BarneyDohm@adkcorporate.ca
PO BOX 89
Fort Simpson, NT
X0E 0N0
867-695-2610
dahti_tetso@dehcho.org

Dene Tha First Nation

Chief James Ahnassay

Dene Tha First Nation

Fred Didzena
Director of Lands Department

Hamlet of Fort Liard

Mayor Hilary Deneron and
Senior Administrative Officer
John McKee

Sambaa K’e First Nation

Chief Dolphus Jumbo
6

PO BOX 958
High Level, AB
T0H 1Z0
780-926-2422
James.Ahnassay@denetha.ca
PO Box 120
Chateh, AB
T0H 0S0
780-321-3774
Fred.Didzena@denetha.ca
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT
X0G 0A0
867-770-4104
web@fortliard.com
sao@fortliard.com
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
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Sambaa K’e First Nation

Jessica Jumbo
Environmental Coordinator

Sambaa K’e First Nation

Ruby Jumbo
Executive Director

Sambaa K’e First Nation
(Planit North Inc.)

Christine Wenman
Lands, Resources and
Environment Advisor

Sambaa K’e Development
Corporation

Brenda Jumbo
Manager

3.2

X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
chief@sambaakefn.com
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
environment@sambaakefn.com
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
manager@sambaakefn.com
1st Floor, 4501 – 50th Avenue
Yellowknife, NT
Tel: (867) 445-4127
christine@planitnorth.ca
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
sdkcorp@yahoo.ca

ONGOING ENGAGEMENT

Paramount does not have a high level of activity planned for the Fort Liard project areas, as a result,
ongoing engagement activities are expected to be limited. As a result, engagement activities for
MVLWB regulated activities are expected to be limited over the course of the current LUPs and WLs
terms. Contemplated activities and the associated engagement are outlined in Table 5 below. The
ordering of Table 5 is sequential from the most likely to least likely activity.
Table 5: Activities Requiring Engagement
Activity

Potential Issue(s)

Planned
Engagement

Planned Engagement
Follow-up

LUP(s) Extension Request
and Replacement
Applications

Paramount’s short and
long-term plan for the
project area(s)

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence

WL(s) Term Amendment
and Replacement
Applications

Paramount’s short and
long-term plan for the
project area(s)

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence
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Maintenance Activities

Timing and Contracting
opportunities

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence

OROGO Authorized Oil
and Gas Activities

Timing and Contracting
opportunities

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence

Reclamation and
remediation planning and
activities

Timing, techniques,
technology and
contracting opportunities

Written Notification,
electronic
correspondence,
MVLWB regulatory
process

Telephone Calls and in
person (face to face and
virtual) meetings

Ongoing engagement is expected to continue with all the affected parties identified in Table 4.

4.0

CONCLUSION

Paramount will continue to engage affected parties through the remaining life of its current LUPs and
WLs and throughout the remaining life of the Liard Project areas. In support of regulatory submissions
to the MVLWB Paramount will continue to provide documentation of Paramount’s engagement
activities relating to the MVWLB regulatory authority.
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Contact

Contact Method

Date

List of Stakeholders identified in the Pointed Mountain
Engagement Plan

Email

January 7, 2019

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.
Chief Gene Hope, Acho Dene Koe

Phone Call
Phone Call

January 21, 2019
January 21, 2019

Tim Herron, Northwest Territory Metis Nation

Phone Call

January 21,2019

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.
adkfn@landmarkrm.com
List of Stakeholders identified in the Pointed Mountain
Engagement Plan

Phone Call
Email
Email

January 22, 2019
January 22, 2019
July 2, 2019

Chief Gene Hope, Acho Dene Koe

Phone Call

July 15, 2019

Tim Herron, Northwest Territory Metis Nation

Phone Call

July 15, 2019

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.
List of Stakeholders identified in the Pointed Mountain
Engagement Plan

Phone Call
Email

July 15, 2019
August 9, 2019

Summary of Discussion
Paramount Resources Ltd. ("Paramount") sent out a notification package email to stakeholders to inform
them that Paramount would be moving forward an extension for Land Use Permit MX20140011.
Paramount contacted Julie and she requested a call back later in the day, Paramount called back later and
left a message. Julie called Paramount back and left a message.
Paramount called and left a message for Chief Gene Hope
Paramount called and talked with Tim Herron. Paramount provided an overview of how it acquired
Pointed Mountain, scope of the Land Use Permit and where the project was in its life cycle. Tim informed
Paramount that leadership was very busy with the Land Claim and going forward matters related to this
file could be sent solely to him.
Paramount called Julie and discussed the extension. Paramount noted that it had a message in with Chief
Hope, Julie stated the Chief was busy with Land Claim matters. Julie requested the extension letter be
sent to adkfn@landmarkrm.com as that address goes to multiple people at Landmark Resource
Management Ltd. Julie stated that if they had any comments or questions they would provide them in the
coming weeks or when the extension request was placed on the registry.
As requested Paramount sent the notification package to the email provided.
Paramount sent out an engagement package to start the process of obtaining a new Land Use Plan and
Water Licence for the Pointed Mountain project
Paramount called and spoke with Chief Gene Hope following up on the engagement package. Chief Hope
informed Paramount that Chief and Council would be discussing it this evening and he would be discussing
it with their consultants on Tuesday. Paramount stated that they were available if any questions or
concerns were raised and a further information package would be distributed at the end of the month.
Paramount called and talked with Tim Herron. Paramount provided an overview the scope of the Land Use
Permit and where the project was in its life cycle. Tim was happy to hear about reclamation happening.
Tim asked about the water source (Liard River) and volumes. Paramount stated the volumes would be low
and mostly related to camp use.
Paramount called Julie and discussed the engagement package. Paramount noted that it had spoken with
Chief Hope. Paramount stated it would be sending out further information at the end of the month. If
ADKFN or Landmark had any questions they could contact Paramount at any time and would have further
opportunities to comment during the regulatory process.
Paramount sent out a second engagement package to continue the process of obtaining a new Land Use
Plan and Water Licence for the Pointed Mountain project

Chief Gene Hope, Acho Dene Koe

Phone Call

September 5, 2019

Paramount called and left a message on the executive assistants voice mail for Chief Gene Hope following
up on the engagement package.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
Dene Band

Email

May 28, 2020

Paramount called Julie and discussed the engagement package. Paramount noted that it had left a
message for Chief Hope. If ADKFN or Landmark had any questions they could contact Paramount at any
time and would have further opportunities to comment before or during the regulatory process.
Christine of Planit North contacted Paramount seeking information and requesting a virtual meeting on
behalf of SKFN to discuss Celibeta and Paramount's other Liard projects. Paramount responded by
providing information and suggested the afternoon of June 5th.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
First Nation

Email

June 3 and June 4
2020

Christine of Planit North contacted Paramount to confirm the meeting and provide an agenda. Following
up emails were exchanged to confirm zoom as the medium for the disucssion.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
Dene Band

Email

June 3 and June 4
2020

Christine of Planit North contacted Paramount to confirm the meeting and provide an agenda. Following
up emails were exchanged to confirm zoom as the medium for the disucssion.

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.

Chief Jumbo, Councillor J. Junbo, Councillor T. Jumbo and Ruby
Jumbo on behalf of the Sambaa K'e First Nation and Christine
Wenman, Planit North

Phone Call

Virtual Meeting

September 5, 2019

June 5, 2020

SKFN and Paramount held a Zoom meeting. After introductions, Chief Jumbo provided some opening
remarks touching on the environment, area of interest and socio-economic opportunities. Paramount
provided an overview presentation that gave an update on Celibeta, Liard East, Liard West, Liard South and
Pointed Mountain. The presentation provided the current state of the project and the current regulatory
approvals. SKFN then asked some questions related SDL 002 (operated by Suncor but Paramount has a
working interest), contracting/employment activities, training opportunties, vegetation size on the
Celibeta right of way and lease and environmental monitoring. Paramount answered or partially answered
the questions and then stated they would follow up on the remaining questions and/or provide additional
details. SKFN requested the Celibeta Closure and Reclamation Plan prior to sunmission to the MVLWB,
Paramount stated they had a June 30 Deadline and were unsure if the Plan would be completed much
before that deadline.

Chief Jumbo, Jessica Jumbo and Ruby Jumbo on behalf of the
Sambaa K'e Dene Band and Christine Wenman, Planit North

Email

June 8 2020

Paramount sent an email as follow up from the June 5th call attaching a PDF version of the presentation.
Also, the information regarding requirements for labour work was included. Paramount stated it hoped to
have the support letter and contracting information later in the week.

Chief Jumbo, Jessica Jumbo and Ruby Jumbo on behalf of the
Sambaa K'e First Nation and Christine Wenman, Planit North

Email

June 8 2020

Paramount sent an email as follow up from the June 5th call attaching a PDF version of it's contracting
terms and conditions. Also, the information regarding requirements for contractors was included.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
First Nation

Chief Jumbo, Jessica Jumbo and Ruby Jumbo on behalf of the
Sambaa K'e Dene Band and Christine Wenman, Planit North

Email

Email

June 9 2020

Ms. Wenman emailed Paramount a letter following up from the virtual meeting signed by Chief Jumbo. It
included four requests from SKFN to Paramount: #1. Update and expand SKFN representatives' contact
information and use the name Sambaa K'e First nation. #2. Commit to a brief (~2 hour) face to face
meeting twine annually, which can be done virually by tele/video conference. #3. Commit to exploring all
opportunities to have our Member representatives visit sites during field activities, at least once per field
season. #4. Invite an SKFN member to join during helicopter inspections of the Celibeta site,

June 19 2020

Paramount sent an email with letter attachment responding to the June 9 2020 letter. Paramount
touched on the 4 issues raised encouraging SKFN to engage with OROGO and GNWT regarding site visits.
Paramount expanded the contact list for SKFN in the Celibeta engagement plan. Paramount suggested
calls on an as needed basis due to the potential of low activity levels at the project areas.

Engagement Plan
Fort Liard, NWT
July 2020

Suite 2800
4 2 1 , 7t h A ve n u e SW
Calgary, AB

T2P 4K9

Phone: (403) 290-3600

www.paramountres.com
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INTRODUCTION

Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is a leading, independent Canadian energy company that is
focused on responsibly developing its world-class portfolio of diverse resource plays while consistently
building value for shareholders. Paramount develops, produces and markets natural gas, oil and natural
gas liquids in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories. With daily
production now nearing 100,000 Boe/d since the acquisition of Apache Canada Ltd. (ACL) and merger with
Trilogy Energy Corp
Paramount holds mineral rights in the Liard area under several Significant Discovery Licences and
Production Licences. These rights were acquired through several different corporate transactions,
including but not limited to, oil and gas rights sales, farm-ins and purchases from other oil and gas
companies. Most recently, through the acquisition of ACL, Paramount became the operator of Pointed
Mountain and has recently transferred approvals related to those properties into Paramount’s name.
As a result of the acquisition of these various rights, and numerous subsequent regulatory approvals,
Paramount is an operator of oil and gas activity in the Liard Area of the Northwest Territories. Paramount
divides the Liard area into four project areas: Liard West, Liard South, Liard East and Pointed Mountain.
In appendix A of this document are maps for each project area, below is an overview of the project areas.

LIARD WEST
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is the operator of the Fort Liard West Project. The Project is
situated in the NT, roughly 35 km north of the BC / NT border. From the Fort Liard Project area, Fort
Nelson, BC is located approximately 200 km to the south, Trout Lake, NT is located roughly 150km to the
east and Nahanni Butte, NT is located approximately 100km to the north. The hamlet of Fort Liard, NT is
located within the Project area.
The Fort Liard West Project encompasses all-season and winter access roads; well sites, pipelines, valve
sites and gas dehydration facilities; a water disposal well at O-80; a repeater site; camp, decking and
staging sites; and various borrow pits and sumps. Six natural gas wells (Paramount et al K-29A, 2K-29, 3K29, M-25, 2M-25 and F-25a) on three lease sites (K-29, M-25 and F-25) are tied-in to a 37.2km main
pipeline that connects the K-29 lease site to a facility at the abandoned/reclaimed BP Pointed Mountain
plant site. The M-25 lease site is linked to the F-25 plant site via a 1.4 km pipeline lateral and the F-25
plant is linked to the main pipeline via a 3.3 km pipeline lateral. When active, produced water from wells
on the K-29 and F-25 leases is transported via pipeline to an injection well located at O-80.
All project components have been built and the wells and pipelines in the Liard West Project are
suspended, deactivated and/or decommissioned. Activity in the area has been limited in recent times to
suspension activities, maintenance of access and monitoring. Future plans for the Liard West Project
currently are undetermined and depend on future economic and political developments.
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LIARD SOUTH
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is the operator of the Liard South Project, which encompasses
winter access roads; well sites, pipelines and processing facilities; barge, camp and decking sites; and
various borrow pits, sumps and other clearings. Three wells (F-36, O-35 and N-01) are tied-in to the
pipeline system, the main stem of which runs 26km from well site F-36 to a compressor station in British
Columbia (Maxhamish d-36-I) and is known as the Shiha Pipeline (see Appendix A for Fort Liard South Asbuilt June 2017 map). This trans-border pipeline is operated by Shiha Energy Transmission Ltd., a
partnership between the Acho Dene Koe Band and Paramount.
Poor economic conditions (i.e. low gas production rates and market value) prompted Paramount to
suspend production late in 2007 and then to formally deactivate the project in April 2008 (according to
National Energy Board (NEB) miscellaneous order MO-09-2008, which allows the deactivation of the
pipeline until such time as the NEB approves its reactivation). In the 2016-2017 Paramount abandoned
and decommissioned numerous sites. At this time, the Liard South Project is not operating except for ongoing surveillance and environmental monitoring.

LIARD EAST
Paramount Resources Ltd. (Paramount) is the operator of the Fort Liard East Project. The Liard East
Project encompasses existing well sites, access, borrow pits, campsites, and sumps. The Liard East wells
are not tied and in and have never produced. Liard East is comprised of seven well sites and associated
infrastructure located at N-65, O-15, C-76, F-66, J-76, B-41, and C-02. In the winter of 2019/2020 J-76 was
abandoned. No new drilling, production or other means for potential land disturbance are envisioned,
further abandonment and reclamation activities will take place in the near future.

POINTED MOUNTAIN
The Former Pointed Mountain Gas Field (the Site) is located west of the Liard River within the Liard
Range of the Franklin Mountains, approximately 30 km northwest of Fort Liard, NWT (Figure 1). The Site
is located on Crown land and is an area of interest to the Acho Dene Koe First Nation (ADK). It includes
former Plant Site, Airstrip, six abandoned gas well sites (A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, B-1, and B-2), a disposal well,
five water supply wells, numerous groundwater monitoring wells, pipelines and associated rights of way,
and roads which provide access to the various locations. Equipment and material are transported to the
Site via the barge landing on the north side of the Liard River (Figures 1 through 9). The Field was
developed by Pan American (Amoco), which merged with BP Canada Energy (BP) in 1998; the assets
were acquired from BP by ACL in 2010 and subsequently by Paramount from ACL in 2017.
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

In the Liard project area Paramount receives oil and gas approvals from the Office of the Regulator of Oil
and Gas Operations (OROGO). The Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) regulates the use
of land and water and the deposit of waste through the issuance of Land Use Permits (LUPs) and Water
Licences (WLs).
On June 1, 2013 the MVWLB released its Engagement Guidelines for Applicants and Holders of Water
Licences and Land Use Permits, this engagement plan is designed based upon the requirements of those
guidelines and the regulatory mandate of the MVLWB.

2.1

ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

The Liard South, East and West fields have been the subject of several Environmental Assessment
processes prior to licencing and permitting of activity. Assessment processes were conducted on Liard
East, West and South. Some of the assessment processes were conducted prior to Paramount becoming
the operator of a field: however, Paramount has assumed the outcomes and the responsibilities
associated with those assessment processes since it has become the operator of a field. Examples of
assessment processes are Environmental Assessment of the Ranger Oil Ltd., Canadian Forest Oil Ltd. and
Chevron Canada Resources Ltd. P-66/N-61/K-29 Gas Wells and Pipeline Tie-in Fort Liard, NT and
Paramount Resources Ltd. Liard East Exploratory Drilling EA00-003. Several the assessment processes are
documented on the Mackenzie Valley Environmental Review Board’s public registry at
http://reviewboard.ca/registry/ .

2.2

ENGAGEMENT STUDIES

In support and as outcomes of the above-mentioned assessment processes several engagement studies
were conducted by Paramount and previous operators, they are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Engagement Studies
Study Name

Field

Report on Traditional Knowledge of Natural
and Cutural Resources in the Fisherman Lake
and Liard Range Area, NWT. (June 18, 1999)

Liard West

Heritage Resources Impact Assessment, Fort
Liard Drilling Project & NWT portion of Shiha
Pipeline Project NWT (Archaeologist Permit
99-890)

Liard South
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Heritage Resources Impact Assessment
Assesment Final Report (Archaeologist Permit
99-889)

Liard West

Socio-Economic Monitoring, Construction
Phase Fort Liard Pipeline and Facilities Project

Liard West

2.3

LICENCES AND PERMITS

The Liard area has had activity pre-dating the creation of the MVLWB under the Mackenzie Valley
Resource Management Act. Permits and licences from the MVLWB to Paramount date back to the year
2000. Permitting and licencing activities have continued through the life of the project areas at Liard and
all three fields are in their third permit and licence cycle. These historical permits and licences had a much
larger scope of activities associated with them then is approved currently. In the Table below is a listing
of Paramount’s previous LUPs and WLs in the Liard area.
Table 2: Historical LUPs and WLs
Liard South

Liard West

Liard East

MV2002A0038

MV2001P0097

MV2006A0022

MV2002L1-0004

MV2000L1-011

MV2006L1-0006

MV2009A0017

MV2002A0071

MV2006A0024

MV2009L1-0006

MV2002L1-0013

MV2006L1-0007

MV2006P0021

MV2006A0026

MV2006L1-005

MV2006A0025
MV2000A0031
MV2000L1-0006
MV2000A0032
MV2000L1A0080
MV2001A0081
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The above LUPs and WLs are publically available via the MVLWB Public Registry
(http://www.mvlwb.ca/Boards/mv/SitePages/registry.aspx), including the engagement work associated
with each LUP and WL. Examples of the consultation logs submitted in support of LUP and WL applications
are in Appendix B.
Table 3 below lists Paramount’s current LUPs and WLs for the Liard Project Area. Given the current state
of the project (built and in some instances decommissioned and/or suspended) the scope of the LUPs and
WLs are very limited. Activities contemplated include maintenance, access, suspensions and
abandonments, reclamation and remediation. It is important to note that the National Energy Board is
the regulator for the down-hole activities of suspension and abandonment: however, surface use, waste
disposal and water use for these activities is within the jurisdiction of the MVLWB as well.
Table 3: Current LUPs and WLs
Liard South

Liard West

Liard East

Pointed Mountain

MV2016A0010

MV2013A0012

MV2013A0013

MV2014X011

MV2016L1-0002

MV2013L1-0002

MV2013L1-0003

MV2020L1-0001
(applied for)

3.0

AFFECTED PARTIES ENGAGEMENT

An affected party is defined as “a party that is predicted to be affected by a proposed Project, such as an
Aboriginal organization/government, an individual occupying land for traditional purposes, a private
landowner, or lease holder (e.g., for a lodge).” 1 As previously stated and is evident on the public registries
of the MVEIRB and MVLWB, Paramount’s Liard Projects have a long and extensive engagement history.
Paramount’s level of engagement with affected parties has been and will continue to be reflective of its
activity level in the area. Prior to and during construction and development activities engagement
activities were more frequent and intense and included studies, community meetings, open houses,
meetings with Chief and Councils, telephone calls and both written and electronically notifications. As
the activity in the Project areas have declined the frequency and magnitude of engagement has followed
suit.

3.1

LIST OF IDENTIFIED AFFECTED PARTIES

In Table 4 below is a list of identified affected parties for the Liard project areas:

1

Engagement and Consultation Policy
June 5, 2018 https://glwb.com/sites/default/files/mvlwb_engagement_and_consultation_policy_-_nov_25_19.pdf
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Table 4: Stakeholders for the Liard Project Areas
Stakeholder

Contact Person(s)

Contact Information

Acho Dene Koe First Nation

Chief Gene Hope

Acho Dene Koe First Nation
Land Services c/o Shared
Value Solutions

Director: Scott Mackay
Manager: Meghan Buckham

Acho Dene Koe Corporate
Group

President Barney Dohm

Dehcho First Nations

Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian
and Resource Mangement
Coordinator Dahti Tseto

General Delivery,
Fort Liard, NT
X0G 0A0
867-770-4571
chief@adkfirstnation.ca
62 Baker Street
Guelph, Ontario
N1H 4G1
226-706-888
(ext. 102 and 108)
lands@adkfirstnation.ca
General Delivery,
Fort Liard, nT
X0G 0A0
867-770-4571
Barney Dohm
BarneyDohm@adkcorporate.ca
PO BOX 89
Fort Simpson, NT
X0E 0N0
867-695-2610
dahti_tetso@dehcho.org

Dene Tha First Nation

Chief James Ahnassay

Dene Tha First Nation

Fred Didzena
Director of Lands Department

Hamlet of Fort Liard

Mayor Hilary Deneron and
Senior Administrative Officer
John McKee

Sambaa K’e First Nation

Chief Dolphus Jumbo
6

PO BOX 958
High Level, AB
T0H 1Z0
780-926-2422
James.Ahnassay@denetha.ca
PO Box 120
Chateh, AB
T0H 0S0
780-321-3774
Fred.Didzena@denetha.ca
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT
X0G 0A0
867-770-4104
web@fortliard.com
sao@fortliard.com
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
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Sambaa K’e First Nation

Jessica Jumbo
Environmental Coordinator

Sambaa K’e First Nation

Ruby Jumbo
Executive Director

Sambaa K’e First Nation
(Planit North Inc.)

Christine Wenman
Lands, Resources and
Environment Advisor

Sambaa K’e Development
Corporation

Brenda Jumbo
Manager

3.2

X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
chief@sambaakefn.com
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
environment@sambaakefn.com
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
manager@sambaakefn.com
1st Floor, 4501 – 50th Avenue
Yellowknife, NT
Tel: (867) 445-4127
christine@planitnorth.ca
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT
X0E 1Z0
Tel: (867) 206-2800
sdkcorp@yahoo.ca

ONGOING ENGAGEMENT

Paramount does not have a high level of activity planned for the Fort Liard project areas, as a result,
ongoing engagement activities are expected to be limited. As a result, engagement activities for
MVLWB regulated activities are expected to be limited over the course of the current LUPs and WLs
terms. Contemplated activities and the associated engagement are outlined in Table 5 below. The
ordering of Table 5 is sequential from the most likely to least likely activity.
Table 5: Activities Requiring Engagement
Activity

Potential Issue(s)

Planned
Engagement

Planned Engagement
Follow-up

LUP(s) Extension Request
and Replacement
Applications

Paramount’s short and
long-term plan for the
project area(s)

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence

WL(s) Term Amendment
and Replacement
Applications

Paramount’s short and
long-term plan for the
project area(s)

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence
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Maintenance Activities

Timing and Contracting
opportunities

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence

OROGO Authorized Oil
and Gas Activities

Timing and Contracting
opportunities

Written Notification

Telephone Calls and
Electronic correspondence

Reclamation and
remediation planning and
activities

Timing, techniques,
technology and
contracting opportunities

Written Notification,
electronic
correspondence,
MVLWB regulatory
process

Telephone Calls and in
person (face to face and
virtual) meetings

Ongoing engagement is expected to continue with all the affected parties identified in Table 4.

4.0

CONCLUSION

Paramount will continue to engage affected parties through the remaining life of its current LUPs and
WLs and throughout the remaining life of the Liard Project areas. In support of regulatory submissions
to the MVLWB Paramount will continue to provide documentation of Paramount’s engagement
activities relating to the MVWLB regulatory authority.
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Contact

Contact Method

Date

List of Stakeholders identified in the Pointed Mountain
Engagement Plan

Email

January 7, 2019

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.
Chief Gene Hope, Acho Dene Koe

Phone Call
Phone Call

January 21, 2019
January 21, 2019

Tim Herron, Northwest Territory Metis Nation

Phone Call

January 21,2019

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.
adkfn@landmarkrm.com
List of Stakeholders identified in the Pointed Mountain
Engagement Plan

Phone Call
Email
Email

January 22, 2019
January 22, 2019
July 2, 2019

Chief Gene Hope, Acho Dene Koe

Phone Call

July 15, 2019

Tim Herron, Northwest Territory Metis Nation

Phone Call

July 15, 2019

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.
List of Stakeholders identified in the Pointed Mountain
Engagement Plan

Phone Call
Email

July 15, 2019
August 9, 2019

Summary of Discussion
Paramount Resources Ltd. ("Paramount") sent out a notification package email to stakeholders to inform
them that Paramount would be moving forward an extension for Land Use Permit MX20140011.
Paramount contacted Julie and she requested a call back later in the day, Paramount called back later and
left a message. Julie called Paramount back and left a message.
Paramount called and left a message for Chief Gene Hope
Paramount called and talked with Tim Herron. Paramount provided an overview of how it acquired
Pointed Mountain, scope of the Land Use Permit and where the project was in its life cycle. Tim informed
Paramount that leadership was very busy with the Land Claim and going forward matters related to this
file could be sent solely to him.
Paramount called Julie and discussed the extension. Paramount noted that it had a message in with Chief
Hope, Julie stated the Chief was busy with Land Claim matters. Julie requested the extension letter be
sent to adkfn@landmarkrm.com as that address goes to multiple people at Landmark Resource
Management Ltd. Julie stated that if they had any comments or questions they would provide them in the
coming weeks or when the extension request was placed on the registry.
As requested Paramount sent the notification package to the email provided.
Paramount sent out an engagement package to start the process of obtaining a new Land Use Plan and
Water Licence for the Pointed Mountain project
Paramount called and spoke with Chief Gene Hope following up on the engagement package. Chief Hope
informed Paramount that Chief and Council would be discussing it this evening and he would be discussing
it with their consultants on Tuesday. Paramount stated that they were available if any questions or
concerns were raised and a further information package would be distributed at the end of the month.
Paramount called and talked with Tim Herron. Paramount provided an overview the scope of the Land Use
Permit and where the project was in its life cycle. Tim was happy to hear about reclamation happening.
Tim asked about the water source (Liard River) and volumes. Paramount stated the volumes would be low
and mostly related to camp use.
Paramount called Julie and discussed the engagement package. Paramount noted that it had spoken with
Chief Hope. Paramount stated it would be sending out further information at the end of the month. If
ADKFN or Landmark had any questions they could contact Paramount at any time and would have further
opportunities to comment during the regulatory process.
Paramount sent out a second engagement package to continue the process of obtaining a new Land Use
Plan and Water Licence for the Pointed Mountain project

Chief Gene Hope, Acho Dene Koe

Phone Call

September 5, 2019

Paramount called and left a message on the executive assistants voice mail for Chief Gene Hope following
up on the engagement package.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
Dene Band

Email

May 28, 2020

Paramount called Julie and discussed the engagement package. Paramount noted that it had left a
message for Chief Hope. If ADKFN or Landmark had any questions they could contact Paramount at any
time and would have further opportunities to comment before or during the regulatory process.
Christine of Planit North contacted Paramount seeking information and requesting a virtual meeting on
behalf of SKFN to discuss Celibeta and Paramount's other Liard projects. Paramount responded by
providing information and suggested the afternoon of June 5th.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
First Nation

Email

June 3 and June 4
2020

Christine of Planit North contacted Paramount to confirm the meeting and provide an agenda. Following
up emails were exchanged to confirm zoom as the medium for the disucssion.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
Dene Band

Email

June 3 and June 4
2020

Christine of Planit North contacted Paramount to confirm the meeting and provide an agenda. Following
up emails were exchanged to confirm zoom as the medium for the disucssion.

Julie Swincoe, Landmark Resource Management Ltd.

Chief Jumbo, Councillor J. Junbo, Councillor T. Jumbo and Ruby
Jumbo on behalf of the Sambaa K'e First Nation and Christine
Wenman, Planit North

Phone Call

Virtual Meeting

September 5, 2019

June 5, 2020

SKFN and Paramount held a Zoom meeting. After introductions, Chief Jumbo provided some opening
remarks touching on the environment, area of interest and socio-economic opportunities. Paramount
provided an overview presentation that gave an update on Celibeta, Liard East, Liard West, Liard South and
Pointed Mountain. The presentation provided the current state of the project and the current regulatory
approvals. SKFN then asked some questions related SDL 002 (operated by Suncor but Paramount has a
working interest), contracting/employment activities, training opportunties, vegetation size on the
Celibeta right of way and lease and environmental monitoring. Paramount answered or partially answered
the questions and then stated they would follow up on the remaining questions and/or provide additional
details. SKFN requested the Celibeta Closure and Reclamation Plan prior to sunmission to the MVLWB,
Paramount stated they had a June 30 Deadline and were unsure if the Plan would be completed much
before that deadline.

Chief Jumbo, Jessica Jumbo and Ruby Jumbo on behalf of the
Sambaa K'e Dene Band and Christine Wenman, Planit North

Email

June 8 2020

Paramount sent an email as follow up from the June 5th call attaching a PDF version of the presentation.
Also, the information regarding requirements for labour work was included. Paramount stated it hoped to
have the support letter and contracting information later in the week.

Chief Jumbo, Jessica Jumbo and Ruby Jumbo on behalf of the
Sambaa K'e First Nation and Christine Wenman, Planit North

Email

June 8 2020

Paramount sent an email as follow up from the June 5th call attaching a PDF version of it's contracting
terms and conditions. Also, the information regarding requirements for contractors was included.

Christine Wenman, Planit North on behalf of the Sambaa K'e
First Nation

Chief Jumbo, Jessica Jumbo and Ruby Jumbo on behalf of the
Sambaa K'e Dene Band and Christine Wenman, Planit North

Email

Email

June 9 2020

Ms. Wenman emailed Paramount a letter following up from the virtual meeting signed by Chief Jumbo. It
included four requests from SKFN to Paramount: #1. Update and expand SKFN representatives' contact
information and use the name Sambaa K'e First nation. #2. Commit to a brief (~2 hour) face to face
meeting twine annually, which can be done virually by tele/video conference. #3. Commit to exploring all
opportunities to have our Member representatives visit sites during field activities, at least once per field
season. #4. Invite an SKFN member to join during helicopter inspections of the Celibeta site,

June 19 2020

Paramount sent an email with letter attachment responding to the June 9 2020 letter. Paramount
touched on the 4 issues raised encouraging SKFN to engage with OROGO and GNWT regarding site visits.
Paramount expanded the contact list for SKFN in the Celibeta engagement plan. Paramount suggested
calls on an as needed basis due to the potential of low activity levels at the project areas.
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Concordance for Paramount Management System (POEMS)

Paramount Operational Excellence Management System
(POEMS)

CONCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
A MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

DOCUMENT IS UNCONTROLED IF PRINTED
Document Title

Management System Requirements for Northwest Territories

Subject

Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations (OROGO)

TABLE 1: OROGO-NT REGULATORY CONCORDANCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR NORTHWEST TERRITORIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH PART
2, SECTION 5 OF THE OIL AND GAS DRILLING AND PRODUCTION REGULATIONS
Section 5(1)

The applicant for an authorization shall develop an effective Management System that integrates operations and technical systems
with the management of financial and human resources to ensure compliance with the Act and the above Regulations.

Section 5(2)

The Management System shall include (see listing of requirements (a) through (k) below).

Section 5(3)

The Management System documentation shall be controlled and set out in a logical and systematic fashion to allow for ease of
understanding and efficient implementation.

Section 5(4)

The Management System shall correspond in the size, nature and complexity of the operations and activities, hazards and risks
associated with the operations.

Reference to Applicable Paramount
Document for Compliance

Regulatory Requirement
(a) The policies on which the system is
based;

•
•

(b) The processes for setting goals for
the improvement of safety,
environmental protection and waste
prevention;

Revision:

Approval Draft

•
•

Comment

POEMS Element One - Leadership, Accountability & Paramount Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)
Policy applies to all Paramount activities.
Commitment
Management is responsible for achieving the
HSE Policy – latest signed version - January 2020
intent of the HSE Policy through the effective
(see appendix #1)
implementation of the Paramount Operational
Excellence Management System (POEMS).
POEMS Element One - Leadership, Accountability & Personnel in leadership positions provide clear
Commitment
direction to their teams and demonstrate a
commitment to safe, efficient, operations by
POEMS Element Twelve - Operational
holding their teams, and themselves, accountable
Excellence – Assessment & Performance
to management expectations.
Review
Standardized metrics provide visibility into the
delivery of operating targets and promote
continuous improvement through use in
assessments, audits, and learnings activities.
Through periodic reviews, the continued adequacy
and appropriateness of POEMS is assured and
systematic improvements in performance are
achieved.

Revision date:

August 18, 2020

Page:
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DOCUMENT IS UNCONTROLED IF PRINTED
Reference to Applicable Paramount
Document for Compliance

Regulatory Requirement
(c) The processes for identifying hazards
and for evaluating and managing the
associated risks;

•

POEMS Element Two - Risk Management

•

POEMS Element Three – Occupational Safety &
Environmental Stewardship

•

HSE Safe Work Practice – Hazard Assessment,
Elimination and Control (COR-HSE-PRT-003)

Comment
Standardized practices are applied across all
assets to manage operational risks systematically
by identifying job and process hazards (motion,
chemical, biological, pressure, radiation, electrical,
gravity, temperature) and major incident
scenarios, assessing their consequence and
probabilities, and evaluating, prioritizing, and
implementing mitigation plans to ensure residual
risk levels are tolerable and as low as reasonably
practical (ALARP).
Business is managed in a manner to prevent harm
to the health of employees, contractors, local
communities, and the environment. Control
processes provide a work environment that allows
tasks to be completed safely; without unplanned
loss of containment.

(d) The processes for ensuring that
personnel are trained and competent
to perform their duties;

•

POEMS Element Five - Training and Competency

•

Paramount Active Learner (PAL) system

Roles required to meet business needs are filled
by competent personnel with appropriate
qualifications, skills, and knowledge; all of which
are maintained as needs and roles evolve.
Training programs are developed and maintained
based on corporate, industry, and job-specific
requirements; as well as on individual needs
assessments and continuing education goals.

(e) The processes for ensuring and
maintaining the integrity of all
facilities, structures, installations,
support craft and equipment
necessary to ensure safety,
environmental protection and waste
prevention;

Revision:

Approval Draft

•

POEMS Element Four - Process Safety

•

POEMS Element Seven - Design, Construction &
MOC

The integrity of infrastructure used in hazardous
operations is managed by applying industryaccepted design principles, and engineering,
operating, and maintenance practices known to
prevent or control incidents.
Company infrastructure is designed and
constructed according to a standardized
philosophy that will assure adherence to all
elements of POEMS throughout the entire
lifecycle of the assets. A formal program is in
place to systematically manage temporary and
permanent changes to existing infrastructure.

Revision date:

August 18, 2020
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Reference to Applicable Paramount
Document for Compliance

Regulatory Requirement
(f)

The processes for the internal
reporting and analysis of hazards,
minor injuries, incidents and nearmisses and for taking corrective
actions to prevent their recurrence;

•

(g) The documentation describing all
management system processes and
the processes for making personnel
aware of their roles and
responsibilities with respect to them;

•

POEMS Element Eleven – Incident Management

Comment
Incidents are reported and investigated to
determine immediate and systemic causes and
implement appropriate corrective actions.
Learnings are shared to reduce the likelihood of
recurrence and improve operating performance.
Incidents identifying a governing gap in POEMS
are comprehensively analyzed and used to
contribute to the continuous improvement of
the system.

•

POEMS Element One - Leadership, Accountability & Personnel in leadership positions provide clear
Commitment
direction to their teams and demonstrate a
commitment to safe, efficient, operations by
POEMS Element Six – Information Management &
holding their teams, and themselves, accountable
Document Control
to management expectations.
Management expectations and business
requirements are clearly transferred into
practices, procedures, or other standardized
governing documentation types, that appropriate
personnel in the organization are effectively
trained to use; and are held accountable to doing
so.

(h) The processes for ensuring that all
documentation associated with the
system are current, valid and
have been approved by the
appropriate level of authority;

•

POEMS Element Six - Information
Management & Document Control

Information, documents, and records necessary to
meet business requirements are developed,
reviewed, maintained, secured, and made readily
and appropriately available.

(i) The processes for conducting
periodic reviews or audits of the
system and for taking corrective
actions if reviews or audits identify
areas of non-conformance with the
system and opportunities for
improvement;

•

POEMS Element Twelve - Operational
Excellence – Assessment & Performance
Review

Standardized metrics provide visibility into the
delivery of operating targets and promote
continuous improvement through use in
assessments, audits, and learnings activities.
Through periodic reviews, the continued adequacy
and appropriateness of POEMS is assured and
systematic improvements in performance are
achieved.

Revision:

Approval Draft
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Reference to Applicable Paramount
Document for Compliance

Regulatory Requirement
(j)

The arrangements for coordinating
the management of operations of the
proposed work or activity among the
owner of the installation, the
contractors, the operator and others,
as applicable; and

•

POEMS – Element One - Leadership, Accountability
& Commitment

•

POEMS Element Three – Occupational Safety
and Environment

•

POEMS – Element Six – Information
Management and Document Control

•

POEMS – Element Nine – Goods, Materials &
Contractor/Third Party Management

Comment
Personnel in leadership positions are held
accountable for having an aligned commitment
to:
- Provide consistent and adequate messaging
internal and external to their team; consistently
reinforcing expectations.
- Be visibly seen to spend adequate time with
direct reports in order to provide direction and
measurement.
- Be transparent with the information required for
the workforce to efficiently perform and focus on
their duties.
A comprehensive safety program is in place which
ensures the availability of standardized tools
required to create a safe workplace. These tools
include but are not limited to documented safe
work practices, road safety management,
confined space entry, permits to work, personal
protective equipment, and field observation
communication forums.
A communication strategy, supported by a
standardized communication platform, is in place
to support the dissemination of management
expectations, controlled documents,
operational/integrity/regulatory/engineering
information, and lessons learned. The strategy
assures impacted personnel are adequately
informed and the information is readily available;
throughout the organization and externally when
appropriate.
Practices and processes are designed to
systematically assure goods, equipment, and
services provided by third parties meet
contractual and legal requirements.
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Approval Draft

Revision date:
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Reference to Applicable Paramount
Document for Compliance

Regulatory Requirement
(k) The name and position of the person
accountable for the establishment
and maintenance of the system and
of the person responsible for
implementing it.

•

POEMS – Element One - Leadership, Accountability
& Commitment

Comment
Personnel in leadership positions provide clear
direction to their teams and demonstrate a
commitment to safe, efficient, operations by
holding their teams, and themselves, accountable
to management expectations.
Every person in the organization has a personal
responsibility for HSE. Continued success of
POEMS means:
• Senior management is visibly committed.
• Frontline management leads the process and is
actively involved.
• Supervision is performance focused.
• Workers are engaged and actively participating.

Revision:

Approval Draft

Revision date:
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Document Title

Management System Requirements for Northwest Territories

Subject

Office of the Regulator of Oil and Gas Operations (OROGO)

Appendix 1 – Paramount Resources Ltd. – Corporate HSE Policy – January 20
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